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One evening; while.' was alone in the little "east room"
on the Inner Court Osini, my sister, came to see me.
"lime books are so strange." she began with disapprovaL

1 "They contain no classical words and no sentences of any
profound meaning. Do wt---TTY:te ieve that they wilt 011C day
make you a wig man?"

"I gape so." 1 answered. . -

"And what do you learn from these book" she asked
with an air of superiority, fingering one Oge after an-
other. "I thibk it is a pity for you. You after all,
gifted; Sou have read Tsung -yong. You have learnt many
old poems by heart, and have even copied Yulgok's anec-
dotes. But now, with this new learning, you are wasting
yourself on worthless things."

Osini, was an intelligent girl: She liked reading and t
' knew many of the anecdotes and novels written in the old
style; her speech was rich in classical Korean words imfa
minas -even to my mother. People considered her-the
crest of us children, and indeed she was-the only one ho
often found fault with me. She drought my han ting
.rniserahre. my language without, beauty or digni For' this
reason I tried to avoid talking with ha.

it I. mkt th.-tt the new learning is oin king diflerent.'
I told her at last. it -teaches you how to build .railways
which will enable people to travel over _thousands of

% - miles' It teaches you to estimate how far off the moon is,
or how- to make use of, the power of the lightning to pro-.

6 duce light "
"That does not make you a wise man," she said with

t

I
concern.

"These are the new times." I continued, "brighter ones
after our long, dark sleep A fresh breeze has awakened us.

-A
,Now it is spring. after a long winter: That is what they
say."

For a long while Osini 'seemed lost -in- 'thought and
i hdlv listened to, me. "And how far is it from us to this

country which they call Europe"- she asked me at last.
\''.1. "That I has en't learnecryet, but it must be Many times
I ten thousand miles." . .

4 ' "Once upon a time the Princess Sogun married into a'
country without any flossgs. II couldn't, he- there, could

4 it?"
"No; that was only the land of the Huns.
'Do you believe they have flowers in Europe like our.

lilies, forsythias and azaleas?"
"I don't know." .

"Do you believe they have a south wind there? Do they
sit in the moonlight drinking wine in 'brder to write 4.

j poems?" .-

"I cannot tell."
."Then Non don't know anything worth knoviiitg," she

.1 summed up, disappointed,

4

From The Yalu flows by Mirok Li, an autobiographical novel about life in

1,

early 20th-ce ury Korea. (Thee Grass Roof by Younghill Kangand The Yalu
Flows by Mirok Li, reprinted in -ale edition by, Norton Library, -1975, with

.

.,an introductio by BonnielL Crown) -
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-- "Textbooks are only_toold of instruction,, but' iii the

United States they are extremely influentidl tools. --,rA no small
number of schools, wisely or unwisely, they virtually-determine

the course,-of study; in all schools they are usea7417----
-organizational bases for what is taught to pupils, and as such

they fluence pupils' minds and attitudes both directlyrand in -

indirec . Analysis of whaY-representative textbooks Sty abOAt"

a topic and of the way they say it, is one important ex of the

substantive content of the,4chool curriculum. Such,an nalySis

is especially revealing about the treatment 'of the Far t beet. se

most American teachers have not had special "training in the fi d

of Asiatic-studies, The textbook, in too many cases, i the lor

reservoir of information for teachers and pupils'aliiebou an
area,of.the world which has not, until recently, or even n w'
commonly, been,treated adequately or objectively in ini* utions

of higher education and in centers of teacher training."'

(Wilson, Howard E.4,,ed. Treatment of Asia in America !Textbooks,
Committee on Asiatic Studies of.the American Council A EducatiOn

1

and the American Council, Institute of Pacific kelat ons, 1946.)
1
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"At this time'of national concern over consumer
protection, the largest,single group of unprotected'
consumers is made up; of the 50 million school
children who are being required to learn from
educational materials almost all'of which have
been inadequately developed and evaluated."

(P. Kenneth Komoski, President of Educational
Products.Information Exchange, May 1971, before

U.S.. House of Representatives.)

4
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...school texts are the important books.
After all, they are the ones the-lawsays
kids must read....Children cannotbe
expected to cluestiontextbooks which,
uAlike nursery tales, are assumed
literall)f correct in every way. Books

now reflect the flaws of out society,
but we hope to make=sure they don't ,

perpetuate-them."

(Bradford Chambers, ditqcor Of,the
Council on inter-Racial Books for Children,"

Inc., in Carnegie Oarterly, Fall 1974)
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FOREWORD

`This volume reports on what The Asia Satiety believes to.be the most
--

extensive evaluation ever.atiOapted of the treatment of Asia in American

elementary and secondary school t xts. The study was supported by The Ford
, . . . - * ^ , . ,_

. . - . -

-
.

--Foundation. Guided by a a-eta-II questionnaire, -103 ScbtaSts, teat-hers,

and-11thers with Asian- expertise reviewed 306 books in-common use in the

, ..

50 states in 1974-75. This book summarizes the process of the evaluation, ,..:....,

...

4
. .. --

the findings of the individual readers, and the Society's own-conclusions
o

-

and recotmendations for action as a result of thelr findings..-

A distillation of the report, intended for widd.distributIon to

teachers, publishers, writers, teitbook selection.committees,.state edutation
. . . .

depagtments,. teadher training.,progrgms, and gove'r'nment agencies, 1.S being

. .

,. published separately,
.

4!*.
- /

there is one principal lesson to be derived from the investigation,
. -

% . it is that formidable challenges still lie ahead fof those'Who, like The
c - 4

s

P

. .4, l
. .

,,Asia Society, have embraced the goal of deepening American understanding
.

-
: , ,,

, t ,.'

of Asia.
; .

.
.

_

'
. 1 , ' ...- .

, .

The'Society is deeplY.indeiitgd toBonnip R. Crown, director of its.-
. .

- . ,
. ,.
Educationnl Resources/Asian Literature PrOgrat, for having conceived this

, . . .

,
path..tbOaki9g study. and carried

-
it to its successful conclusion. The task

..
, ' .

could not have Imen.accorplished, however, without the dedicated collaboration
... .

,

_ -.;

of he awn staff associates, Loretta
q
Ryan and Cindy Rau, and of those

,
. i'

- _. :

professibdals in the field who read the textual materials with cake and
7

,

discrimination. To them, and is) The Ford Foundation, the Society expresses

its,yeartfelt gratitude. j

PhilitTaltt
president

,
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'I. INTROWTION -
In 1959 the.Agibn Llteratuie Program. of The'Aiia Society was established

t

to promote the translation and publication of works byAsian writers. One of
,

the'- bjectives of this program its to make available works, which would be not

only useful on the'college and unpersity level, but also of interest to the

general' reader. Thd Program worked closely, with scholars- Throughout this

country, in Europe, and in AS1..14 to identify needs, develop and evaluate4
.

manuscripts, and arrange fax publication through university and trade publishers

and literary magazines. To reach still larger audiences, it began to sgonsor:.

lectures, -readings, and seminars in cooperation with universities and colleges

throughout this country, with the Association for Alien Studies, and with other'

organizations. Among these was the Ghalib Centennial Celebration, a series.of

programs which toured nation- ly and was supported by the Ford Foundation.

In the fall of 1969, to complement the activities of the then separate

.

Education Department o the Society, the Program,...extended ite. activities to

'include the elementary and secondav school levels by participating in and

contributing materials to a conference on ."Teaching the Literattqe of the Global

Village." In 1970 and again in /P71 the Program conducted workshops for`-
.

conferences On "Asian Studies i( the Schools" sponsored byttie Society for

.- :7
Eastern'Arts San Francisco.

The EducdtIon Program had for.some years conducted in-service courses i

Asian culture for teachers. In 1971 the'Asian Literature Program organized

the first such-course in which Asian literature was used as the vehicle for

transmitting Asian culture. This course was designed to coordinate with the

0
New York City Board of Education course' on Asia for college-bound students.

. .

During this period The Asian Literature Program also prepared two-features

16
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, o....

2

presenting works by Asiats, "Voices of Asia" (1969) and "Contemporary

Chinese Literature" (1972Yelhoth gaited by ALP diiector Bonnie R. Crown, for
.-.-

. .

Social Education, -the professional journal for social studies teachers,

and commissioned essayson the literatute of Asia wits bibliOgripbies of

. -

Asian works by scholars'Edward C,,Dimock, Jr., Donald Keene, Marshall R.

Pihl, John Echols:and Kai-yu Rsu'for distribution,th teachells.

In 1969 the Asian Literature Program had a survey of "world"

.literature books condUcted to determine the extent and nature of Asian

content. In asampling of 1b texts, pages devoted. to Asian "literature"

ranged. from .02 per cent tb414.7 per cent; these percentages included

,Pearl Buck in the Chinese literary tradition antudgard Kipling in the

r
Indianjiterary tradition. It was essential, however,, that an evaluation

of Asian content be extended to the social studies texts, where there had

been great efforts and commitment to include Asia in the curriculum in

the post-World War II period. -Focusing on the social studies texts, it

was believed,-would not only reveal what is being put into the hands of

the students; An evaluation would also reflect popularly:held public

attitudes and assumptions about Asia, and thus be of significance to all

segments of American society. 4

In the fall of 1973, the education efforts of the Society were
, .

:.

placed within the,Asian Literature Program (renamed Educational Resources/

.Asian Literature Program). The reorganization provided the opportunity
2

:' . . b

not only to undertake t major examination of social studies texts bu,i also
-. . . , 0

.
.

. .

.
.

to'realize on'the primary and secondary levels the long-standing goal of

the Asian Literature Program to make Asian voices heard. Emphasis was
- ,

placed on nationally distributed student,-learning materialt, from which

,tbe teacher all too often also,Plearne aboutAsia. AcfiVities also

were directed to working-With national pliessiodal educarion-organizatlims

I

a.

-_s
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such 4s the National Council for the Social Studies and the National
,..

Countil of Teachers of English, producers ofehucational-mateaals, and

other service organizations and resource centersaroundthe countrq.

It.was expected that the answer to the-question'Ant fs being

presented about Asia at what level?" would define what supplementaly

materials would need to be identified and/or designed to go with texts

already in use in the schools,- The extensive and overwheliing inadequacies
/'

reported by evaluators were unexpected. While it had...keel;intended that

the reports on each individual title would provide the Society with the

basic information qith which"to work with individual publishers on
.

Supplementary Materials to go-with their basic textbooks, the results

of this report indicate that whaph..is necessary is a new approach to the
_ .

teaching about 'Asia which will cit'aw on recent scholarly findings and

Asian works to preseit, with greater acpracy and authenticity, the

'Asian reality.
-

SELECTION OFTEXTBOOKS

The first step in this evaluationowas to identify the most widely used

. .

basic social studies textbooks."(K-/2) throughout the nation., In addition to

consulting social studies entries in Textbooks in Print, requests were Bent

to state education departments,,social studies supervisors, and _textbook .

selection committees of the 50 states. Inquiries were also sent to large

, cities,

received

states:

Replies, after multiple requests (May,4:June, July 1974), were

from 23 states and 26.cities. The states represented included key

California, Pennsylvania; Michigan, Massachusetts, New York, Virginia,

and Florida._ The Cities included a wide geographic representation: Cleveland,

Baltimore, Chicago, Denver, Detroit,oSan Diego, and Portland. Since rainy states

did not reply,, it would seeinthat the query is an unusual one, which bureaucracies,

8'
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were unable to handle. Although 16 states and 11 citids did send complete
4

v r

social studies adoption policies, seven states.replied that they did not

have information about text materials,-as they are selected by the local
. 4

community. Only 22 states have textbook adoption policies, which nay be, an

explanation for the lack of response from the other spates.. _ ,
S

State and city replies pOiAted to-a great plUralism'across 'the country'

-thrwith,regard to Asian studies; One state (North Caroli6a) req es coverage

of Asia. Other states reported that they do not insist on tuclusion of -

Asian studies although many state officials wrote that they ted courses

.

J 4

on such subjects as woriAhistory or ethnic studies whichproVided:an

opportUnity to study Asia. For example:
. ,

/

In terms of Asian studies, we do not mandate such a cours,

but it is.a one-quarter ,Component ofur Ethnic Studies

course which is.now offered in approximately half of our

junior and senior high schools. -(San Diego C#y'Schools, -

Social Studies Specialist-Roy Harris)

,..the titlesof representative series used atthe sixth,

,,grade level are included. At _K-5 levels;'materials concern-

ing Asia are included throughout the curriCuluth at the-moit

meaningful times and places. -We are not under a mandate from

our school system to include -Asian Studies: We do, however,

give considerable emphasis to Asiin affairs ip our courses in

WorldTistory, MA;dern History, World Problems among others.

We also offer a separate elective course entitled "Far'
Eastern History.". ,(The Public Schools of the District of

Columbia)'

There is no state mandated course-in the area of Asian
. -

-studies. On the local level Dade County uses the mini -

course approach and has several elective courses available

to secondary_. tuderits. (Dade'County, Miami, Florida)

The most Informative letters demonstrate the great disparity

ip whit is required:

1 p.
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,In the Chicago public schools at the kindergarten level;.
to4sia(through a comparative

Tokyo with people in Chicago. .It
h year, pupils return to their study of Asia

the point of view Of the many different cultural'
erns found in regions around the world. This

ude6 a study of'the People's RepUblic of China,
an, the Democr People's Republic of Korea, andr
Republic of rea. ,-

.

Asian Studiesat the secondary level is an elective
offering, with recommended pIacemenCin grade twelVe.
We are sending to you under separate cover a brochure:
that will give additional information concerning this
course-as well as copies of the curriculumguides that
have been developed for, Unit. I - Asian -Man and His .

Environment and Unit If -"Cultural Patterns of Asian

-Man. Lists of resource materials will be found in the

brochure and in the curriculum guides.
.

The above information refers,only to the Chicago public
schools. For information concerning mantes andprogrpms.=r
in Other*tchobl districts, we suggest that yoU contact

the Office of the Superintendent of Public InstruatiOn,
Springfield, Illinois 62704.;

An official fiom another state.WiOte:

1' .
.

The state evidently-is not -interested in Asian Studies.
In our district;we do have a few classes in 'Oriental
Studies and World Cultures which emphlsize Asian Studies,
However, student have a difficult time in scheduling
these electives with -such a tightly. mandated state

program.

A sampling of other replies is included to illustrate, the great variety,

of approaches to Asia:

There are no mandated course in Asian Studies. -However,
several opportunities ate provided. in the grades. kinder-

garten through 6 to -study about the people in other

countries with specific reference to Japan.

Grade 3pupils examine-the ways people-live in different

regions of the world. Suggested locations for study

,ipclude the Gab!, Mekong River Valley, and the Himalayas.
In grade 5upils learn about geography and economics
of India. Grade 6 provides a study of the early eivili-.

zations of both Chide and India. (Board of'Bducation of

the City of New York)
0
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_ _-The social studies program shall emphasize the multi -1 ;

. cultural, regional aspects of history, geography, and

literature. :(Statez-Of New Ekicicv Department` of

,Educdt±ion) ,

In terms of AsiaR.Studies,-,:we do not tandate suCh,a

course,- bUt:it is a one7qUarter.,&blapot of:our

L Ethnic Studies course-which is notronered in iiprox- --

imatelyhalf of ourjunior and senior high schoOls.-4n

s'additibni-we have an excellent one-year Asian Studies

P'rogratii atone -o our, high schools. (San Di4o City

Schools)
- .

- "-Our State requires.dontemporary,Woild Problems as a

course. Part of the 'content may be selected from

Asian studies. No state mandate exists' -'to that '

effect however. (Renton School District 403,, Renton,_

Washington)
-

Our State has no mandate on inclusion of Asian studies in

theschoott--,tkis-is determined-.by each individual:

(Ph5eni5i Union High School.System)-
- /

The Sbcial Studies Department has the responsibility

for .the Asian studies you wished to know about. I

am attaching a cc:Spy:of out texcbo4s-used in_ our.

Asian'studies electives. 'The.District and the State

have not mandated any courses in this, area of the _

curriculum. Qui District does have an elective that

was offered in ten of our senior -1i *h schools last

school year: Units 9n Asia, howevervmare covered in

grades 7'and,possibly,grade 9. (Leis Angeles City

Unified School District)
.

, .

Ohio does not mandate an Asian studies course in

our secondary-schools. (Cleveland Public Schools)

The only coursethat we have that is specifically

oriented twards Asia,.is Asian Studies. This course

is designed to acquaint the student with alife style

and societal value system totally unrelated to his

own. Emphasis in this course Will be given to village

life; classical civilization, and changes brought by

the 20th century. Cultures of China, Japan, Russia, 4.

and India - Pakistan will be examined. The textbook which-

. t
is formally adopted 'for this .is as follows: World

Regional Studies Series: China; India, Japan, Russia,

publidhed by HOughton Mliflin Compran§. (Glendale Union

?High School District, Glendale:-'Arizona)

I -

-..;01ur students are provided instructional episodes

_relative to Non-Western' History "(viz.,'Africa, ASia)

at both' the elementary.and secondary levels., An

1-effort-is made to enable Studegt6 to' understand the

oneness of ,knowledge and to developra world view of

history. (Baltimore City Public Sdhools)

-.
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In response to your letter outlining the new thrust of

The Asia Society.and seeking informatibd cohcerning-
the Philadelphia school system's program,'Termit me to
Share with you the followinginfOrmation:. 1) Asian
-studies'are not mandated by the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania as separate and distinct'courses. They. must

be a pare-of World, History and Government courses and

the WorldCulture courses. All seventh graders study
the geography of the Eastern HeMisphere with emphasis
oft cultural and human geography. All ninth graders in
the Philadelphia'School District have Wotld History and
Government asone,of the required subjects...for a diploma.
2) Elective courses are offered at our senior high school

.level. These courses include: a) The Far East, b)

Religioni of"the World; c) Asian World, d) Non-Western

Civilization. (The School District of Philadelphia)

Textbook lists that were received were checked against publishers'

catalogues: 2521;books with Asian content from 34-publishers appeal on these

;

1 adoption lists. No text appeared on more than 18 lists. Only27 Jtitles

appeared; on more than:10 lists.

As a result of the pluralism revealed in this survey,of ad ption lists,,
F

it.was deemed. essential that all materials which could be consi-ked basic'

social studies texts be incl.-tided in this evaluation. Informati n on

.available texts was gathered gt the National, Council for the Social Studies'

meetingein the fall of 1573 and the fall of 1974. 'Consultations with active,
,. .

. . . .

. ,

teachers using materials-not on state lists indicated that It was necessary

to.add 54 titles to the 252 identified on'adoption lifsts

.

in order.to get a fair
.

Picture of- the state of educational mateiials. on Asia. .

ORDERING BOOKS

r

Project staff found that the ordering and delivery of catalogues and

educational materials often, takes several weeks and even months. It was

not always clear from the catalogue descriptions whether certain textbooks,

had any--Asian content. For example two books, with the titles Mainstreans

22
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of Civigiation and The Eastern Hemiaphere do not cover Asia at all.

In two instances, 1967 and 1971 editions of books were delivered in

response to (clearly marked purchase orders fot 1973 and 1975 editions

:._

advertised in catalogues. v . - \--

DVLOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

A large number of thoughtful and experienced educators throughout '

the nation were consulted by the Society on the textbook evaluation

proposal. Among them was Dr. Donald JohnAn of Net.1 York University, whO

has written extensively on teaching about-Asia in the schools, is

co-author with Jean Johnson of a textbook -on India, and conducts a tliastbrs

Program ,in Asian Studies" in the School of Education at New York University
,

that could-well serve as a. model program for other schools of education.

Dr. Johnson agreed. to cooperate wifh'the textbook,evaldation project and
_ . "

, .

to ha4e: teachers in his program carry out a. projedt'relaiedAo.the eval--

-

uation. This was reinEorCed by Loretta :Ryan, a member of the seminar ,and

former teacher, who wag to Join the Asia Society staff upon completion of
:--/

:11,-.1

the program.to:woik 6 tiieSocietytextbook evaluation.
. .

With Ms. Ryan as chairpersOn, of a seven-member group of the class oB
. - ..

, .

., -
1974, a' 'working paper on the evaluation 6E. educational Materials "on Asia

.was prepared. The members of the.committee.came from a variety of teaching'

backgrounds and geographic regions. All shared experience'in.study and

ttravel'in Asia as well,as in
.
the teaching -of Asian studies in American

c
classrooms. The other members of the committee were:

.,

Billie Day ,
'Peggy Helgeson ;

,
. ,

"dardOzo High School Fairbault Minilesota School

Washington, D.C. District #656 ,

Fairbault, Minnesota

.23
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Harry Osgood
Director
Area - Cooperative'

Educational-,Services
New Haven, Connefticut

Frederick Price
St. Paul PubliccSchoold
St. Raul, Minnesota

..4"

Lucia Pierce
Morgan School--
Cli4ton, Connecticut

'William Skowronski
Msgr. Bonner High School

'\ Philadelphia, PenAsylvania

In the prepar, tion of the questionnaire, the committee consulted

other evaluation 4struments and reports as well as a wide range of
p

textbooks with Ag an_content from the NYU Curriculum center: The

-so /J-

documelk went through five revisions and the comMittee invested an

estimated 600 person-hours in it.

The paper was then-submitted to other members of the NYU.seminarin

August for eritiicipM and revised again. The geveratioS of combined teach-
.

ing experience in this group contributed considerably to the final-inetrU-
-

ment.-

As teachers, all Members of the-group were familiar with the

tion experienced in_many school systeMS which require teachers to

frustra-''

analyze

texts and submit budget requests on 24 hours' notice. They were, enthusiastic"

that a group.would finally have a large block of time to make a systemati

analysis of texts and give valuable suggestions and support. The

designers of the' questionnaire were careful to transmit their conce

. - .

that teachers would have a significant voice in the evaluation p cess.

During SepeeMber and October 1974 the questionnaire was ted, refined,

and re-designed by theiaff of the Educational Resourcei/Asian Literature

Programl/

Bonnie R. Crown, Director
Loretta Ryan, Project' Associate
Andrea Miller, Assistant Director
Zelda Bradburd, Research and Editorial Assistant
Tin-Mala, Staff Assistant

.1.24'
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The program staff revised the evaluation guide several times before
1 k

submitting it With

advisoiy panel for testing,

arbdbk to be evaluated to each member of the national

Jackson Bailey .

F,arlham_College

Richmond, Indiana

'On the'panellwere:

Fern Ingers011:_'
Writer, Lecturer
takbma'jark,.11ar)iltnd

-

Donald Johnson
New York 'university"

New York, New York

Jean_Johnson
Friends School
New York,'New York

Peter Bennett
Staples High School,
Westport, Cohnebticnt =

Franklin
.

Buchanan
Service Center for. Teachers

of Asian SEndies
ColUMbu, Ohio
411

Betty Bullard -

Department of.Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina

Michael Fonte
PASE
Ann Arbor, Midigan

James Hantula
ChairpersOn, AAS Committde
,on Elementary and Secadary

Edubation
Cedar Falls, Iowa

David Narot.
World Education
New YOrk, New York,

Marta.kfcholas
Chicago,'

. .

Harold Wright'
Antioch College
YellovizSprings, Qhio

At this time, in-house staff also reviewed 23 books'according to

. 7

the questionnaire and collated results to'test the replicability ofthe,

process. The'questionnaire was revised for the

assistance of the.national advisory panel which

at a meeting on November19,. 1974'in New. rk.

.final time with the

had'tested and endorsed it

At this-meeting, thepenel and staff iscussed the complications in

Volved in evaluating audio-visual materials. The panel reviewed some films

an trips. Staff reported on student evaluations conducted as part

of the preliminary survey on the special problems ofevalnating

visual materials. It was. decided at this time that assessing such materials

was a quite different problem from evaluating printed materials and that the

practical *considerations of such a survey-were tleyond the scope' of the

25 °'.

presdht study.
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CO OP, THE- QUESTIONNAIRE

_,,
*: .A. .. .

The -quist naire was designed to determine:

-, e 4 1) what American. eatery and secondary'schdol textbooks

,

'

,

-teach-about Asia at ch Isvels.
. .4-.

,..,

,-

i - 21 "theextent to which-there is, a cultural .approach.
. , . ,r

3) the=degree to which primary sources of As n expressidn?'

. are incorporated into the text, supplpmenta activities,
i bibliography, and referencei,.

1

.

,
...

In addition, preliminaty criteria established for the project ated

that materials be assessed fist: accuracy, authenticity, bias, and recog-.

nition of the innate dignity of Asian cultures. Tfie designers of the

questionnaireincorporated -these concerns, long of interes t to the

Educational Resources/Asian Literature Program, as well as the,issueS';

.

raised by teacher-consultants, into a lengthy doCument which included the
.

falowihg section:

V

format I

methodology
topics

, .

accuracy'

foreign terms
-.. .

assumptions
style and

.

,tone.' 0

illustrations A
.

,credits

sourcereadings i
_

,, sup-porting materials.

huManities ,..'

suggestions_
pats on the back . ......

summation--oyet'all rating 4 .
4

,e ' ,,. .
t

.r. , :-

In addition to eliciting a wealth oilipinformatioh untexpook issues_',
,,.

of concern to many teachers fortO*rs, the gmeitionnalit is An..aceempG:c0:
:-- -.....,

. .

: r:',... ,-. - ',-.. A'',.4;'.. , 4 ' ' ..4'- '
, .-",.,

analyze antcategoaze and to some' extent,,quantiOYthe vaiicAlii..41MeneWlik '''.:1

, .

.
, %

accuracy, the basic underlying asst:motions and,: approaches ; to -Wei ..Ana tie
. - .. . ....,,, .:- .,...... .

0. 0: .-. , .-. " .1%.

2 6, ..,.

,. .
..._._

...,
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uses of,and attitudes tbwerd, literature,.the arts, and....21her aspects

of the Asian experience. A rating useful for future work with authors,

.

teachers, -and publishers can be determined for each or these areas in texts.

The limits of the usefulness of the rating will begiscussed'ih the

0. r :- .
, .

pertinent section in the main body, of the report. Although there are limits

, .-
_ .

.-. ' ...

in each of, these sections, this is, as far as we.know, the-first attempt
, .

to assess systematically supha wide range Of books from different perspectives.
. .

SELECTION OF READERS
.

One.of the objectiires of thids entire evaluation was,to involve scholars

714r
*

in a process which would raise their consciousness through a direct confron-

.=
. ,r . .

tatidh with the Aiian aonteht of-elementary and secondary school textbooks.
C
,

It was also an opportunity to voice their concerns about the quality of

educational materials.
-

Ninety-nine reviewers participated in this evaluation project,

A

of whom are scholars and.fifty7five of whom

and lecturers with interest and experience

.L

forty'fotir

are teachers, writers, educators,

.

in Asia. -Of ties second group,
: 0'

most are active teachers, (See AppendixC).
, .

'One reader wrote:

Working on the Survey Has,, given the an awareness and
"appreciation of theoproblems in texts that I could have

gotten no otheray. The iabject shows what needs to'be

dbne and what can be done. I hope itcontinues to arocuse
-*the same sense of concern and commitment in others 'that it

Y

AmOng the-scholars who Were

4 the Asian Ir

-beyond the s

erature Program and

holaly community.

4

selected were those who,had'worked with
.. . . -

had experience communicating to an'aUdience
,-

In addition to. this, the live main consider-

:

ations, that Jwent into the selection of tcholdts were (1) area of expertise"

-7
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1

and acknowledgement of that expertise by peers;

experience in Asia;

(2) extensive and recent

(34....knowledge of the language of the area of expertise;

-

(4) experience in translating, an aspect of transmitting scholarly knOwledge with

particular relevance to educational objectives on the elementary and secondary

school level; and (5) potential of the schplar for a long-range commitment

to workingwith the Society on materials for student use. It was also con-

sidered essential to have representatives from different geographic areas

and to respect the Chinese system of including the young, the middle -aged,

and the advanced in age.

2 pleaded "too busy."

GENERAL READERS

Elementary

a second group,

perience in the

Out of the 44 scholars asked to.part cipate, only

and secondary school teachers made up the largest number of

termed "g5erai_readers. They were selected for their ex-
,

"study of Asia in Asia, reputation for Competence, in the

classroom, and, as with the scholars, were chosen from different geographical/

localities as well as from different types of school systems:* "General

readers" included a member of the California State Adoption Board, department

chairpersons with many years of ixperience, 'yonng teachers in Zllinois, and '

metropolitan. New Jersey; innovative, inaginatilieteachers f;om multi- ethnic

schools in Ne4 Nokk City; and an Atlanta'member of theJlatiOnal -Coupon of
t

Social Studies Commit.pee on Social Justice for Women. Unable to find commercial

4'''
materials suitable for their students, two.had developed their own unit s,

and some of these ,teachers had explored using works by Asian writers to teach

ajp8ut ASia. 'Other teachers among the evaluators were committed to using

standard text materials from majorpublishers1 but were interested in finding

the best of suchmaterials available.

28
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While not practicing teachers,'the other general readers had both a

compAtment to the educational goal of promoting empathy with Asian peoples

and experience in working with the transmission of scholarly knowledge,

including translations, to the schools and.the general public.

REVIEW PROCEDURE

Of primary iniortance was the responsibility of the Asia Society staff

for matching the material with the'best possible reviewer for the material:

Traditionally it'had0,den the practice of the Asian Literature Program to

get from one to three,readings, including an in-house reading, on a single

!

manuscript being considered for support. It was assumed that this practice
7

A

would be applied to the evaluation al texts. Ithwever, as all teitswipit

through the process of staff selection and matching text with reviewer, it

became clear that-many texts were so-simple (or so simplified!) that more

than one reading would be superfluous. Of the 306 texts, 23 turned out. to

be excerpts from larger hardback texts and also did not receive duplicate

readings:

AiEboOks were examined by the staff to determine the extent of expertise
4.- -

necessary for evalu4tion and how extensive an^evaluationwanld be required.

. .

It can be'said.that every book received one thorough reading, applying all the
. .

S . 1

. ,
questions included in the.questionnaire; from either a 'scholar or.a generalm .

,, .

reader, An effort,was made to obtain readiferfrom'b6th practicing
A

teachers

and different area specialists for each of a number of mafor works where the
:

sophistication and content of the text warranted this. .(Duplicate readings
.

were limited by the number of available reviewers and funds-available at the

time readings were.required.\

,

.- .

.. .

29
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Eighty-tvo texts Yeceived more ,thanoone.review tim# specialists, :as

. , -
any texts required, for example, a reading by i japanese, Chinese,:and

Indian speCiaist. (This necessitated riPPing.4;04:-. textn,staff can _attest
_

to the durabilityof.the,textbOo152.) Fifty-nine texts, were examined by two readers;

thirteen by three readers; nine,books by ,four riaaers; andonn text by six

readers.

FIRST FINDING

. . ,5
I

5 ` ^ , ee. ,
.

;. ,

., ,. r Lie
1 e

The first result of the projett'was'telsted.nbt to tbe_textbooklitut

.

to the 'effect of the, evaluation process on the reader. TeaC-hers reported that
.

the categories established in the questionnait'Cbuld be used'in their, work

on local -book selection committees. Authors,,Selitirits, and scholar-translators

also commented on its usefulness to their work:

The questiohnaire...makes explicit many of the polarities that
.I have often thought about in determining attitudes-toward
Asia, and is definitely thought-provoking.
(Jonathan Chaires)

I certainly thought that the whole project on evaluation was
well worked out. I did not fully appreciate this until I '

began working through the books with your sheets of questions
and guide. Juse,damn good_clear,hard-headed thinking -out
of the job in advance. In my opinion, if you-get good're-
sults from this project it will be much more because of the /

way you at Asia Society set up the job than because of any ,

qualities we evaluators may Dave had. (1-:also like particularly
the two cartoons you laid into the sheets--ibe.danseuse in
front of-her indergarten class, and the "You're forgetting
one thing; Frank--Asia.")
(William McNaughton)

I like the new format of questions. Since I'm involved with
film/video for GI:CA, I've been viewing our media with abetter"
eye now.,
(Harold Wright).

The. Evaluation Guideline is an excellent critical tool. It eligitsL
the kind of comments that usually remain unvoiced, like whether
or not comparisons. between East. and West are used to promote
empathy'or whether humanistic materials are properly used. The -

3 0
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-"GuidoWnen not only helps explain the ways in which teat-;

books are bad, but shows hbw they can-he made good by

avoiding the pitfalls of Prejudicial assugptiong. I hope

Other Orientalists, `educators, and the textbook industry

use it as a "conscience" when they produce and use.teit-

books- on, Asia. I know that I will.

(David Dell)

- ,

The effects of the process_of the-evaluation indicate-the importance-

not only of evaluating the content of texts but also of "internalizing'?

the evaluation process -

,-

.9
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II. .GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTS WITH ASIAN warm'

Out of etotal sample of 306 texts, 132 are hardback and 174 are

paperback- In a smaller.sample of 27 of the most widely distributed

.04

. texts (based on a survey of adoption listsaf.16 states and it cities),

23 are hardback and only 4 ace, paperback. This would seem to indicate

that although many softcover books are available, they are not used as

freciuently as the standard. hardbacks. .Ihirty of the books in this

evaluation were made up entirely cif excerpts fiam previously published

texts; in most cases they had merely been reissued in a marelnnovative. -

format. .For example, the Asian material in Silver Burdett's hardcover

world history text The Human Achievement was re-published in paperback

,as part of a uCulture Area Studies',' series. The total*nuMber of publish-

errs,±ncluded in our sample is 37.

Year of. Publication ,4
f

The sample includes booksbin print from a 12-year span of publishing.

0
The following chart shows thow many books from the sample were'published

in each of the 12 years:

A *

`Chart 1

1963- 3 24

1964- 5-.
'1970-
1971- 48

1965- 6 1972-, '44

'1966- 10 1973- -37

1967- 9 1974- , 56

1968- -14 1975- 9

1969- 41

'32'
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Out of

18

.4 .

total sample of 306 books, 94 were revised editions of

earlier publications. Many of these revised editions were originally

.1

published in the 1950's and 39 were published before 1966. .An addition-

al 43 were originally published before 1971; the remaining 12 were first

published in eithet 1971 or 1972.-

Grade Level

Asia is introduced at all levels, but more frequently at the

high school level as our sample indicates:

-17 texts in the sample are elementary (grades K-6)

28 are intermediate (grades 5-8)

191 are for secondary schools grades 7-12) .

Degree of Asian Content

The degree of Asian content based on the total sample of 306 texts

was 51.8 per cent. This includes, however, 128 texts that contain only,

material on Asia and therefore had a 100 per cent Asian content rating.

In a separate sample of 42 world history texts, the degree of Asian.

content was only 15:6 per cent. This compares with 6.6.per cent-African

content, 34.6 per cent European content, and 7.4 per cent North American

content., These percentages, of course, exclude South America, .the Soviet

Union, and the Middle East. A probable reason'for the small percentage

Of North American contentin world history texts is that students are

given a separate year's course in American history..

313
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DISTRIBUTION OF ASIAN COUNTRIES IN SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS BY GRADF(E -6)
(Base& on 113 texts from 21 Imblisheri)

Each mark represents, the inclusion.of a country it a textbook. The

"inclusion." may range anywhere from a sentence to a omit or as entire book..

1-6 1 6UP
_GRADE

MIES= X

AFGHANISTAN

,
.

BANGLADESH ,..

. _

BHUTAN
I,

I

_.___

BURMA ,

CHINA
.

--_

.

INDI A
, scs. 4*

-__

.

HOW: KONG --

INDONESIA ,
.

JAPAN
.4.dr,

. .

KHMER REPUBLIC .

KOREA
.

,

LAOS
...

MALAYSIA

MONGOLIA , -_

OPAL

PAKISTAN ..

PHILIPPINES

,

,

S
.

. _

1, ,
SIKKIM

,...A....

'

SINGAPORE , '

SRI LANKA
..

. =

TAIWAN 1 I

THAILAND --

TIBET
..

.

.
--

VIETNAM
...

.

au
_

3
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DISTRIBUTION OF ASIAN CDUNTRMAIDLSOCIAL STUDIgS TEXTBOOKS BY GRADE (7.42)
(Based on,il'textsfrom 35 publish(ers)

Each mark represents the mention of a country
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:Chart-4 Distribution of Asian. Countries by Grade
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The three Asian,countriei that ireceivethe post thorough. treatment
. .

1

,
at all levels are China, Japan, and India. It is interesting to note that

above the fifth grade level, where are equently introduced to

-more complex concepts, there is a rise in attention to China
A

0I

%

(from 24 to 49-tan increase of 104 per cent), while attention ro Japan (47 per cent
). . , ,

-1

increase) and India (leper cent increase) grows mbre moderately. "/',

= .

This trend continues in the 7-12 grade texts, where China is the country .

covered most frequently. The fact that Japan'is by far the most thoroughly

treated country in K 5 and is steadily less frequently covered thereafter

may be attributable to the fact that it is often considered a "safe" country

to discuss with younger childrenJ-(1st the proper blend of Japiliar Western

btarectetistics and "exotic Oriental customs.'

Types of Texts
"Mk

There is considerable variety in thq types of texts with Asian content.

'While some are meant to introduce Asia, others are designed to introduce
0

. a subject-of discipline.. The following chart breaks down the sample by

type in order of frequency.

C art 4

Social Studier-101 bookS
A wide range of booksi fai. i to ,the category of general..

social studieste)4s.',On the lementary social
studies books often teach abou citizenship ancrrules of
family and community life. Th Asian material is used to 1

illustrate the ideas presedted in the texts. Some 'texts,

like Laidlaw's Using the Socia Studies Wien content
..0021per cent), introduce Asia in one paragraph in the
context of American -trade relaons while others devote,
an entire unit to either-China r Japan. This type of
text is used much more frequent y at the elementary level
than in high schools. Out of 191 books from our sample
in this category, 86 are elementary and only 15 are
secondary.

3.



Asian Area Studies--83 books_
Asian area studies texts are found more frequently at the
secondary than the elementary ieVell of 83 books in

this category, 72 are, secondary and 1I-Aretlementary.
The elementary'area studies are generally paperback ex--;,,
cerpts from hardcover social studies ii,cts;' they usually '

jocus on only one region... The majority -of the Asian

,area studies texts are interdisciplinary;imit tend to

-emphasize a Chronological, historicarapproach.

World Histories --49 books
48 of 49 world history textsin the sample are for the
secondary level. Most of them .take'a -standard, chrono-

logical approach. However, there aretwo innovay ive
ones, Rand McNally's 14b-frd--irtstiary-Thro

and Houghton Mifflin's The Human Werience, wl ch are
collections of topical readings. Unlike host readings,
these are not supplementary but are meant to. be the
core of a history program.

Readings--48 books
.

It appears that readings are not known to be availably

for elementary students as all the collections of readings
in the sample are for the secondary leVel. 36. of =these

48 books\are Asian area studies readings.' They tend
to be.interdisciplinary, draining upon the fields of
history, sociology, religion, fine arts, anthropology,
and international relations. Of these, historical

readings dominate.

Geographies--18 books
Geographies used to be widespread at the elementary
level but,'for the most part, they have now been replaced

by general social Studies. Of the 18, only 6 are
elementary while 12 are secondary. Most of the
geographies in our sample are standard;-however, thert
is one innovative type--MacMillan's The High ,School-

Geography.Pro'ect: Japan.

Religion--3 books .

The only three religion texts in the evaluation are
Ginn's The Many Faces of Refigion, Silver Burdett's
World Religions, and Allyn and Bacon's.Four World Views.--
Two oft these are secondary and one is elementary.

Anthropology--1 book
The sole example of this type of bock is MacMillan's
Modernization and Traditional Societies, which was
prepared by the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project
of the American Anthropology Association.

38
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. Chart 5 Disciplines
t

... is . -.6/t. %.1. '".. .-

.

.,. .

..
..

4 4 '
... / . I +

Disciplines
1

.' Repotted" Nfarkep of: BoOtcs Reported la Ree6i.a , ....

".,. ...
by Readers: AS Drawing Upcin this *Discipline %,

V
t, ...

History

eography ,

Sociology

Economics

Anthropology 6

., .

Political Science

Humanities

'Religion

,

-. 159 -- :

.
G 107 .

t .7.

/ 9,

,102 if

97

.. i .

69 ''''''' *v.
.

..----

61 -,,,

2
^

3 c '

34

I4...

- r-

;"..7;rilf-

4-
a .

Fine Arts 8, --
, 1 .

Philosophy 8

Social Psychology 6

Government 6 '

Literature . 5 ,

Culture ' 5

Contemporary Events

Civics

. Interdisciplinary

Music

Archaeology,

.Biography

Language Arts

-gducation

V
2

2

2 4

1

Itis.possible to group-the various disciplines found in the texts

in four categories.., The traditional social studies, history 'and geography,

are still dominant in texts evaluated for this project and appear in 159

) 39
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,
. : t

. il -'
and 107 texts respectively. The second category is o the 1, -`composed

following social sciences: sociology, economics, anthropology,and.

political science. .The third. broad categOry includes-the hilmarities,

h appear less fiequently than history, geography, and:thetialir Social

iences but mo often siameOther'sacial sciences such as social psychology-r4-
3

.

-'
., -,-

and education (the f-clurth category).. --
st

2

As Chart.6,illustratei "(see p. 26),-history and geography appeated

With roughly the dame frequency as the four dominant social sciences
,' t . ::;,'

(anthropology, economics, sociology, and political science) in books

i,

published between 1965 and 1968. Howevigr, between 1968 and 1975, these

four social sciences began to moile ahead of history and geography and as

a group become he dominant disciplinesin the texts,
*

Chart 6also indicates a great incidence of.drawing upon the

humanities in the more recently pUbiished,bookb, More attention to the-

.humanities is reflected in 40 and 1974. ihe 1969 increase can'probably

be attributed to the publication of the 15- volume series of -pamphlets in*

-

Addison Wesley's (Field) Asian Studies Inquiry Program. hieincrease in

1974 could be due to the publication of the Praeger Through Asian Eyes,

series..
'9

Thes, statistics demonstrate that there are many dimensiOne of

textbooks to analyze. This evaluation will focus on: accuracy and

autheAtiCity, underlying Approaches and assumptions, the uses of Asian ,
,

liter ture, religion and the arts,,-style and tone, sexism, format and '.1

- .,.

illustrations, overall ratings,, and qualificatiOns of authors and

.
"

consultants.

,
. -

. .1,-

*
These'results are indicative, but not definitive: A: thorough ;

,, examination of the trend's in textbooks over the last 12 years

would depend on an analysii of all I;Oois in print in each of"

\

7"-- b e tacticalthe 12 years. 'This mayno longer or possible.

4i0
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ACCURACY'AND AUTHENTICITY (Based on 97 texts) ,

i_

A. INTRODUCTIONS

.

- .

As this quote from one scholar.so aptly illustrates, defining

accuracy is not simple:

. \

Ac li' uracy la-difficult to ddfine. On p. 10,. for example,

th opening paragraphs speak of South Asia as a land cthere,

tigers aid leopards roam, where the cobra is "the-hooded
terror 'of India."..Tbis is true--in ailisleading way. It

, would be as accurate as.describing the U.S. as A couhtry
where wild deer, bear,and rattlesnakes i'oam. ,
(Ainslie Embree on The People of SoUth ASia, Sadlier, 1973)

.

The facts may be, strictly:speaking, true-and yetthe overall

impression created May.be'false. 'Accuracy'ig considerably more than

just getting the facts straight. Therefore,,ihis'report will deal with

, Iv

accuracy and authentic16,.- .,and

This sktion'is baSed on scholar reports,on 97 texts and points out
. - .

. ,

. . .

J. .

the types of inaccuracies pr inauthenticities' glai appear in them. e
s

Detailed lists of inaccuracies are-in,the individual reports.

.
Scholars were asked iC, evaluate the accuracy of each tact for

factual information, foreign terms, and sources. The instructions were
,

to identify,each instance of inaccuracy by li4Eng appropriate examples:

4 f
from the texts. -It was elipected that each scholar would not only in-

..

dicate that.a given statement wks inaccurate, but would then suggest how

42
.
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C.

it could be corrected. While most of the scholats responded to the

questionnaire according to the guidelines,a few did not, and this made

it somewhat difficult to quantify the results. The reports also made

it evident that the scholars themselves had differing standards of

acceptability. Some cook issue with the texts on points of minute

detail while others seemed to expect less and were consequwitly not as

rigorous in their evaluation. In some cases, the scholars were less

demanding than the general readers, many-of whom were currently using

the texts in their classrooms.

In addition,to listing the. examples of inaccuracies and inauthen-

ticities, each reviewer was asked to rate the overall level of accuracy

and authenticity in each book. On thejmsis of reports on 97 texts, the
%

ratings were as follows',

1

poor

fair 26

good 26

excellent 21 .

4 3'
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B. TYPES OF INACCURACY AND INAUTHENTIcITY
1

t

., ,
. . . .. . .

q The various types of inaccuracy that were found in the texts
..

.

t
.

A will be dismissed under the following Ctqgories:

.

1.

2.

.% . e

FACTUAL INACCURACIES

INACCURACY AS A RESULT OF A FRAGMENTED OR
SUPERFICIAL TREATMENT OF A TOPIC ,-

'INACCURACY THROUGH WESTERN FRAMEWORKS AND .

QUESTIONS

4. INACCURACY IN THE USE OF FOREIGN TERMS

5. INACCURACY IN THE DEFINITION OF FOREIGN. TERMS

6.. INACCURACY IN THE MISSPELLING OF FOREIGN WORDS

7 INACCURACY' THROUGH THE USE OF OUTDATED MATERIALS

4

8. INACCURACY THROUGH OMISSION

9. INACCURATE AND INAUTHENTIC ILLUSTRATIONS AND

PHOTOGRAPHS : -

9-'
-a r

t,

I

4

0 '

f

; iy
0

of 4
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1. FACTUAL INACCURACIES

. I

It would serve no useful purpve to discuss every single example

flactual inaccuracy. A few examples, though, will, be mentioned to

showthe common types of factual errors that appear in the texts. ..

India

Inaccuracy: The Khilafat movement was focused
primarily on the_rights of Indian Muslims.
Scholar Comment: The Khilafat movement was focused
on the effort to convince the Great Powers not to
. abolish the Caliphate in Turkey.
(Richard Tucker class and Caster in Village
India, Addison WesigT-1969)

Inacpuracy:. The Bhagavad Gita is the basic book
of Hinduism.--
Scholar Comment: The Gita is one of Hinduism's

-- important philosophical texts.
, ''(Richard Tucker on Class and Caste in Village

India, Addison Wesley., 1969)

.

-Inaccuracy: The practice of suttee was common
throughout Asia.
Scholar Comment: ,Suitee was never common in-any
c91ntry except India"; -it is not practiced at all

today.
'(Jonathan Chaves on Asia, Addison Wesley, 1969)

11

.

Inaccuracy:. Bengal is a province.
Scholar.Comment: Bengal is a state.
(Edward Dimock on Indialakistan, Cambridge; 1972)

. Inaccuracy: Aombay is a state.
Scholar Comment: Not since the Briiishleft; it
is now-only the name of the city.
(DdwardDimack on India-Pakistan, Cambridge, 19'72)

o

- Aurangzeb wanted to convert all Hindus
to Islam.

Scholar Comment: AurangZeb_wak.an ortbadOx Muslim
ruler whose policies put new tales. and other liabili-'
ties an HinduS.1 To say. more than this is tts

. exaggerace.
.

(Leonard Gordon on,India and Southeast Asia, Fideler,
1972)

,

a .

.
4 5

,... .
,4 ?

>.
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Inaccuracy: Hyderabad is one of the states of India.

Scholar Comment: Hyderabad has not been a state since
'r

1954. it Is now only the name of a city.
(Richard Tucker on Eurasia, Ginn, 1969)

Inaccuracy: 'The Indian states have- overnors, just as

the American states do.
Scholar Ciammene: The officials in' India thit corre-

ipond most cloiely to American governors are the Chief

Ministers of the various states.
(Ainslie Embree on Culture Regions in the Eastern

Hemisphere, C. Heath, 1971)...

; .

Inaccuracy:. The'hrahmaputra is a tributary of the

Ganges.
Scholar Comment: The Brahmaputra forms one of the

great river systems in Asia.'
(Ainslie Embiee on The People of South Asia, Sadlier,

*1973)

Inaccuracy: Purdah is observed generally throughout

Sodth Asia.
Scholar Comment: Purdatrisnot:generally observed

....Lthroughout South Asia.
(Aaifiri-CEmisree-oa-The_gof South Asia, -Sadlier

N

1973)

Inaccuracy: The names.Parsi, Sikh, and Jat refer to

racial divisions in India."

Scholar Comment: They are:.regional and cultural distinc-

tions that lave nothing to do with' race.

(Leonard Gordon on Indic, Oxford, 1971)

Inaccuracy: Kabir was

Scholar Comment: Guru

Sikh religion.
(4. F. Richards on The

the founder of the Sikh religion.
Nanak was the founder.of the

. .

licumens; Harper & Row, '19713)

accuracy: Almost all Muslims.in South Asia.are in

Pakistan or Bangladesh.
Scholar Comment: Not all Muslims in South "Asia live ip,

pakistan of Bangladesh since 50.million of thed.still

live' in India: -

-- (Ainslie Embree on The, People of South Apia, Sadlier,

1973)

.
,

. .

Inaccuracy.: The Buddha rejected the-doncepts'of .

'Hinduism.'"
. .

.

Scholar Comment: The Buddha retained many,'essential . . ,

concepts of Hinduism inc1uding samsara, moksha, and' '
.

. karma. .

-
.

,

.t..r ,
- (Donald=Johnsoil on Inclia: Focus on`Change, Prentice,'

----,--
'Hall, 1975)'

. I

,46
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Inaccuracy: Between 1185, and 1868, the capital of Japan

was at different places at different times. It was the

practice to change the capital .when an emperor died

Scholar Comment: This shift did not happen after 710.
(Harold.i.gaiTIT on How People Live in- Japan, 'genetic,

197.2) .

Inaccuracy; Zen originIted in Japan.

Scholar Comment: It originated in Chita there it was

called Chan Buddhism..
(Jonathan Chaves_onlsia, Addison Wesley, 1469)

Inaccuracy: The Japanese took the arts of chanoyu,

ikebana, kabuki, origami, and hailru from Chinese, Korean,

and Indian sources and refine them.
Scholar Comment: While thinese cultural influences have

contributed to their development; the genius ofthese
particular arts IS Japanese. 10

(Marshall R. Pihl, China-IJA13an-Korea, Catbridge, 1971)

Inaccuracy: There are at least'50,000 Ainu on the

island of Hokkaido. .

Scholar Comment: There are attmost 17,000'Ainu on,the

island of-gokkaidb. ,

(Herbert Paimin on 'Eurasia, Ginn,.1969) ,

.Inaccuracy: Japan's leading industry is textile menu-

facturing.
Scholar Comment: Japan's leading industryAs electrical

and other machinery.
.

(Herbert Passin'op Exploring the Non-Western World,, Globe,

1971) .

Inaccuracy: The conservative immurai thought, music and .

dance were undignified.'; "11,

Scholar Comment: The samurai were great'devotees of '

'classical music and deice. .

(Roland Lange on,,,Japani MacMillan; 1970
.

.

. .
. .

'-Inaccuracy; .The Japanese make a ceremony of tea drinking.'. .

Scholar Comment: 'The'tea ceremony is a special ritual , . i
.

%----,,,-
engagedinon special occaaions;,, most of the time when the
Japanese drinktea, they do notmake a ceremony of it. .

(Herbert Passin on Eurasia, Ginn, 1969) .f

, , ,

,- , . 4

- _ are A.

Inaccuracy:.
,

Most Japanese Buddhists, others ante .

;e .
.

Shintoists. : . #

Scholar "Comment: Most Japanesware'both.. Most sects of
.

- Buddhism:and all of. Shintoien-are non -exclusive,; so that-
. .e,

people tend to be both. ,
.

.(Herbert Passin on Explbring the Non-Western World, Globe,

1971)
/r- --

.1
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Inaccuracy: The
1
Ainu can'becdistihguAehed by thPlr

bushy hair and long beards. . .

Scholar Comdent: The Ainu,uaed to let their hair
and beards grow, but at the present time -they. tend to

be clean shaven like the Japanese and-therefore, A
. , ..

you would not,notice,these "characteristics"of
bushy hair and long beards. --

.

(Herbert Passin on Eurasia, Gina, 1969)
.7.

.

China .4

,
. J.

Inaccuracy; Little .cif artistic or literary value. ''

was produced during the Six Dynasties period.

Scholar Comment: The Six Dynasties period.was a ,

,

golden age of poetry, literary criticism, and -4.

Euddhiit.art. * '.
s.

.

,

(Jonathan Chaves & John Meskill on China- Japan - Korea,
,

.
Cambridge, 1971) -

.

.

i

.

. . .
,

Inaccuracy: The maidisland.off,China has been". . ..-.

renamed Taiwan. i.

Scholar Comment: Taiwan has always been the Chinese

name for-it.. The POrtugueseckled It Formosa.
.

(Marshall R. Pihl, China-;Japan-Rorea, CaMbridge,

1971)

Inaccuracy: All people must learn the standard

speech of eking. iworder to Understand oneanother.

'Scholar Comment: The'System of Chinese writing makes

it possible foxtwo Chinese to communicate. Lth one
another in writing, even if they speak no mutually

intelligible dialects This is-a unique. feature Of'the

Chinese writing syestem (one which is frequently,ne--

glected, ignored, andoverlooked).
. (William).1cNaughton on How PedpleiLive in China,

Benific, 1971)

Inaccuracy: The modern Chinese language is.mino-

:syllabic.:
Scholar Comment: In recent yeats, scholars have

been' asserti4 that Chinese is largely disyllabic.

(William McNaughton on China, Houghton Wflin,1972)A 4 ,

.
#

2. INACCURACY AS A RESULT OF A FRAGMENTED.01 SUPERFICIAL,'

TREATMENT OF A TOPIC

4

Scholars reported that the main subjects receiving superficial)

and fragmented treatment are, caste, India'sCows, Hinduism, early

Y
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Indian history, Confucianism, and Taoism. Other problems stem

from.a stereotyped image of Japan as "a crowded land."
,

Caste

An overwhelming' majority of the scholars reviewing texts on

India expressed general dissatisfaction withtreatments of the caste

.\
system. In view of the preponderance of negative comments,"it was

decided that a comprehensive evaluation of textbook treatments of this

subject would be valuable. The following dismission on caste was done

by the noted anthropologist McKim Marriott Of.the University of

Chicago. Similar evaluations-on other troublesome topics commonly pre7

sented in texts could be done for the future use*of publishers and text-

book.aUthors.

4

\

,

.,Evaluations ofTextbodk Treatments of The Indian Caste System
:

Poor Quality ,
A

.
..

,

I have inSpected the.callection of 27 culrreht tbook . »

trdatments of ;caste in Sqdth,Asia with d stressing results. .

TwoAhirds of the texts (18.out of 27) a e filled with -'

factual fallacies (some of-.which are lis ed 1)4°0 and'
seem to me wholly devoid' of social scient fic.value.. Four -

fifths of the tens seem to me definitely negative and dame-
,

ging in their educatiOnal effects, setting#the reader in
opposition to the materials and alienAtinghim from the
sukieet civilization.' .Only nine of the texts* offer some
frdgmenis of accurate understanding.along with common errors'

. *, ..

*Those of Hauser ;et al.'-(Ame rican BOok),* Tudiaeo (Field),

StaVtianos (Follett),. Brandweiri et al. (Harcourt Brace),
Davis 4,al. (Macmillan), Holmes (Praeger), Johnson and .

Johnsdn, (Praege(Praeger,),. Garbarino ,(Rand .MeNally)',.Petrovich and "

C4rtia (SiXver Burdett),.. ', ,.

a 0
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and misund erstandings, andin only ft-6 of these nine texts**

could one say that positive and accurate underbtandings
are evenly balanced with negative and erroneous information.

Only one text (Johnson and *Johnsollor Praeger) seems to me
adequate and largely correct, but I think it is written for

. more advanded, sophisticated audiences. It could not be

used successfully- in elementary -schoOls and is too confusing'

and unsure of itself forliost high schools. :MY finding is-
thus that there is no suitable treatment of caste in this

collection of-27 texts:
This negative finding is distreising enough in itself,

but is all the more regrettable for what it says of our

systeia-for" transmitting cholarly knowledge.. After a

century of Indian censuses and ethnologies, and aftera
generation of modern anthropologial-and-sociological
research and publication gy a'huddred scholars pfIndtan
caste, only 4 of these 27 texts slum./ evidence Of more thin

the remotest acquaintance 'Nathan). 'Jesuits qfiudh-research.

Eighty-five,per cent of the authors and consultants seem to
conceive their jobs as mainlythe-rephrasing of ancient

textbook conceptioni, however unverified, SeVeral--those,,

- resent-.Misunderstood anecdotes in
cursed by a little naive rsonal experience of India--

go one step backward and
what should'be the place of well researched informatibn.

If Others -go two stepe backward to fabridate fantasies .to fill,in,

for,their-ignorance of even-the 'Most obvious.soholarly * = .

references. Thus'Dails et-al. imagine that "agimal handling ",

is regarded as a "low" 'occUpatiOn but James et al: suppose,

on the contrary, that the Aryanherdsmen had Lo be persUaded

. . that farming was 'not beneath.thelr dignity; both antluirs

shaken since the Vedic peoples demonstrably take pride .

both in herdiniiR7111-atffilffg. Although the_average_pop7.,,_

ulation of a caste in a village is easily ascertainable
'about 50 -75 persons% both Dayis et al. and Kublin imagiteit

to be in the 'hundreds.. Looking straight at,a photo Of;''a

typical rural feast, oneincOntetent author interprets At as

a picture of low-caste men engaged in a "hunt for food

among the dogs "; looking at a famous.tEmple in Orissa,

she tells us that it is 'located on the Ganges in Banaras,:

hundreds of miles away.

t ,

Negative Bias

Given such levels of.misinformation and ignorance, one. .

should not be surprised tofind that bias anddietortion

. r

*Stavrianos (Follett), Holtes(praeger), johnson'andiJohnson

.(Praeger), Garbarino (Rand MENAlly), petroViCh/and Otirtin
,

(Silver ,Burdett).. . . .' . .
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also have fdll sway. The tone of one-quarter of.the extracts
is openly hostile to Indian social institutions. -Same are said

to present dyifunctional "social problems"' of great gravity,

others are castigated as bad, or even,"intolerable." Indians

are described as undemocratic, lacking in ambiti641, uncooperative,

and Uninterested in reform or change. Whatever-we in the U.S.

would-like to imagine' ourselves ideally to be, the caste -
bound Indian society is pictured as its dreadful opposite, We
are at the zenithi..,they are,at our nadir.

Another two-thirds of the extracts are less instantly
and explicitly hostile to Indian social institutions, but
offer - supposed (but often mistaken). generalities whose biased
selection carries'the negative message. An:obsessiveifocus on

caste as the only, or the only important kind'of social
institution in South Asia is'evident in a large majokity of
the texts (per contra, see fallacy no'._ , below). As soon as
they haNie sketched what'they regard_as the negative features of

, the caste system, most authors shift imiediateli-to their sec -

cond favorite obession: untouthability. 'That topic receives
generally about one-fifth of all wordage, and as much as one-
third in-aome accounts.

a'

Social Science ;osses

Readers of.these 27 texts have little Opportunity to
evaluate'the caste syatem-inpther than negative terms, since .-

nearly.all the'authors 'exclude any discussion of its possible-
-rationality, either.external'or internal .i Only two authors

make a gestureitoward mentioning pOSsible functional, rather

. than dysfunctional effects of a caste dili,isfon.Of labor. In

restricting their expldritions of caste's possible internal
;conceptual rationality to reiteration pf the bizarre "religious"
'notion of reincarnation or transmigrationhich is ih fact an
inessential justification, not CammoniYhea d among Indians),,

,all the authors seem to-deprive th#fr readers of the opOor,-,
tunity for a sympathetic understanding of_the caste system. .They
thus'also lose the possibility,of a major social science objective- -

making the alien and incomprehensible'comprehensible by 4

teeing its inner workings.
Systematic ekcplanation,of caste as' seen and lived in by /

Indians is available- through far eimpler, and more uniyeraal.
propositions,than the theory of reincarnation pr.iransmigration.

, Ful exploration of 'the implications of deep Indian,assumptions

' suctrus thefollowing'coula go.i long way toward accomplishing

the needed'understanding: "You are what, yoh eat or perceive;'

"What you,do is whit you are;" "Rufes are inside the nature of .

everything," -"Each'thing uniqueFut All, can share some par;1.--

titles froth a common origin," etc. A thorough consideration Of

such notidds, simple tb rasip,'4in themselves (although soOetimew

'opposed to our 1:commohsense"); bould.beextended too show them
generative of. most of.tge baffling features of caste systems: ,

. .4.
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Common Fallacies

From eight to fifteen of .the f011awing nineteen errors

occur in to:A-thirds-of the texts:

. 1. Wrong: Caste is in old Indian concept defining ranked,
hereditary endogamous occupational groups.

Right: Caste is a recent European concept foreign to
India, developed,mainly by, outside observers
during the past hundred years, to, paint o

contrasts of Indian behavior with recent
European ideals of equality, mobility,
progress.

2. Wrong: Caste was a Hindu law-or rule the syste4.of

occupational, groups ("castes"),was'felt t
have been established by deliberate divine
or human command, legislation, contract, o
conspiracy, andyas binding-on everyone.,

Right: Caste is part of.natural history as seen by
Hindus:, ,The differing original material
natures, or .',:births" of all- things in which.

- -Various coded behaviors (dharma) are.inheren

are thought by Hindus to be naturally devil° ed

scientific or historical moral facts. There s

no Hindu idea of.law apart from various.natur 8, '

therefore no.one general code in all. .

3. Wrong: Heredity, endogamy (in-marrying), rank, and
occupation are necessarily coincidental in Indian

-.concept and in the groupings called "castes."..

Right: The constituents are separable, By,Indian
concepts and practice-(jati = "birth, origin,
genus" and varna = "original geilu-terms de-
fining species, races, families, .regional,

religious, and linguistic categories, all keen
as biologicalsgepera), heredity and marriage ar

. ;snot necessarily coincidental, with occupation,

with rank in human Affairs: Marriage may.oe?ur
among persons of different heredity. Many
occupations are non-hereditary. Rank Petpins)-
to all relationships, not only to.thase between

A persons of different heredity or occupation.

-4.- Wrong: Hereditary occupations are compulsory for all
members,of each caste grbup, and are monopolized

by thegroups: thus all Brahmans and only
Brahmans do rituals, all and. only Washermen

,.wish, Cooks cook,.Earthmovers move earth, , :

- Taxcleaners clean ears,'ett.

: Most occupations axe optional: ihusthere are
professional priests, washermen, cooks, agricu1tura
workers, etc., etc, within many hereditary,
endogamous groups, and Wall groups, anyone
may do such jobs-tor himself;.options'for

practising an occupation commercially are
.",

. limited mainly by competing groups' interests.

,
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As far back as We know, pi, most castes no r
one "caste occupation" Its been practiced
even .by a majority of households., .

5. ,Wrong: A caste system makes for a segregated society,
in which persons of different occupations
avoi&ZaCh other.

Right: A` caste system makes for .a division.otlabor, a

high degree of interdependence, renuiring,
frequent exehange.

6. Wrong: A caste system prevents solidarity and cooperation
and destroys a sense of communit bx.p6moting
differences and. segregation of economic classes.

Right: A caste system promotes solidarity by requiring'
exchange and a distribution of food and. other

resources among households of different.
occupational castes and, economic classes. ,t

7. Wrong: .Persons cannot change rank, and do'not compete;

, since caste is.the.total status syster4 member-
ship is hereditary, and deviance is punished. :

Right: Persons can change' rank,` since birth defines'on1Y

a part 'of personal status and 'rank. Persons fall

rapidly within and between castes, and rise fhoush

. effort and competition.

,8. Wrong: Castes cannot rise or fall. in rank, since their -!

Positions are fixed in sacred law, and are %

noncompetitive.
, .

.

Right: Castes rise'and fall 'according to explicit.
principles or cqmpeiltiveexchange in marriage,
foOd distribution and work.,

, 9. WrOng: Cate is a"religione institution, oriented to
. sacred things and c) tradsmikration after death., /

ns 4 If is not direcily',expressive of:thii3-worldly, '

secular (phlitical; economic) forces, although
it may have been caused by them and may be,,

:,

vuliierable to disruption by them. .

_Right: "Religious" and "secular" are not distinguishable,
--inTIndian-institutionst which are explicitly

concerned.with divinity, mOiiiity;-poweri--and '

materialityc all at once. ,Belief in transmigration

is not lggicUly.essential to the'caste system, and

. is not explicitly espoused by all.

10. Wrong: Hindu Caste. Caste is found only among Indians of

.

4

Hindu religion.

Right: South Asian caste,- Caste is found

' Asians ofall religions.

11," Wrong: Caste uniform. North Indian, Hindu or Arya insti-
tutions prov4.deaunifOrM system of caste.

Right: Caste variants. Linguistic (Dravidian, Austric,

etc.), tribal, regional,1/4aectarian (Sikh, Niaragava,-,

et.), devotional, religious (Jain, Buddhist;'-Islami
and positional variants of caste are proMinent feature

of the systewitself.

-
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12. Wrong: TheNig.idity" of caste hattesisied change and .,

discouraged rebellion or deviance, yet may "br. eak

,
. down" under modern` stresses.. ,

Right: .Castgeand'their relationships have been in '. .°..

r- .
constant flux, leading.-..t_cor much, variation. The .

. t
nidgrling principles arA'readily adapte4.tomodr.n
66nditions.-,

. . . . ..

. , ,
.13. Wrong: The faut "varnas" are "classes" AoPmain castes" ''''

thathave endured in separation Tit.3500 years;

-each Undergoing fission,. tholisands;,of,"sUh=

cakes." ,m, .

...,

Right: TheTfaut "yarned" provide a',pattern of 'relation--."
ships of eithange among thousands `of atites '"--z? -,-.4.:"" ''"W

.irariously originating by. external accretion and
fusion as well al internal'fission4end mixture.

14. Wrong: 'Aryan color- consciousness caused caste system: --.
-

the Aryans' distinctively fair physique and
their color preferences gave ripe to the,system
of'caste segregation. .

-

Right:. Aryan color- consciousness in unknown. PArya
.,

. .

means "elite" users of the Vedic-language; tit

color and that of "non-Aryan" language sp er§ -

is unknown. Later Aryan code books contvuaate .

complek patterns of inter -varha- marriage s which

color.is notmentionee .

15. Wrong,.;(:- "Untouchables " -are "outcasted" - -persons ejected

from their original castes who therefore no
longer belong to any,caste. -

,Right: ','Untouchable-" refers to any of the lowest castes

and anyone,caable of polluting the:speaker.
Some castes --not necessarily the lowest--
'recruited tram among persons ejeteed'hp their 4

,7' original cAgtes. --
.

.
4 .

01- Wrong: Commensalism: Caste.mgmbers are especially,

---- concerned about whom they eat with... . _ .

Right: Greatest concern is with the source of food,cooking,
and serving --from whom they eat. ,g

17. Wrong: Vegetarianism is ,a caste ruie.practited-by all

%
Brahmani or all,Hindus.

.

.

Right: Vegetarianism is practiced.by.about 60 percent of
Hindus,,more.by higher 'than lower ranking castes'
(but not by all Brahnian castes), more by women than

e t by men'. .
. ..

18. Wrong: "Brahma is the God v4-1111 whom All Hindus.idsh,.smi
high-caste Hindus expect,.to be united after death:

Right:. "Biahma" ilifthe name of ong'of many Hindu gods, 4:
god little worshipped today; bishman is the unmadifest

divine protoplasm with whom unit? is sought through
..self -extinction by followers of Vedanti6 philosophy.

e
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19. Wrong: Gautama Buddha'op

!41$

fr ,

-

Hight :

posed the caste - system, gaze

tboAx&ht, the.2.:.sys:.te; :

Gautama Buddha thought birth irielevant,t0
the state, to learning, and tOlobilospi7*-4,
enlightment, but recOgnized:notal differences
amtongtke :castes "as .natural faCts. :...;

.#

S. .--

x% ,..

., .

-India's "Saar -ed. Cows"

"India's cattle,pdpulatiori is.a huge drain on the

.country's food supply. The Hindu's tefusai
kill cattle or to eat meat for religious reasons
As well as to ban'bat;le slaughter results in
unusually long life span-for animals. ,The
population is estimated at 160 million.cattle
and 50 million buffalo. India -his more cattle

than any other country in the world. It is not.
unusual'Eo see cattle mailing through fields df

rice, corn, di tillet,"pating,as much as they

want...Cows are sacred in the Hileu religio,
therefore, few People disturb t4a.".'

-

,

4

--

iT
C

.

The above quotation is only pne example of many found i n,texter

dealing with Ifidia,/but it if:.-typical in its characterikation of

caws as unproductive.and parasitic animals that take food out

. .

mduths of starving people. As Piofessor. Hkrvin'Harria points
I * . .

,
article, "The Cultural Ecqlogy,9f Indian Sacred Cattlet;* cattle play a vital

_ 7

,
, .

A , . c
,

of :the'

out An-his

', ''

'tkaiirin Harris, ".'"rhe:'Cultural'Ecoldgy of .India's Sacred Cattle."

Current Anthropoldgy),Vdlume 7, Number 10e1), 1966) .
.

: . , : '.% --
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role in Indian economic life by providing the major source of labor

-fOr:plowing, hauling, irrigation, and transport; they aid° provide dung,
..__

..._

_.-- . . , 2 :
,

.

which is essential as fuel and fertilizer, and are a-crucial source of
.

.
. _ .

protein_forindia's Huslims (oVir 50-iillior) as veil as for the many-
.

low*catte Hindus who do eat-beef: The_ notion that cos s are allowed to

graze freely aiaidst fields of Valuable food grains is' simply not true:

41,

the'Vasi bulk af_their diet contilAts,...of chaff and ether agricultural by-

prod-nets not fit for huthan consumption,
. ,

"Ainduism

--Soholars have pointed out that caste and pollutionre frequently

.* 1A4.

overemphasized in the- discussions ,of Hinduism:

Hinduism is seen almost-'entirely in terms of caste--

1 reading this beak one can appreciate the Indian dislike,.
of .foreigri.fmpbasis an this feature -of- Indian society.

The-treatment is simplistid, misleading, and.moralis-,
"tie 'in a most old -dashioned.way.
kAinslie-Embree onTulture.jegions in the Eastern -
bethispliere, ti. Heath:1971)

t-

.

\:"k

,
,4

As_another acholAr has ;noted, such A narrow focus create4s
;

p. sever
.

.

, . .

- , .-7.,,
. ,_

.distortion by neglecting the-rich artistic and xitualisticaspeCts of
...

, .

0 ,

:
4 -

Hinduism:

- , IJider dOotiofial'practiceer noLing is-said aboili .
.,.., -. -1,...

athing,audras, gifts, use of the mantra,musie,
,

i.
., 0:- -- ' ., - .

:-.,... - 1,-..,-- -,....

daily, obligations, pare,of images, temple Fordhip, _::.',.. ;..--..

., pilgrimages: -There irOnothingabbnt gurbs. Adhikara -,....., .,;:....

(the notion that all people'liave a.religi*that-fitS
.. ....,,--.:.:

their spiritual competence Iad.rise4tO itigh#:...igli.t.
:,

:::;.1.,,,,...

gious,insght.as theii iniight.inaease)- ii0isefni,: :-.:1i
-backtionnd for helping students tinderstand'HinchiPpi:,:: ....4'ce,

What about:dhArma? A Hindu *mid be amazed t=hat itY ::-.' ':**

was net mentioned. .Avidya--ighorapagr*Lat4e, uni4-r:,., -1 :,--,

-stood .to understand the way,of.,life iitainctiiisin. ._::". )(.- ...';''
%. ... . .

--, T.?' --. ,. -,',.i,, ,

.

ab

f 'ff,,-

f
:4:". a, .17;
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The epics and their rolewere n ever clarified: There
is no hint-of the impottance of the natural world for-
Hindus. The fasts about. the godswould be.better-
understood if something were said.abaUt the concept
of ishtadevata, the chosen deity: The 'mantra Ls not
merely a'charm;--the.concept of the mantra is fundamenT
tal to understanding Hinduism, but it was dismissed
with an efronebus-definition. There is no hitt of the

_importance of music and art in Hinduism.
(Kenneth Horgan on Theiany Faces of Religion; Ginn, /-

973)

Other inaccuracies are caused by biased and negative stereotypes

of Indians. Here is one eleample cited by a schalar'who seemed, incredulous

that such a statement could have been written:

"The lack of absolutes in Hinduism shows up ins dis-
: foi time, apathy*towards work and...careiesaness.
These attitudes are considered normal and proper by most
Indians." This statement is unbelievable. Nhat an in-'
suit to any people to "say their teligion creates apathgl -

towards work and carelessness!.
(Donald Johnson on .Indka: Focus'on Change,

,-Prentice-Hall,j1975, p. 40)
,

'The author exaggerate4 the eitent to whiO4 Hisadidat lays
down .rulen, for everyday life, p. 63. He:taken it appeat
that Indians are stuffed' chimmies for .whom every' step in-:

life is laid out. He gives summaries bf Hindu texts and
these should be put in chronological: order but they are
mixeCup in. a 'confusing order, :pp..

(Leonaed Gordon 6n India, Oxfofd,-1.971)

, -
, -.». .

- i;....
:

Early 14disngistar$ . 1.--. ..-

......:2.:.:-,-1., . -
": - "2.11.--,:t. '' ..,. . . ,

.

4

on'ancient Indian
f. t;. -- el

,Aktoky: of a .war between _the "b1 -eyed Aryan'' and the, -

-'°4ark7Sidiugedi)ravidians.":71,nite:nOrthWesi, inn which the:D;aviaiani

were-defeated ancrtaiceccto lige to the iwutb.. 4mtbst everything about
, .

'ads :version of ,early, Ipaien *is-tory-IS inaccurate. ,Rirsty the ter's

"Aryan "' Snd 'fbravid,Lsint`' ire linguistic not racial, diitincticins, although4,4W.

1 _/.

' . grey, are commonly,mdfwied, even 14i, sclicillrs in the_tield,. Second, the6

. , .

4,
1"-..;- -7.0. I" - %%A:7

.
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is no evidence chat, the Aryans were respons'ible-for the decline of the

2

Harappan civilization. Professor Ralph Nicholas explains an alterna-
.

tive hypothesis' which hesays has largely replaced the outdated one

.

about a war between the two peoples:'

.
7

"
_The best hypothesis concerning the decline of the Indus

civilization is that the Harippan people over-irrigated

their landtand brqught up sub -soil salt, leaving the

.

land saline. The Cities were depopulated because their

main hinterland'wis unproductive. Subsequent generations

lived in the once-grand cities as squatters until some-

one invaded and killed those who remained.

(Ralph Nicholas on South Asia; India, Noble and Noble,

1974, p. 230)

-

`Taoism; Confucianism, and Buddhism.

-

Scholars have reported that these beliefs, like HindUiSM, are

' frequently not dealt with in sufficient depth and are also tot discussed

, 1 . .

in a balanced way.' There Is, for some reason,
.

a tendency tods7

.

.

emphasize the significance of-TaFism id the his
i

tory of Chinese thought,
3 , . ' .

.as this scholar points out: . .. v.

'
..- -

,

' , .. -

After summarizing the Tao Te Ching, -the-;authar says

"...whether or not these ideas - affected Chinese

.
thought, they, were opposed to the ideas Of.Conftician-:*:

isM." I don't believe this-one..-.:The ideas bf-fao-

ism were of cfintral importance-throp6;ui'Chinese
,

intellectual history. -

(Jonathan Chaves on-China-Japan-Korea, Cambridge, 1971;"

34)
.

.

..,., ..-
. .

-A common distortion is a stibtiei -perhaps: coriat.scenaibir.-
-

. ..

--
: .--. -'

.
:- . . .......

of the authori6wards the "irrational"-.4pirituaiffY'iliaeis:-
.,,

-'-'

on the part

said to be characteristic of Asia:I

. ete
I , '

"COnfocianisis'considered the

rts- Confucianism is 'not-.a religion

Aló afterlife, nor05icism. It

0

main religion .of'Korea.'
t:

It simaks.6f,6 God,
is nest,-metapirysicalr. 4 ^

;

. $ e. . 4,

. 4
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The emphasis of Confuctmaism Is 'almost exclusively_

ethical.
(Marshall on Japan and Korea, Oxford,:1972,

p. 75)

Except for a paragraplrion the role of Buddhism in
early Japanese clan politics (p. 171) and one on
Christianity and .feudal Japin policy toward 'for-

eignerslepp. 174-175), the descriptions do not' o.
far beyoad answering such questions as "When was
Buddhism introduced?" or "What were the =Uzi points.
of Tabist philosophy?" and -so- forth. The book-does

not get into the social role ok these beliefs, the
people .who held them, the means of transmission and
dissemination, their expression is the influence
upon literature-and- the arts, or- other such people-

oriented areas of concern.
(Marshall R. Pihl on China-JSPapt-Korea," Cambridge,

1971)

Stereotyped Japan.

A common image is "Japan as a crowded land:" (Even an enrichment

activity--the tea ceremony--is used to reinforce the crowded land'

image by suggesting that the tea ceremony demonstrates the need for

'rules in a crowded country! )* Quite often such a chatacterizatiO is

given- without sufficient' explanation of-comparable population density
e .

statistics in other countries;
. n.

rage 61, -speaking of the. crowding of Japan: "People
.--- -

-are crowded "Onto small plains," and the simplication
is of arriitremely Crocked 'country, that is to say,''
-great deAsity of population., This fs 'frue in a way

but., it:=Should be placed in perspeCtive. Japan's Oop-
_ulation- density:runs about 728 per square mile, bpt

-. --_ia1.7 is higher than that (about 756 ..S.m.), and . w

-- Belgium, with 931 p:S:ill., is higher t , :.. that. "Scwis

:- --.-.01i.11etlierlands with L Wlith , Taiwan with 1,102, Bangladesh.,

with almost '1;:410? .and So' on..'..The'formulation here .a.

r .4% , leavei the impression that Japan is. the most crowded

., -Place" n the world', although it doesn't specifically)
/

%.. , . .Amy, that. '' , . . ,

, (Herbegt Pa 41 on Eureka, Ginn,,U969)
1

.h,

., l.'
e..

. 1 . ,,
. - , . .

. Mary His families, Benefit, 1971, teacher's guide, p.12.34 ,-"-- ,. t

i . - , ,

. .''
, ,

.-

.
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3. INACCURACY THROUGH THE IMPOSITION-OF WESTERN QUESTIGNS-

AHD FRAMEWORKS

This type of inaccuracy comes up most often in discussions on religion':

§ometimes it seems to stem from the authors' attempts to.put Asian phil-

osophic concepts into neat Western categories when they simply da not fit.
4

Other it seems to be based on a fear that students will not under-

stand the material un/escit is related tosamething they are familiar with

(e.g. Christianity!). Far the msepart,* scholars who reviewed. the texts

tended to be unsympathetic to the authors-' attempts to "simplify things"

by using Christian concepts to explainAiian religious phenomena, They

painted to the followilg examples ,as. being particularly inappropriate.

Buddhism

,Buddha's Wh9,:am I? _Where did Lcbme tram? etc:-1

- are strictly Western qiiestions:" The Buddha was asking what ,

is real, ,what is true, how Shoulda human being live?

(Kenneth Morgan on Buddhism,' Addison Wesley, 1969) *

The "period of Lent" is simply not applicable to Buddhism;,

.(Kenneth Morgan ion Buddhism, Addison Wesley, 19691,

"Koans" are not."riddle6," annen does not talk:of

"saivation.:"

(Kenneth Morgan .on Buddhism,.Addison Wesley, 1964)

The Buddha is called a "savior"....That word cannot be

usiorVith Westerners because of. the Christian connotations

which make it almost impossible under the Mahayana-views

of tite Bdddha.
(Kenneth Morgan pn Four World -Views, Allyn & Bacon, 1971)

4

Hinduism

"The cow is sacred to Hindus." Isenberg unthoughtfully

repeats virtually every Western author's stereotypS...in

one of:the most lurid fascinations of Hinduism to the

West,-;ribhout trying to explain what ;'sacred" means. It

is a complex issue;' the ohly simple statement ife.can

liably make-is that Hindus will not willingly do violence
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towards the street cows. There is a 'religious rationale
behind it4 but individual Hindu& diii:gree about what
that rationale is, and it is pot religious or sacred in

. anything like the'Western sense of these terms.
(Richard Tucker on The. Indian Subcontinent, Scholastic,'

'1972)

The first of several mentions of "sacred cows (others
are on pp. 19, 34, 51). It should be pointed out that
all life is sacred, and that cattle are'particulazly
protected (not worshiped, which is what the term sacred
implies to me) because the cows give 41k,-a staple of
the diet, while the bulls work.
(Edward Hatmock on India-Pakistan; Cambridge, 1972) .

Confucianism

It is misleading to use the term "brotherly love" to
describe x lie.-.Confucian principle that was taught in.
schools 'in China.

.1 (William McNaughton on A Culture-in Transition: China,
Follett, 1973)

Shinto

There is also distortion in the treatment of Shinto'
(pp.-.26 -27) in that the book tries to make. it seem too
much.like Christianity. Japanese do not see the world
as created by an all -powerfulbeing who will punish
.them if they fail. to obey him. They pray for good for -
tune ,at. a shrine in-the much the same spirit.that someone

.makes a wish on a rabbit's foot.
'(Roland Lange on- Living in Japan, Silver Burdett,, 1966).

4. INACCURACY IN THE USE OF FOREIGN TERMS

There is data on misuse, of foreign terms for every book that was

reviewed by a scholar and on some books which'wereonly reviewed by

.generalists; however, mention will be made here of only. those terms that

.

are ilied inaccurately' more than .once, or thatsare considered Offensive

by the people they are meant to describe.

61
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"Hina/ana" shoxld not he used. It is considered

insulting by most fheravada Buddhists. -

Chosen should not be used-. 'This is a Japanese
pronunciation and is considered offeative by Koreans.

( Chosen is the Korean pronunciation.)

Hara-kiri-should be avoided although itis very common.:..
The Japanese consider it coarse and prefer.seppuku.

"Dravidian" and ':Aryan" should not be ftesented as

racial terms. They-ere linguistic terms.
;

Several texts speak of "The Chinese tmpecor!Shih.Huang."
Shih Huang,is not a name; 54 is a part of the' title..

"Mt FUjiyama" shOuld not, be used. It shOuld be

"Ht.-Fuji" or "Fuji-san."

:

5. INACCURACY THROUGH THE DEFINITION OF FOREIGN'TERMS

Readers.found that the most troublesome areas in regard to defini-

-tion of foreign tertglagain are religion and philosophy. William

McNaughton has illustrated some of the difficulties here and has

suggested a moans of overcoming them:

.

When your suilject is philosophy, the first problem you
face is definition of terms. For the teacher or author

whose subject is:the philosophy of a foreign culture,

the problem of definitions beCometruly desperate;
and when the philosophy sprang up and developed in the
medium of a Lang6ge-like Chinese, which is not at all
related to the language of your 'exposition --in our case, -

English - - -it ie4difficult.to know where to begin to

'attack the problem. 'I do not feel that the problem is
deka-with effectively in Confucianism dud Taoism, or
in any othef of the texts. I have evaluated for-this

,Asia Sbciety -project.' The fUrkamental "inauthenticity"
and "inaccuracy" pf Confucianism and Taoism, an ottier-. -

wise very meritorious book, creepsin at this point--_.
definition of the ,conceptual wor4g, 'or "valuetworas," of
the'philosophies being discussed.'
-(Confucianism and Taoism, Addison Wesley, 1965)

. .

- * -

CC
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il0' a suggestion toward a solution of this problem, William McNaughton

offered the following principle:

Authors and.teachers should not try to fi nd in

the vocabulary of their own language a single word

with which to translate the key "concept- words" and.
"value-words" of the philosophy; rather they should' \
give a-'phrase or sentences hopefully of reasonable -

A

grace and brevity, which defines the concept or

value and which does not drag in ethical,, moral,
and religious 'connotations from the students' culture.

For me the "model" of this practide- will always be

John Fairbank's definition of theConfucian virtue

jeit as' "natural human feeling for others, graded
according to one's relationship to them" (from

East Asia: The Great-Tradition). Furthermore,

in the text and discussion, either the periphradtic

phrase or sentence should be used throughout,,or
the term itself from the foreign language should be

used (pronounced as best the student is able). .

In'mY opinion, there is nrother way to avoid a
false understanding othe philosophy being studied..

(William McNaughton on. Confucianism and Taoism, r

AddisbnWesley, 1969)

Some.of the'words Most commonly cited as inaccurately defined are:

,

karma i
suter

...!
Y.44

.

avatar'

lingam.
,

.
; yohi ., ' 4

4

*

.the five virtues of Confucisnism'
ti bodhisattva

,
. koan , . tr , .-

..,I,

.
In those texts that diff 'not deal with religion in any.depth,.the

.definitions that are given are.gpt.to be quite superficialand,in-
.

`accurate,.
accurate, as the following scholar points Out:

.t. ,-
.V.

--, . , %

.The definitions of Shin,eos.(p. 200) and Buddhism 6-..-219)
et

are well meaning, but hardly accurate., It'is a bit like.

.

definidgChristianity by'iaying "American-people, 1Tho'

0 to Christian churches belielle in,Aagels and Devils," .

or "Christ taught that people should lead good lives
4

. --

and be unselfish." This may lead--pebple to be.piell-
.

. , .

6 3 _

v "4 it
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,disposed toChristians, but it hardly .educates Them .

as to the nature of Christianity:
(Roland Lange, on Living in -Our Cbuntryand Other Lands,.

MacMillan,_ 1969) , ,

Another area. that commonly suffers from_ ,imprecise' definitiOns,,
:

-

of foreign terms is that having to 4o with caste. Many authors'seem

,

unsure of the difference'betweea-caste'And class, and.atteMpt to use.
: ,

.
,

the' terms. interchangeably. There, is also confusion overthe'two Sanskiit"
, .

-
words,' "jati" and Pvarnan, both of which are commonly translated as

caste. kihile"admitting that it is a complicated subject,,one that is
4

. .
, . . ..

-difficult to explain thOroughlY withbut gett'ing too compitcated,--the
.

.1 -
V

.vast majority of the.scholars.reviewing tAAS' on India said that the.

. .

caste settions,were confusing and unacceptable.

- f

The authoris,section on the develbpment of the taste

ystes very weak (pp. 24-28) and does not Make

complete sense.. First we have fo

list Of-Casfes'in,a village (p. 29
explain the development of caste a

-like This- one should only talk abo

in India today. But the' four-Varna system, is.a theore-

,; ti8a1 model- concocted by Brahmaarpriests-and po .bne
'has ever observed an Indian village or city in whiCh .

these four varnas were the actual-units in social inter-

course. On the ground, or actually interacting,,we
have a Multiplicity of latk. .Not many 1.11agers know,

of-or haire.a marna"modein their heads. Itaa,hard to
explain this and.more'of the complexities of caste in

,
a book like thip.sd'perhaps the issue of development of ,

caste should'be avoided. -

(Leonard Gotdon on Story^of.India, McCormick-Mathers,-,

1970)

'varnas, then a large
It is difficult to.

d perhaps in a book'
hOw_lcastelunctions

' -,
`Brahman, kshatriv4vaishva, and shudra'are not at

1

alltheasual referents of''2.c.igte4" but of:varna; - \
which means 'neolorn and also !'order" or rank." '^4--

.
.:-:;d

Ontouchables are not casteless. lielther.Indiaashor'-: (--' . ,
t
..=

social scientists think that the'ciiiitempbrAry castes - ':,

- (jati) come frdmthe splitting of varnas. .-':

(Ra10. Nicholas on TheSocialNSciences: Concezts and

Val es--Level 6, Harcourt Brace jovanovich,. 1975, : ',..,)

160,461).
.,- ,.

.u: . '

. : t .,,,7 4 .4 . ' 1 .

a ...a:

6 4 .;
__:---- :t

'.
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6. INACCURACY THROUGH THE MISSPELLING OF FOIIEIGN, TERMS
1

_

%

,Reports list extensive misspelled foreign terms. A complete

listing of thdmitspelledoworsis in each textscdUld be extracted

individual reporti if it were

- r.

Spelling given _

Ghandi
Varnarsi
Patilaputra
Adaman Islands
samara

-ManboOdiri
Jamphedput
Sing
Bharada Natyam
Sutlef.

Theravarda'
ylla
Buddyaya

found to be Useful.--

Correct spellislg

Gandhi
Varanasi'
Pataliputra.
Andaman Islands
saMsara
Namboodiri
Jamshedpur
Singh
Bharata Nat3ram

Sutlej
Theravada

, 'Silla

''.'Bodhgaya

F

from

One-other-pioblem that'arose wls thht is no standard
,

---,--1.--- 4...v --,k.---0,-_, .,,,,,..,.,-,...-- -4 . v .
.

.

romanization of all Asianlanguages. The following corrections are

t '

#1

nade'od the baqis of the accepted spellings or-standard tomanizations.
AI.

,
.., If '''

1

Spelling,givere

4

chole
Baghavagita
Sddo-

- Kfing

,Moist

JenminZin Pao.
hangul'
idai-moni .

Orija
Nifida-

*Kyushi
`1; kamikazi

sobe
fusaima.

$
,

C.
.. . , ,,

. .

Finally, lushatriyai,,gaishya, and sh0ra are.frequently,not spelled con,-
.

'

41stentiy: Eith6r tidy all take an .'"h". or"none of than do.

::-
.

. .

. . 65,. t , , . ,

-
Correct,Spelling

kohl"
Bhagavad Gita
Soto
Kung /U-tzu
Mo=iit"

"whampoa
Jenmin Jihpap
hangul;
jidal:thodo

Oriya;
Nihon,

Kyushu
ksmiyaiev*
8°150

fusuMa
'

**

a a
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CCURACY THROUGH THE. USE OF.OUTDATIO MATERIALS
ti

.

Some of the inaccuracies associated with outdated materials are.

%strictly factual and could be corrected'in revised.edItions. Common

examples of this type are the following:

East Pakistan.should,be referred to as Bangladesh:

(Sometimes the texts have been updated to indicate

this change, but the accompanying Toaps have not()

Ceylon should be referred to as Sri Lanka.

Madras State -is now officially Tamil\Hadu.

Tanaka isno longer Prime Minister of Japan.

China is no, longer excluded from
r
the'United NatiOns.

Outdate& "facts" are also' used to perpetuate the image of Asia

1-

.00

as an "underdeyeloped" area. (This'will be discussed more completely in the

section of the report entitled "Underlying Asstimptioris and Approaches.")

0 o.

Descriptions o.Jipan, china,.and India, and the countries of South-

.

east Asia are marred by these types of inaccuracies:,

1k. ...0"

Japan

t.
e

It is no longer Correct to sarthat"most of thefai-1-:

work is done* hand."' The following sentence about
.

men, women, children, and old people sharing the farm 0-

' work is algo ouf-of =date: The pattern.t'oday is quite

the reverse, that the farmers don't'have enough work.

to do, tifai.-Ji,,there ibexOessive labor on the farms

and.theieforethe abIebodied men inkwomen tend not .

". to work '6'the-farms but to earn-cash" inCOntes Cutaide

leave the farmitv for_old people and for children..

-"One'reason they can 'do this is that there-isso:much

machinery 4vailable.

. / ""Most children go: o elementary.school, and there

:-.1vae rear Y trade .schools
and,W.gh schools." (p. 71) At

. .the very leaat,this statement is. completely outOf-date.

. 7

%z
.

6'u
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%=
In the first place, all children, except those who are .

,physicallyor mentally unable to, go to elementflry

school; in fact,-compulsory schooling in Japin ie

through junior high school, thatis, throughnine years,

and 100 per centof the children.goto both, ao this

statement is incorrect at any time. Secon4y,,at the

present time about 85 per cent of,the children go on to

senior high school, notust junior high. The rate is

about the-same as the United States and probably some-

what higher. And on top of,that about 30 per cent of

the young people go on to universities and Colleges.

So this statement is completely incorrect:

This agapis very.much out-of-date. Japan-n6

longer, "obtains rice from Southeastern4sia." (p. 75)

Japan has .such a rice. surplus that it cant import-

rice.except for strategic reasons or to placate

customers; it doesn't depend upon imported fice. . In

_fact One of the main. problems of thecountry.isi the.

Tice surplus and how to cut it down, and'how to cut

the rice IsubSidies., So this sentence is onthe wrong

track.
(Herbert Passin an'Eurasia, Ginn, 1969)

Japanese scholar consultants for the International Society for
,, ..

.

_ , , .

Educational Information in Tokyo reviewed some of,the same texts that
*

.

,

were in the .Asia Society sample And noted
-

sIvAllar instances .of out-

.

datedness: , 4

0

. ,

.
.

.

"The Japanese hou,ee'has no heating arrangement iri winter,

.

. -.._

save perhaps for a small charcoal fire in a small stove._

The fire. is kept barely alive...." (p. 35) .

Commentv= Though more___or less ;rueeven.in Vie, 1950's

(except for. HOkkaido, where wood-butning,stoves have .
..

been a standardleature,Of most homes for 4 long-time)-,

"thisis"no longer-true today.f- Gaii (either from the...

city mains or in .remoter rural akeas-in "tattled" form), .
..

kerosene; and in some cases,elecericitY;,drg usedllow-

adays to heatvirtually.a4 urbaii and many rural Idides;"*.

and,heating is looked upon as.alessential requitement, :1

thongh-the temperature maintained -may be somewhat lover

than thatoi.American:hames. The change' gas taken Place.

g gradtalIy, but may be considered

1

more qr less-complete by

now.. . ,..

- i '..
6.(lia "liqtq e0kada and L..' A. Hester .on ,Japan;' Scott Faresman,,.

.

. - ;1971)-,
4. - ,

",,, -
./' '

..., ,
,,

. '

-, 'P. , ', . , 4.);'' ; . r
11.

re, ' . , ,
.. .1 1.

;' 44 .. I

,
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c
.

CommeAt: The desCription Clf,;Japnese home life given

here, though -it is prefaced of course by saying"-PThe

.traditional middle -class home..." is'in fact rather

.._,_outdated as a reflection of life in Japan today, when

.innuperable city dwellers (4:19 naV make" up the largest I-

proportion-of theJapaftese-population)- live in,-ferro-

concrete-multi-story apartment -house estates, some of

,them housing tens of thousands of people in a sifiglp

complex. -Food served on individual trays onthe low

traditional table is;.albst unknown today-except In

"traditional" restaurantp. Most houses have Western-

ized kitaen and dining room futniture:_Mdreover,rice,
though,still an important staple,'Was'been replaced by

whbit products such as-bread, spaghetti, or noodles, in

the case of one or sometimes even'two meals a day for

most city dwellers and even,,,in rural areas also.

Chardoal has almost entireiydisappeared for both cook-
.

Yng and heating, being replaced by keiosene, gas, and

fi .electricitr. The charcoal industry has declined to

negligibility. The consumption of meat and dairy

'products has risen,enormouslyi moreover, it is hardly

'correct to say that Western clothes have Only ""begun"°

to supplant the traditional kimono.. Western clothes

.- are standard wearfor,the large majoritypf

the kimono being reserved for ceremonial occasions:4

(Makoto Okada on Worj.d Geography Today, Holt, Rinehart

and Winston,.1971, pp.. 237324)
-

t-

4

India k

.o. ?

The onof restrictions on the'untobchakes'.

is badly outdatid for many parts of pidia,'-'especially , ,

. 4 as regards 'village streets' and temp 4p: Similarly on ,=;

.
p. 22, 'regarding a village it Xera1.0 the restrictions', r

, .on,untouchables.there are 40 years Or more out of date.

(Richard Tucker on Class and.Caste in Village India,
.

Addison Wesley, 1969) - ..,i, ..
*

,

...

.: , . ,_
.i.

..- , .

This example is indicative of the tUe Cifo4hiakiAg that* -views

/
.

. -

.

.

\
village India as "unchalniiii,", Th.Opelessly traditioA-VOund," and'.

Ij .
. gv

,...-static. Ift suPport of this.view, ope text statea that 'very few

16

r.,-;. '

villages have el.ectricfey," -whereas in reality, 'at lea:st three state's; '

,
,. 4

,

,(Tathil Nadu, Haryana, and Punjab. have achieved 4.00 per cent
.

elActrifi-

''.

. ,

. . . ? .-::! i4, ,f.,.

.-2

,...
cation of their vilage. Another'assetedthaq"Village India, in

---, ,

fact, has-..so concepe. of Western medicinedk In resilise to. this, El, .. c'

, ,`
.

. . :r
4. : 14

- Scholar has- written:" On . : .1, r-.
, ..,

1-. ;
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.7 . This isspin wrongz/Doctois are used everywhere if-
, tb.ey'are available. .,. - , ,

(Donald JapasOn olIndie:'"FocuS on
_

Chinge-.Ptc...ntfte-
-. , Hall, 1975) ,- --. 4.

..--
. --

....

i, - ,./

-?

r
"f

r 4 in seven text, scholars observed that even+ though the look '-,I -.. 4.

. . i . , .s.:.',er - ' . . ,,.posture.0. -

'
,

4 . was up-to-date'factually, it assumed a r that no longer seemed ..,- m
, .7- , '

I z ....

appropriate: , .0i- .

_ ''
.

- .,..!.. - .,-.-;.,

... - ,.:-.........-,:'-
.. r

lath quick-changing.diplomatic relations-between the Pa:'7-.' ..,i _ ,.....
5

I.e.'''.'United- States and the P.R.C., the authors' progressive -- . ,, -

:".f:

treatment, originally written for the world of 1968 'liut,
- factually :updated to the end' of 197r., . is now made, to t

appear reactionary in places; The earliest evidence' .
cikf this dat"edness appears 'in the second paragraph f ..
the introduction (page iii), which -juxtaposes-China .
0.1t:C..) with the "free i/6rld" and 'states: -1,:We'mu:st. try t '., , t
to understand why. the Red Chinese leaders. had 'shtit.dtrt ,' ,:_ ,. -

China from international councils-and 'peace-making,bod- ..
7 .

. . ,"

ies.!' "Free" and "non-free" 'is an 'inaccurate, siyaiiiietic-,....= -\ --- ;-
:-.'and invidious comparison for .today.... - '.--- . . '', '_ _

-4' , -: .. c

Jr (Marshall R. Pihl on t China-Japan:-Korea Cambridge, 19711.

. ,
,

. ... , . . g 0 ,

'In a sense, thecentral idea of the text_is olftt-of:::.4atle,- -,.......0
, because it presents a Cold War view of 5U:S.;-J,ap.anefle-_;

- relations;which is no longer "valid-, -add -which'-no lodger -

I.
.

Sc

. -reflects the true international_f sittiq-tion.0 . . '' _,""- ./..- --"---..,
.

,-- Thetreatient of Okinawa is as an oc-ctipied .territory , , .-.. ,,.
- - -of the U.S. after control of. Okinawa has- fol-ma.tly 'reverted: .. - .

. - . , ,
to Japan. This treatment i's bbvious5fic* thg.tia-ps:on the-, , :."-''',:-:'-

not
:

Aover and on p." 31, which do riot show Okirtatok ,..,A :part '' -. -... , ...

of Japan. It is also, shown -in the- section dealing:14th, .- .,,..;:*

- Okinawa on pp. 56, 57, whAre -Argtmaents :are presented. a.gaist-'
speedy return to the island of:Japan:.f.;`',--', - '---:: -.

. , (Roland Lange on Japan --hilly, iii;'-the .,l'ar Est,

5-
- : : .,- -

ta idikw,..
1967) , - .-

.

vr 4-

Allowing full -force to the.IAS'a
-"Keep in 'mind; the authOr etitix*: and ', the;
of the- time' -she.

, text (tide 4.s parti.cukar-Y,...true.."ofsAin.ese. tOritlifitiW.1-
_ . Hyman 1611311:n1 chi neiirthereas, must'. evalua\t.ad

separately: -on ,giaditAang.i. Chin chapter's,
r l4),;. 2) pp-, on ticidetn.'4hina:' (cl-qpterii 449)

. Beginning e :hook Istauddrds
on, outdated

-.and ...discredited' idp:as", ,;;:it.?-iflc'eli!-!:.1.btig since
prol:Ten.F The tone; is p r

'
imargy

. the of ::(pelorati; ;ire) . -.."

relat e -acts, and-actions, of ',the:: rAment '.. of p.IIA People fk:'
4 -Republec t" t'

6
(William & ttgligjlt011 tei'M
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and...ille--fissffect it :biesid n anti--CO*unists:teFlas: i--0----
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,
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'4

,

;Sr

:,. . , .t
--.Many. of-the:- types-4..99f. omissions noted by scholars are diicuised in.. ,' --

..

of_ ''the
.

...
.

. :% ..7.

- -
,

.,
other sections of this repreport.'

..
dancern was vied repeatedly that:

,

(1) the religi,,On sections .,in 'many' texts. were too and
.

. .
.(

vague -and amittedMeny concepts that were' essential, to an Understanding `'
:

of tile* religioon-,ysterg (2) -"in elle. h:Storical. narrativ es, much:
1 , . : s, s, ' ' .,' , ,.. ' ... .' ' ' . --:

.t. :. ,, .

mat,er.14-1,,on the .indigerietta his.tgry:Of. ASia (pre7turopean_ coneaci) was
... _ . ,. .

trea-teiteither-siipertiially Or;-iiot at 4111, (3 TsiiTilarly, the-re,. 1- , ---
'..- --": ,..:- -i-- !,

,,.. '.;.. ' * ,-;."..- . -.,

4 country-had
. ..

were seyetel--repostS asseritingi,i'llat Pluralism wii.ltin..e 'country-had been

- . .16.s.uffiedetay-dis'etOsed;'-'_and-:that xe,g-_x, been. neglected" a-1-.
, . .. . 11

. .. . . ... ' A C.)

S , "
.ogatim..r.'--..this Wair,felt to be :a particular prOblem for media; Where

egional identities And motivations hive" always been. deterMining 'factorsr , . "-' .!,
hIgorY,,-;..ii.(4).,' in regard to SoUtheaSt Asia, a few. scholars lamented.

the
. ... 4.

pr,esentatIonto,f'SOutheast--A.sia.11 hisioiy,,4xclueively-ip'-teruis of

.

-C14.sei- awl- Tadten.."6.11tural Influences, on the area,, thereby igngcrizig any. .

., :. . .

...indigenous-'Culturel. achieveMents -and (5) es mentioned under Another.'
,

:. : - :.... -,

....-sgaian; at least:. seven scholars reported" thai Okinawa had been 'omitted
. 4 1 .' " , .

:"401.1.-ttiP7''inaPS. of,. Japed.. 'Whether _an error. -;of ciraiitioncii :o± atedness,
,

I . .

,...1. .. - .

It shOul0 ,nonethelesS'be--borrected....' ; ,

;' .addition ,to the typed mentioned ebrive,.the sin a most 4ogimOn

:ottviesion cited, by, Scholars was, the absence of mat.erials on religion, the
,

or .other primary.,-expiessionis' of the Asian experience. The ,question'' . .
" . -

. , -

of7,humatlistie. hute!in ,1,ikiorAift content. be dfspu.sstd more _fherdithlyr- ,
.. , .

7-0 \-;- " .

. .
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. I

elselihere lithe report;
t
therefpfe, it surly impinges 'on t section'.

insfofar as the "scholars' fepbrtsi inlicate.'tha:t its Oriti.. roptribut eio
. .: .

l.

errors oflifiaccuracy,atdAistortia. The follpyiPi-ire'representa-,

. ,

,

,-;
-.-

dire of scholar opiniOn'on:Ilhis.stibAeCt:

This:particular text; ip.the China-seCHoP,-comes-hp
sho ?t on thedailyIife.qf ths_ghineset:.-.thy
.that:gO.with.that'fOrM,oftifeAnd rickleSs that
makes.ChinisyCh a.joy. Art, literature, religion/
philosophy, ,festivals and customs, and day-in day-out
existe44e get slighted,''and inaccuracy flows at times

from this -s4Aliee. .-- . , . .
.

(MiChaeI konte on Cultures in Transition, Follett,

1973) ''

Perhaps.the most significant omission which I found

is in=regard-tolupaanistic materials. Apart from a

=fine section onqauddhisxr in India .(with an inset in

',bltie'print on tiklife'of'the BUddha),.I.got little
sense'of'materlais'ialidch nhld supply the' type of em-

'=1:qmcrith'which:-this sect/4n is concerned. 'By coq-
."-parison with EastAsia and.especiallT;Chinai*--1 felt:

that India was' in general-neglected in the way of,

insets and illustrations which-could contribut.'
-,tbWardthie.end. 'F'kexample, either Akbar.or'Gan44.-
sco4ds have, well` beer treated in the kind of way ii(;--',"

. which othekfigures were-considered 4:n these spec

-inset-pages andTassages. LaCking-.alsovasan y,
account, or mention Of thef.entryk-of South Asia into-t6-
world.liteeraryscene by leans of English in-the Per-

. led 1858 to 1947 when all important indigenous fig-
-__ureErysed English.' Nor for thdt matter- is the gradual

backto Indian regional languages mentioned
either`.. general,.Asia's cultural,herieagef or
more spetifically, South Asia's heilfage in the period.

-1600 to thepresent, seems to .get loAin the-Parra-, '
-60;of European impact.; (.7 ;)

1.3 V. Richards on The icumene, Harper & Row, 1973)

, ,

.

.INACCUMTE AND INAUTHENTIC ILLUSTRATIONS -AND PHOTOGRAPHS.

OS WELL AS INACCURATE CAPTIONS)

Inaccurately labelled photographs occur with some frequeney, In'.
. .

,most cases, the misident ifications are so wide, of the mark'thit it

must be. assumed that some person completely unknowledgeable about Asia'

was responsible for them. The fallowing eXimples e indic4tiveOf the

`71, A
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types of that were

f - ;

57.s

.

noted.:

'

i.
s

- 4.

fFt ,
4

One, text on India identifies
t t

es 'a Muslim as a Hindu
T1

-
".

11 '
(Richard Tucker Class and Caste in g°A Village°
India., ,Addison Wesley,' 1969) _= .

- .
Another says that a picture is of a-village *wheat,
it is actiially Atird-class goyernzent or relive,.
employees' housing in the capital city_ of Delhi. .-..:

(Ralph Nicholas on The Ways of Man, 'MacMillan, 1974)

Another report said that a Sikh
lalieliled a Hindu temple even though
Hindus in _sight." -

-

"(realph- Nickolas on The Ways of,Man,

guru4wara was
"there were .no

MacMillan, 1974)
. .....,

. .

In the- pictures .on; pp . '84, 85 of- the- text the 'toy
°4 .1.rfilage does not" Book like a, real villag,e in Japan .

' . ./ .
.

4

- a), The boats in the harbor 4o not'look.111iP
Japanese boats. - . - : , 4P

b) The village Ts much too near the beach. .
t All eaaches In Japan,-.are -publj.c property.

It would also be dangerous Ike time pf
typhoons. 4.

. c) The 'shape of the village is-, wrong. The
., - houses would not be strung sou--t along the

beach, but would work inland along' a river
. away from the beach. '' .---'

d) The shape of the. Fountains -is tbd "pYtaintda4, ., _
-,< -

p'eak tab. pointed stO )...i_typf."ii..japaneg .-:";
- monntaini5:-`tney lo-ok-more l;ka ,the 2.t4p1S,.._

g) ' :There 4,Yrruld, be is: big41cFatdr orjettyi.,:to *-,-
..-. - . '' --proteCt '1-he harbor,:,.- .1_ , :-- --- ,.- '- ,:.!,

. -In th-g-igoture bal_page i36 tshe--house lopka mote.-lie,-.
- a teahouse or 'art. anci,-en,t _ dwelling like - tlie-iCaistira -_-_-:

. . - -- Detached -P.a1a6a-_,than it -does like a:. tiodera.:Japatele
`-,4"- country dwelling. In 8,1, inodarli: &oiling cement - 'blocks ,--.-

. Atic 'aiding boards would' go down to the leliel of the grouncts,,-...-.
.-' conceal 14g the pillars-. - Japateid homes. ao_ltaire toilets,
7 afk;-e_r all; rand, they'ad not -visible when passing the -'-...' .

... . -. . ,_
. ;house-. _ _ -,, , -.-_- .,. _

. -

..4

S
. . -

"

E'

. (oland :Lange_ 'on Ian,
1-919) . -- . -

The prOblem here .1p draltoss..
_along the :horde.`: on ,tile----firsat_ page- of lep.kirChs.Oter,
,many a the to:.-fial;reA,e-en:- made. from

phot4rapho -of ;Japan-i the artiiit.evidentlY dicrikit haVe2.,
J -IF

. anoiigh. knovledge of ,Jagangs---Iite see. I.-,

-:--,).-,139itaatdeal,..1.i3,:ef- the. -pho.togap)18-.7:::Tiiiis_ :depction
cif kimono show forms

ih.1,3 are .the'iciiono-ot;:the.staniling,.girl and_ :itte-.



.'

Lite sign on- page,' -Zs tfie2 characters meaning'
"election" on page 21. and the line.of the girl's
obi on page '44. Sometitneg 1t is wore, as in the, .

;. caw: of thelusiarrior" and cal.ligraphei on page 19..
I fail to recbgnize the. warrior as being "Jgpangie.
at. all,-..since there-is riothingabout -his swords. .

, : - armor, .or face-which 'marks him as Japanese to -me..
..

. The calligraphr's kiinono-...is not good,k,andhis'._The
isjiost un-callikripler-like. He would

.

; ,.. ', look,. if his dace" were a 'bit more Japanese;rther, .
------.--------- e----a-professi-onai-gambler but certainly not ;like

,. -. ', a -calligrapher.' ...b .
' .. _
i'-' . .. 4Rolinsf4.alige on Japan - --Ally in the 'Far East

.1;aidlsw,19"57).-. - -..' . - .

4 !'
--

/- ,
. 4.

- .
,-.' ,.

,...

The readers- reports suggest"e6at'closer collaboration between -
-... .

. -0. .1
. . ..., .

.

. : Scholara ..aind publiphers is' necessary to prevent simple factual eriois. ., .. , . . .
.

1 - - i and' the urnd
':

rranted imposition of, Wesiera framework; 'in the text and
- ° ,.. .. ,-

4

. k
; .

illustrations, toprovide full,. balanced, and up...to-date coverage og

.

' .,
.., subjects, and to insure correct usage, definition, .and spelling Of', '

. , .., -

.. fdreign Words.. However,. accuracy and authenticity are only one amen-
:

- . -
- ., .

sioit,-o-k textbooks 4.eseing o-f fu'rther attentiOn-fion; scholars and
.. / -, . .

.

.

,. f

,. 4.\ .

publishers. - The nex section explares the impadt of 'the textboUst;
qi. . -.

..., .

undez;lying assuniptions on students' images of Asia. :

' .

I I
1

fr-
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IV.. UNDERLYING APPROACHESTAND ASSiMPTIONS Based.on 263 testa)

BACKGROUND AND METHODS

s

.

. 1. Recent Research on. Ethnocentrism

V

Many studies have attempted to anallze attitudes toward other cultures

_I .

I,ri American textbociksiand have concluded that learning materials are- not
4

4

'as stereotyped ,as they dnee'were. It is important, 'however, not to.over-
. - _

.
.

e '

.;!. look evidence of an underlying Western or ientation that is sometimes-difftult
.

4

.to- idedtify; luantifyand describe.
.

:-Ethngeentrism is a key term in recent research.

,_ ;

it-is defined

or values` of

_of ethhocen t
f

In this evaluation

'to se-the practice'of judging other societies by the staddards
%

on s.OWn group: Although all "societies may_ have' their examples

,the zegart
4 -

is:.conderned with itsAmArleen manifestations.

Thearecical scholsrshipsnd.einArl.cal
research bath point to petvalive

Western viewpoint; which are'Oot confined to the elementary and secondary

school level. AocoeHing.po Ropet Nigbet, an emphasis on growth And change is

f
7

:deeply-rooted
iiiliatern.diought,Aadaras had a profound impact on social

,t.

O

4- ,
-science research:.

.

.1

.4.
. . ,

;%.

: Kenneth Seh4qt, The-Treatment of East'Asia in World History Tekthooks,

.:-.,. SyracuSe UniveisitY Dissertation, Ann Arbor:. Adversity Microfilms, 1974; .

Arthurdoladarci,,HidemOri Pumita"Patricia C. Hishiki, Robert-E.Ward, - '

Japanin Wow rld History Courses, A Report to,the'ravisinh Of Inteinationalt '

Education-, U.S., Office of Edbeation, Stanford Dniversity,,Stagford,. Caiirornia,

-September 15 1974,:p. 11. A list of -other evaluatIolis and 'bvaluat:i.ng .groups

is.ow file at The Apia Society.
,

,.

.

_ , - 4.. 11 .

r .

. -..:./ 7.4- . .....- r,, A
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Of all metaphors in Western thought---oerankird and

culture; the oldest, most powerful and encompassirig
'.

is the metaphor of growth.."Closely ;elned to the
metaphor of grdtoth, supporting it indeed,-is an
analogy.... In its most succinct form, the analogy'
tells us; -,and has told. us for at least-2500 years

in Westerit history that eivilization..."Passes

through-06 agephases of.the individual.man...." ' 4 f
I can-find the-identical analtigy in a long

.
sUcCession.Of p4ilogophetsOlistorians; and social .

4,. .....,........, : .....,e-44 4,1.4

scientists in theme- -West; among-them_Heraclitus,-1-.
.

,

-..

Aristotle; Polybiva;Lndretias, Seneca, Plorus, St..

Cyprian, St. Augustige,.Francis Bacon4 Pascal, .

Pontenelle, Tufgot, Huge, Condorcee, Hegel, Comt4,
Spencer, and it our own-day givinrcompany to, Spengler .

and his theory-of .cycles such otherwise dissimilar
figures as TOynbee, Berdyaev, Reinhold Niebuhr,
Sorokin, and the late Robert H. Lowie. :

.

'(Robert Nisbet, Social Change and History,' Oxford ;

University Press. 1969, p. 8)

Nisbet argues thg this idea of growth might serve a useful purpose in

.

providing people with a sense of "majesty" and "destiny" but can,-at the
_ -,- _

same. time, serve to distort reality when applied to 'the concrete stuf;loof

.

history,.. 'the highly empirical problems of change which are the sUbitance

of contemporary social science." (Nisbet, pp. 25D-1 He warns that an em-
. . ,

phasison growth and change can blind the viewer to the importance of*"per-'

sistence" or continuity.- (Nisbet, p: 283)

Lloyd and Susanne Rudolph.',g research on the caste system' in India also

.leads them-to the conclusion tiiat the teirhncy to neglect tradition and cOn-
.

, .
..-.

tinuity
.

is quite strong in conteMporary social science. They point out the
14.

potential for distortion when this viewpoint is applied to Asia.

Modernity has .generally beenopposed-to .tradition
in contemporary analyses-of social and political

'ehange....The roots of the opposition of modernity
and tradition-go back at least aslar as the En-

lightenment: Condorcet's 6nilinear visiomof'
progress,found nothing of value in the past and saw

the hope- of mankindin the future. His perspective

...is still to be found in.the assumptions of those

concerned to understand the course of modernization

in new nations. So, toot is Mare4 variant of the
;

-44. ,
:C

I

L.

4

I
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Enlightenment attitude. The idea of dialectical ,

conflict denigrates the past in its assumptions

that "ewes" will be consumed in the fires of

revolutionary change. Building on such'assump-

tions, theorists ofsocial change in new nations

have found a dichotomy betweeritradition and

modernity. Useless and valueless, tradition has
been relegated to a historical trash heap. Moder-

nity will be realised when tradition has been . .

destroyed and superseded. (emphasis added)

(Lloyd and Susanne Hoeber Rudolph; The Modernity
of Tradition, Orient Longrnans, Ltd., 1967, p. 3)

Y

If analysis of social science scholarship reveals evidence of underlying

Western assumptions, it is not surprising that, empirical research on school

, . 4 .

examples a a Western orientation. Kenneth Schmidttexts also provides

has made interesting .use,of computer-agsisted techniques to detect subtle

bias. Schmidt analyzed the most frequently used words in high school text-
.

book treatments of East Asia by means.of a computer sting rouxine..He found

a greet number of negative or hostile wotds, ag well asmilitary, political

and economic terms, and concluded:

In fact,.what we may be findingis a latent sense of

cultural quperioritrwith re4ectto the political

and economic ma-hp'of these East Asian countries.

'In other Wordo, it wouldeppear froth the data that

when political or economic terms are used, thiy Ore

of a negative character,or negative words are-used

conjunction with them. Thds, in turn, would con-

. vey the subtle sense of disapproval found in this

group of vaisiables. (Schmidt, p. 116)

However,.one cannae:be sure that thetnegetive words do refer

.
.. ,. .

0
f.

%

political, and Military aspects of Asia. His conclusions atehot tied'toll

.

. -
,.

specific quotations from the texts., Recognizing the limitations of his

,

. 1
. .

research, he recommended: "This analysis should,aefinitely,be tried within

to economic,

. another context for purposes of verification." (Schmidt, v. 17)

'76

;

. ":
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A4

2...Asia Society Method for Evaluating Approaches to,Asia

'4 . t ,
-.1>t-

The designbrs of the Asia Society 4Uetionneire developed a system
.

of\ - .

,:.

thematic analysis based on a series of questias aboutextbook attitudes: '.
7::,

' ..

Each question called for supporting quotations from the texts as'well'aa
.

. ;
.

.

...
, .

"yes" or "no" answers. In the light of recent research, a particular wry
1 .:.

ti

it

phasis was placed in the 'section on approaches and assumptions on the votenl,:,
i.,

a

%

,..
% # .:

tial for ethnocentrism in textbook attitudes toward Asian politics, economies,
.!: t

J
. ...

....
! i

growth, progress, and tradition. At the same time, this section of the;; I . Sr^
:.;',

7
'

g.'
1a ! . ', PO 4...

questionnaire became an attemptIto,provide an exhaustive list al the vat1.6us
.

- ;

possible approaches to Asia'in American social studies books:
s '::: , .

,

*,
Section VI in, the questionnaire outlined five,bSsic model*Aof.approsching .

Asia' which were not assumed to be mutually exclusive:
-1

Asia- Centered Approach! Presenting a culture as
/

rational within its own context and value system,:

helping'stddents to develop 'empathy for.pfhes.:*.,

cultures, viewing Asia,within-en Asian historical- t!

context, making an effort-to get beyond the exotic:
. .

.

or alien nature of some social: customs, . : ,---=

A- .,< .,1 -;

. , .

, _

Asia -as - nscrutable'AP*oach: .Descriing::Asia asi. -,.. ..f,-

% mysterious or inStrutanie. !' .-- ------: .::::. ..'4 s..`
. . .,1. .- '''..."-,... ...0

- -"... .
, . . ,-, ;Y ..i: -....:',!:.!

.

Asia-as-Superior Appioach:PreSenting Asian . .-- %.,

.cultures -at; more spiritVal, more :exotic,, more , : _ ,c'.., .:. : .,. 41.-
1

artistic '-
-N.!.

.
, a 0 . '

:- ',.. 74-' '....1

Develoimental Approach Emphasizing,41iiAge; ,;:. ;growth, ,..

. .,...* %

and the idea of progress. PossibIt'44tiatiditaJistecg;=, 2:%,-
. . ..

0.in the original -qtrestionnaire: seeing a dichotomy V, ..% ..;,'

, ;:.

be-gween tradition and nodernity, measuring :;',7 7, .1 ,,s','
I

in economic terms, and using Western standarcli'bl-a .. :2
,',19"- .,-2::.

measuremeut: .
: a t ,',-

. . ' / 2'
a I r

.
,

s

-

,

4

,;

: ' t
4/
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'..... ...,

. .
1

r -' '
'.,

' Eclectic "innrohgh: . rigeking-.4tonsclouS .effort tte: II.

preient different, pOssible-approachee in,,,the text- .'-,

-....-:- ..:.--," -f

..2..

-.

. -

:Z ' __
,,

-,-..,-, , ,
''' : '

. - ,
. *

..,-,, ...
- A series ''O'f. hyetc-6r-tie questions. OasAisted'under eack:nodel.::in the

,....

. .-..,
.

-.-41.1 sEiOnnaire, - (See Appehdix- C foi.'details.) Ratings inditating; the :-.
. .

1 .. . .
n ..

.
-1,-' ,.. . ,

,
,

.
.str, egth of each approach. can be 'deriVed ,*, frob the number of "yes" or Nast.;

. -7

;4-. ,
.

_ ,

.

, .- ,

..

-..
J. .-

, A . ... .'.
- ...

,,.-

s

.;- answerCto specifi questions within each tecadn. "A 'Yee: enswer .

*

.,4 II.. _

. .

. .... . .
.

signifies that- the reader feers 'thgi the mentality-in question is prominent
... __

.... .,..
..I. _,. ... g .

. .
i . g...

, .. '' ill a bOblt and could be illettraped Iv examplA fr6M the wprding, selecfiOn,-
-.. 1 ...

. ,

or ,organileion ot. the Asian content' in the text.' Retiewers .werd asked .

.. , ,.

. . . . - .'-.:-;"

to provide :illustrative quOtations%snd exampl'es.
.-

:.

.
.

a ,

0... . ..P t. 4 . ' -. . 4 4

. ''..
As *SO; iety ,staff began to gift, through the retponse;g, however, it ......,

'.
. - , ,.,

-. .,

-beg me .0.ear that further ref filaments 'tO_ the originhl categoiiies were
4,-

..

? ,
.

.
...

..-

. , c
.,. ,n d-. For reader-reports. revda/id thlatig.1-e 'en emphasid on growth,

0 4:- . , 6 -

.

. .. .
and.change is often-found in conStincti4n with a- Western- centered Orientation,

,.. .k ., - . r

, -
. . :;,.-.

, 73. ..

-the two are trot always paired: Many 'Asians stress -t6 need TOr change - # .
. 4 .4.

... ; d
'.,.

? . ' .
,

within' theii* own societies; such an emphasis is not incompatible' tgitii '
. , . .. ,

....

4
an, approach that views AsdiZ within its,,,own.LIcultural, and hlitpricel context.

I '0 . 0.

0

40 0
.

..,

Although developmental'approaches ap;Seared'in 89 per cent Of the texts, -' i *

.

.
.

.

.
this, statistic itiould. therefore; not be taken to mean that 89 :pet cent

1 : ,, ,

.... . 4
,

-.
..

,
'

. .

showed evidence Of Western ethnocentrism. In addition, realtis identified -,
., . 4

e ,, .

( 0 '
....0 .

. an ACia-as-sensational approach that-mssdot, listed in tile original

-

questionnaire.

Weft-ern Approaches to ,Development
«

_ )

The most common posIticin in the texts, was a Western-centered . .

.
1

approach to progresit Queitilons g, h, i, , p, and q tested

br this.outlook.. "YeS" answers were considered to indicate a Western

4 1

..

. .
e

4

(European o'r American) ethnocentris ,.

'4

4
I

IIA



-

-...,

, ..... ... . -. %

tv, a belief that all societies .follow .a develoPmental,:.......
4.- i

'',-
- 4 pattern implyIng the siiperliiiiti 0f Ahe..1,iest ,

i',.. f.grznieasurinvihe accginplistraents tif Asia bk Western . ,
.t;, -.- standards -- : - '.

, x
,

4 , .
-.. v. gpra#1..ng- tit.e sufteregges between' the' West and .Asia

..-_, ..in ,terms of what Asia does ibit'ha;., --. --'
.... ,,,-

If.'.. ..'seeing iAsire.aS a Stage forli4istern..history..- - -
,.-,.-.1.: ani.eraphait4s'-'67i itlaiii.C.an:s'br-Europearis in: Asia with

.

,','- '''''.- the resklt that ,A4i.ans:.seqn 'tij hive.I.#tle initiative.
_.--, . ..-. 'or inflileoce.... . : -='- ,- -. -: -- :- , "4" -- ,

,

..

1 . usin i "West-P 7-14tion": ; iitft n",

A " : k.: ' : inco rrd Ling ciAtfilly'airogant phrases -

-4.7_ justifyng the :study of _Asia -in terms- of its atrategkc .

_

I :.inaportanee.tO"..thp. u:s.-
...

., .
.,

a
.

- . , :. :. 1 --', ' ". .
.i.. ,I $ , .

II

7'

,.,

At least one of the foregoing- was-rePorted in 201 of the '263 title's,
- 4

i . 7. t . ' I0., : . .. . . *

. (16 . per cent) ' 'Book.i rarely ,displayed all dimerisions of .this Westernst / , .

. r 1
. -

orientation. In some cases, the ,reader recorded:one out of a possible- .,
I .," 1 ..-, ,

.
, ..',

.,
,,.., I

eight "yes" answers. If one deanes' the ethnocentrisoi rat `to be equal
-..

- , - v..7- . - 4 -:

to the numlier of "yes" answers 'to questiov.s 'lb, L,.',gf,'h; i'; 1,-; P...icf, the,

yr'

- ' , .7.. e
. . .

averige-Western'ettenocentrismrating.in -the 263 boolcs-was 1.9, 'indicating ",
. ,

":i- ' :- ,. - .
',. .. .,

,. .-

the subtle but .pervasive leiGel.df ,iiiii,ittitude'in Aatericairs*Ocial ,studies
, . _ -. .--

....

texts_ with -Asian content.- :

)

.

I

,

other,' APProaClies to Erevan nt ' ,141

V v . ..... \ '
While Western models of developmen& are comraon, not the only

- .
they are,

...,.. ...-
, , , -

; , \- t:approaches to change evidenced-in. the text. AlthOugli it may be argued that'
_ - . . -- . -: -"- 'c -- .

. .

the idea of progfess:is a,lies,tern conception, it is end'orsedby 4 wide range..

--, -...' 4. - : . , / , ..
-,.

of Asians, including "Rao T.se:tUng and Inairapandhir who clearly cannot be
..,--__

. ;

accused,ofWestern ethnocentrism.:.- 5.
-''..- .-

. , "; -
.

0. . !'Yes" answers to.' quesdoriti .i; ..,e,',-.1,-, ,,,,ki-at.',". -n, an'd 6 in..016. ''.. ' .
-.; ; It .i., . , =, . . ,

questPitnalre indicate tfie't take-Se-we O -oilier 'attitudes. to change 4

t

r- ° . /. -,,, T - - '
4 r , .. . . _, . . (,' I - :. ,.? , :

,, , 4-- - . .- &
....'

The ethnocentrism.rating'measures degree in 0'14 it Indicates
the number of *different kinds o .ethnocentrism found in the-

'texts.. Thus it is conceivable that one bbok would eat ibit 35
-

. -y examples of ,one ',kind 6f ethnoCenctrismaand--receiVe a dower
. . ethnocentrism "rating,'thdn anothei. book. which iticltided 15

f ..exam:pies- each of rwd different 'tYpes of,ethnocentrism.. In,
,

r . coth:*cases,,,the ethnocentrism is prominent; :but in the second,
. case two .diaerent, Oimens

7
ions 0 ethnocentrism. are illustrated, ,

, ..D
, .

. -



-%-whichare not necessarily Western - oriented:

4R.

;.,

: ! - .
.,.- ,

.:.- .

.
. ,

continuity
a.. emphaSizingrthange,and growth rather than continuity

.--
:. and- pergikence .

.,
,_ ,-,-

e. streseing"large powerful societies
.

'j: i ,.se4ing tradition, social, and
cultural forces as ,

s8,btacles. to progress
.

'4_
.

':k. emphaiiiing terms like-"modern"additOdernitation"

',.1u--7 seeigg
adichotomy;.hetweentraditiOn and modernity

A.: evalpating the,wprth.of a society In economic terms

o., 94pheizing poverty to the exclualbt of ;other elements

of-4 culture-.' , , ,
..

cl

At. least rune of mire of the preceding attitudes was found in 71 per,.

cent'0 the books. ,Twenty-seven per cent of the books defined worth and_

. - . 14!.

_

1 pro i,gressin ecOnomo.terms. A dichotomy between modernity and 'traditional ,

0
.

,2:,

.

,..,:f.
_ .

social, political, economic, technological, and cultural patterns-vas.'
..-

4,,,-
:, -. . , . -. ,

fount in 24 per cent of the, books.

.

.
. .

-. ,
;-

.1., . . -

emphasis on growth and change is-not in with an .

0. 4 4

4.

.

approach that vitals Asia within its own cultural and historical context.
.., -

Ap

Yet only: per cent of the. books dealt with development from-as-Asia-centered

viewpoint:

-Asia-Centered- Approachl

q

I

Asia-centered texts inclUde'one-or more-Of the following:,

'characteristics (Questions.2a-d4 the questionnaire): .

.
. . \

a., presentation of the culture as rational within'its own,

-context and cultUral value system

b. helping students to develop empathy for other cultures

c. viewing Asia within an-Asian historical context

d. an effort to get beyond the exotic or alien-nature

of,somesocial dustoms

$

This approach appeared in altost 30 per cent of the 'books, but*Was.

,

dominant in only 18 per cent.

0

U
o

7.

'



. .. . .

. ...' .
. , .

,
.

0

Asia-as-qnscrutable.Appgoach
. -

',
- : .

- :- -1"hi!s model..wait widesPreadlm,theAmerican,mind at one till". As

V t .,f
.. 1 .

Harbld Isaacs-wrote of pre-Worn. War II Amprican
.
attitudes toward

'-' ..

'Asia: '"If..the ohly image-of an 'Oriental! in their-[g4tican] minds
lid

f was. the image of thateell4knon 4idscrutablel driental, de chances
o

t
'

.

are that Re dresse and, looked like a Chineae" (Scratches on OnrAin4s,"

: , . - . , ,

John Day, New York; 1958, p. 6J). 101e.suthors-of the'questionniire

were curious to.see to what

minds of textbook authors.
t

extent this approach. still lingers in the

A "ye'sn'answer to the folloWing question

indicates'thepresence of, this way of thinking:

is Asia presented as mysterious and iiScrUtable?

,

Readers reported the presence of this'approacblin only 7 books.

1

Asia -as- Superior Approach

The designers of the questionnaire did not expect most texts,

to fall into thiscategory,,but:th4 didindlude-it i an effbitto
.

, .- , . ,:,
. . 1,.

provide-a complete liLting of poSaible O iproaces to Asia.' In:short,

s i

--a teXt would exhibit t of the 'Asian Superiority model iffcharacteristics,

to

.8

'
. 42, .4

4 e

readers reported a "yes" answer to the following questions:-
.

,_ ,-::!."'. .
_ . 1:::74 .. . _ . . ,

-.-
f."'. Are Asiant-cultures.presented4ssUperib't14Westert?.

...:-.

.5 .

iUiI?a. more spiritual?
'b. More exoticr

more.artistic?'.
otherT

, . Only ; bsokaVrere reported to i;elong.4in. tTiia Citegort..

.

Asia-as=geneatiOal-ApProach:
,..

.

As re dies
- .

to the questiple:lon Asian superiority were ei iietipe44.

.-:, .

the,evaluatore,found that'"the sensational npproach'!"vixtica mornpptopriate
1

4
4
, .

label -for .iiorm:_exampies tha:t, stress, tjle,eXot/4.' acid mysterious' to the

1.1

'4

e
, -
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67

fr

.4'
.

e
exclusion of other aspects a misguided attempt to

Interest students.

1

Ec ecti r

!

ach

. -- ..
.

differe
Awe

nt Approadies to, Asia' w uld £11 into 'this category. A."yes''.,
,--. w . .

4 414.1A

answer to the following question indiCated the presence of this approach: .
.

-......
,_

.4.

t
-

*,
I:

.
...,

f t
Is a conscious effort made to pri6eht different

.

possible" approaches in the taxer.- . 4

text which would att

I

-

pt to Makeastudents awareclEthe

-

.

Readers-reported 14 exampled.

Although 78 books combine a variety of perspectives*unconsciougly,

it is clear that's Wester n, progress-orienleviewpointpredominates'to

the exclUsion of Asia-centered points of view in most textbooks:' Alook
'

at the most frequently reported models in 27 widely use d elementary 'and
v.

,

Secondary texts (based on_a suryey of adoption-lists from 16 states And
(i)

11 cities) is useful to underline the:lace-Ofattention paid to Asiai.centered

V

.

, P . . ,

,,

t
,

.

'approaches: While developmental approaches appeared ih 85 pet cent '. -::

.. . , - /
..--,_

27 titles, only 15 per cent were report ed to be predomlinantly Asia centered.'
,

-

.1' .Evidence of ethnocentrism appeared
.

in 66 per cent of the2,7 titles.o
,

'

1,

EXAMPLES FROM THE TEXTS -j

emer

Theost reliable and vivid sense o' the Ontent of thebooks o,

from quotes from the individual readers and the textbooksfhem

selved. This section presents examples quoted by,readers to illustrate

/. . ,

.t

each of 'the .six approathes. Since texts often combine approaphei,'
- or

the'section wilt isolate commoil,mentaliiiei rather than review individual-,-

texts. (Assessments of theassumptions in each hook are`on file 'at The

82 t

a

.4



- ; .; ,: -,

-

.-

.C.;

r*
Asia Society.). SoMeok:theimare,inteieA

. '1

enCr'tee.jand nuances : -..s.-...
:-.-----.-- ---- - - t''

'' noticed. by reviewers will also ha Vi to rez/aiiitl..31:#c*.kAi4.14 reports,
_

- 4r
for .the time beitig." though:tie,less-influent:

: . -

discussed in a sectipn. On minor themea-at-the 6.6.4,:._,, .,...... ....

.

roaches 'ate'

concentrates on the mos

attitudes apkar in all-.

texts;, high chool book§

'
..:*frequently reportel approaches. these

ypes of basic texts'at 'all 'levels: elementarry_'.
,

1.

, 'area Studies, _anthologieS, and world. histories.

-4. 'The

Reviewers

o

4 ,

, .

(_ ti :
Variety of Approapes to Development andProgress

the books:,

1"

,

noted one 'or more of the fallowing in 711-er,cent of
-

II.
: , .. 4 4

, . °7 :" 1: ' 11; ' 1 . ,4
.

1 . 4Preocdupation with t-Mti
Sdeing a didhotomY ,betw' tradition 'and modernity .,
Seeing traditional soCia i.i.istitutioris as obstacles /1*. to progress . `

4.

I Measuring worth fn econoiaidi!terms
,.

..
Dileremplikais. on _poverty, -. l/ c

. Faith 'in technoragy
Measu Ilg- by size standard's - -,

l'1Us gfthe- langiiage 6k growth and cfiange '- ;.
1 i 1 . .

.

',/'
1 -- '' * . :e.,.. - .. .*.

Preoecupation Writh4Chiinge
. i .1. sr',..'

I

. )

I

Readers report an .explicit preoccupation with ,chatige and. growth
, mare .trequently than any- otdr)ipproach;:,it .1,;/ s report .:d. in 114 out of .....1.

o - _ , .
.

- .- . ... 1
1 , .. 4

... r.
": . ' .,,'4 * / /. .263. Eatlei,(question la). The. followirig ekeerlit frok-one reader's report. -. ' "....,4

i ,... ..... .

4.

'a-

.

-iindica.t.ed the. degree-to. whic..
reader ifutiiea 'eight 41miles

. y '

.
'.Th`e',teX .2t definitely 4.

obSelise0
" *.frhicr old, trays- of litrin to new modern 'ways:" P. 90;
"Iltur4- hanki4 ; :though Ilowly:"" -Tim,
tiorisr the irpstrat ons on. the, rAtit

.11,The village women are ited about their-',new S'evital ,>- machi st. farmele-are'learning to use *modern
4' I,' farm ',tiled to Oct, the Wdrk, of this "

r

POge, can be- exalted single hh74'3k. The .

ram one elementery"palierback on -India:* , '0. .

..; I 1- . ..
1. .. : . , ; .

S;chatigel it fact,' it is
people Are changing I-,

"v. /-4 , -
- . ;

. ,

A

. " .4

:.`

I.



-alat-k.fc-.. pump," .11.4.- PI uStime:villages- are learn.'
-Ing_hdw-.ro.:-.iun.-daitfels.',' -7They..learrn:hOw ,,40.Atalce the

;..-..-milk.if.e'o,d-ritdc. Many: dyer 70:iagers,go.,t6 1,;:--;' .

ilidustr:ial'ir-i-Mivig, schcioii:-.-*:TheY,-I-4rti: -:113se,':: the, -'
gmachineS1:13.---ndi",i!.s rieti factorAis;'. ' Thgy-,S -!..being'-',--,
farmers. :they ,begin; to 14ad .4, new: llf e:.i..:,1.ndigt'* -;..: ", -:
cities are changin.gfrenr.,trad'itT.644.-W4e.--ect,,--indneW. ,

... . P._ 106,:,, ''"OrLe-of,-the--;mOSt, i:iopiirtant. 1444' .AOiiclia's ;
transition. frotti- ill& fashidned viey's -ia',zsioa4r1-1.vays' is -

, , ----,11 -- , "f".- 44 .--.- . -- , '. _the steel .industry,. P. ell2.:, .,/ndian -leaders are
trying..to' 'Change' things.,.,. The-,:l inited .State, dreat

---Britain, and the -Soyiet UmiOn And 5ther nations are
helping':: ' They. help- wi=th food.,--,itaChinery, and

. . . education.. pati-Ons -like- 't4 -1.1. S. I Canada', and . .
1

- . -* ''Britai-havei,'Llfeady.goTWthrringh th'e7);three main- .--;IstageS..of eeoiumic.developMent., I (emphasis theirs), .:,
P'.4.17:- "All these 'things mean. that the people of '
india.have a .good tic, of keeping _their ,freedom ; '''
during the transition to an up-:to*-date way oft life." '' ..
(Nancy Lancing. on The Indian Subcontinent, Allyn E

,

Bacon'P, 1971)' ,
r- . -.- .

..
- ,,----.4 4,,

. -
4

, .

. . . The following examples illuStrate!,a variety textbook approache0
..., ,

4 ...
.. . 4 -I

to change. It may be seen as babeficial, as difficult, as revolutionary,
.

asslow, as ate result of diffusion, as preordained, .as linearas.

I

4._Or as in4cti'Cably intertwined with industrializ iOrr.ably Latter, how i. : ,. _
. . . .:,.. ,

i s presented it is a central conceit. . '\ -

-"Down comes the oldi the ugly, the unsafe-to,make
z..7tyfor the' news' (p.' 41). °It was such _fan tot
watch thetdemoli7tiirn crew" (I). 88). ' 1
(Your Towns and' Cities,- Ginn, 1967) i` __,.

.,. -,,'- . .,..,---...--
**Changing the 'customs and habits of people is I.
extremely difficult. This is especially so if
the 'People do not dlearly `understand the reason ,
for change.", . . ., -.

1 -
: (Food and SfirviNial in Asia, Addison Wesley, 1961, p.. 41),,

lIctieillJs 6asic afsumptionsi ar _that: 1

.-

I

,," .Contact with strangers' is the
*

main arive
wheel", of history. Cultuial d fusion . t ',::

.., spreadSopew,developments and . reakthroughs"
'that( often result in the ..alteration of,tra-

;) 1
11111

ditional .patterns. 'THerefote, the relation- . 40-

l
Or"' sh p"and ihe iinteraction among civilizntions,

b tween civilizations and less ckmlexfringe
42 i ,4 ,

4

'

89t`
, . 1

4 ;
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areas, and between, towns and copntryside are -..,,

theimost 'meaningful areas to explore. 'There
has been a rgugh balanee.af 15ociat among the
"mother" civilizations in the realms of polit- .

ical, economic, religious, and eocial:status,. ,}.
which has on occasion been tipped one'waylor"the
other by some significant "breakthrough.' Rig
definition of "development" includes tools,':::-:--",:,.

clethods of agriculture or production, modes of
transpott4tion, weapanC'ideas of religion or
government, and methods of communication. --, :1 --'

...

(,Frank and Phyllis Smart° on The Ecumene,
Harper Ec.Row, 1974)

. .
' I , . -.

__.
i"The spread of culture to all people is one

, part of the modern cultural revolution. A
second partis the.mixing of cultures of

.different parts of'the world. Today teenagers
. in' Japan listen to records .made in theUnitecr

.
States. People in India go to moties made
in Italy and Germany. If you walked into an

. American art museum you would probably find
examples of'Afritan scplptures end. Chinese and
Mexican pgintings" .- .

(Exploring Wakd History, Globe, 1969; p. 497)

"Odr study of Western. man les, shown that the
rise and fall of each culture and civilization
has, in large -pail, be0110 due. to the influence of,
other cultures. When man began .to migrate slwOly
over the earthhe became increasingly dependent

'upon his neighbor. This is even more true today
t ,when modern 'transportation and communication

have made'the world appear lo much smaller:"
(Human Adventure, Addison Wesldy, 1972, p. 497)(' ''''''\ \

. . .* jis
-4---

,
.

,

"The farmers of India must learn to use modern
: techniques if they are to produce thefbod

.

, .

their country needs:" -. , -
. (This is Man, Silver Burdett, 1972, p". 1p3)

____:
I __

-

"Being dragged into the twentieth !sentyry-was
Painful for Indonesia but. it had to be doni."

,

( Indonesia, Ginn; 1967, p.?),,
.

-

b
. . I '

,

"The story of man is one of progress." . ._

"As civilization devel6ps, a more -orgahized , .

system of government replaces'the village , .*

.
chieftains in the community."

,
. 0,'"b Dimensions of World Hintory,,American, 1969,

-1 ,

,... ..,...... , ..
... . .. .

r.

4

T.

85
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f - .- ,
_

"Tile same problems- found inmost of ehe t.
....

. other new nations. Many of themaie worse off '

....

than .India. They have fewer Te4onrces and- have
learned few skills that will-heb in th1

.

Industrial Age. For these,countries the
Industrial Age-is still to come." .

. ,

Harper
, ---

. (World Cultures: Past and'Present, Harper lc Row,
..,

1964, p. 162y
.

f

r
; "Whatever thexplanatioh,-Japan had demonstrated

that it-Was-possible for a traditional Asian land .,..-

ro;modernize." Therewas no assurance that others
-.could follow the Japanese example. ! Perhaps the ,.

ronly_real secret -of devalopment'was 'h,it each nation .

/ had to find the plan Edr which it was best suited."." .1._.;

. .0Modern-History, Silver Burdett, 1969,--p1-. 24

', . -

"But th6lugh the country had made great advances,
she was still far behind the industrialized - -.

worldi Mao Tse-tung was convinced that, with a
great deal more effort, China could 'catch up in

-... the next five years." 1 .

(The People's Republic of Cliina;' Julian Messner,-
1974,.p. 51) A .

.
.

.

"Today it (India) is striving to pull itself out -f I..
of the past and take its place in the modern world:"
(The Human Achievement, Silve4, Burdett, 1970, 1p. 574)

,
.

- 1

Seeing a Dichotomy Between Tradition and Modernity

.

Row is tradition treated in books whic4 focus,on change? Agains

there are Several different treatments'. .While a few texts present
. .

cultural continuities as integral parts of modern life, mdst texts

either ignore tradition or see it as conflicting or contrasting withe.

modernity. Examples such as the folliolOng, which demonstrate a

'constructive interaction, ate rare:
. , I

r

Althdug change is emphasi zed, continuity ip.c
recogni
inVente
ways it
else o
a tradi
a,young
ideas a
Chinese

.

.

ed; viz:: ".Maiism was;deriberately-

to replace Con4pcianism but: in many
. .

resembled what was,displaced.' 464thing
ld be tkange, for Hao.was educated in'..

iona ay until, his twenties, when as ii:

colle e:student,he first met Lenin's
begin his career ,asraMarxist. Other

unist leaders,:as well as many anIC
,

. .

00011

8 6 .

'

JP

I
-r;

4

:4
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.anoi,file, have a-similar 'petsoail hfstory.

Missivecarry-ovei from the Confucian. past
is, theieforeinescapable,-eyen if doctrines
have.been officially and-firmiamentally changed."
(Frank and khk,llis Smarto on ,The'Ecumenev

f.Row, 1173, p.

-" "--) .t

"A picture of India'whicti portrays this two-.
way proEiss of-,-51i traditional and modern
interacting and'ehangineeach other is'a
useful way of des,cribingitat India is like.
This image gives us some sense, of the uneasy,
'yet.tiynamic political reality which is India
today.'!

(South Asia, Pendulum, 197 . 36)

°
.1

Seeing a dichotomy between tradition and modernity is more

-prevalent. Readera repo examples of skis approach in 74 books

(question In same cases; thilidichotomy is_demonet4ted'by.a
,

,

complete 'neglect of tradition:

t

The entire book is devoted to th6."modernization"
-of:Japan. We n0Aonly cite the.table of cantents,*
which inn re entirety reads: ee

:1Tranitional Japan , _.1
Japan Today . - 13

TheMbdernizatioe-of Japan 3"

(Roland Lange on dapan,liacMillaaiq970)'

Tile most serious omission is.a historital
,perikctive. :The only referende to tradition-.)
is: "Traditiona1=Japinese music, dances, am4
stories still are enjoyed. These: are beauti-

. ful ana-very different from those of the
"'Americans and'Australians." (p. 127$ No
-indiAritivals-are mentiOned; no Olitical views
are provided; ad ideas afe.explained. 'There.
is no history given, except for a briet;mention
of World War II in the bather's -guide under
'exercise-a for the. academically- talented (p4,79):

(Patricia Genz'on Journey Th6ugh Many Lands,
Allyn & Bacon, 1969)

. r .

c ,--
: . ..,.. 4,
Reiders,found other tacamples of tradition asdistinot,and,

- -, l' ,.,'

separable from modernitiin a great variety of Asian' countries. Old I. .

.

. . f ,

-,

-.add neware sometimes paced in quaint juxtaptisition without. J
. . ,

-.
''T

. 11/4

R

I

os

.".

ma,

attention Wow they latetact: --:. ,

,,- ,.. , ,_ 87..
.

c.
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"Rocket ,experts; ride' buses. alongside' Indian

-4
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mystica.---Satred 'rows-share the streets with
;automobiles...." The whole .tone of this first -.,4

page..is dichotomoustradition is set against imodern technology: , :: ...

, (Donald, Johnk.on 'on India:. Focus on Cha- nge," .
. ... - .\ Prentice -Bally 19751 . '

4 . . . '
.....

"In Asia such examples of time and culture gaps'
are not Hilted to Japan. 'India is another `. ''..
"nation of contrasts, a sometimes jolting blend
of the, ancient and- coitemporary. . In its crowded

. cities automobiles compete for the right of way
with bullock -carts. In steel plants equipped
with the most up-to-date machinery, women, balance
wicker basir.ets of coal on their heads. -1:licycles,.

.' beastsbullocks (Asian steers used as sta of burden),
,. -. -.. _

- .and 'buses alike mui36 await ancient Woden barges. -.. , powered by paismen, the -only river link, between
..._ some DPdeirzi highways. Aborigines (primitive :

people)* liVing in, a Stone Age-like society are
within walking distance of .the atomic- energy
reaetor at Chembur." -4- '

.(Changes in Asian Societies, Cambridge, 1974

;

p.. 2)
1 r

r

--

At times, juxtapositions of tradition and modernity are -seen as

contradictory or confusing:.

. .

"Chiyo le youth had been a rathe confusing
. combination of Japanese tradition and. est-

ern modernity."

(Women of -Asia, Cambridge, 1974, p.,-,a)

;

Tradition'iS often'seen as "breaehg. " under the-onslaught. .. .. . . 4 .. . . - -- , 0i

of modernity. Conflict between.old'and new in relations lips.,
4 --.

It.
,

- t i

frequent theme: i ," I,.,.
" ; - , /

It .1 .- . ti.. V . .,

I f. ,'"Pori centuriee'in Japan-, it has been the custom-that --.-
the Oldest, son. bi.rtg' his family to -live in the home-. .,-,.

of hi.d.p'arents. When the father getbN'Old,, the. eon .;---,..,,:.!-.--

!takes over,' but the father sill.,holds the-place -..-.":.7.-- -_-:-.;-

of honor iw-the household and maks many Of the big- .` . -

A..."`: 4 decisions, In modern :Japan this custom is being:,
..,.-.,

- t ---;chalIenged.",,,..-- . ., ,_i . s s r

.4. .-- 'Ite,use of the wcird."challtnged" rather than ' -. --
"41tere.dgr,;As interesting.. " . '. '' At'
. ,
0,6re tta;-Ryan."915:iamilies and Sakai Needs, Laidlaw7,

', : 1974, telsi5tepelir, de,:r p.- 53) -, ,,, -- ; '
_,.._ _ '88 , r ';/ . :

- 4 ' ' r, Ne
,e , , e" ' ' *"

,,.
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. ' "The 'Communists- are. atremptihg to destroy the

ancient aAd closely.knit family system of 'China.

...BVen the children are cared for in .nurseries.

This means that women, as well as men, are able'

to work in the fields. Women am- farm .workers,

or workers' in local faCtories, instead of house -.
4

wives and homemakers." - . .

:.- (Your Country and the World, Ginn, 1966,\. 403)
...
-....--

n.

"Thus the joint family4system takes care of its

own people. SuCh -a family system is _often

found in traditional agiicultural societies.
It does not seem to work very Well in an in-

. dus trial - societY11)

(The Indian Subbontinent, Allyn Bacon, '1971, ow 87)

"...This will become clear as we examine the f .

conflicts between the new ways and old in the

family, the position Of women, and the.social

classes."
y (Global 'History of Man Allyn & Bacon, ,1974, p. 444)

T4

Many texts not only see the relationship( between tradition and

modernity as a struggle; they also display a clear bias, in favor of

change:

-a

Time and-again the look suggests that Japanese
society -has evolved .from a nasty feudal age to

one of .mode*ty. A filial stage of -perfection

has at last, en achieved; and 'the chief; social

task, thair:.remains involves minor adjustnient of

a mechanisrietht is ,basically sound but needs

to be periodically tuned. , :

(1.541a Zolbrod on 'We the Japanese,- Praeger, 1972)

. .

No effort is made toNgo zinto a country's tradi-

7> 2 tion but Ap- statement on Thailand; makes mie.

believe th.51=- the authors do not consider' it '

.-.., that beneficial in creating a world free frour: ,

>lwaiA. Thailand "still pkeseryes its traditional
form of. goVerilment and rather formai, Oriental %

mode of living.".4) . ' ,

, (Junnko Tozalik Haverfick on Silbrld:Getigraphy,, .

Southwestern; 1974, p. .500):i. "- :ki i , 4

.114stjA, the- tarth.js :people have never s en a

..., . , ..

doctor,- Solite-wois44-be afraid. to'let I' cipot.Or ',,-----t .doctor:
, _. .

try-. to help itietiVAcIi0anse 6f.tradition4 they"

-.may .prefer' the -VeY1.;ipea..i+f a- so-CaIled:Witcle. P

41, J . ( , , < r
-. '..,

1

c

. .
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.
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dodtor, who chants and-dances and tries to work
magic while the patient suffers.-It is perhaps
more common that.the sick depend on home remedies,
handed down by their parents andigrandparents."
This completely discounts the strength that peo-
ple can draw from their traditions, the fact that
cures do result from "witch doctors" and that
there is a good deal of "witch doctorism" in our

. own society. . . .

(Andrea Miller on A'Worl&View, Silver, 14irdett,
'1968, p. 224)

i -- t %

The authpr most frequently pits tradition 4gainst,
freedoce This is evident in some of the qilotes'
above and also on pp. 92-3 where he writed"oespite
the surface,fradoms in the new Japan, social '-

pressures are still strong and.the majority of
,people conform to old patterns" anct"In,this way%
the old' autocratic sYstem'seems to be 'surviving
the democratic changes." - . . ..

(Junnko Tozaki Haverlick on Japan, MacMillan,-1969)._

\ ,

,

.
. ; 2 .

lai some books, humanistis and Cultural traditions are appreciated
.

- -1
.. .

but not seen as ongoing features of contemporary life:

The author's bias against tradition disappears ,"

in his discussiod of the traditional arts-and
Japeneseaesthoici in general,. -Here I sense
his real appreciation and it is. only unfortunate

that he didmot go into traditional arts lia_-

Nhis'sectAan On-Japam t8Bay, wh ;e. ski g? West-
ern music, and TW are discussed.

I

unnko. Tozaki Haverlick od Japan, liackallan, 1969)
e i

.,' " - 1 1
. ;

1' ..

Howard Hibbett; professor of Japanese lan4ges and- literature at
. , g.- ,

,

, Hgtvard University, alSo noted and described the diffetende hetween
. .

the ereatmentof.culture in "tradition 1" and "modern''' Japan:,
_

. ,

.

_

,--

I

". My chief criticism idnot'so much thatteahnology. 4-

4nd'urgoderhizatiad" are viewed,as, the highest=

.'1,raluessi4 life (a familiar bias) as that "culture ",
is seen as an import4nt elementla "traaitional

Hispan" and.attomethins either lacking or wholly -- 1

, Unimportant "modern, Japan " - -again Illatkiliar 144'8..

( A) Culture in.TransitiOn: .:japan,-Follett; 1973) . .

. A .
-rs:

:,
.-

. ,
. , ',,e .

, :.,-
:,
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Scholar readgrs-pdinted out that these 41.41131Offiies;beiween

-

traditonana-changec.are basedionauReifiCial.definitions of.'
.

--modernity and tradition:. Daniel te;/..wroA.1 !'modeiaty, mentioned

- .in conneaiort with the. -o§tfivings f Southeast Asian leaders here

ancl;he , is characterized as of tall
.

buildings, e ectricify, and air conditibniag (p. 355) ada so on.

A

The complexity of change is not really, brought up at all"

(Exploring the Ron-Western World, Globe, 1971). RichareTucker
.

of Oakland University said of the author of a paperback book on India,

,

"Isenberg equates modernity with success, and tradition -with poverty.

The realities are vexingly more complex than that equfttion -indicated"
I

(The Indian Subcontinent, Scholastic, 1972). -

Definitions'of tradition and modernity. and the discugsio of

their relationship are complex issues, and two specialists panted

fl
out that the cultural, continuities are rarely fecognized in I

%.4
-

scholarly works:

. -

The text does tacitly assume a diehotomy,between
tradition and modernity. In ihe.casd.of-qapant.
this assumption is almost inevitable,' d the more N.

so since the Japanese themselves are cutely alOhre

of it. One day someone tray give us. n overview,'of
Japan's last 150,years from. the standpoint of -

cultural continuity, but' I don't think'anyone'is '
yet capable of such 'profound sympathy and etachment;,
(Rciyall Tyler on TheStorrof"Japan, McCormick-MatherS,;
1970) , .

.
/ , ,;;.

. .

'There.ia little:feelihgjor cultural continuity
and cultural values;,but then there rarely is,-

even among scholars wtiparlmore sophisticated .

than the present .author. - . .

(Edward DimoCk on India-Pakistan,"Cambridge, 1972)
, .,

. -ti

:et

'9.1.
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Caste
?
Cattle, and Monkeys: Social Institutions as Impediments to Progress

. ,

.
.

. .

One corollary of the view that tradition and modernity. are antithetical

41.

is a tendency to see.traditiOnaldocial institutions as obstacles 'to the

modeinizing processiihethertonatiiC, social, or political. Readers

found 63 titles based on this assumption. These statements are characteristic:

-"Thus industrialization and modern agricultural techniques
were slow in coming to the Indian subcontinentpartly

47'7 because of'the firm hold tradition 4as on the way of

life of the people."
(People in a Changing World, Laidlaw, 1974; p. B 105)

. "Religious beliefs and ladk of education.make progress

slow." "' .
.

(The Social Studies and Our World, Laidiaw, 1972,.p. 325)
' . 1*

"Priogress has also)been discouraged by,Hinduisit, the
religion followed by more than four- fifths of India's

population. This religion teaches that people stiould
accept their way of life without trying to 'ciliUge-it..

India's. leaders have great difficUIty convincing people
.

. that changes must be made." '
.

- (India aud Southeast Asia; Fideler, 1972, p: 116).

Most of the examples of tiffs mentality center on HindUbeliefsicanceqiing
1

A.
r t

caste and animal life.
0

O'

Recent cholarship.has:shown tliat there/5re a variety of ways to look

at caste. McKim Marriott discusses. In detail in the accuracy section
. _.

. . .. .
, . .,

,

.

1

,:' and concludes, "Castes-and their relatiOnships have beeiin constant flux,'have

leading to much variation. The underlyine pri*iples are readilyidaptable

moderficonditions: *Some Indian ,"4-.thao
'

theiThand, seep caste

. ..

as an obstacle to modernity. The cone rn hereAs'that mast textbaoks employ-
,

,..
-.:

. -.

...t. ,
. --

one point of view: the dysfunctional. A common textbook, theme is

.

.

'tcaste as awobitac2.6 to nati naltam":
4 -

I-

. . y

,
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4

Treatment of -the caste system, er; is- handy

poorly, I' think....Besides bein en as aforce
holding back nationalism; they sin only one

aspect of caste: "Hindus in-,166Eiiste did not

think of Hindue cin another caste as their equals.

(p-. 52) 'This is true but the book does not . :

'continue to explain that some-Indians believe a
society works if all the castes do their appointed
lob.
(Lucia Pierce on The Human Adventure, Allyn & Bacon,

1971)

"India is a democracy. In a'democracy, all men

are created equal. The taste system does not fit
in with the idea of a true democracy'.'" ,

(How Peat:de Live in' India, Benefic, 197, p.

Occasionally -the book sees certain traditiontOes .

standing in the way .o f progress. The caste.ystem

",..hampered the development of truA national feeling."
(William,Skowronski on The Record of Mankind, D.C.
Heath, 1970, 'p. 41)

"HOW DOES1HE CASTE SYSTEM CAUSE .it P BLEW;

The' Hindu 'of ndia., as we 'have alr y seen,

have cast . -Many strict Hindus, es cially_

thd high c ste Hindui, are still lo to this

ancient ,system. Castes play an impotent par't
.
..in the daily life of the village peopre ttib.-.. ' ''

They rarely dhrry outside. their- caste. Nor do ;-- . --

the people from the castes very often eat togotileF-.

!It is'taking a long time for the -Hindu peoie.tO -_--
forget these ,timeworn customs and work'togethee. ,-

1
to build.one nation:" -

. .. . _

-,. -(How People Live in India; -Benefit, 1973,-. P-.. 79)_
Is, ' -- - - --

, . .. --' -=-_, -..,--:.-2 ' ..--;:-. 1- __.--;---- : -:...:jr-7
___. _

. -

Texts alsellessume.rigia social: stratifithEi-on-and _erapliaSiz,e;an_ ,:..__ .
. ,

. absence of political equality without expiori alternative' satisfactions

. 4.: \ , .

O

4

provided bY"the system. Richard' Tucker'ohbeive that confUsiori-bet4iesli

. the
..
ternr "caste's and "class" -reetrits in a "j5roject:ion of; Iiindu-sool;gity !.

. c 1
- ,-

_, is , unchanging. and; rigid w ich.'ia profoundly :colift:art:tc-r-tke4nat-si_V-e- ------,:- -__ ---f.---'
, . i . ._ :- ."":- - --3-' ---. --- ..-' -:--.1 . ...:- i, '..:.!.

.,

evidence, which As _easily atialife"-'". (Cleas ank_Cast-e- iti-,Tti.g.age -India; ' ' .:- ---

-

-Addison 14'eskey, 1969). _- card Gordon_ says of India-- and -Bout-heat:ft Asia-
_

_

Jr;fe find here "the familiar. confuid-OnThetigen glasii= and-, _
, - - - -
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4 caste.Brahmins
i

were the highest caste inthe'ritual hierarchy; sometimes

. . 4.

they were low on the scale of crass, which would be
.
used to indicate

0

.

stratification by wealth andpower." McKim Marriott points out that in

practice a'"caste system makes for a division of,:labor,a high degree- of

interdependency (and)..:prOmotes solidarity.by requiring exchange and a
.7-

distribUtion of,food and other rdsources among households of.different

, occupation, caste, and economic Classes." The following excerpts from
. . .

texts demonstrate that hese_views are rare y.taken.into account at the
-

.. elementaiy and- secondary school level. In fact, teacher 4 s gdides and. -- 7ti . .
.

end-of-chapter questions
,, . .

frequently ask itudedtsto compare the caste

,

System with--racialraegregation in the, United States:
4. . .,

.,. .--44, %

"Relate India's caste'problems td-our own problem of
racially based inequality of opportunity I.. -

Mr.(TheA4Orld Today, Webster McGraw-Hill; 1971, p. 60) . ,

. "This {, is the origimofcthe caste system which,most4

Weste nersregard-with horror. Forl the orthodox
. ,.Hinduthereis no escape from the caste into o-which

one is born, and life in the lower castes is:both 4,
humiliatinglend hard:...,The caste systemastari"ed.
small withgoOa Intentions:. Compare the caste Ystem
With racial segregation.' :

,
s.,-(Condern: :World Religions, SilveK`Burd-ct, 1970, p.-9) :

4 . .

s.;4 II ."Caste has been a tremendous_purdenoti Indian_
.

-society. ,It4has segregatedPeopleinto
'4'bxsndredsof divisidns apd .kept them there:H.:.
. To the memberV of the lower castes, and _ .;:'*.

especially to_theUntouchablis,. it bas :brought
untold mis : The India'n government has .

., ,1

ii
:.not'Offici y Outlawed the caste system.,,

; Bist-,,becaus its roots arle st, ileeply-eiltwined
,-

0 o c iiith' the Ilinau-religion, caste! will not eattily
6 wiped out in India." -, i

"(Chit 'World, Today, Webster :McGrw-4-1ill, 197J, p. 531). ;),,,

.

-

f

1.

I

276

.10

yToday it is egainstthe law for any peraohto
.seated as an untduchable.% The'caste system is
)eginding to break down. But it.will be a l'ong
time before its effects disappear 'fror; Ind*"
(This is Silver BtfrAeit, 972, p': ,103)

*

f_.

94 ,

1
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"Caste has been responsible for extremeirreiplarities

of wealth, power and status."
(Global History olf14an, Allyn'& Bacon, 1974, P. 462)

. .7 -"

As the last quotation indicated, there are texts that hold the

. .

7 .

casts system responsiNa for economic as well as political inequities,
. 4

ignoring hiStarical opportunities for economic anti social mobility.in

the ""Sanskribization" process. (See. M. N.Srinivas, Social Change in

Modern India, Orient Longmans', Bombay, 1966.) In addition,-.as Lucia

,Pierce points out, there are conomic difficulties involved 'in the

abolition ofthe system; "It would be hard to continue their tr aditional

.

society here were do castes and no caste jobs" (The Human Adventure,

. . . , '''.

.

. .

Allyn & Bacon,'1972). As the following quoptians-suggest, however, few

C

k
...._. .

. -

.
4..

texts consider these points of view aose.instead to gloomily
i.

4 .

emphasize "hopelessness" and "misery's:
,

,

t

"phis systeba hai made Life a hbpeless nightmare ,

,

of.taif and unspeakable poVerty foi (countless
millions 1)flIndia'a people."
(Th4 human AchieVement,:$ilver,Durdett; 1970,

p 543)
Ti

"The members of upper castes in andia were
'

Able to 'enjoy a.coMfortablt way 'of life. The'
,

.caste.-eygiem became increasingly strong. Over

hilndreds of-years it beCame a rigid social system. r

Life became more' miserable for -the lo*est caste

and the untpuchables. The largest part of the

population was constantly on the edge of starva-

tion and' suffering. There was no way for a man
,Leo imuove himself of his conditions, and

tilers was not even the hope of-doing so during

, his, lifetime "
/-

(Human Advent , Addison Wtsley, l3,4)
e, e

, c.,4;

J.

--

surprising.to notAce people's
lethargy-lan inertia born of hunger and rein-

forced by generations of fatalistic acceptance

of a system ttlt hag never yielded them much

exCept.disappointment." .

(Inside World'Politits,,Allyn'Ej.Bacon, 1974, p. 230) "7-

%%

tv 9.5 /
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-
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O

'" 1 (t e caste system) retarded economic development
by Fe tricting each individaalcS choice of occupation's'
and a tivities."
(The ecord of Mankind,. D. C.. Heath; 1970, p. 41)_

Most texts also see Hindu attitudes toward anima/ life = as obstacles

to'economic
'

development. They laMent Hindus' unwillingness tOtake the
-.: r ...,

....

live/sof a variety of creatures ranging from catt],e.and monkeys -to snakes
ro

.

. .

and,silkWorms. The productive role of the cow in India's_ ecological system

noeacknowledged. (See comments on "sacred Cows" in the accuracy

section of this r'port.)

popu
the world;' ho

birth coatrol
wander t roug
a'coantr whe
precious od
no one can eat
(Regions ofth
1973, p. 172)

-1Pehrailalgoiha
,Thes cust6s*
.prog ess:- One'
that theilcow wa

"eat eef7 and t
--(1.211: and the W

. %,

ation is among the fastfst-xgrowing:in
ever,,derout Hindus will not practice
..,Thousands ofuaderled cows now
India / streets and countryside. In,
peo le are- starving, the ,cows ear .up

Upplies. And since they are sacred;
them'." :
World, Seiencg Reg.garch Assaciates,-

to f ight ancient Hindu customs.
ten :hitidered-IndialgilliC
f these-eustoMi was the belief.
a'sacredanimar.,....Hindus do not

ecattle geryed'no useful parpose."-
1d,'Benefi9,- 1968, p. 300)

"Hin s ais0,13e ievemapY-a4Maig.and-plents/are
holy. 'y mus not be hatMed_in-way-waX.
*cow one of X egg animals. As a result.; cattle.

cah, n ki led of-eaten., .I0.yearS of famine,'
'hundreds of thodsands of peOple may starve,'-` But
the c$ttle are holy and cannot be useefor foOd:
Mani "Hindus, in fact,,eat no.Meaf,at all ides
this seers[ strange to. you ?" :

(This is Man, gilver Burdett, 1972, P. 1

"These animals-(Cows) are allowed *to,gra
"feyfuse-up some of thelacreage t

be used .for the people, but th y supply

''

A
`"

t

t

! ;

4

a 1

14:

off the,.

at cou d
othing

Tor,the kindus'tb.eat-: This r ligionSb ljef
about animals doei'lower.,the food supply for SoUth

Asians. -Some,Indian leaderS'have,recogni0d,thig.
problem and.they are trying to -get the Hindus, to

. ,
'

I .k

at ".,

17

4 I
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change some of their ideas about animals. However,-

it is not very easy to change.traditions and beliefs

tha5rpeople have held for many years."

(Our World and Its PeOple Allyn & Bacon, 1972, p. 446)

":Because of these rules (of caste), overpopulation

Aof cattle is almost as much of a problem in India

today as is human overpopulation." -

.(The Human Achievement, Silver Burdett, 1970, p. 542)

"The cattle and the monkeys constituted a crushing

economic - burden sand do to this day."

(Ibid., p. 573)

"The hnndreds'of millions of cattle, as well as

thousands of bands of roving monkeys,- consume huge

'amounts of food that can be ill-spared by the people."

(Your Country and the World, Ginn, 1966, p. 419)

10.

"The attitude of the.people toward animals

contributes to India's agricultural problems." d*-

(Ibid.,.p.76)_

'The sacred cows is India illustrate the restraints

of the past upon modern life."

(People in a Changing World,'Laidlaw, 1974, p. 6)

"The Hindus respect all animal life. Even dangerous

animals are not killed....The result is that hundreds

of persons die each year from the bites. of poisonous

snakes."
"(Living as World Neighbors, MacMillan,"1969, p.-313)

"There are some 220 million cattle dompared with

about 66 million in the United States. India also _

has great numbers of goats, sheep,. horses, donkeys,'

water buffaloes....Butithe
dnimals are not used for

milk or meat: they are used as draft an-tmals and

for; their wool and hides,-Or not used at all.',A1-

though-little attention,is_giFen to the production

of food crops,.the animals are allowed to graze -on

rarge areas of land that.might.be usel to produce

human food. The animals do mot contribute anything

to the food supply; in fadt, they destroy, millions

of tons of food grains, and since they are considered.

sacred, they cannot be killed...(Killing-Silkworms)

the Hindus are,not permitted to- do. 'Therefore, this

product; which -has contributed much, to the economic

life of other parts of Asia, has never beep intro-

duced into,lpdia."
'(The Wide World, MacMillan, 1972, p. 488)

97
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Whine many texts offer a limited view of--scaste-andl-n-1mal life

based on 'inaccurate inforthation, same texts do present Hindu religious

beliefs concerning anfAlg in a positive Mannetrby using 'what Indians

themSelves say. One book (India,'Prentice-Pat1, 1975, p. 81) includes

:
a poem by R.R. Narayan that expresses some Indian bellefs0cm.the

preservation of animal life and makes -clear the economic advantages of------

this tradition:

".Living, I yield milk, butter and

curd, to sustain mankind
My dung-is as fuel used

'A/so to wash floor and wall;
Or burntOecomes the sacred ash,

on forehead.
Whdn dead, of'my skin are

sandals made,

Or the bellows at-the blacksmith's

furnace;

Of my bones are buttons madd....

.But 'Of wfiatlise are you-, Man?"

Measuring by. Economic Standards

Re

SR

Ifthe.role of traditiOnal social, and cultural. institutions in change
-;

is Often denigiatedi economic and technological fddfors_are often' emphasized.

E9aluations or.73 texts point to a dekinitionorworth in economic, terms.-

This is especially common in the-treatment of Japan:

-

"Like its history ancr,its peOple, thd Japanese

goverpment: is interesting', but easily the' most

interesting.thing aOut Japan is its'economy.u.

(Diversity of Ideas, Hatper &'Row,';972, p, 89)

"In any case, Japan has become one of the major

powers of the world. It HAs earned the respect4,

of the world for- its many fine products." (not

, for its culture and civilization, -bait for its

products)
_.-

'(Zelda S. Bradburd on Diversity of Ideas,

'Harper & Row, 1972, .p. 94)
.

\

0

."
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An "ecork..4 c definition of worth is also ftequently applied to

South Asia:

Modernization is identified with economic development.
In discussing Pakistan's modernization efforts we
read abo& the ending of-feadaliscinnder Ayub Khan;
land relstrilmirinnirrigation_p d_rojp.rtg, an

industt I growth.
(William .0.lowronski'on Record of Mankind, D. C. Heath

1970)..

Cutting down to certain facts can be distorting:
followers of Zoroaster, from ancient Persia. are calA
Pargees. Though there are only about mow of the.*

in India, they are important as businessmen." .Does
that mean they're not important in other ways? .

(Andrea Miller -on How People Live In India, Benefic,1

11

1973, pr:-' 49)

While the book does not disregard the artistic
achievement of Asia, its emphasis is upon economic,
selentific,,,and technological .achievement. For
example: "Indian thought_continned to be 'other-
worldly' and to ignore the problems,of'daily.living.
Little was done to make practical inventions which
might e lightened toil, or to educate a large
number f students."
(Willi Skowronski on Record of Mankind, D:

-1970, 223)

Overemphasis on Poverty

Evalualiors of 58 books found an overemphasis

L'
f

Heath,

on poverty=:-an aspect

of-the prog ess orientation that,is closely related to measuring worth in

economic to

The F
the f

prObl
polit
(Read

Rine

This

ekamples d

On-example is listed below:
I r

East is a place of poverty r' "Thus, for
'seeable future; the Fattest will face

of hunger,disease, illiteracy, and
al instability."

r comment on World Geography Today, Holt,
rt and Winston, 1971, p. 277)

s by no means an isolated example.of this mentality. Other

cumenting ttle concentration on poverty to the `neglect of other

9 _
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subjects are given in,the section on overemphasis-on-Asian\problems.(see

p. 103). .0ne of the basic ethnacentrisms of many American texts discussed

in that section is a tendency to explain the differences between Asian

and Western societies in terms of what Asia does not have; thus, in such

texts poverty is a frequent topic.

Faith in Technology'

The questionnaire did not ask readers to commen on the texts'

.specific attitudes toward technology, but some readers made a special

,point of describing a book's tendency to'place great emphasis on or

faith in technology:

"Modern science, techndlogy., and medicine can provide

the means to improve the quality.of life for the Indian

people."
(Exploring. World Cultures, Ginn, 1974, pp. 178-179)

"Radio, television and jet airplanes are bringing the
billions of people on earth closer together."
(The Earth, Globe, 1971, p. 5)

...men (of the Third World) looked to industrial

technology andscience as the key to the improve-
ment of their social and economic conditions.
'Industrialize!' became their rallying cry."
(Man's Unfinished Journey, Houghton Mifflin, 1974, p: 717)'

"Bit by bit, however,,and y9r byyear, manufacturing
does gain ground in southern and eastern Asia. Per-

haps, at some time in the future, great industrial
districts will be developed there, rivaling those of

the rest of the world. Most of the natural resources

are there, waiting for men to use them."

(A World View, Silver Burdett, 1968, p..300)

"Salt PROGRESS IS BEING MADE. (Heading for following

text) You can see clearly now .that the farmert of

East Asia have lagged somewhat behind those in many

other lands. But thty-are not standing still. Here

and there men are learning about new crops and new
-ways of caring for the old, familiar crops. A few

new machines are coming into use. rot example, the
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picture above shows a new way of lifting water to
irrigate arice field.. This is in Thailand. A
sasoline engine has been placed under the thatched
roof: %A belt reaches from the engine to the iiheel,

as you,gan see. This machine pulls an- endless belt
with square paddles that drag the water digging a
sloping trough from a canal to the ditch shown.
From such simple beginnings, a new kind of farming
and a new way of life may take shape, in time, in
Eait-Asia."
(A World View, Silver Burdett, 1968, p. 133)

deo

"If the rising expectations of the people are to
be met, the Oriental countries will somehow Have to'.
convert themselves from underdeveloped to developed
countries. This means sweeping improvements in every
sphere--education; health, farm techniques, trans-
portation, mining, and industry. The technological
knowledge needed to makesuch sweeping changes can
easily be borrowed from Western nations. But how''

to make needed changes in the face of centuries-
old ways of thinking and acting --that is one of the
major problems which Oriental leaders face."
(The World Today, Webster McGraw-Hill, 1971, p. 556)

. .

"Americans use more machines than any other people

in the wort . These are foUnd in office buildings,
factories, homes, and many Qther places.' With
,these tools and machines, American make many -good

things for people. Think for a moment of the machines

and tools in your home and school. Ih-your home there
may be a can opener, a toaster, and a refrigerator."
.(ComiMunities Around theWorld, Sadlier, 1971; p. 35)-

"Variout machines make man's work easier-and _more

efficient. Machines extend a farmer's ability to
do more work in less.time; Machinet have largely-
replaced animals and hand tools in eactensive farm
operations. ", (teacher's guide, p. X)
"TechnolOgy can make man's work easier." (teacher's
guide, p. "73)

(People, Places, Products-, Addison Wesley,-1972)

J

1

A few boolis, on the other band, revealed an awareness of a more

recent attitude in the world thit technology is A miXed blessing, creating

new problems even while it may-solve old ones:

"The future. for mankind offers unlimited possibilities.
But we must remember thit the technology that made it
possible for explorers to land on the moonhas not
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helped man to solve the modern problems of over-
population, air and water pollution, starvation, and.
the ord problem of how-to live peacefully with his
neighbor, Because our technology has become the

-most complicated ever seen on the earth, our
problems have become more compl and difficult:11-

/
(Human Adventure, Addison Wesle 1972, p. 497)

/

----As-eue--reader--Gar..-den-ted

. t.

In,these days of concern about how to live in a
no-growth world, it is disturbing to find that
texts still place great faith in machines which
consume vast amounts of energy, quite aside from
the fact that it is didparaging to some Asian
societies which are- organized around fewer
macgihes.
(Loretta Ryan on Communities Around the World,
Sadlier, 1971)

These unsoliCited examples came from a variety

grade levels, add they indicate that any reissue of

should inc de a question on-the book's assumptions

sh.ip b een technology and change.

,"

Measuring by.Size StandardeA.,
\ . -

.7 \' ' .
Estimating worth through'Aze is another factor that might

.
i .

\ \
.

been better articulated in the questionnaire. Readers were asked if
\

the texts emphasized large and powef nations; they indicated that

-.....

of books at ,all

the questiOhnaire

about the relation-

have

-

large, powerful societies,were emphasizidsto the neglect of the small

in 43 books. For example:

China, India, and the Moslem Middle East are clearly
-emphasized. Japan gets a little special treatment, but
all other Asian countries areecodsidered "f0...hge,

areas., Viz: "Chine was like a vast sun, Tadiating.
skill, knowledge and.power. Other East'Asian.peoples
wete like planets revolving around the sun."
(Frank and Phyllis Smarto on The Ecumene, Harper &
Row, 1973, p. 262)

.N4
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Thif011OWing excerpt from one report,documents the neglect of

'call countries and areas in a world history text:

-What Asian'country, countries, region or area is covered?

China' 25 pp.'
India 19 pp.
Japan ,," 15 PP-

---Sou-Oeast 4.sia
Rotea 2 pp.

(William Skowronski on The Record of Mankind,
D. C. Heath, 1970)

Another reader wrote:

Small nations of Asia are discussed and dismissed in
a matter of colunin lines. Example: 29 words for
bpth Laci and Cambodia,
(Reader comment on World, Geography, Ginn, 1974)

One reader observed that textbooks do not do justice to the pluralism

in Asian societies. Minorities within a country are also often overlooked;

The smaller societies such _as the Sikhs, Parsees,
-tribal i)eoples; Muslims, and Jains are almost
totally overlooked. The readings made no attempt
to be all-inclusive. However,,these peoples do
participate in the larger setting described in
Volume 2. Basically it was Hindu India that was
presented..
(Wilson Kratz on Through Indian'Eyes, Praeger,

1974)

Readers also noted preoccupation with size in other contexts. One

high school teacher quoted this example emphasizing population size and,

commented:

"Thepost impressive thing about the people'who live
in .China is that there are so many of- them." Impressive
to whom? Why are Americans so impressed with numbers?
(Billie Day on A Global- History of Man, Allyn & Bacon,
1974, p. 389)
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Another reader mentioned that the size of p

/glorified:

olgle was sometinPs

0

"In general, most people in industrial cQuntries
receive, medical care when they need it. This
fact, plus the many .improvements in medical care,
.means that the problem of health is being met
better now than even before. People...are larger
and stronger than ever before, -too." (assumption
that bigger is - better),.

(Andrea Miller on World Cultures, Harper S Row,
1964, p. 42.6)

Andrea Miller Elsa points out a preoccupation with the size of
f

1'farms and villages:-Li ;Ty
fo't

I just realized that the words "small" and "tiny"
keep coming up: Notice the "small farms" and
"small villages." this seems at some level like ,
an emphasis on-what Asian cultures don't-have,
which is-"bigness" in sothe way or another. We
hear that "Chota Lars father harvests crops

_ from his little fields'twice.each year." About
Chu's village we hear that-4"Aif favners in the
village grow rice. Their tiny-riC.'d-fields are

:.called paddy fields." And "Shiro.',s father owns
fifteen "tiny paddy fields."'
(Our Big World, Silver Burdett, 1968, pp: 147-8)

Language of Growth and.Change
J

:

'Language is often an indicator of he model of thought in the text.

Nisbet pointed out how the choice of words like "death," "decadence,"

"sick," "growth," "unfolding," and' "development'. used to describe

societies'caralert the reader to the underlying assumption in a book

(Nisbet, pp. 3,7). Several texts do use metaphors of growth and change

to describe history:

Chapter I title: "Daim of Civilization" (emphaSis added)
(Living World History, -Scott Foresman, 1974, O.:21)

0 4
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Chapter. headings: "Dawn of Man." "Man Maturas,"<
"Civilizatipn Gtows in the Near East, "Rise of the

Modern World" (e=phasis added)
(The Human Adventure, Addison Wesley, 1972, pp. 28,

44326)

The words "new" and lbeginning" are also used to describe Asian

countries' positions ina pattern of development Which assumes

nationalism and eventual industrialization:

"Many of the nations--India, Pakistan, Burtha,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Ceylon
and others--are new."
(Exploring the Non-Western World, Globe, 1971,

p. 62)

"In onA way; India was better off than acme other - --

new countries." ("New countries" is'a'questionable
term, because it also implies that India did not
have any rich history of tradition before'it ceased'
being a colony..) "There were some trained leaders in
India.. There was also aid and encouragement from
the United States and other industrial nations.
There was much fertile land and Many minerals, such
as coal, that could be used., There were people Who

believed in freedom aand progress, and who were
willing to work for what they believed. India moved

slowly-Ahead."
(Andrea .Miller on -World Cultures Past and Present,,
Harper ti.Rowi, 1964, p. 162)

The book assumes. that the Southeast Asian countries

have no history, art, culture. They are referred'

to consistently as the "new",nations.
(Reader comment-on WorldGeography Today,. Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1971)

Last statement of the book: D"Is this the final
cycle of fulfillment far Hindus and India in the

'20th--century? How and where should,India begin ?"

(Loretta Ryan on India: Focus on Change, Prenticer

19751). 119) .

a

text borrows.- #s metaphors from baseball to express '!novelty"

and "beginning":

105
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"In somerespetti, India is just stepping up to
the plate."
(India: Struggle_Apinst Time, Scott Fpresman,
1963, p. 19)

.Uie of the wards "modernization," "modern," and "modernize" also

indicates concern with growth and change. Twenty-five reports stressed

the importance of these words inreinforcing valyes about change-fque u

lk):

"The biggest problem facing most East Aiihn,countries
today is the need to modernize."
(The People of Africa and Asia, Sadlier, 1974, p.' 356)

The term "modernization" is rarely used.' However,
"modern" and "modernize" are used frequently.
Japanese progress in changing its governmental
forms, increasing production and- industrializa-
tion, changing the educational system, construc-
ting roads and railways and enhancing the status.
of women is called "modernizing" (pp. 372, 438).
The Chinese in the early 20th century who wanted
to reform the government and the educational, sys-,
tem are called "modernizers" and their era called
the "period of modernization" (p. 371). India
and Pakistan are described as,twonations making
efforts "to solve the great problems of moderniiing
their societies" (p. 193).
(EdwarokYernoff on Mainstreams of World History,
Oxford, 1974)

0

It is clear that vocabulary can reinforce all aspects of the progress

orientation just discyssed: a preoccupation with change and growth; a

neglect, distortion, or disparagement of tradition; a viewing of traditional

social institutions aeobstacles to progress; and measuring worth by

economic, technological, and size standards. The style and tone section

explores the use of language in more detail, Examples of textbook

consciousness of the importance of terminology like the following are al

too rare:

"Rather than referring to the countries of Stuth-
:east Asia as 'underdeveloped':Or even 'developing,'
-it would be more accurate simply to say that their

>4'
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develoPment has been different than ours."
(Southeast Asia, Pendulum, 1973, p..18)

This example is a good illustration of an Asia-centered approach to

develOpment. A full discussion of the Asia-centered point of view appears

later. The most common way Of looking at progress in the books is Western.

Western Ethnocentrism

The myths and realities of Western experience
set limits to the social scientific imagina-
tions and modernity becomes what we imagine

ourselved-to be.-
(Lloyd I. and Susanne Hoeber Rudolph, The
Modernity of Tradition, Chicago, 1967i-p. 7) '

The-ethnocentrism in most texts is based on the premise that

development is nqt different ftaM-ours:It assumes that progress
.

follow the same patterns asin the West, that-its accomplishments

can therefore be measured by Westetn standards and that Americans

Europeans have a-lafge roU to play in assisting Asian development.

specific-examPlas to be.discuiSecijn this section include:

1. The "Catching up to the West " - Mentality

Coftfusing "Westernizatiori"-and "Modernization"
Applying Standards of Measurement that Disparage Asia

4. Emphasis on Asian problems -- Neglect of Asian Strengths

(With special sections on Asia in General, Southeast
Asia, India, China, Japan, Transportation; and the

Failure to Explore Alternative Ways°to look at Asia)

5. Self-interest as a Justification for Studying Asia

6. Asia as a Stage for Western History
7. Americans and Europeans as "Helpers" in Asia'

(with special Sections on Southeast Asia, India,
Japan and the Philippines, and assumptions about
tha.proper contemporary American role in, Asia)

8. Western Ethnocentrism in the Selection and Organization
of MaterialS; Awareness of Ethnocentrism in the, Texts.'

Asia's

in Asia will

aid shortcomings

and

The "Catching UV"to 'the West" Mentality

Readers reported that an assumption of a

The

universal historical pattern

implying the superiority of the West occurs` with great frequency

\
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in the sample of books. lc was noted in'99 out of 263 texts.
0

T4e following collection of excerpts from'a.wIde range of texts illustrates

the pervasiveness of the "catching up to the West" mentality in the treat-

.,

ment of such diverse subjects as machines, politics, role'of women, military

-power and fertilizer:_

.>

"Once Europe developed machines and mistered,Vle use

of power to run these machines.. the West forged ahead

rapidly. 'Now, belatedly; the counpFies"of the Orient

are trying to catch up."
i

(The World Today, Web"ster, McGraw-Hill, 1971, p. 5V)

/ , ..,

.
.._,

"They (Japanese) knew what they wanted. They, wanted

to catch up to the West."
(People and Culture, .Noble and Noble, 1974, p. 344)

,

"You can see clearly now that the farmers of East

Asia have lagged somewhat behind those in many_;

other itands." (p. 133) "The nationitThf the Orient

are stirring and restless. If they. learn to use

frethe tools 'of the West, y may produce much mare,

.. and greatly raise --the- standardsstandards of living. They

may also become more influential in world affairs."'

(p. 340) ,

(A World View, Silver Burdett, 1968)

, "In the twentieth century,- thepeoples of Asia

nd Africa have come alive. They have adOpted

he nationalistic creeds, the democratic ideals,

nd the modern science of the West, andthey have

d manded freedom from imperial rule."' , i

(Living World History, Scott Foresman, 1974, pi. 201)

"The chances for Asian women to at least match'

the social role of their Western counterparts

seem good." _

(Women of Asia, Cambridge, 1974, p.,48)

"For many years the most civilized Country'o

earth, it (China) had fallen behind the European ,

nations in terms of technology and military power

and had been exploited by them."
(Social Change: T14 Case of Rural China, Al yn &

Bacon, 1971, p. 1)

"New fertilizer, new irrigation, and netacrop

management is gradually being introduced, but

the machinery, the level of production and the

standard of living, while improving, is still far

behind the more advanced countries of the West."

(Ibid., p. 2)
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-
. -

4. Neverthaleas, what we call Western ways-Chis;
the ways -of the U.S.,. western Europe; and similar

00
- regions-:haveibeen spreading! Western economic ways

have spread rapidly: Nearly every country today

f- --- yants more factorIeS; -for example. Political- "changes

.
leading toFard democracy. come more slowly.. DemodraCY:.

i is a way of life` that requires-much experience. -.To '.

hold free elections and to abide peacefully by the
results Of the elections. are political ways that ,talc.

4
:(0epgraphy.ind World"Affairs, Rand McNally; 1071, p.'24).'

,,
of time -to learn.': :gFea,p deal ..-

-
, , =

..:s .

. .,.
,il

- in moderd times, thenations of monsoon Asia helve
'-, lagged--Beknd turope_and'thejnited Stateeih economic

proigress." .
-

(Ibid(Ibid., p. 445) k ..

. .
:1

1

,

"The feeling of nationalism came to England in the..
. early 1400's. It came later in other-lands:...China

not develop nationalist feelings until late
in the 1800's."
(World History Study. Lessons, Follett, 1966, p. `424)

r

0

EvehWhen"there Is'an effort to avoid a superiority complexit-

appearir
,

"Western civilization-developed' In.Enrope among men

of the Caucasoid-race. This fact'iended.td;give
'Caucasoids a belief in their ownseuperidrity because,
they had better ships, weapons,: and technology, than ,

the non7Caucasoid.peo les they conquered. But
Weston civilization s.a culturkfactor, riot 4umne-

thing biological. It Cam'be leathed, and is being
learned by people of- every "race. Western :civilization"

1:s/ becoming World civilization. The races of dan-are-
competidg'or, better, -Cboperating morand more on a
basis of equality."
(Geography andVorld Affairs, Rana .McNally, 1971, p.."30)-

One reader.obierved _that some books present the assumption "that all
":`-

societies follow developmental patterns and that the West is not only
.

superior but has 'brought a unified World." She gave these examples:

"With the twentieth'century we 'reach a crucial turning
i

point...in the history..Of the world. The age, of _-

imperialism extended Western control over-many non- :
',!---Wesfern cultures androught:the.worId underesdern

. ' -54
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leadership. aver since,,mankind has truly lived in

'One World."
(Man's Unfinished Journey, Houghton Mifflin, 1974,.

p. 600) -
.

"So it is with a thousand necessities of life. As

we look at pictures of cities in all parts of the

world,we see a striking uniformity.. The mass-
produced automobile, an American. invention, dominates

the streets. High-rise apartment buildings and-sky-
scrapers show a common architectural -inspiration and

skill. The same office routines prevail, aided by
telephones, typewriters, and computers. Managers or

'secretaries, all dressed in western clothes, conduct
theMselves with the same air of efficiency Evian

those who increasingly protest the tyranny of the
organization, of the 'Estsblishment,"show an
international uniformity in their slogans, dress,

and attitudes."
(Ibid., p. 719)

The reader then remarks parenthetically: "From my own experience

workfng in a business in Asia, this is far from reality." Another

2
example of the "one Westetn world" mentality can be found in New World

and Eurasian Cultures:

"As we can see, the world of 1600 could be divided
into Western and non-Western cultures. The Western

culture was expanding. Western men were exploring,
trading, preaching, and settling in many non-Western
lands....The most important result was change. Change

and the modern agd go together. Since the sixteenth

century,-Western ideas have continued to sprea4.:..(Notice
'flow Chinese culture also had'a period of expansion into'
Southea t Asia.)x The culture of Western Europe proved
by far the strongest, however., It ptshed its way into
nearly all the other cultures and civilizations. ".
(Net/ World and Eurasian Cultures, Allyn & Bacon, 1971,

...p. 146)

Confusing."Westernization" and "Modernization"

In some books the "catching up to the West" mentality is reflected

in a failure to distinguish betweed "Westernization ' and:"modernization."
.

Theye are some books which make a distinction between "Westernization"

and " modernization":
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The terns "Wgsternization" and "modernization" are both
used, but not interchangeably:

"Westernizeti6n" is applied to the adoption of
specifieWestern ways (p. 22). ; -

"Western -style clothing gradnAlly replacedA
native. dress inBaigkok" (p. 22). )

"A'1916 law required all Thai #.6ilies to have
a legal "surname, and, elementary education was Made
compulsory.in 1921"-(p. 22)._ . -

"With the spread- of Westernization In Bangkok
an the-large provincial centers, more emphasis is
.being placed on mak/ng money and obtaining material---
'possesslionsh (p. 36).

"Moderai-iation" is applied to extension of
faCilities: street cars, public health 'atm, water-
works, construction boom, telephones-(p. 66).= jo
(Fern Ingersoll on Thailand; Today's World in Focus,
Ginn, 1971)

. .

However, readers 'offered 28 examples of booksvhich used the two

terms interchangeably:

A

Westernization, industrialization, an modernization
are seen as virtually synonymous; as .o page 555:
"The young Japanese daimyo persuaded t e emperor.
that Japan must take the road toward We t ization
and industrialization. The decilion was carried
through in the most,thorough fashion.; Japan invited
foreign experts to'help modernize...."
(David Narot on Men and Nations, Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1975)'

The terms "Weiternization" and "modernization" are
interchangeable. "The actual process of Westerniza-
tion or modernization varied'from one country to
another."
(Reader. comment on Mates Unfinished Journey, Houghton
Mifflin,' 1974, p. 580)

Modernization iS,equated with Westernization:%

"Part of Japan's modernization has
many western ways, and to overhaul

, .society and government."
'(Diversity of Ideas, Harper 6 Row,
guide, p. 0)-

1 1 l

been to adopt
its entire '

1972, teactler's

t
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In same texts, thtretis no-overt expression of_ the assumption

that Westernization and modernization are one and the same. But
$

reacers -have indicate& that it is implied:-

4Although na outrightlfdentification is made
/-between "Westernization" and "modernization
the context assumes such an identity. The

"'government "...believed that India's enormous
:.problems of illiteracy, poverty, and a very
law standard Of living could only be resolv@d-
by following the currents, of industrialliatiap
and modernization, courses already travelled
by the Western democracies."
(William Skowronski on Class and Caste In Village
India, Addison Wesley, 1969, p. 38)

End-of-chapter exercises, section headings, and chapter titles

4.

also reveal and reinforce assumptions. The following outlining assignment-
,,appeals in Ex orin World History, (Globe,:1969, p. 471): :"How Japan became a

-

Westernized nation." Another text used Japan Westernizes" as a section ,

V
subhead, referring to the post-1868 period. The chapter title is : "Japan,

Westernization of an Asian. Nation." (Africa, Latin America and The East,

Pergaion,. 1973, p..179)
.

Teacher's guides also reveal assumptions which are not prominet

in the student text: One reader said, "The first paragraph (in the teachei's
.

guide) in 'Approaching the Chltpteri interchanges 'modernization"and 'Westerni-

f '

zation,1 and then states.blandlyi 'This has been the story of Westernization"

and its interaction with non-Western cultures.'" (Walter Mason on Africa,

Latin America'and The East,.,7APergama4 1973,, teacher's guide, p. 111)

A scholar pointed out that while the4terme "modernization" and

"Westernization" were not used, "Western".things were sometimes described

as "modern" in the.teacher's guide. He cited the following example:
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"...Call attenrinn-to-the:fatitliaEASesidZbei in
the Japanese family is wearing traditional dEess,
"1'i-bile the other members of the_family are dressed

-in modern clothes.," 'itille-Pmodern clothes" referred
-to are Western clothes. Actually thekinonoworn by
the father is no closer to Japanese clothes of a
few centuries ago than the Western clothes worn
IFIroter family mimbers*e. to Western clothes a

centuries ego: Therefore, they are both equally
mod rn. This.same idea of contrasting traditional
vi Western as though it were a case of traditional
d modern appears'else-WhereIn the case of this -

icture the text iteelfAiescribes'it in the following':
terms: "Same people dress as they did long ago.
Some dress as we do." To me this seems like a more
accurate desc iption. So the business -of equating
modernization th Weste on is found in the
teacher's dr than in the text itself.
(Roland nge on ving in.Places Nearand,Far,
MacMillan, 1969, teacher's guide, p. 104)

. .

Confusion between ';Westernization" and "modernization" vows out of

a failure to recognize'Asian adaptations of Western influences. Although

Indigenous developments are algo overlooked in some treatmentd,of the'

3
Chinese and Indian impact on smallet Southeast ASian and East Asian.

countries, the textbooks emphasize Asian "imitation".-of Europe or the

United States. A ,numberof "booksreinforce the stereotype of 19th-century

Japan copying from the West and fail to point out that the West, with its
0

passion for "Japonaiserie," was also litating Japan at this time.

"Late in the nineteenth Century, Japan began to
.increase its power also. .Japan Copied tjie industrial
iethods of Western'Europe and tileUnited States, which:
together are often called the West. Japanese students.
went to school in the West, and men from the West were
paid to go to Japan and explain Western methods of manu-
facturing.° (emphasis added)

(Andrea Miller on World Cultures Past and Present; Harper &
Row, 1964, p. 151)

"After seeing the inventions of the Wedtern world,
Japan decided it had to cop 7Western ways in'order
to grow strong and free.":;"'
(Exploring A Changing ,World, Globe 1968, p. 473)

H3
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'..4.1`:-

As this observer notes, the chief fail -Ing of the copying view is

that it omits and distorts important aspects of Japanese experience:

As an example of distortion through omipsion, take

the"treatment'of the "moderalp.tion" of Japan.

There is no discussion at ale Of the profound in-:-

ternal changealhat took titlie under the Tokugawa
before Perry, -egg., urbanization: Commercialization.
Yet,'students are later asked to explain why it ;las

possible for the Japanese topmake such rapid°advancerr.

during the Maiji'Period.-"The'only clue given in. the

text is the Japanese.penc4ant for copying; Japan's

"modernization" is.seen entirely as growing from
imitation of the Weft, not at all as growing out of

its own experience.
(David Narot.onlian'anerNations, Barcourt Brace

Jovanovich-,- 1971)

The following.tomments from Royall Tyler Offer a helpful perspective

on the Japanese " imitation"1-

The question of whether -or iiot Japanese culture is

all an vfChina or the Mat is a tough

one to deal, with'. Il depends on what one meant-by
imitation, and partidUlarly on what value one,

. ascribes'o it.. At wOrst, imitation is parrot-like

mimicry; at,best, it's trully creative adoption and,,

eyentual assimilation of high achievements of another.

;' The European peoples are so diverse, and they fade

'off so delitately, in- time apd in.sgeographY, into

the vast reaches -of Asia arid the Near and Middle East,

that the whole issue of "imitation" seems never to

arise. This is,begause'mutual influences have -

-been so continuous that'they!ve been almost'inVisible;
and the notion' arises that the -"Western"-cultureis ,

,
and always has been essentially homogeneous. I submit'

thgt if this is true, then Chinas Japan, and Korea -
are-essentially'homogenous too, and so is all:-of Asia

on'into,Buropeand across-the Bering Straits. In

.the meantime, though, Japan is a loneway out?in
the ocean,, and whenever she opens herself to;oreign
influence, she gets-caught red-handed stealing'goodied

from somebody else's island. Of course, the tycoons

on the other'islandv are very p4gnanimous about it,

and the more so since "they've forgotten what clever

imitators they oneeewere themselvei; Or still are. ' A

The author'of The Story, of Japan says, :During the
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.' last half of the Heia6. Period the Japanese stopped
copying Chinese ways of living," (p. Jas though
-the-Japanese.all at once decided to stop taking :(
notes and get pn with living. Such oversimplifi--
cations convey a pretty silly impression of the
Japanese.

(Royall TI-ler on The Story of Japan,, McCormick
loathers, 1970),

As Tyler points out, cross-cultural comparisons of,the process of

change involve many complex issues. The description of Asian changeS

ds 'flimitations" or "Westernization" depends in part on the standards of

'I measurement used.

Applyidg Western Standards of Measurement to Asia.

.preceding sections have shown _plat textsoften present Asia

5 - W
as .kehind the West in a linear patternof development, but destined to

t.= .

"catck,up." The next two sections will examine the standards of-measure-
. '

merit used in books which prothope this outlook. The readers' reports
'rf

reveal_two or areas of concern: 1) the use of specifically, Western

standards -to praise and describe Asia and 2)camparisons based on yardsticks

whiCh, while not always explicitly Western, foster a disparaging view Of

-Asia in contrast to relatively favdrAble view of the United States Or
,. .

Europe. Neither approac considers alternative yardsticks which might

incorporate Asfanpoints S. view.

Praising andtDescribing by Western Standards

.

Readers reported 84 examples of measuring by Westernatandards."

Some texts use Western measures to describe, or even ,raise,. Asia.

As Royall Tyler 'said: of one author:

,_,The author has a marked tendency to make modern
Japan acceptAle to his audience by showing that
"Today many people in Japan live much like
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American'families" (p. 90). One f his assumptions

certainly is that "Re" are -the standard of adhlevemeril,.

(Royali Tyler on The Story of Japa, fitcormiCkMathers,

1970)

4
This approach is common in the treatment.of Asian literature

the arts. Statements like "Kalidasa has been called 'the Indian
yes

and

Shakespeare,' and his, famous play Shalmntala has been compared with
.

Shakespeare's As You Like It" (A World History; A Cultural Approach,

Ginn, 1969, P.`211) are characteristic. Such comparisons will be

discussed in full in the following section of this report, which is*

concerned with the use of primary sources of Asian expression in the

texts.,

However; readers also quoted cross-cultural comparisons which

assumed AmeAcan technological, political, economic, sartorial,

or even culinary'standards as goals to be met:

athlet c,

i

The Western way is the standard of normalcy--at least-

that is the implication. ,"Japanese Ocean liners are

operated with great efficiency. Theirships which

) carry passengers to the Orient are quite as comfortable

and safe -as those of aftther nation."
'(Reader comment on Eastern Lands, Allyn & Bacon,

1968, 'p. 402) .

;

"Stress: (about Japan), This,fAmi1y is much like

families elsewhere in theworld....The workers

have jobs like thoseethatAmerican.fathers have....

The workers wear clothes much like those that

American fathers weaf....Theee children wear.

clothes similar to those worn in America.°
(Families and Soda]. Needs, Laidlaw, 1974,
teacher's guide- pp. 53, 5, 109)

"Ice cream is a favorite in the United States

and is becoming popular around the world"

`(caption of a photo of Japanese boys eating

---,rice cream with a baseball glove.in front of

them on the table):
(Tin-Mala on Three Billion Neighbors, Ginn,

1965, p. 49)
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Readers are reassured that "in our,soci ty" (p. 23)
"places of employmedt today for the firs time in
history can be operated with trueiefficiency" (p. ;4).
On the one hand, the inferiority of Japan to the
West (lb) is implied in the statement that the "old
constitution" of 1889 'edid not fully incorporate
democratic principles," 40-_901.the other hand,
Japan's superiority to other countries in Asia gains
emphasis from the point that this document was "the
first written constitution in Asia under which a
modern political structure was adopted" (p. 26).
The editor and original authors alike have failed to
note, incidentally, that certain Western democracies,
such as Canada and the United Kingdom, still manage
to muddle along without such paraphernalia as a'
written constitution:
(Leon Zolbrod on We the Japanese, Praeger, 1972)

"The Japanese have the highest sta ndard of living
in the Far East. Most people can read or write.
Japanese children study much\the same thing's
American children do. English is. also taught.
Japanese boys and girls even enjoy many of the
same spo#8 Americans do, such as baseball, tennis
and swimming."

(Eplorigg A Changing World, GIobe,,1968,.p. 474).

"Soma parts of China have better roads. These new
roads are like the roads wit e in the United
States."
(The Earth, Globe; 1971, p. gO)

111

This "emphasis on the similar`" could be interpreted as an attempt

d

to promote student understanding by focusing on situations that students

will find familiar. The attitudes expressed toward Asia are ,positive.

The examples cited are not inaccurate. However, there,is a fine line

.

between good intentions add ethnocentrism. What the readers objected
.

,
.

\ to was the assumption that Asian societies are acceptable to the extent

that they are reflections' of our own:

The effort to present Asia in Western terms can distort Asian

-experience. T4vid Narot quoted the following example and commented :
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It .-.MAiiism itself is likra religion in many -
..- _

respects. It has a concept of a future paradise
(on earth), a savior (Chairman MAO-, a Set of
sacred books-(Mao's works), saints (revOlutionary
matyrs), hymns, and proselytizing missionaries
(Party Cadres)." (p'. 9)

Is this.the most appropriate comparison/for
Mao and 'Maoism? The very concept of "tj ligion"
of course is an abstraction loaded do ,with Western

cultural baggage. As the book itself admits in an
earlier reading, Western concepts Of religion are J.

inappropriate when appliedto the Chinese context.' i-

Why then pose this particular comparison at all,
when other comparisons' that the book does not make
ie.g., Mao and the Vang Hsi Emperor)-might give
students a more realistic insight into the nature_ i-

of the Chinese tradition?
(David 114rot on Through Chinese Eyes, Praeger, 1974)

.;

schoiaIrs objected to the use of Western terms to describe

Asian ccicepts or institutions that a special section was created in the

accuracy and authenticity section on this approach (see p. 45).
. -

Emphasis or -Asian Problems--Neglect of Asian Strengths

Although.textbooks sometimes use Western standards in an attempt -.

to.prowte a positiveportrait,of ASia,At ilegle most widespread

image.is one of technological, economic, Oblitical, and social

40nderdevelopment." Readers reported 89 books which explained differences

between Asian and Western countries in termaeof what Asians db not have

(OWAStion .1g). :Although social, and. political "backwardness"' is occasionally

described, the main focus is on technological and economib standards of..

achievement. References to America and 'Europe are-not always

explicitly made, or are the descriptions necessarily inaccurate.

However, comparison of Asian economic and.technological realities

. with whatMcKimMarriottdescribedas "whatever we in the U.S. would

like to imagine ourselves to be". offers a very one-sided look at'

Asian cultuies.

,118
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The preoccupation with Asian prob.leMS can be found in textbook

treatments of every Asian country framithe Philippines to Afghanistan.

Most of the examples cited by readers.refer to the following regions and

countries: Asia in general, olitheast Asia, India, China, and Japan.

Asia in General
0

Many books present Asia as a place 6f unrelieved misery. The

following are'dXtmples of judging Asia by the size of its houses, the

amount' of electricity used, income level, life span, health care,

i

,number of machines, size of families, and literacy rates1
$

Industrial Resources

of the Far Egt

11

(Exploring the Non-Western World, Globe, 1971, p. 257)
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"Id Africa anc Asia,* millions of people live in
small huts t t, have less protection and have less
comfort than the huts of Europe in the early 'Middle
Ages. These people do not have any of the conveniences
made possible by electricity and gas. In some non-
industrial countries, modern houses and modern towns
are bei4 built, but progress is slow. So far, the
new'buildingsfprovide shelter for only a small per -,
centage of these people."
(World Cultures Past and Present, Harper & How,

=1964, p. 315.) .

-..

if

"Most Asiaq are farmers. They grow the food they z

eat. TheMve a hard life and are poor. They
stiffer fro, many diseases and have few doctors..

1r
Poor.Asian expect to live only thirty or forty
years. Peple in North American live twice as
many years,

"Asi farmers use few machines. They still
use a wooden plow, pulled by an ox. Asian farms
are too stall for machinery,-anyway." (p. 203)

"The.people of Asia have many problems.
.

The'Asians have very large families. This means.
that every yea T there afe more and more people
to feed, Asia's land-is already_crowded." (p. 209)

: (Communities Around the World, Sadlier, 19711
. .

"There was no bread or meat, no milk or fruit, no
toast or jelly - -just plain oatmeal -like porridge."
(Voices of. Emerging Nations, Leswing, 197i, p. 14)

"Your ration of dairy products would beequal to
a glass of.milk a day. You could have no sedonds
.and no between-meal.snadka ordriMkS:r
(Manufacturing-and Agriculture, MacMillan, 1969,
p. 45)

Southeast Asia

John Echols listed a page and a half of examples of the,negative

approach to.Indonesia taken frbm a, single book. The text assumes the

importanc o the presence of electricity, size of hOuses, literacy
. --

rates, and idcome levels. In addition, the author describes the country
.

in terms of its lack of transportation
facilities, roads, radio, TV,

plumbing, tableware, and household appliances. This appcoachas typical
-..

.
,,.

. . .
,... ,......

. .of=examples quoted by many other readers to illustrate textbooktreatment
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;
of-SoutheastAsia. There seems\to be More concerlvwith:what AiianS

_ = .

d' not have than with what they 'cio.flave;

^ .
4> r i .:

-3
T here. are occasionalstateMents and comments in:.

.the text where the attention "of the reaae is

, drawn to lacks, especiallyoflmaterl.al things',
.

or to the absence of itedf,YeSterriers tend. to
*-talce for granted. N ..

1

. .

"...most villagers have no electricity in_ tlheir
homes so they have no radios' or, television sets'

for-entertainment --Theyhave- nobooks- or--
magazinesto read either." (p. IQ)t

"There is no bathtub in Slamet's house nor in
other farmers' houses. In fact,,there's-no-
running water atsall."-(p. 13)

"Unlike the homes of the'farmers,:the'Lurah's
home has a bathroom an' electric.14hts.P (p.46)

"Fakm families,Aake 81amet's,-ao-not use knives, .
forks, or spoons, as.you do." (p, 27,)

.
_

"All the boys and girls are suppweed to receive
at least, six years of schooliq, However, many
childrein Indonesia do-nOt go-tO school at
all.; Many families are very p4r,.and the children
are needed to helti, in the home or -in the fields.

"Also, if alrthe children in Indonesia ,were,

.,to start schooltoday,'there would norbe enough
trained teachers'to teach them ell: Indonesia
has not had enough time to train the number of

,

teachers needed throughout the nation." (p. 28)

"Bambang anCSrile school hasonly a few badly
worn reading books. These are given out during
eathreading lesson:and musr-.be.sharedAoy several
pupils." (pp. 29-30)

.

"...most,villagers such as the people in Slamet's
tillage have never ridden in an automobile or
seem emotion. picture. They have never traveled"
more than a few miles from their own homes." (p. 34)

"The poorest people of Djakarta live in neighbor-
hoods that look more like crowdeVviliages than
city neighborhoods. These sections are known
as,kam¢ungs....The roads are unpaved and the
houses, like most village houses, are small with.
thatched roofs andbamboo walls. However, In the
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city these:houses are crowded closer together. There.

are no bathrooms nor plumbing of any sort.' The canals,

which are all over the city, are used fit'washing and

bathing as well as for sewage disposal. There is no

electricity, and the people light their-homes with
kerosene lamps.

rkkampung can be found nearly anywhere, in

Djakarta. It maybe tucked into any back_itreet
or just behind, an avenue thatis lined with Dutch-
style houses. -Others are on the - outskirts of the

city, up gullies where the houses are half hidden

.
b banana and papaya trees,

"Hundreds of thousands of peoplein fact,
more than-half-the number of people in Djakarta= -

are jammed into the k.gmpuIs. ,Many of the kampungp

have appeared Only in the twenty years. -All

.grow more crowded every yeat, p ever since Indonesia

became independent,. .people ,lea ebeen drifting'ipto-

the city in great nuMbers:"'-, 37-38)
.

"Most of the people who settle in the kampungs

have-come from-country villhes near Djakarta.
-Mast of them have had no chance to go to-school,

so they cannot read or Write. t-

"Most St these people are al3o unskilled. :-1°.

That means they have no special training in a
particular kind of work. In their:villagei,
they:May.have been small farmers or 'workers on

large fame, using simple metfiads of farming. 7 -

"Since these people are unskilled and un-
able to read-or write, they try toLearn a living

in ways that require little or no training." (p. 38)

"Some country-wgys'of living do natfit into
city life,-and the, city kampungs are more crowded
and unhealthier than cOuntly villages." (p. 39)

"Even 'children who live too far from school_to
:Walk go by: betjakifor thereare na school buses."

-2

('p. 40) :

'''5; :-
,

, k
"Very few people have refrigerators, and canned
foods are much too expensive for most-people."
(p 41) -

,.

.
,...

"Few households have refpfgerators,, washing

machines, or -other such appliances.
"Becausethepe.are.so many people who 'are

unskilled,,rMany people. work long hours as _servants

for low wages,: a,roam, and foaC" (1); 44)/-'

,Bathroams are not equipped,-with shOwers or bath-.

en " (. 46). ."' ,

. . .

,

t

........

(John Ichols on ifhe-Story of Indonesia, 'McCormick"-

t" Mathersi. 1965)
-
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India's problems receive more attention than those of any other,A
.

.

region treated by texts. The books focus on overpopul n, slums,
- _

poverty, bad smells-of garbage and sewage, restrictions o the Caste
, . .

SyStem, illiteracy, short life spans, unemployment, mud "his, " --

in

,

animal-power,.and the Iack-ofl:Chinge, political unity,, cats, 'running,

ater, table manners,- machines, plumbing, and refrig4rators. The '

iscussionof these deficiencies is rarely balancediby an eraminRtion

the rich cultural heritage in India. Texts do not explore the art,

e drama, or the stories from the,Mahabharatathat mothers tell their

ehi dren to instill moral values:

Urban ife

"Old De 16oks li other big Indian' cities. It
*has some f wings and a few small parks.
But Ditch of if is a slum. The narrow streets are
full of peopls on bicycles or an foot. A few small
taxis and horse-drawn carts make their way among
them., Large 'whiteeows wander about merchants
'sitt4ngjn'the middle of their 'little shops. Some-
times the jewelry, cloth, ,and other gOods are
spread out.on the ground. The air is hazy with
thesmoke of little cooking fires. And there is
always the bad'smell of (garbage and sewage.".
(Inquiring About Cultures, holt,Einehart and
WinSion,.1974r: 254,

Lack of Change

"Why ii India so far behind Japan and the countries
'of Europe.and North America?"
(A Global History of.Man, Wyn & Badon, 1974, p: 504)

I

.-J"Bost of the people of India today live much as
,9.

ancestors did centuries-ago......The organize-
'''tion..o*rural life in India closely,resembles that
1Which\waS, found in medieval Europe a thousand

.

(Te ReTcordr of Mankind, D. G. Heath, 197 p.. 40):
.
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Village Life

"Many of these farmers cannot read or write, and
,they are sick much of the time since most families
raise-barely, enough food for themselves. They

cannot afford to pay taxes to build schools or

hospitals: Even where schools have been built,
children are often kept at'hoMe. Many parents
believe that their children can't help but grow

up to be poor farmers like themselves and therefore

do not need an education. In man lages- there

is no pure water. People use the of village

'ponds' and tanks where animals ar ought-to

drink. Poor diet, over-crowded ho , dirt and

disease-carrying insects are a few ther reasons

why many people of the Far East arersick and die
at a young age....In many cities of India, people

must sleep and eat in the street, for they have no

other place to go."
(ExplorinK the N orld, Globe, 1971, p. 240)

"Farmers barely make a living and know little of the

great modern world.
"In- -ft third place,.the village people live

in 'another world.' Many,of them have barely heard

of Gandhi or _Nehru. Many of them are sick and cannot

read or write. So many different langUages are

spdken that Indians_have-a.difficult time communicating
with one another. Many are terribly poor. The caste

system still divides the people, though it has been

outlawed by the new government. Finally, India needs

help and- money to make better use of its resources."
-(Exploring a Changing World, Globe, 1968, p. 481)

"The dirty streets of Gopalpur are very narrow.
When it rains they turn into mud. When it is dry,

ei;'e mud turns into dust. The houses are made of

mud brick. There is no glass in the windows.

There is no electricity. Most.people go to bed

when it gets dark. There is no running water.,
People lift the water up from the wellst They
also carry, water up from- the river."

About Cultures, Holt, Rinehart,and Winston,
1972, p. 142)

"In the small millages (in India), people live in

homes built of'sundriedIricks.with thatched roofs.
Many villages do'ncit have water, medical care, _

schools, electricity, roads, br sewage systems..
Each morning during the-growing eason, the
farmers walk toctheir fields. They have few
machines or tools to help /in farming the land..".
(The Eastern Hemisphere, Allyn & Bacon, 1969,

teaCher'avide, p. 150)
. ,
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"Virtually no lights are to be seen for mile after
mile except Where the rare city or'market.tolinil
passes below." (1); 15)

"The typical village has neither a post office.
nor a shop, though the village money lender may
-keep in his home a'small stock of clotht matches,
kerosene, salt, combs, soap,"flashlights,and other

.small articles for sale." (p. =

(Food and Survival In Asia, Addison Wesley, 1969)

"These farmers care for the zing total of
more than 6000 fields which s ound the village.
Yet, so tiny is'eacb-field"tha all the fields
total only 745 acres --less than one and a quarter
square miles. The average farmer, then, has only
six acres, which are perhaps divided into fifty.
'pieces, or small fields."
(A World View, Silver Burdett, 1968, p. 129)

"Although technology had made some marks on.India
by the mid-twentieth century, village life
continued much as it has throughout history. .

The bullock cart, traditional viliage.buildings,
and stepped temples, are mucVmore typical of.
Indian -life than is the AmericiU-madd bulldozer."
(Past tip Present; MacMillan, 1963, p. 153)

"The streets are filled with people. Cattle
roam about on them. The village has no sewer
system and no sanitarzuway to dispose of
garbage." (p. 314) "fhe Indian farmer's
tools are usually simple ones....Moddra machinery
is almost never seen in Indian villages." (p. 315)
(Living-as World Neighbors, MacMillan, 1969)

average farmer in Pachperwa, as in the rest
of India, is.desperately poor. He is probably a
renter; not a landowner. His barn'is oilrahut
which shelters his oxen. His tools Are Crude
and simple, perhaps only a-wooden plow, a spade,
a cied-crusher,a sickle, a piec'e of rope, and
little else. The picture at,the bottom' of

page 129 shows a'clod-crusher; 'which is only al
heavy piece of wood dragged across the field.
At the top-of the page, you can see a woman who,
has been-harvesting grass With a sickle. Altogether,
the farmer's tools and machinery may not be worth
more than ten or fifteen dollars. Rarely can he
save any grain or money from one year to the next,
Sp,'orie crop-failure means hunger."
(A World View, Silver Burdett, 1968, p. 13401-"'
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-illiteracy, Unemployment
%

"Seventy per cent of the Idiani are illiterate.

Eighty per cent are peasant toiling on farms

of just a few acres each: the teeming cities,

thousands live og the streets- and minions are
.

unemployed:"
(Story of Nations, Molts Rinehart and Winston,

1973, p. 574)

Life Expectancy

The cliche's are in images rather than just

words: "Death in India comes in so many

more ways: A playful nip from a rabid puppy,
a burning fever, a gnawing belly, a leprous.

hand....Perhaps in no other country is it so
easy to talk about life and death, about God

and eternal salvation as it is in India."

(David Dell on India: Todays World in Focus,

Ginn, 1968, p. 38)

Housing

"The-houses, which are really huts, are made

of wood or dried mud. The roofs of the huts

are thatched with rice straw, tropical grasses,

or palm leaves.' The village, unless it is
.located on a stream, has a man-made pond near

it to supply drinking water. The pond serves

many other purposes, too. People bathe in it

and wash their clothes in it.-:Cattle drink
from it and often wallow in it. DUring the

dry. season water for irrigation is drawn from

'it." No mention of the-cultural and historical.
wealth of the village.'
(Reader comment on Living As World.Neighbors,
MacMillan, 1969, pp. 3).4-3151 .

"Despite 25 year of independence and work
most Indian villagers are still poor. Most
of them live in huts-of straw and mud and farm
plots of land near their villaget. The huts are

small and crowded together. Besides the huts

there are usually a few brick houses for wealthy
families and a Small schoolhouse, Qni.y rarely

do villages have runninvyater or electricity:"
.(Man the Toolmaker, Follett, 1973,.p- 314)

-
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In this'one passage the authors have betrayed
biases about i=ndustrialization; communism, and
yardsticks for .measuring rural life.s. quality..

"1..ike,the !poor',, houses; these ('prosperous')"

dwellings have neither windows, electricity, for
plumbing. i.411s (many arenot brick-lined and
consequently are unprotected 'from,pollution).
tanks or ponds filled by monsoon-rains, and riveis..
and canals provided the villagers with water_ The
great majority of India's villages cannot read
or write. They are not aware of the great problms.
fading the nation, such as edon6Mic development,
or the threat of communism. They do not have to
read about the lack of food', however; their empty
Stomachs tell them that." (p. 486)

Let workers in the most modern steel millS
must still go hate to conditions that are pre-
industrial: no bathrooms or ice boxeS orstoves.'
.(p: 493)

(Reader'comment on The Wide World,' MacMillan; 972)

"The furniture will remain scanty and, like all
other dwellings, the house will have neither,
windows -nor plumbing."

(India acid South' Asia, MacMillan, 1971, p. 23)

"These houses have earth or tile floors. Few
't have windows for glass is very expensive."

(The World Around Us, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1965, p. 132)

CasteRestrictions

"If you were a tiahmin could you go to a movie
with a ,Kshatriya? 'Think of sdme Americans who,
started life as farm.bdys and became presidents
of the United States....Could this happen in India
under'the caste system?" 1,

(The Indian Subcontinent, Allyn C-Bacon, 1971, p. 62.)

Intioduction/to section on-village life in India- -
first impressicin of village life: "What does
your .father do for a living? Is he a Carpenter?'
If he is a carpenter, which'childred'can'you OAT
with? Can you play with the children of a teacher
or a barber or an airplane pilot? Can you share
your lunch with them? Of course you can. But
imagine a country where you could not. India-is
iirefi a country." .
(Inquiring Abdut Cultures, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1972, p. 136),
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'Poverty

"Poverty is the mosE important-single.fact about
India today,
(A Zlobal History of Man, Allyn & Bacon, 1974,

p. 502): *
. (-2

"Indians have almost thg lowest4standard of
living in the world."

-_(Four Lands.-7Four peoples:D. C4 Heath, 1969,-
p.245)

g
"The average yearly income of a village:farmer
in India is less than the average weekly income
of an American man."

,(Fteedom for Expression, Harper & Row, 1972,,
teacher's 'edition, p.s'68)

"Many Indian people remain impoverished and
underemployed. There are few places.in India
where this sad conditibn does not exist.

"India is an economically, developing country

with much huMan Bathos and uffering." (p. 28)
"Laundry in India hardly ever sees automatic

washers and dryers. Here men clean'their clothing'
by beating it against roCks." (p. 41)
(South Asia, Pendulum, 1973)

Nineteenth - Century China and Japan

Japan and China are frequently pre:tented as stagnant before the

advent of the West. The scholars pointed out thatthe common view

of Tokugawa Japan, emphasizing poverty, political repression, and a

simple technology, isinaccurate. Readers algoobserved that lack

of i change in 19th-century China is a recurring them....'
i

Both treatments tend to follow frOm a progress- oriented approach that

exaggerates the importance pf theuhanges.which have taken place in-:'-.

the last 100 years. 'China is also frequently compared unfavorably

with Japan for being slower to change.
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Tokugawa Japan "
'-

With respect to thOse atpeats Of Japan which don.'t
seem -in many ways just like America', the authox often

conveysithe icpression either of quaintness or.opt-
right backwardness. "At a time When Europe was
rapidly entering the modern age and new nations'were
rising; Japan was still living under feudalism." (p. 44)
Thig attitude-is taken for granted by a lot ok people,
and by a great many Japanese indeed. Nonetheless,

, I think.it'; unfair. Japan in, say,- 1800 seems to
have'been.a good deal more lively and "progressive"
(if this is what one wants) than is generally supposed;
and Europe and America were a good deal more grubby
*and benighted than we care to remember.
{Royall Tyler op Story of Japan, McCormick-Hathers,
970)

Life d customs in traditional Japan are presented
as pressive and irrational. This is done simply by
describing.such life from the standpoint.of a 20th-
century-American who doesn't understand. any of the
conditions which determined such a life. For instance,
the amusement at the type of pillow that people- used
(p. 2). On p. 6 the book says "it also became a habit
forYokichi to remove his sandals before going into
a house." Without an understanding of the fact that
,his sandals would have ruined the floors of the houses
he was entering, i.e. a knowledge of Japanese"house
construction, this sounds like an irrational custom.
He would have to be irrational to live in a house of
"wood and paper.screens" as his house is described
on p. 4.

Many.aspects of life in traditional (Tokugawa)
Japan are deacribed in a very negative.fashion lead-
ing one to think of them asproblems: "For the ma-
jority of the samurai, going tO.the mansion every day
was empty ritual. (p.. 2) This' may be so from the
standpoint of tfie authors of this text, bPt it is

doubtful whether it was so frdm the point of view of
the samurai themselves. Their job was nDJ, as the
authors -think, merely to fight. It was to serve
their lord in any way possible.

"Japan was a colorful land with'a rich
cultural heritage, but most of the people were
poor farmers who were heaVily taxed to support a
small group of elite rulers, warriors, and scholars."
(p.-59) wonder what the authors think happens -ie
most,of the world today,. if not that the mass of
poor people are heavily taxed to,,support a small
elite group. 1

There is an overemphasis on the poverty of
Tokugawa Japan., '...the majority of. the farmers
lived in poverty..:7Even the samurai, who were

X29
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ndbles, were very poor.....Many Japanese only.lad fire-
Filti in which wood or -charcoal was burned....Bui then.
he'would-consaie himbelf with.the idea that at least
they did not have to eat barley or other coarse food

as most Japanese did," (p. 59) (In' addition to over-

emphasizing poverty, the idea is completely un-Japanese.
A Japanese does not take camfortin the fact that other
Japanese live worse than he doeS. He is more likely
to feel sad that someone is so badly off.)

"Even small families had barely enough toeat.
..Farming m'thods aniramplethents were primitive."(p.

Not only is this very negative, it is much worse than
conditions really were.-

"At the same time other parts of the world,
such as Europe and North America,, were pioneering in
the modernization of their way of life. All aspects-
of the economy -- government and' laws, transportation

facilities, education and industry, as well as agriculture- -
were affected. By comparison; Japan was primitive." (p. 45)

(Roland Lange on Japan Unit 6, liacHillan, 1970)

China

"What did Chinese technology have to do With-the foct :-

that Chinese life had not changed much? Why.did
Chinese officials want life in China ,to goon as it _-
had for hundreds of years ? "' (p. 255)

.

"Students should recognize that China's farm- 7
ing, handicrafts, technology involved time-honored
methods that had IAA changed-in hundreds of years."
(teacher's guide, p. 283) , .-

(Nan the Toolmaker, Follett, 1973) '

"Why was there so little change in Chinese society
compared with that of the West ?" (end-of-chapter
question)
(Viewpoints In World Historyi..American, 1974,

p. 311)
. ,

"China withdrew from'the world and came-to hate.
foreigners. The Chinese felt that they had
achieved the good life and did not need to
`seek elsewhere for it. China thus achieved a
stable society, but at the cost of whatwe might
call 'backwardness.'"
(Men and Nations, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971,,
p. 276)

;
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'Comparisons Between China and Japan
r

1 "Back in the middle of the nineteenthcentury Japan
was in much the same situation as China - -backward
industrially and greatly opposed to theEuropeans....
But Japan, unlike.China, realized the practical
superiority of European civilizatidn and decided. .

to adopt it."

(Mainstreams of World History, Oxford, 1974, p. 372)

Chgnge.is valued as maybe observed in such state=
ments as' "Between 1574 and 1853, Japan changed .

remarkably" (p. 21) and "China'(was) content to
rest on the glories of the ancient past" (p. 96f
in describing the 'stagnant years" of the Yilan,
Ming, and-Ch'ing dynasties. (pp. 96-169) .

(Hiroaki Sato on The Golden Age of China and Japan,
CharleS E. Merrill, 1971)

.Contemporary China

.,

Textbook treatments of China since 1949often emphasize econamIc

problbms many readers point out, the information is sometimes

out of date.- Some readers reported that when economic progress -is

mentioned, it is often in a grudging tone. . Great stress is placed on

'the lack of political and social freedom, while, such positiye factors

as the "serve the people" spirit are neglected. Asa reviewer

points out, textbooks rarely discuss China in a balanced context

;of a total cultural revolution: "Economic.change,.. technology,

industrialization, and modernization' forms the 'framework-for this

text. I believe that the Chinese are concerned about economic

revolution, but only in the context of the total cultural revolu-.

'tion that Mao insists on." (Michael Fonte on Cultures in Transition,

Follett, 1973) At times, comparisons with Japan, the U.S., Europe,

and Indonesia- promote negative.'imaged of China.*

1 3 1. ;
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, Out-of-Date Economic:. iff ion

"Communes area failure....There is good reason-to
believe that the average Chinese is not getting
endugh food to keep healthy and-in many cases even
to keep alive." (p. 426) "China is'poar is
petroleum."'0"." 429T- (May be exporting in 1985).
(Reader comment on World Geography, Gina-, 1974)

Under the caption "China! Human Anthill" and
next to a picture which pre-dates' 1949-is this
-text: "The-beggars at left illustrate-the-hunger
of China's people. Given allthese conditions,
disease spreads quickly. The Communist govern-
ment has been unable to solve these problems
that have long plagued the nation," The clear
implication of this two-page photo section of slumi
is that-poverty is widespread in mainland, China
today.

(Reader comment on Eastern Lands, Allyn & Bacon,
1968, p. 396)

Lack of Attention to Government Efforts to Improve Standards of Living

_Mere is not on-material=improvamel,4s-
in China since 1949. The authors say:they suffer
from "lack of machinery" (p. 188), "lack of trans-
portation" (p. 188), and "constant poverty" (p_. 189).
(Reader comment on Regions of The World, Science'
Research AssoCiates, 1973)

Y:72 is grossly unfair: "The government has not
shown a great effort to improve the living
standard of the individual." Tam afraid that
the author means Western, American standards of
living when-he uses that term.
(Joseph -Krause-on China, Oxford, 1972)

-,

Grudging Reports of Economic Progress

"Inspite of-bad mistakes by'Commudist leaders and
. several-years of bad farming weather, the-income

of the.Chinese peciple slowly increased. So 81°144,
indeed, that trained otiservers of chinese-affairs"
believe that it may be many, years before China
produces a.iatisfactory'standard of living for
its people."

(Eastern Lands, Allyn & Bacon, 1968, p. 407)

132
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"440 began to transform. China:into ustrial
nation. Like.S.talin's, Mao's effo ts'destroyed
Many lives. But after ten years of failuresin
food crodection and industrial output, Mao was
forced to reduce the pace of chinge.
difference with the,Saviet Union caused the '

Russiarreaders to withhOld economic aid a ter
1956. This added to 'the difficulty of g
out Mao's original plan for the rapid ind striali=
zation of China."
(Human Adventure, Addison Wesley, 1072, . 495)

The section on the economy (pp. 80-94)- ggestg
strongly that the commune system has f ed.
But page 94 grudgingly admits:. "In spi of
the immensty of China's economic problems,
the cold fict is that the ComMunist regiie still
survives under burdens: and problems that migbt
have.destroyed any other government. The fact
of survival and the undeniable progress that
has been made makes Chinata nation_to watch."
(Joseph.Krause on China, Oxford, 1972)

ind

"The communist Chinese have tried to combine
these small farms into large agricultural
cooperatives, with modern machinery and methods.
So far,,however, these methods have not been
entirely successful,- but progressitasnbeen
made, and agricultural production in China has
increased." (p. A 71)

"China was far behind all other large
nations in steel pFoduction, but in recent
years has made strenuous efforts to catch
up....Through great sacrifice, however-, the

n.

Chinese have been able to raise their pro-ductpro-duction. enough to become one of'the-leading
producers of steel in the world."-(p. A-91)
(emphasis added)
(People In A ChinkingWorld, Laidlaw, 1974)

The word "modern" or thodernizing".is never
used when discussing Communist China or North
Viet Nam. The P.R.C. is cite&for having im-
proved the educational system, improved health
services, increased food production, developed
industries and increased the railroad system.
But, rather than being'called modernization,
they are referred to as "economic and social
improveMents--at a heavy price." -

(Edward Vernoff on Mainstreams of World History,:
Oxford, 1974)

O
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Emphasis on Economic Desperation as Rationale f'or Acceptance of

Political and Social Restrictions :

Communist reforms received a certain set of

adjectives that go along with the spirit of, the%

subtitle,' Development 1m Force. The ComMunists%

are.pictured as clever,tricky, and even
'deceptive; playing gathes with the' Chinese

"Everyone would live happily everfter; While
these were - merely empty promises, they found.

\Z-sympathetic ears in a country where poverty and

war had destroyed all other hope...." (p. 20)--

"The newly 'liberated' peasants were organizid

into 'mutual aid teams.' (Author's emphasis)

The peasants were lured by promises of what

they, longed .for." (p. 27) ,

This literary stance precludes any

indication that even some Chinese might have

agreed with the Communist programs. No doubt

great suffering did take place in China as a

result of the campaign to raise her economic

level. Professor Chang, however, chooses to see

this as "development by force" rather than as a

heroic struggle--as some others might see it.

The Korean War and Sino - Soviet disOutees are seen

as-diversionary tactics.to distract the Chinese

populace. (v. 53) No thought is given to other

a ions.
(Anthony Lentini on China: DevelopmentkE'Force,.

Scott Foresman, 1964)

II I

"People who are badly nourished or starving are

apt to be either desperate or so weakened that

they care little what happens to'them. They

are therefore'likely to follow any leaders who

promise a quick change to a better way of life

Whether or not such-pronsesare likely to be

kept. They are- liableto fail under the control

of dictators, as was the case in China after the

close of the-Spcohd World War. Certainly, one

of the best ways to combat,communisrd is to have

people' who are well fed, strong, and able to

stand up as free men with leaders and'governments

of their` own choosing. lt man with an einpty.',

stomach and a s arVing family. is apt to do

atmost anything
n

(Your Gauntry a The World, Ginn, ,1966, p. 149)

"In'1958, Mad launched 'The Great Leap Forward.'

This was probably tie most extreme dkaMple of

communization in history. China's-Wands of
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millions of peasants were gathered together on
huge farms called communes.. /hey-were organized-

.

into brigades t6 work-in theields, ate together
in. community dining halls, and'.slein in large
dormitories. Before. and after work, they were
required to attend Communist:lectures and drill-
in the militia. Each commune also had to fr

. -establish and operate-smaa-steel furnaces or
other small induttries. City people, ere subjected
to similar treatment. Many were sent out to work
in the; communes or tfere drafted forjabor on huge
public works projecis."
(Past to-Pkeseni, MacMillan, 1963, p. 683)

46
Communism iA seen as appealing to a frUstrated
population. "The idea of national communism
by popular choice is somewhat difficUlt for
Ameticans to accept. Why might communism
appeal to large segment of a frUitrated,
population?"
(Loretta Ryan on'Inside World Politics, Allyn &
Bacon, teacher's guide, p. 21?

"Tired of war and famine, they were ready to.
.

throwtheir support behind any stronggovernment
which could promise peace and stability for -China.,
Few realized the price they would have topaY."
(p. 570)

"Is progress in China vorth the,price the
Chinese people are paying?" Though it is followed
by the advice to consider this from different /Jew-
points,.the previous text only gives one.
(Zelda S. Bradburd.on The World Today, Webster
McGraw-Hill,, 1971, p. 581)

.."

Emphasis on Political and Social Restrictions

"Students may recognize thai.military organiza-
tion is generally more efficient because of its
strictness,,' lack of freedom, pinpointing of
responsibility, and emphasis on loyalty or
_dedication: Such an organization would accomplish
more than the usual industrial system and probably
,helped China catch up in Its earlydays. Students
may theorize that loyalty to a person's 'commander'
and work unit Mould tend to replace his loyalties
to his family and clan under such a system.
Students may respond that this system might have
'created competition among workers and resulted in
increased production. Some students may feel that

.
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such a system could never be established inthe

U.S.; except perhaps iii grave national .emergencies.

Americans are too accustomed to individual free-

dom and to the many righa'tand benefits won 'for

then by their unions." .

(Cultures in Transition,,FoIlett, 1973, teacher's

guide, p. 439) ".

"BIt Communist China was really a dictatorship

and Mad Tse-tung was its dictator. As in all

dictatorships, the people ofCommunist China had

little.freedom, and they were forced to.obey

their government."
(Building, the Modern World, Harcourt Brace
Joiranovich, 1972, p. 679)

"Chind is rapidly industrializing under the

communist government. However, to do this.,

the government. has destroyed much'of the old

Chinese culture." (p. 253) Deitroy, I think,'

is too strong a word. Much has also been

/preserved. .

/ (Philip Allen'on Man, His World andXultures,

Benefic, 1974)

"The Communist(ernment.has been abe.to,
impose this extraor nary regimentation in

various ways."
(A Global History of an, Allyn & Bacon,.-

-1974,-p. 451)

The Meeks" in Chin
of what we Consider
colorful clothing (

emphasis on what Chin

of freedoms. "Limit
are'much more enfor

are ethphasized,in terms

uxuries--perfuqie,
;47.48)/ There,is aiso
does not have-in terms,

ions, on personal behavior
ed,and widespread than any

American teenager would ever .have experienced

(Berate Stambler oh China; FOcus on Revolution,

Prentice-Hall, 1975,4), 85) s;-

"What weaknessesdo-ybu see, in the Maoist

application of Marxist philosophy? Is it:

posdib/e that danesecconimuniedis too,;

dependent on Mao as 14 exemplar? -What
problems-could sudderaY,emerge? Do you agree

'with the authorts statement, '...His (KaolS)

success may justify his *we"?' What'might

'the author thinktakes Mao a,spccess?"
"Whaf,do-you think'is missing in the life

of, Ching, Chi? Are these qualities 9'f life',

important?' Why?" -7

(Inside-World Politics, Allyn & Bacon;;19/4, teacher's_

guide, p. 21)

1 3 6
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.

"A communist one. party system disguised asatreal
democracy.'" (p. 11) .

,

On the United States:- "A functioning republic
wieh:competing branches of government." (p. 13).
(Political Systems, Rand McNatiy,' 1971, teacher's.

Incacidition to emphasizing restrictions on the ppliicai and'

-
... . .

,
. .

-

.3

.

social life lantana, some, texts hive gone even further, an4 have

spoken of masSive Tailings on the pattern of those-in theSovie
.,-

.. 4

Union:

"Among most Chinese and especially among the
young, loyalties to IpT4ly'and friends have
given.way.to-tOmmunist party loyalties. Neigh-

.

bors are taught to.7denoqnce one another. dhi1dren

ite,taughtto-denounce their parenlEs. Anyone - #
convicted. of 'Aes4ation-Imay,be sent ta'a remote,

district for 're- education through,Iabor.' -bUndreas
of thousands of, persons charged with bls*alty,
to the State -have lost their liyes. ' --

4 r
general the dotanwiitti5 'have 'preferred. the' alter:4=7'

tives of humiliation, and:re-edUaation;
these and other way's ttie Communists have succeeded

. in crushing:individualisp. 5)0)4_
","Evell today,'eath.Person,is.entitled to only

5 yards-of clots Per, year." (p., 5721
'All Chlnesa_peoPle4=in facet are constantly

kcOnfrcinted with a military atmosphere of drill
an&ptopaganda, irep44ng against a supposed

2
attack by 'American7Impelialists.'" (p.'576)

_'..(The World Today, Webster,44cGraw-Hill,1971).

,

,.-"In 1949 Mao' government, began, to make .great

changes InThina.....Thegovernment took
control of everything, including the,schools
and uslnesses. Many peoplewere kid d or

f. imprisoned." (p.:325)- -

(Philip Allen on Man,,Uis World and'Cultures,
ljenefic, 1974)1

.a, .1 ,

Added the readdx who cited the Second of theta thio pasaagesi, "Ma'.; ,ilog, _ . .. ,I.
rA

, ,;

number of people killed'or imprisoned for long periods a 'timed -was titk

r ft ',: j e'.
,tesult of excesses on the village level;' and as regrettable as this.wai,

a.
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it represented only a tiny fraction of the population." He wenton

to argue that whereas "many translate,the real horrors of mass killingi'

and imprisonments that occurred in the Soviet Union udder Stalin

idto theXhinese experience," actually events in the, two countries.

ieere.not parallel: "Witness the numb4t Of those who, purged

during the Great.Cultdral R.eVblution,',have returned -to issitions of

authority...."

CoMparisons of tile People's Republic of Chine-rwith such

countries as the United States, Europe, Japan, and Taiwan also

provide occasions 'for negative treatment of the P.R.C.

fd
"Both the Communists and the Nationalists under-

took far-reaching programs to modernize the

territories they ruled. The Peking government

began a sweeping revolution, designed to transform

China into a Communist state.
"The Nationalist government, with consider -r-

able support from the U.S.; began a program of-

reform on.TaiWan aimed at creating atruly modern

regime. The issue confronting these two groups

was a tremendously important one: Which could

first lift its people to a modern standatd of

living? Could either of them do so? `The
Nationalists succeeded in raising the standard

of living on Taiwan." (p. 564)

"But even if Taiwan did not provide a-plan

, of development for others it at least demonstrated

that economic development was possible for a

nation inlisia." (p. 569) (emphasis added) "_

(Andrea Millet on 'Modern History: Europe Since

1600, Silver, Burdett, 1969)

"There has been,the-vast, revolutionary, Marxist,

doctrinaire, spasmodic, expanding, modernizing

Cammunigl mainland China:" (p. 111) "In contrast,

there.has been the-small island across the-Forthosa

Strait. With a limited population and limited

resources, Taiwan has succeeded, with the help -'

ofAgsiive aid and technology from the United
P States, in tecoming a modern industrialized State

with a.profitable world trade and a proud

nationalistic and military stance." (p. 112)

(China: .Today's World In, Focus, Ginn,' 1973) ,

138 .
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;3
On China,."Compared with workers in a free market
economy--Japan, for example--the Chinese workers
are poorly fed, clothed, and housed. In addition,
they enjoy few of the new botieehold goods that
make life easier, such as vacuum cleaners,- staves,
refrigefators, or electric heaters.
(The Wide World, MacMillan, 1972, p. 558)

"A poverty-stricken land: China is a 'have not'

nation. Incomes and living standards are lower
than those in more advanced industrial societies
such as thelinited States, Western Europe, or
Japan. Few Chinese enjoy'such*things as family
cars, private telephones,'or TV sets., Some areas
are still without electricity and.xunnimg water
in the holes. Though the threat of masa
starvation,is much less today, the possibility of
food shortage can never be taken lightly.t' (p, 10)

"But mainland China's industrial output be-
comes a lot less impressive when its enormous
population is taken into account. Living
standards in Communist China will be a long time
in catching upto thoim in the industrially -,

developed nations--if they ever do.'1(1). 183)

(China Scholastic, 1973)

"In Europe's. farmer with mechanized equipment can
:harvest an'acre of wheat in two days. In China

a farmer lacking machines needs about thirty
dais to harvest 667acre of wheat...."
(Regions of The=World, Science Research Associates,
1973, 9. 188)

$.1

S

The issue of Valance is at the core of the redder comments on ,

the treatment of China. Two readers pointed Out that glorifying the .

4

contemporary situation in China (a rare but not nonexistent approach) is

not the answer to the problem-oriented approaCh of most"texis:

As a teacher, ore cannot help but:wonder why
there is not a single statement in this book
that could be attributed to either a KMT source,

or a pro-KMT source. In the section-dealing
with the KMT-CCP schism, one sudhCounter-
evidence. Would seem to be very much in order.

(Kai-yu Hsu on Mao Tse-tungand the.Chinese
Revolution, Addiscin Wesley,969).

1.3.9



We then move in the.next selection,to the
early life of Mao Tse-tung. This is quite

a jump. Not that other material isn't intro-
dubed later,-Sut-we soon get the4idea that-
the author-editor,. instead of viewing Mao

. ind'the CCP as being actors within tir,:broader'
contettof the revolutioneven bringing that
revolution to its' culmination, see the

..'revolution as merely a chain of events
fundamentallydeveloped and controlled by-Mao, -

' that the revolutiOn is Mao. That is the

flaw in the conceptual basis of the book. The

revolution is Mao.' That intricate history of
events and people. out of which Mao and tke CCP;
as only part of that history, were to emerge.
is almost totally neglected. Chiaiig Kai-shek

isn't mentioned until page-25theKuomintang
on page 27, and they were both as basic to'the
history of the revolution as were Mao and the

CCP.
Counting pages can be a waste'of. energies, '

but the degree of bias is so large that I
could't avoid the obvious. Out of 50-pages.
that in some way addressed themselves to
political considgrations, 21 were devoted. to

Mao and the CCP, and approximately 8 descrIbe+.
Chiang, the KMT, and the Nationalist govern-.

ment. Of these 8, 5 were 'descriptions o'f the
1943-45 period, when the vitality of the
Nationalist govetament was Sr its lowe'st, and

corruption at its highest. That important
period of the 1920's and 30's is scarcely
tot:died upon. In the same fashion, 5 of the
21 pages focusing on the CCP describe the
Long March.- -Fascinating though it may be,

it tells us little about the more important'
factors of the revolution.

Examples of the distorted focus of the-
- book include the following: "Sun 'Tat-sen gave

China revolutionary ideals, but successor,

Chiang Kai-Shek, concentrated only on power."

(p. 25)
;'Following the death of Sun Yat-sen.in

1925, Chiang Kai -shek assumed a position-of
unchallenged. authority\and began an autocratic

rule in China. ..

..beginning in.1927, Chiang pressed-his
'bandit exterMination campaigns,' a systematic

progpanoi designed to literaliywipeaout the left

wing of the party.'.' These campaigns were not

launched against the "left wing of the party," but
against.CCP strongholds in the countryside.:
The author mistakenly uses the "Shanghai Coup
of April 12, 1927" as an'example of a "bandit
extermination campaign." (p. 46)"

140
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To follow this insult, the student at the
.conclusion of the monograph is asked to "compare
and contrast the programs of the Kuomintang and
the CCP. Which do you- feel had a more realistic

program?" (p. 63). There is no material lathe'
text on which to base ad answer to that queitiod.
This is also true of two 'other questions on the
same page.. "What factors contributed to the
defeat of ChiangKai,shek and the. Nationalist
Party in 1949?" And,""using.as an example the
institutions and conditions of traditional China,
develop,a general statement as to the cause of
social revolution." Thisis really leading
the student .down the narrow path of .conclusions

stated as preMises. This is dangerous stuff.
(Philip Allen on Mao Tse-tung and the Chinese
Revolution, Addison-Wesley, 1969),

Contemporary, Japan

Japan is often presented as-Asia's success tory. However, some

texts do emphasize its problems with income,- pop tion,-food supply,

.trade, housing, lack of machines,; politics; and-subway crowding. In

the latter case, the problem is the result of successful modernization:Not

"Although it is the most modern nation of the
Orienti Japan is not* without problems. 'You.
have learned that the population is large and
growing larger." (inaccurate) "Japan must be
able to provide, more and more food'for its
people. fIt must also continue to carry on
worldwide trade. It must sell goods to pay

for its importd."
(Loretta Ryan on-Exploring the Non-Western
World, Globe, 1971, p. 339)

.

"Most houses in Japan are small. .Theyoee close
together. There is no extra land'in.Japan.
Most houses are made ofwbod. .They have thin

ls. In the city the roofs are made of tile.'1

(F lies and Social Needs, Laidlaw, 1974, p. 75)

The statement here says that "The Japanese,are, .
among the most crowded people on earth."" True;%.

but I get the picture of people mashed into'a '

subway, "for example. I think that can give.a-,
'distorted view of what Japan is really
(p. 25)

I havethe.same criticism for "Shinjuku
Station," also told by an American. The gist

.141
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of this is that in Shinjuku the pushing is so bad
:thatupeople camloWtheir shoes When they get on --,
a'train and if they're lucky the shoes will be
waiting for them (poll cted together by a platform
guard) when they get b ck. Not that this never

happens, but all the s ents.are going to learn

are-the cocktail converse on type of horror

story describing' Tokyo. On can gather the same

kinds of, tories about New ork.or any big city.'

(p. 29)

(Andrea ler on Japan, S ott ioresmen, 1971)

Trap= n.

One topic which illustratesthe Western ethnocentrism of measuring

by techhological standards in the treatment of a wide range of ASiefi:

countries is transportation. Statements are frequently made without-

regard to whether elaborate transportation facilities are practical,

necessary,or:desired by the people in the region:

Emphasis on tick of Transportation Facilities

(Speaking of Laos) "There are no railroads and few
automobile roads in this mountainous and hilly

land." (p. 126)
"It would be next to impossible to build a

gOod railroad system in the Philippinesbecause.
of tha-many islands:, In all, there are less

than one thousand thes.-of.major'reilroads." (p..107)
I.do not regard this passage, put so negatively,.

as a very useful contribution. A positive state-

ment of what railroad does exist would have'been

less culturally; arrogant.
(Johfi Echols on Eurasia,(Gittn, 1969)

"Transportation throughout much of the Far East

is poor. Japah has a fine network of railroads.
India has a large railway system too. When the

British ruled India, they built roads in what

-_...are MPW.3ndia and Pakistan. Throughohemuch
of the Far East,,however, there ere few,good
highways. The mofintains, jungle, and desert

make roads very diffichlt19 build and maintain.
In Red China, most peoPleAse the rivets for travel,.

"(We know that the Communist government is now
e improving the transportation system inside China.)"

(Exploring the. Non - Western World, Globe, 1971, p. 258)
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In other texts, the absence of cars is noted. As one scholar%

points out, comments on the lack: of cars in Japan are inaccurate:

In dealing with transportation the author writes,
"In Japan bicycles are a common way of transporta-
tion" (p. 37) (getting rare) and "The people also
use buses, streetcars, and taxis in the large
cities." (and all those private cars) -
And,"The picture at'the right shows a kind of
taxi which is pulled by bicycle power, while-the
passenger rides in comfort." (p.,73) (these wept'
out with the 50's) i

(Har9,14'iRght on Japan, Fideler, 1974)
(Parenthetical remarks are those of the reader.)

......-

,Texts also dwell on the absence of cars in China without regard

. -

for the fact that two cars for every family is not a national gbal

of the Chinese themselves:

` "Not many people in dinacan afford,cars."
(People and the Land, Noble and Noble, 1974,
teacher's guide, p. 61)

"Even in big cities (in China), people ride
to work on bicycles."
(Ibid4, p. 85).

Jf.

,

Teacher's note for picture_ of street in

China: "Note crowded streets, absence of
motor vehicles, sameness of clothing."
(Zelda S. Bradburd on .The World Today,
'Webster McGraw-Hill, 1971, p. 571)

115a,what strikes.the traveller'most is
the terribly poor transportation system ii .

China. Railways are rare; the road network
aA is unbelieVably small. There are nO cars

on the roads, only afew trucks, .often empty,
for the Chineia'are 4pnrehtly not yet very
competent-at maki'ng,efficient use'of these

vehiCles. River'tsansport comes to life when
it rains and the rivers rise, but the,merchane .

fleet is
(--" (Food and Survival in Asia, Addison Wesley,

1969, p.- 19)

:75e
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'Although much development has taken place, there

are still many parts of the country which are far

removed-from railroad lines. Animal or human power.-

continues to.be used for transportation, and

aye millions of Chinese whohave never traveled'

more than a few miles from their birthplaces."

Road transportation? Water transport? -

(Tim -Mala on World Resources Ginn, 1968)

"There are-not many automobiles in China:"

(The Earth, Globe, 1971, p. 92)

"With all the progress that bas been made, however,

there is still only one automobile for thousands

of persons in China. The United States, by

comparison, has.:so'many automobiles that every-

body in the country could go for a ride at one

time."

(A World View, Silver Burdett, 1968, p. 300)

Mbreover, the failure of most Asian:TP=431es to own a late-model

American car becomes in many texts a Symbol for the backwardness and

,

naivete which ..is attributed to the typical rural Asian, as in this

example from' a textbook on India:

"Most Indians living in village Indiafind

machinery difficult to control or understand...

Machines,are a mystery.' The automobile is-a

constant source of wonder tolIndian peasants.

Westerneri; who ride in cars almost from birth

on learti very quickly that In order.to stay --

on a,truck as it turns a corner, one must lean

PInto the turn. If not, the force Will exert

ressure on one's bogy and cause one to be

thrown off balance--and possiblyoff the trucks!

Many. villagers inAndia so rarely ride in

vehicles that they fail .to correct for this

Simple principle of. physics. In learning to

drive an'autpthey find it difficult tp go

around curves smoothly. At 35 to 60 miles

per hour, they are constantly overturning' autos,

trucks, and buses because they find themselves

going off the road and jerking the wheel in
AP,

order to frantically make the last-second

adji&tmbnt necessary tpstay on the road.

"Time and practice,, of course, solve this

problem. ,Americans started with slow-moving

Mbdel-T Fords and, as a nation, over the years

built and-became adepat driving cars traveling

144
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at sixty to eighty mile-an-hour speeds on modern

four-lane to eight-lane freeways. Indians are

being thrust into the automobile age without a
correspinding Model -T phase."

--- The implication is that Indians are
completely unable to handle technology. It is

mot mentioned that India is the sixth largest
industrial power. -Furthermore Indians are able

to keep automobiles running which would be on the

scrap heap elsewhere.
(Donald Johnsoh on India: Focus on Change, Prentice-

Hall, 1975, p. 63)

PrOfessor Johnson's comments on'this passage might be applied

to many textbook treatments of Asia: "The context ofthe book is so

ethnocentric that almost the entire view of India is one of

superstition, backward and fear of driving cars. The assumptions

pf the book are based on our, way of life as the desired mode of social

organization."

'Alternatives-to the Problem Approach

No one would argue that there are no social, economic, or political

problems in Asia. However, the use of technological development, material

worth, and American or Western-social and political organization as the

only standards of-measurement cannot provide a fulPpicture of any society.

In most cases the readerS' quarrel is with what has been left but. They

objected dip textbooks which deal with the problems in a simplistic, in-
, .

accurate fashion without examining_eny of the satisfactions of life from
. ,

Asian points'of view. They protested one-sid-e7--- arisons which neglect

to acknowledge American problems:

Reviewers, wrote that the failure to present complete and aciurate

information and to consider alternative standards oemeasurement can lead

to a more unfavorible view'of Asia than is actually justified`
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"The average yearly income (in India) is $7.0."

This may be so, but the remark should be-balanced

-by a statement of the buying power of the rupee,

andthe fact that,home7grown,food and barter make

the situation less awful than the simple economic

,statement implies.
(Edward Dimock on India -Pakistan, Cambridge, .1972,

. p. 106)

"Americans' life expectancy is 70 years and our

annual per capita income'is over $3,500; the

statistics for Indians are 52.yeais and under

$100!" [siclr The increase in life expectanCy

since independence is not noted:, _Adjustment for

rural, agrarian life style is not offered. -

(Colleen Kelly on Story of Nations, Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, 1973, p. 574)

Some readers pointed out that changing the yardsticks used for

cross-cultural COmpari ns can change the concluSions.: -Using

certain standards such lifespan or number of cars can produce

efavorable piCture of the. U.S. and:a,dismal one' of Asia. The

following readers' comments shows how applying alternative standards

can produce a different petute of a society:

"When a girl is born in the United States or

Canada, it is expected that she will live to an

.age of 74. When a girl is born in Cambodia, she

is expected to live to 43, a lifespan-of 31 years

less. In other parts of Southeast Asia the life-

span is also much shorter than one finds in the :

more developed parts of the world, such as-NOrth-,

. west Europe and the United-States. What are the

chief reasons for these differences? The chief

reasons are the inadequate foods. that are eaten,

the, poor methods .of sanitation to .help prevent

disease, and the shortage of doctors and nurses,

t .,available to take care of -the dick.." (P.'381)

The Point of reference for the author is

the U.S: In answering the question about why

-the difference in lifespan, he? should also hive

mentioned-the extraordinary TI.S. consumption of

the world's'food and energy --and, what thatdoes

to the Availability of:fbood. for Asia.' -Instead

of loOking it what,accounts for the long:U.S._

lifespan, he considered the U.S. the norm and South-

east *Ma the oddity, One hundred pages later

4..Q.
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be,maies the same point about the millions of
SouthAsians bdt continues to regard the
as the norm and Asians as the people who need

explaining.
(Reader comment on The Afro-Asian. 'World, Allyn &

Baon, 1972)

'In the.Past decedeiLthe standard of living
for the average Japanese had risen sharply,
although it still does not, approach American

standards. Furthermore, the'average Japanese t

-is literate, and his children have an excellent .-

chance of clImpleting junior high school, possibly

even high-school." .

Actually this all depends upon how we
measure a "standard of living.." Health care

tends to be betterin Japan, and. public education

is certainly better. In this respect the second% ,

"sentence is_laughable. Over 95 per cent of'

Japanese are literate (in a language with a
much more difficult writing system than that of -

English) and most go to high schacil.
(Roland Lange'on Japan, Ally in the Far East,

Laidlaw, 1967)

a.

I want to draw a contrast between the state-
. meats about "industrialized" and "honindustrial"
_countries that are presented on p. 428. The

Picture of he'elth care in "industrialized"
countries is distorted to create an exaggerated
impression and ih the "nonindustrial" countries
the emphasis is all'on'the negative:

,"Wonder drugs, hospital care, and the
services pf speclalists are expensive. In the

United States, in recent years, several health -
insurance plans have been developed to bring
good medical care to everyone. In general,

most people in industrial countries, receive
medical care when they need it." (This is not so'.)

,"Tn the non-industrial 'countries,- there is
p.shortage.of medical care., There are few
doctors, few hospitals, and little modern
equipment. 'Sanitation is poor. Also, many

people d6 not eat the bight foOdsar enough
food.iAikeep healthy." (What about the

nutrition problems iti"the supposedly well-fed
U.S.?' People overweight, consumption of junk
lood,.land'in 'home parts, of the country, people

Trot getting enough food.)
"Many diseased that have been brought\under

control in North America.and Eurcipe, such

malaria and "small pox are still serious problems
.

*
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igaduth America, Africa, -aad-Asia." '(The author

negleqsto mention high.capcer rates in the

United States.)
-

,

(Andrea M. ter on Wortiatures: Past and-Present,

Harper fc km/71900i-

'

Two readers found examples, on the-other pea, which did achieve

a noteworthy 'balance. They do justice to the,economic.reaiities in

-Asian societies (at-the-time.of writing).withodt losingtconsciousness
-4-

of other standards of mdasurement:

"By the yardsticks used throughout much of the

Western world, Cambodia would certainly be

classified an 'underdeveloped nation.' Life

expectancy is estimated somewhere between 30'

and 40 years. The death_rate among the newly

born runs as high as 50 per cent.- More than

ihalf of the population can neither read nor

write.
,

''Yet these statistics do not completely

measure-the life of a people. For in any

,discussion of 'standard of living' the first

step should be to determine whose standard or,

living being talked about.

"The average Cambodian, for example,

probably -does not feel at all deprived. In

peacetime, .he or she lives in a generous land

which, with some hard work, usually provides.

-all the basic needs. 'Our bowls are always

full' is a Cambodian saying."

(Southeast Asia, Scholastic, 1974, pp. 43-44).

Here is a positive example.of 'presenting rural

life which is .in marked contrast to the Way

most books go about-such things. Mr. Swearer-

tries to show us that "modernity" and "standard

of living" issomething that is experienced

differently by different culturea. I at least

do not feel that "putting down," of the people

as I' do in most texts. -

"Thestandard of living in rural Southeast

Asia,, from our'point of view, might seem only
slightly above subsistence- level. We would'find

it difficult to live without running water,

refrigerators, package foods, and the host,

of conveniences surrounding us. The typical

one or two room dwelling made,of bamboo and

palm leaves Would strike us as interesting to

visit but impossible to live in. The privacy'
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valued by most American is not part of the
Southeast Asian peasant's life. Life is simple .

and, consequently, needs are totso great. The
competitive .drive which so-dominates our urban,
industrialized-societY.is largelyiacking in c.% .

,
.

the peasant society-of Southeast Asia.c. It is
interesting that even most of the games played
by young people are noncompetitive in nature.

"Due to the relatively'-small size and ... .

interdependent nature of the villages, rural o

life tends to be typified by harmonious community

relations. They include a democratic election of,
,

village officers, communaf plowing and 'land.
ownership, and various-forms of mutual aid. Nearly

an entire village participated in the dedication )

of a new house in a small village in northern

Thailand recently. Hunters went into a jungle. -

and shot a wild boar which they contributed to

a village feast. Most of the_members of th"e
village came to pay a visit to the owner of the
house to wish him well and sample some of the,
special treats he had prepared. It-Vas an

occasion largely foreign to our experience,

but oneyith Which our early forefathers had
more in common. In fact, it was nottotally
unlike an Aniish barn raising in our own 'country i.

today." (P. 23)
"Many of us in the United States have grama.

,.011,:in a highly controlled_ environment. 'Modern "
:.

machines have eased the bUrden of physical :-..

labor; lighting and heating systems enafaeus
to alter the pattern of hot to cold, light to

darkness; and modern modes of transportation ,

and comm nication have vastly reduced conceptions - .

2IK

,of time rnd space. Our industrialized, high.147-

mechani ed wOrld view greatly conditions our

behavior and attitudes.., is
%

..

beginni g to change life in many parts of xura1.7:
Southey t Asia, these societies are-still
largely traditional. The forces of nature,which

determi e the successful rice harvest,are to be
placat d rather than controlled, and the major
values of,thehuman community are still centered

about he family and religion. The most important-

celeb iations revolve around the agricultural
calendar, significant occurrences in fAiily life

such s weddings and funerals; and the,major,'

reli$ ous events of Buddhism, Islad, br Hinduism."

(P. 19) .

,

(Andrea Miller onThe Third World: SOutheiat Asia,
-.3

PendUlum, 1973)-

I
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These examples'have been quoted at lengthto illus trate rare

authors present a_tymPathetic view of,un-cases where textbook

mechanized societies.

ofa:text that deals

. t

The latter is-a particularly-good example

With festivals., religions, weddings, and funerals,

_
r - c, <

thus demonstrating a fuller view of life than-the economic and ..

J

technological.

Self- Interest as a' justification for Studying Asia

Some- textbooks not only describe Asia from a Western point of
.

view, but also magnify the rale of Americans and EUtbpdafts in Asia.

'Although readers reported a variety of justifications for studying

Asia; the most frequent reason given is 'American self -interest. When
)

asked if texts justified the study ofjAsia in terms of its strategi&
.

importance to the'United States (question 14),

':_examples of this approach'in 33 books.

1^,

reviewers repor ted.

"The -political stability ``of the region (the Ear

East) is vital to our' sec ity, and we have
given much economic aid to he Far East to present ,

the spread of communism. ,We consider the safety'
of the area necessary to ourdefenge, and we have

' military pacts with several Far Eastern nations
as well As having troops stationeon their
Our new state, and our island possessions and
trust territories, serve,as stepping stones to

' the once distent,area and haye bound outpeoyles
in .closer economic and culturakties. 'We buy
any needed raw materials from the-Far East and

c. we sell back to its people''the manufactureCgocids-
they do not_aayet produce themselveg."-(teacheris
guide, p.

"First, by helping the less-de1elo6ed nations -

-
taisetheir Atandards Of living, Werare creating .-"

futdre,customersqor American goods'and those ofi - '

out Europeali,alliis. Second, most of this-country's
leiders'beliellie that people whciAre well fed a4d

---1;Yell clothed are More capable ;of resisting- the

influence of carrithurair'ra.1, (p-.:540) -

World Geography; Rinehart And'Witiston19/1)

t .

*4.
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:"

"Because many of these countries, (Of Southeast Asia)
named -abffs are new, and in a far corner of Asia,, they
may "leunfaitiliar to.you'" Nevertheless, these countfies
are important bathe world and tinited/States..:).4The
Countries- of, Southeast- Asia..- ve a strata: c AOtitian.
.1!rom;'the map' fou can' =see t.14,st:4-he:coUntries% a South-
eatit,Asiatare either located an igliatid.s or Are part _of '..

a PeWs.1.4i,--- Sea-trade. from Chini'and Japan to,such
,

places- a13 Indiat Africa, and Etimpe must also- necessarily,
pass thise, iftlands ;or- around . More per-
ticularlyi, it catt be seen that -a-few straits offer the
best ,locatiOn for sea 2$61-1;ea "

103). (emphasis added)
.r. -

'ulf Re' are wise, we 1 realize that nothingiim--
portant cad happen y part of the world (eien,
Asiak without' in some ay affecting us. It will
make-a difference to-us whether Asia has Peace."

"0e iaa'not. care:to get miffed up in the
problems Of government in India (Where has he men -
tioned their successes or our mistakes ?) or 'Southeast
Asia, but..it will be to our interest that those who
do _have -feszionsiffility for those things shall be
our friends, and that the native people of those. .

istant lands shall be'able to live peacefully and
appiLy_with as democratic a government as they

are -able to manage..",
al

( Reader .comment on Eastern Lands, _Allyn & Bacon;
. .1968, p. 36$)

Asia as:a Stage !or Western History
4 '.Readers reportethat Asia was 'seen as a stage for Western history

im
-

48'out of the 263 books. The reviewers also commented that so-
,

called 'world history texts seemed ,to be essentially Western Ilistories;.

1546 per cent of the 42 world history texts in the sample was devoted,

to Asia; while 42 per cent concentrated on North American and European

history. One reader found that only 29 _pages in a 512 page
- ,

entitled The Human Adventure 'Addii3on Wesley, 1972, were---concerned
- .,.

with Asia, 'while,:another wrote: f .

--

A disproportion is notable in allocation of Asian 'as
compared:, ro Western ..content. W4lekancient Egypt is :
given 29 -pages, the parappan civilization is noted

-

r.;
. .
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in onehalf page. In the second chapter dealing' /
with ancient civilizations, mention is made of'

the Indus civilization (p. 112) and its location

noted on a map (same peke). The same observation

is made for the Huang Ho (River) civilization,
One chakt included in the book shosis'the develop-

ment of the roman alphabet (p. 58). It would be

equally interesting to see.dinese characters
or Sanskrit ..but we don't, Even the placement
of the Asia section, towards the end of the book,

seems ,to indicate that this is just tagged on,

therefore an afterthought, therefore notimportant.
(Colleen Kelly on Story of Nations, Holt, Rinehart
and Winston; 1973)

Two readers noticed that small countries in Europe,xeceive,

more,attentiod than small countries in Asia:.

Within the major emphasis on the West, the

LOW Countiies:' Belgiud, the Netherlands

and Luxembburg, are allotted 23 pages while...

Pakistan.,.:India, Sri Lanka (called Ceylon);

Burma, Tfiiiland, 'Cambodia, Laos,-North and

South Viet' Nam, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the
Philippines are ,allocated -a total of-29 pages.

For China; Korea, and, Japan, 43 pages are'

set aside:
,(Colleen Kelly pa Story of Nations, Holt, .Rinehart

and Winstbn, 1973)

At!

'European Countries:

, Luxembouri---10
Netharlan4t--..39
Liechtenstein- 3

Belgium

Asian countries:

3

Viet Nam-f---- 5
Burma----÷.--- 6

-.CaMbodia-t---, 2
. . .

paragraphs --- Population

: paragraphs --- Population

paragrapha --.=Population

`paragraphs --- Population

,

331,000
12 milli

19,000
9 million'

paragraphs --- Population 2 million
'paragraphsPopulation 37 million
paragraphs --- Population 26 million
paragraphsPopulation 33 million- s'

paragraphs---population

(Figdres based on statistics from Eastern Lands, Allyn &

Bacon, 1968.. Southeast Asian figures are outdated.)

Several readers observed that when Asia is presentedpelationsi
t-

with.the.Wist are emphasizedi, 152
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In the .light 'of the authors': matetialistic
orientation, it is not sutprising_that Asia
'often appears more-a(Setting for EUrdpean or' ,

American activity. This is reflected in the
stated purpose of Chapte13,'which it ;o
trace development in India; Chita, .Japan, and

So theast Asia so that,"...it 1.121 be poSsibie'c

to rstand hdW the People,of theie areas

live and how their lives were affected when
they had contact frith the West." ,.

(William Skowronski on The Record of Hankind;
D. C.'Heaph, 1970, p. 219)

-Three out of six pages are devoted to U.S.

Involvement, wtth,Viet Nam in a survey that
covers the history of all of Southeast Asia
through all time; (pp'. 580-582)

The entire °perspective" for the Far
East deals with Western contact and presents
a picture of Asia as unimPortant--9remote"--
until the Welt fortuitously aiscovered it
for purposes of.trade and_war. -

(Colleen'Rellyon Story of Nations, Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1973, pp. 591-601)

For China, of nineteen pagei of history,
fifteen are devoted to events after contadt
with the West and only four pages are given

to the three thousand years_ prior to that

event....This emphasis on contact with the'
-West seemsto give much weight ,to foreign
influences in Asian sdcieties and! perhaps_
underestimates phe indigenousforcee at- ,

work. Furthermore, many.ofthe prat:deals '

that the West is pictured as helping to
solve in Asia Tiere initially cnusedby

Western.Presene. Forq'example, famine: in

'India. a -

.(Jean and .Donald Johnson -on Exploring World'

Cultures, Ginn, 1974, p.,220)

Europeans and Americans as "Helpers". in-Asia!

f

;)

Reports demonstrated that.74 texts stressed the'role.of Europeans,..

and Americans in Asia,totheextent that Asian. initiative and_strength:

were minimized (QUestion li). A few texts did provide a balanced view-

of Western involvement with Asia. However, others not only emphasized

.A

the historical Western influence, they also gave examples frOi

.
.
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1
contemporary events, and promoted ,the view 'that, the United States'

should play a Larger role in Asia in the future. The relations

_ .

L, described Are -usually ti the political,.' economic, or technological.

arena. .E6opeans and Americans are fen seen in a helpful light. s

.Numerous examples can be cited, including:- the Dutch in Indonesia,.

the French in IndoChira, the British, in India," the United States

Japan and the Philippines, and.the Mated States as.defelider of

-
Asia against Communism:

A few texts do state that Western presence_in Asia has not

always been beneficial:

,
"Unlike the Indians .whO colonized Punan,,Champa, and

the early kingdoms of Southeast Asia, the Weiterner,

made little attempt.to become part of Asian culture.

He brought with-him Britain, France, Holland and

America.. If you were to visit Singapore today,o for -

examiile, you would be str-uck..by/the impressive

buildings constructed under the British colonial

administration....The exclusiveness of the 'European

elites, as suggested. by the above examples, 'upset

0 the 'intern social structure and became a source

of deep res :4/ MN' I t It implied that European

culture and os- who.brought It were superioro

th& Souihea t s.

(Southeast a, Pendulum, 1973, p. 55)-

- ; "
'Millions of Africans and Asians lost. their lives,

and mi'lions more were deprived of their freedom -

and .dignity as the result of their domination by
,

imperialist powers."
(The lfuman Adventure, Addison Wesley,. '1972, 465)

And one -text alinost completely ignores the role of,_the West:

.

4(,-- 's

Outside of a couple of generalized paragraptik-of ,
- 1-- - ,

-"introductory narrative, there =are no dOcuments.... -_ \,

on the Western impact of imperialism_and,the

Chinese responseultimately, ,the .development of

a workable-nationalisin. This seems to me 'to ke- ",

a serious defect in .a book that puiports to..see '

"through Chinese eyes,"- that is' subtitled "A

4 4
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NationiStal4*.Up,q and that includes the Foo
Old Man Story, in Which Mao explicity refers
cast off the burdens of bothfeuda/isd
impe ism....

It is true, of coureel that one doesn't
want to present Chinese history as beginning
with the coming of the West. But it doespet seem
to me thatimplying that history began in 1949
is.a very constructive alternative. Is the
Revolution to be treated as synonymOuswith the
life of the 'political' entity, 'the P.R.Cr Or
Should it be treated as a broader process of,
change and struggle?

.(David Narot on Through Chinese Eyes, Praeg
1974)

ski

to
i

. , .

But th- majority of tekts that.discussed-

point of vi

t

Euro

w overemphasized the role of West

e self-interest motivation'of same.

Southeast Asia f.

.

and forestry' techniques,. akricultur
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the tektbooks:

"The old coloilial system, which was widespre
Southeast Asia until 1945, was responsible
:ranch of the'sconomic growth and developdent
the area: ..Mining andIscientificlorestry a
both of great value to the local population.
(World Geography Todiy, Bolt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1971, p. 330)

"'The native peoples of Southeast Asia did, no
.prove to'be good workers."(p. 51)".--The French
also developed Other kinds of piantations, and.
tried to 6 something shout the conditions of
overcrowding in the_older rice areas. In the
footrhills north, and northeast of ''Saigon, -they.

,cleared away the forest and...they also tried
to get people$in the densely populated delta ,

gains of the.:AnnanCoast to move into the
mountains and there to plant a variety of .

commercialPcrops." (p. 572) .

r (The Wide World, MacMillan; 1972)
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"In the past, and even today, the local.peopie ,

have complained that their own countries have
not benefited from the wealth produced by the'
plantations. The foreign businessmen have reapid
the wealth, it is said. Yet, it is true that
the people who work on the plantations learn
haw to groW and prepare-new crops; such as rubber.
If they leave the plantation and return to their
own villages, they are, able to plant these
cropE(on their ownland." (emphasis added)

' (The World Around Us, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1965; p. 108)

"It-so happened that Europeans appeared.on the
scene at a time when nearly all Asian rulers
were weak and unable to control their on
territories. The Europeans, who came to trade
eventually had to step in ta'rule, in order to
protect their own trading dOmpanies."
(The World Today, Webster BcGraw-liill, 1971,
p. 538)

"The Europeans brdught many changes to SoutheaSt
Asia. They. introduced plantation fafming. On
a plantation, one crop was grown. It was a crop
such as coffee....The natives were not pleasedg
with this kind, of farming because many of them-
were forced to leave their villages and fields
to work on the arge plantations. The Euro-
peads also ned up mines and then built roads

-.a d railro s into.the'jungles to carry the
p oducts of.the mines to the port cities. They.

roduced the Christian religion..- They opened
scopes and hospitals and then tried tóend the
many tribal wars."
(Exploring The Non-Western World, Gldbe, 1971,
p. 351)

-
.

Professor Daniel Lev wrote that" the overetphasis on the.'West in
. .

. _

Modern Soothed& Asian history is a natural follow-up to a preoccupation
-

; with Inaiaand_Chinese infimerles:in earlier: roods:

o
0

. .
. .

(..., Despite the introduction, the actual discussiOn
of Southeast Asia incorporates.enumber:of-out-
dated and simplistic-myths and assumptions that

4; are at least misleading and likely to reinforce
American condescension towards countries of.the

..-..;

' I.

. region. , .

.

For example, at p..432, the ,t ext takes the
usual first-step of assumihg that Southeast *-

. Asia had'IiWe but some cultivation techniques
until the: Indians. and Chinede:came- with higher

It
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cultures that the SoutheastilAsiOm were duly
impressed by and so adopted--Van-Leures_work
should disi5e1 such notions of culture, change.
But the point is that taking this view leads
to the-easy itsumptionlater that Southeast
Asia is merely receptive of the "West."
Indeed 4 p. 435,4.the text goes on to state
that "tli adoption of western wais is going
on more swiftly than ever." This, the text
explains, means that thereare skyscrapers

-- in Makati, nice houses in Kuga Lumpur, new-
factoriesiAere and there, and so on.

The ettential view that the West is
basicallylmodern and good dr epa in oddly-
here and there, as in the nt at p. 437
that King Bhumipol "has a w stern point of
view and wants his country o learn such
western waytat.may(be usefUl toter."
(Daniel Lev on Culture Regions in The Eastern
Hemisphere, D. C. Heath, 1971)

British in India

The British receive much credit for their role in India:

. o

4 "For hundreds of years, Indians had been
governed by rulers who were not chosen by .

the people". Those rulers often changed the
laws to suit themselves. But, from the British,
':the Indians learned that there were other kinds

--of government. They learned two,big things."
These two big things turn out to be representa-

.<7 =tive-government and rule of law. I see what
they are getting at, °but the way they have said
it implies that the British came to India and '
.set.up representative government, which clearly
was not the case.

" OancY'Lanoue on The Indian Subcontinent, Allyn ft.
° Bacon, 1971, p.-46)

"During the many years the British occupied
new ideas and ways were introduded. The British
contributions to India were railroads, schools, and
a European form of government/ Under British rule,
the.people of India also.learned"a little about
manufacturing."
(The World Around Us, HardOurt Brace Jovanovich, 1965,
p. 136)

s14 British brought the whole country together
under national government."
(Man The Toolmaker, Follett, 1973, p. 262)

1 5,-7
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"With ell-the natural wealth that India has,
it seems strange that so much poverty should
still-be found within the peninsula, The
caste system can take the blame for much of
this-situation. Those who dislike the British
have blamed them for India's, lack of Progrese.-
Thfs claim 'is bmfair,,for, the .British
brought to India many of the material
improvements the. subcontinent has received."'
(Eastern Lands, Allyn & Bacon,. 15681 p.

"...Such missionary activity benefited India
both spiritually and materially:"
(The Human Achievement, Silver Burdett, 1970,
p. 570)

The impliipation of the historical approach
is that With the coming of the British, French,. J
endothers, India moved out'of medieval darkness
intd the light of industrialization.
(Edward Dimojk on India - Pakistan, Cambridge, 1972)...

More attention,is paid to the Black Hold of
..CaIbutta than to -the British treatment of
-Indians.
(Loretta Ryan on'A World , Ginn, 1969,.

p." 384)

One irate reader complained at length about the treatment of

the Indian Mutiny of 1857:

An example of one section that left me extremely
riled dndleft so much unsaid was that which dealt
with the'Indian Mutiny of 1857.- The authOrs in
their two-paragraph descriptioh state that, "The
primary cause of the. revolt was the issuing of '.

new cartridgesthat had been greased with animal
fat." -This is:th4 vieti expressed by most British -:
born Indian historians and officers of the British-
East-India Company military, FeceBritish would want
to admit that Company ,iule vas haVing at times
disastrous effects on the economic, social, and
religidhs fabric of traditional India. The bad
side of colonial rule was "something` these authors

could not (would not?) understand. Indian
historians,,on the other hand, have at times carried.
the "mutiny" to an extreme by portraying it nott.as
a revolt but as_an organized and carefully executed'
war of independence. Wouldit-not be more meaning-
ful for a-student to realize that.there are-quite
a few interpretations to the "mutiny"?
(Peter Kapenga on India - Pakistan, Cambridge, 1972;

p. 71)' 1'513-
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American-Role in Asian History.

The role of the United States, in Asian History is not .

neglected; textbooks focus on Atherican involvement in Japan and

the Philippines:

Japan

The text discusses the relationship between the
United States and the'Par East as a helping
relationship. For example, it explains the-
opening.of Japan as a reflection of .American
concern for'trearment of sailors and trade.
Once the doors were open, notes the text, the
Japanese adopted manyideas of Western culture.
As a result-, Japan became the "most advanced
and most powerful nation in the Far East"'
within a few years. Later, after Americans
"set out to bring. democracy to Japan," Japan
became-democratic. Japanese Viewpoints4ie-.
garding"American intervention and occupation,
however, are.not noted.
(James Hanthia on Knowing Our Neighbors in the --
Eastern-Hemisphere, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1968)

"After Commodore'Perry's visit, Japan's leaders
realized their country was backward. They
began to build factories and railroads."
(The Afro-Asian World, Allyn & Bacon, 1972, p.'168)
(The same sentence appears on p. 391, Our Wow rld

.and Its Peoples by the same author.)

.

,Explanation of Japanese decision to'open doors,
to Perry: 'Terry went to Japan with a small
fleet and succeeded in getting the Japanese
leaders.to.give hire a, little.attention. Perry
returned the next year with a larger fleet.
He brought with him things which the Japanese
did not have, among them a little railroad....It
must have been quite funny to watch 'some of the
stern Japanese lords riding on top of the little
cars of Perry's miniature railroad! He succeeded

_in getting an .agreement with .the Shogun...." (R. 377)
.No mention of the. big guns or the Japane'se

A
view of the "Black Ships." Story about railroad
rides makes Japanese look ridiculous.
(Reader comment on Eastern Lands, Allyn & Bacon,-.1968)

\ The United States' role in the OccUpation is magnified:

159
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:

"Democracy Copes to Japan" (p. 268). .The -

author'describes the system as itoperated on
Paper and implies that thanks,,to the U.S.
Anfluende during the Occupation, the'Japanese
politidli system was rapidly transformed. This_
is highly simplistic and misleading.- It ignores
Japanese democratic movements in the 1920's.
it.lso conveys the impression that the Japanese
are like silly, putty.

(Reite-f-domment on The Afro-Asian World, Allyn &
Bacon, 1972)

"The United States' occupation authorities, who
ruled Japan for seven years, worked hard to set
new- directions for Japan....The occupation
authorities instituted many significant changes
in Japanese life. Japan was given a democratic
constitution,, guaranteeing the people the right
to participate in their government. Women were
liven the,xote....Schoolbooks were rewritten to
teach Jap @se children they way's of Ziemodrady.

The Japanese people had taken enthusiastically.
to their new form of government, and to the new
freedom in their'personal lives."

,(The World Today, Webster-McGraw-Hill, 1971, p. 585).

"After the war, a new goVernnrent-was started
in Japan with the help of the United States._
Although the emperor remained, the new
government.gave more freedoms to the people.
Lands were taken away-from large-land,
holders and divided among the people. "Japan=
:was forbidden to have an army. Both men
andWomenyere giv,en the right to vote.
Japan recovered quickly-from the war. Today,
the Japanese goods,are again being sold
throughout the world and the people have

-'v the highest standa0 of living inAsia."
(Exploring The Non-WeStard World, Globe,

P- 37)
1971,

tes in the e Philippines

0

The relationship between the United States, and the Philippines
.i. .

.
.

isalso seen as a .teacher-student relationship:

"Many people inthe Uhited.5tates-feli that the

716 0
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.
Filipinos had the right to bp independent, but
they did not feel that the*Filipidoavere
ready to govern themselves. For xhefirsttime

world history, a conquering country embarked-
on a nation -wide campaign to educate_a vanqnfshed
'people in the ways bf a democritic government.

"American school teachers sailed for the ,
Philippines. There were no English teachers for
the new schools.

no materials of
be sent, from Americ .

rej were no maps, io paper,
nd.. All of these had to._

lippine children,
.

attending school for the first time,'were taught
English. 'Then they could read American bOpks.
They,read American history and learned about
Washington, Patrick Henry, and'our other
American heroes." (p. 55)

"Between this young republic and the United
States there is a bond of kinship end-affection.
Fran-the end of the Spanish- American. War in
1898 until 1946, the United'States government
governed the Philippines. Dufing this peridd )

the Americans trained, the people of thePhilippines
in self-government, introduced a Rublic-school
system,. and helped improve dconomic and social
conditions. Todaytour former pupil is one of

_ , the leading democracies of 'Southeastern Asia." (p. 5)
"Despite the tact; that their country lies at, 3r

the gateway to the Orient, the Filipinos are more
-;,-..western than.eastern in their ways. Their culture
'-has been greitly'influenced by three centuries of

Spanish rule and by nearly fifty yeirs of American
government.", (p. 6)

(Understanding The Philippines, Laidlaw, 1968)'

Dr. Michael GOber;-who` spent three years in the Philippines,

4

wrote:
4

The "American colonialist".emphasis-begips on the
front cover with a picture of tgd American
Eibassy. The map on the inside, of the cover
referLto the Ph4.1±7pineega 4Philippine'Islatds."
This wak the t4rm4sed under American domination.
Several quotations from the text reinforce the
colonialist approach: "The-Americans brought
many changes. Filipinos came very strongly into
coitact with modern ways of thinking and living.1'
(p. 83) "The greatest influence of Americans was.
on our_ public schools and in our healthprogram."
,(p. 83) "The Filipinos Cooperateclowith th15
4imericans, and education advalitedrfaster in the

of
Philippines than in any other Asian,land."(p. 84)
(Story of the.Philippines,

VcCormick-44athers, 1968)
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Contemporary U.S. Role in Asia

Characteristic of Some texts is an emphasis on the American

role in Asian humanitarian and technical affairs:.
4,JN

"Today many individual groups and goveihment6-----
are trying to help the people of underfed' and
underdeveloped countries. The_II.S. has been a
leader in these efforts. We have supplied food,
tools, machines, doctors, engineers, agricultural
experts; and many millions of dollars to many
-such Countries. The main idea is to help
people to help themselves."
(Your Country and The World, Ginn, 1966,.p. 149),

With Western help, American surplus food, and
improved xransportation, the devastating
famines of a few decades ago are currently

being thwarted."
(Inside World Politics, Allyn & Bacon, 1974, p. 231)

"The technical cooperation prograo(of AID) has
spread American techniques throughout the world .

and has helped underdeveloped areas start out on
the road to social and economic improvement."
(World Geography, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971,
p,. 54A)

.

"The United States has tried to help many of these
underdeveloped nations with money loans and gifts.
It also sends Peace Corps workers who are teachers,
nurses and other trained people to any nation that
asks for them."
(Exploring World History, Globe, 1969, p. 578)

"Missionaries teach people how to grow-more and
'better foOd. Some missionaries are doctors and
nurses who care for the sick. As the people are

"1elped, they are als9,taught about the work of
the church.

"The Peace Corps is-another organization
that helps people in underdeveloped.nations.
Men and women in t 'he Peace Corpsstudy about 0

the'country whdre they are to be sent. They are'
trained to do the things -that are most needed
by the people in that country."' (p. 309)

Here is a picture of workers constructing a dam
in India; The text says: "This project is not
being built in the United States. It will not
help the United States. 'Yet money and aid froni

the -United Stated' are helping to build it.

-a

.
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"How can this kind of help make life better
for people'all.over the world?' How-could the
underdeveloped nations improve -their ways of life-
withoutoutside help? Whx. is it-better for
people to work together?" (p. 311)

(Man :and The Regions of -The World, Benefic; 1974)
0 4'

'."Can you think of any ways in which we could
help people in other countries?, Maybe we have
learned how to cure a disease and the doctors in
other countries do not know thiS pet. We could
help them learn about it. We know a lot about
traveling in space. Maybe we could work with
other countries to help people learn about-

_ -traveling in space."

(Communities We Build,-Follett,.1973, p. 152),

,

The following quotations are only a few of the passages excerpted

from onebook by Professor John Echols to illustrate a preoccupation,

with American assistance to Laos:

Since the text was w ritten by what appears-to have
been an ex-AID employee'(although L cannot prove
this), it is dot surprising that examples of U.S.
and other foreign aid are cited.

_There is mention of. U.S; aid as the plahe is .

flying froth Bangkok, to Vientiane. "There were. .

feW roads. But.David did see oneOladi=top o

road 'over. which their plane flew Most of,the
time.e 'That is the Friendship Highway, *lilt
by Thailand and the United States,' said one of
the Lao students: 'It goes across Thailand
and makes driving to , Bangkok very easy.'" (p. 10)

.

. .

"This'is-the National Education Center,'
said his,, father. 'It i$ to help teachers
learn to teach." The United States helps by
sending teachers and people who direct the
school and write needed textbooks. "' (p. 32)

"Many of the buildings are new. They have
been built with money from the United States
Agency for International DeVeloptent (USAID),
'Onr government is lending a helping hand to
developing countries like Laos." (p. 33) ::,

"If- we are to help, thetie peoplehavea
better life, me must help them live, in their
country as it is." (p, 34) . ,, .

c .1Q3
.
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(captiqn "The people shown below are refugees

from the north who are living in :temporary bnpses
in central Laos. Until they.can'be permanently
settled, the United States is providing _food

-and emergency.supplies." (p. 75)

"Ths is a (Kha) refugee camp,. built with help
from the United States government: !here is a
school yin the village. The people are also

andgetting help with farming method's health

practices." (p. 86)

"With help from other countries, among them
the United States, Laos'is building schools
and training teachers."'q-. 87)

Professor Echols pomments:

I don't believe -that the author is deliberately
trying to say that the Laos have little initiative
or influence, but one could-get that impression
from some of the citations I have listed above.
,(John Echbls onThe Story, of Laos, MacMillan, 1967)

One readir observed some political naivete in the reason

,
.

offared by the text for all this American assistance to Asians:

..

"Why have other countris_such as the United
States, helped India build huge dams?" 149)

Political naivete is reflected in'the answer:
"The U.S, has'helped India build dams because
of its concern for the many people in India
who are starving for lack of food." (teacher's
guide, p. 87)
(Patricia Genz on Journey Through Many Lands,

Allyn & Bacon, 1969)

4
-,

.

.

In the preceding texts the'writers neglect to point out that
0or

humanitarian motives are sometimes very much mixed with those of

1
self-intereit. .A more balanced discussion would lessen the

'impression of Asia the weak as opposed to America, the powerful.

In discussions of American military and'strategic roles in Asia-

which follow, the, emphasis is.also placed on American power.

it
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0 U.S. Military and StrategisRole--in Asia
454 -

The questionnaire did not ask readers to analyze textbook

-.pobitions on Communism. lievertheleSS,-the-readers-of 3l books

1.

reported thati§Mmunism was seen as a
,

threat,to Asia which

demanded a strong American defense. This point of view appeared
..

in both elementary and secondary books--- including those.puSlished

in"1974-as well as -in the early 19601s:

Toward a Better

Way of Life

. v

(Exploring The Non-ttestern World, Globe, 197i, p. 261

Ofiefinds the Cold War assumption that Communists,
promoted:by China; are lurking around trying-p1
-overthrow governments in Southeast Asia, that all'
Civil wars and internal dissension in Southeast
Asian countries are insPited by. Communists..
(Daniel Lev on Exploring The Noh'Western Worlds.

,'Globe, 101), -
,

.- -.

"The threat of Communism;, the need tO work
together to build industry, and the desire toi \:..../

peace and good' friendship 'with one *other, mai ';' -.

bring greater regional unity,to this subregion
... ,..-in -the years ahead." ., - .

(Our World and Its People;_ Allyn
,

&.Bacon, ,02s
p. 453) 4' . - . .

. 4 160 ; . I ;n..
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.
"With lack of adequate capital and cechnical
training, the Indonesiang become rifle forhe
false promise of.Communism."
(World Geography,Ginn, 1974, p: 459) '

"The West realizes that if India is unable to
create a.successfa democracy, the struggle
against communism in Asia will be logt.".
(Story4oi Nations, Holt, Rinehart and Winston;.
1973, p. 561) .

.

"As.you read earller,:the COld'Wer was a.
struggle between the freenations and the
Communist nations. Today, this struggle
between freedom and Communism iestill going.
on% particularly in Asia."
-(Building The Modern World, Harcourt Brace
4ovanovich, 1972; 684) .

There is also a good deal of Cold War
commentary in the text. Communists are
seen ag dvil and everywhere to blame for
eternal digsension; the Ditited States is

pictured as helping to bring progress and
stability,
(Daniel Lev on Calture Regions In The Eastern
Hemisphere, D. C. Heath, 1971)

.

U.S.. Role In Defense Against Communism

.

"Wild leaders of Communist China do not-
f'believe in any form of ,coexistence.,..;
:Oommunismanddemocracy and free enterprise..".
*nick continue to exist in the world, at the

, same The Chinese,Cammunists believe
in a,forceful takeover'and the use, when
they,ore ready,.of nuclear weapons. They
cOnsider'ihe U.S. as their main enemy.'

, Our Country stands in the way.of their ,/
plans to seize other countries."
"(Your Country.andTheYorld, Ginn, 1966,
p.407)

"Ohe of the mo't active forces against' .

commUnismIhas been the United States.
',We. hope to show Japan thatilit is better ' i
to have a derhocracy and freed6m rather ,

than Communism." . -4
.

(How People Live iti.Japart; Benefit, 1972,

P. 89)
o

I
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"The.CommUhist challenge in Sontheast,Asia has
beatof the greatest"concern to the United .

States in the 1950's, p6O's and 1970's...,The'
United States and other nations, cooperating
with the United Nations, turned back the
invaders.--,.The United-States believes that
tO"keep the world free and to let .newly
independent countries keep their freedom', it
is necessary to answer the communist challenge.
It has clone so in a number of ways." (No
definition of the "free" is offered;)

-"...Within each region there are new .

nations coping with the-problems that have
'come with independence. Someof these nations
have become" Communist. The United States has
promised free Asian nations help in resisting
any attempts by Communist forces. to seize power.
Besides offering military aid, the United States
hopes.to help in the development of Asia."
(Reader comment on The Afro-Asian World, Allyn ft
Bacon, 1972,p. 375)

Viet Nam
0

"There'is still no-peace in the Far East. Viet-
.. nam has bedn'divided into two parts. The northern

part is Comtnnist., It is trying to force Communist
". ruleon.SOuth Vietnam ,United States' soldiers

are in that-country trying to prevent it from being
taken over entirely by-the Communistd."
(Exploring a Changing World, Globe,-1968, p. 445)

"Red China is usinglits growing power throughout
the-region...:If they (nations trying fo
demOcraticforms of government) fail, much of
the Far,East will be closed to the people of the
free'world. American soldiers and arms have
been sent to; Southeast 'Asia to help keep South
Viet am free of communism."

OP.

(Ex An' the Non- Western World; Globe, 1971, ,

22 )

"The\United States hasent more and more men
to South Vietnam to keep that land free from ,
Communist rule. Working with the Vietnamese,
our government hopep to.bring peace to that

. troubled part of the world."
(Ibid p. 351)

J.ne Vietnam War was a long and ,terrible war, but
itprevented Notth Vietnam from takingover SOuth
Vietnam."

.

. (Building The Modern World,'Harcourt Brace'
jovanovich, 1972, p. 688)
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We6tern'Ethnocentrism the Selection and Organization of Materials

.

While 20 readers reported selected terms or phrases that

could be edited to reduce tultural, arrogance; many more readers

replied th4t Western ethnocentrism slasdeeply rocked in the

Jppics selected Apr coverage and the organization of materials.

Jean and Donald Simpson wrote that textbook authors should ask

"'different questions.

^01

The sum.effect of the text would not be
lesSened by editing out selected phrases'.

-Whole new areas would have to be added. For.

example, instead of worrying about.editing
out that caste is based on "social inequal-
ities!' it would be more profitable to consider
how caste gives meaning and security to life
or the advantages and disadvantages ofa
society based on dharma ratherthan competition.
In whatways is nationhood relevant to the
Indian experience? How has India'dealt. wite
this diversity?...To some extent the same
criticism applies to China. Rather than
constantly discussing who is inferioor
superior in the family system, wouldtet it
be more accurate to describe the Confucian,-
family system, as. it actually ,operated in, its

own value system? The cultures of Asia ard
viewed in this text not sa mhch.from,either
outside or inside, btit rather.from some
abstract historical point of view which sees
events marching on in a straight line almost
independent of the people who are participating

in it. The societies are not presented so much
as-axotic or alien as they are lifeless and
robbed of any human drama which might draii.

young students into the nexus,OA__Indian,
Chinese, Japanese,.or Southeast Asian lite.
and culture. . .

(Jean and Donald Johnson On-ExplOring World
Cultures,_Cinh, 1974) , , -"

Awareness of Ethnocentrism
,

Many textbook authors are evidently unaware of the extent to

which the self-centered outlook permeates their work, slanting

the presentation of Asia. Ate f011OWing excerpt is .from the
f-

c
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dr
rteacher's guide to a text which-emphasizes.thepoverty of Asia..

It received an ethnocentrism "score" of 6 out of a posdible

8, which wesione of the highest in the sample of boOks reviewed:

"One of the objectives of the-text is to thosi
that people have different waysof thinking-

, . and behaving and that these ways represent
richness and strengtb,.not Impoverishment

s and .weakness "

(Exploring the Non-Westerft World, Globe, 1971,

teacher's guide,°p. 3)

Texts which. truly convey the richness and strength of Asia

are less codmon'than'those preoccupied with impoverishment and

weakness. The following objective is from a teacher's guide

which. Is,mbre conscious.'of what' it 'and many texts do:

"The pupil comes to-appreciate-the basic
American valves, which mace the United
States distinct from othgr nations." .'
(Communities Around the World, Sadlier.ixilk4As.21;Je
1971, p. 8)

,

r3. Minor Themes: Asians as Superior or Inscrutable; Asia:Centeredness;

Eclecticism}

The approaches discussed in this section are not dominant in
r

the texts,. 'However; no description of the books would be complete . _

..7-
- .. .. .

without tome attention to these less influential, but existent, " .-
#

. 'models Of' v-thought
,

.

, #

.

..- a. Asians as superior
,

0

I

.

b. Asians as dnecrutable

c. The. a-centered,approaCh

d. Ecletticism

169 .
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a. The Asians-as-Superior Approach

The Asians-as-Superior approach is rare:. Only 10 readers

reported scattered examples of this point of view, which takes:

several forms. One reader gave as an example a comparison

between European and, Chinese history; which notes early Chinese

technological superiority:

Comparisons between Asian countries and Western
countries were favorable to the Asian countries.
!When Europeans were not farpast the Stone Age,
the Chinese were working in metal, developing
writing, constructing impressive buildings?
weaving silk, practicing advanced farming, and
raising domesticated animals."

Kratnoff on The World in Our Day, Oxford,
1923, g. 116)

Contemporary comparisons favorable to Asia are also made oh,

occasion; for instance, Japan's literacy rate is-extolled:

"JipOri"s literacy rate is close to 100X,

ranking among the highest in the world.

It is distinctly higher than that of the

United States." - -

(The World in 'Our Day, Oxford, 1973, p.

One reader pointed out thai.students might read attitude

that Asia is superior into some texts::
,

. : . - ,
:

, - Are Asian cultures presented as,superior
t
to : t

the Western? -
I

.

Onat-again it depends Onwhat the student is looking
\

,
,

-,---, fort, It is not the intention of the editors pp....... 4.

:- . _ Asians-present at; -superior,_ but since students
\ 4aie to interpret for-themselves...Illie had students 1

',
complete Volume I anO-conclude that Hinduism was 1

. ,,

. . the most profopnd set" of ideas In the universe,

:. (Wilson Kratz'on Through Indian.Hyeit,,Praeger, 1974) '

The Asians-as7suterior approach was quite rare, howe er, and

most of the examples the'readers'did find were reallyattempts to
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seize student interest or token Oncessions to Asian Culture.

The questionnaire defined "superior" in an open-ended way,

asking for examples in which Asians were portrayed as more spiritual,

artistic, exotic, or""other." More often than not, the citations

they came upvith fall under the heading of the exotic. In one

anthropology text, for younger children, for instance, the child's

first introduction to any Asians is to a group of headhunters:

"India, where the Nagas live, is in Asia. Asia is the, largest of

all the continents. About half of the world's people live in isle...." (p. 80)

The text goes on to make much of the"fearAemeness of these people:

"How would you like to have headhunters for
neighbors? Would you expect them to be
friendly to each other?" (p. 80) "For hundreds
of years there have been stories about the Nagas
of India.* They were headhunters! They were
feared by everyone.....Finally, in 1936, an
atithropologist decided to study the Nagas. To
do so he lived in one of their villages for
a whole year. By that time, the Indian
government had made headhunting 'against the
law. But the Nagaswem still a dangerous
people. They still sometimes hunted heads!"

81)"...If you were to walk through the big
carved doors of a morung,'you would see a
scary sight. Human skulls! Vegas believe
that skulls bring 'respect and good luck. So
in earlier pimes when they'fought their
enemigs, they also hunted heads. They
respected warriors who had cut off many
heads. Now headhunting is not allowed. So
today, Nagas collect monkey or pig skulls
instead. They even carve heads from wood
to remind them of the old,days." (p. 86)

(inquiring. About,Cultures, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1972)-

In a textbook about the Philippines, the only description

' - of one ethnic group is concerned solely with their colorful,

dress:
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"Moro tribesmen, sea -going. gypsies whose pirate
ancestors were converted to the-Moslem faith
centuries ego, make up a colorful segment of
the population of .Zamboanga. On land or sea,

the Moros are a dazzling sight in their rainbow-
colored sailboats and their gaudy clothes.
Dressed in brilliant pantaloons, turbans, scarves,
and fezzes, with long curved swords by their -

sides, the Moros look like characters come to
life from the pages of the Afabian Nights."
(Understanding the Philippines, Laidlaw, 1968,

pp. 34 -35)

Such examples really deserve a category of their own: the

sensational approach. They are not much better than a third type of

example readers offered as possible indications of an Asians-as-superior

-approach, in which an Asian people is referred toas "friendly, fun-loving."

Such characterizations, however well-meaning, mask a subtle condescension

,

and suggest a childlike nature in need of guidance, if.iot domination.

b. Asian Inscrutability Approach.

Question 2b in the approaches and assumptions section. asked if Asian

cultures ere
I

pxesented as "inscrutable" or,"mysterious." Only seven
.

readers recorded examples orais approach in texts and it did-not pre- .

f' E

dominate in any book in our saMpke.! Many of the examples offered by

readers hayelmuch in camrpon with the sensational approach in that they

emphasize the unusual. The inscrutability approach is characterized by

the additioniof a layer of mystery or incomprehensibility.

.0ne reader noted that-presenting Asia as mysterious is sometimes

used as a device to arouse student interest in Asia; she argues, however,

that the ultimate goal should be to de-mystify Asia:

"The early history of Asia may seem-somewhat
mysterious and strange to some of your students.
Perhdps you can use this aura of strangeness and
mystery to help-create interest in.the

(pp.67-68) While the assumption of the authors.

72
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is that Asia is notmysterious,*and while using.,
student interest (even if it is misinformed)
to lead,the students into a real study of Asia
might be a good tactic, the teacher's manual
doesn't emphasize enough that the the goal
should be to de-mystify Asia.
(Zelda S. Bradburd on Building the Modern World,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972)

J.

India is one country that is frequently presented as being difficult

to understand:

"India has long been thought to be a place of
wonders-7-a land of exotic mystery, astounding
magic, and abounding wealth" is the first
sentence. (p. 1) "It is perplexing to the
Westerner...." (p. 47) "All in all there has
been and still is enough contrast in India to

',arouse both wonder and horror." (p. 2),

(David Dell on India, Ginn, 1968) .

In particular, Hinduism is described several times in terms that

emphasize "strange" and "exotic" practices:

"On the other hand, many Hindus became more
concerned-with the outward symbolssof their
religion'than with its deeper meaning. They
worshipped thousands of gods and offered
bloody sacrifices'to them. They became .

fatalistic about life, passively accepting the
') evils about them. 'Fanatical holy men achieved
fathe by half-starving themselves or by per-

.

forming incredible feats'like lying for years
on a bed of nails. In such ways they hoped
tb free their souls from the burden of flesh
and to become one with Brahma."
(Past to Present, MacMillanr1963, p. 51)

Another reader lamented the failure to explain certain aspects of

Hinduism:
.

Asian inscrutability approach? yes, Hindu .

beiiefs are unexplained -end the Hindus look
fbolish, if not inscrutable:. See above IV 7,
For example: 'Caste divisions..werethought

6
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to be set by divine law,' and could not

be=changed.":(p."91), Unless the student
learns something more about theorigins of
this belief he will assume that Hindus are-
unreasonably stubborn and ignorant.
(Reader comment on You and the Worlds

Benefic, 1968)

To the extent t t students are not given some understanding of

Asian social and cultu al forces, they-may be tempted to think of

Asians as foolish b dse their practices seem simply inexplicable.

As'a result, while there may be some merit in attracting silent

interest through mystery, the rare examples of the inscrutability

approach also have clear.potential for Western ethnocentrism.

c. Asia-CenteredApproach

The Asia-centered approach minimizes ethnocentrism and focuses

on understanding Asia within its own cultural value systems and

histories. In its archetypical form, it also makes an effort to

get beyond tile exotic.or alien nature-of some social customs.and

'promote student empathy with Asians. Although it is eclipsed by

progress-oriented and ethnocentric approaches in the text, traces

of this model appear in 97 texts. It is dominant in 57 books and
-'

the exclusive. approach In 18...The fact that it does appear is an

. .

encouraging precedent to point out to publishers and textbook authors.

Presenting Asia as Rational Within its Own Context and Cultural
Value Systems.

,

The most frequently noted aspect of Asia-centeredness was an

effort co present Asia, as rational Within its Own context and cultural",

value systems; readers reported 68-examples. Mark Willner, a teacher

.

Who uses Paul Welty's The Asians with ninth graders at Hidwood'High

School,in Brooklyn; New York, wrote:

174
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Welty's basic assuMptidn is that Asians are
people who, as with other human beingss hope
for "...a future,when they" will have enough
to eat, comfortable homes, education for their
children, medical sfti.rices and medicine for.

their sick, respect for themselves as indi-
viduals, freedom, peace and political stability
and security." (p. 311) This assumption in-
forms the approaches with which ,the book's

contents.are treated, and.the manner in which
these .acre to be digested by the reader....Mbdern-.

ization, change, and growth are seen as neces-
sary and important only'if Asians view them
this way. And where this occurs; it is nbt in
derogation of traditional value's.
(Mark Willner on The Asians, Lippincott, 1973)

1-
4.

The same reader demonstrates how it is possible to discuss

marriage in"contemporary China in the social context of the traditional

arranged marriage system::

qWhereas,marriage was formerly a family affair,
it is noWften aideological affair, especially
if one, or both, persons are party members. One of

1 the members of their party cell, or their dis-
cussion or work group, may act as.a middleman in
the marriage preliminaries. Instead of jUdging
the marriage from the point of iiew of the family,
the suitability of the match may be'discussed in,
terms of the advantages that their union will
bring to the party and the start.:1.1
The Asians, Lippincott, 1973, p. 195)

Another reader reported that an-elementarY, text from the Taba

Program in Social Science, People in States, provides a valuable

anthropological perspective on Japan. She emphasized the importance

sr
.

otoavoiding editoriaIiting-and cultivating a matter-of-fact tone in

The Taba program emphasizes attaining concepts...and
its authors have successfully introduced such con-

., cepts without making valueljudgements. Po example,

1 7 5-

0

r.
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they depict the life of one Burak*n. From

the text we learn that a Burakumiii doesn't

look different from other Japanesebut he .

hasn't the freedom of other Japanese in
determining employment, marriage, or educe-
tion,despite the fact that a law was passed

100 yearsaa forbidding discrimination..
The authors present the Bnrakumin's situation
without bringing - in a "message" or using a tone

that suggests disapproval., This; of course,

allows the student his response. An-

other example is their presentation of women.
They-describe one mother whose -days primarily
consist of cleaning, cooking, visiting friends,
and studying in order to be able to help with

her children's homework. Another young woman
is employed in a TV factory and we see her on

an assembly line-with 50 other women. Another

woman in the country is the farmer of the

fardilylsince her husband must work at another job

to support the family. The author's presenta-

tion allows the student to criticize and/or

admire the role .of women in Japan-.

TIT authors avoid any criticism but they

do'allow the individuals we meet in-the text

to reflect on and often critize themselves

or'their situation, and the student is free -

to agree or disagree with that individual.

For example, Mr. Tanaka is proud of Japan:
"No other nation has-a-constitution forbidding
it ever to -go to war again." (p. 108)

(Juiinko Tozaki Haverlick an'People in States,

Addison Wesley, 1972)'

1

A third reader mentioned the importance of including Asian authors

in any effort, to see Asian cultures as rational within their Own value

systems:

I do like this section on the Japanese bath,

which is written by a Japanese. The reasons

for the bath sound very appropriate indeed
and there is none of the sense of the foreigner

looking
(,(Andrea Miller .on Japan,'Scott Foresman, 1971)

One reviewer,gave this.example from a paperback'on Thailand for

junior high school students to show how a book caught-the spirit of a

Thai pint of view:

.176
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The author has taken pains to explain the feeding
of the, priests in Thai terms: "One of the moat
common forms of giving 3s feeding the'BuddhiitA

.0a44E, who live on the generosity of the commiinfty.

'EaChlkorning the monks go forth with their begging
bowls. They cafl at house's and shops or stand in
the streets waiting for contributions of rice,
virry, or fruit. They do not ask for a.contribution,
and they receive one in silence. It is rather the '-
giver who states his thanks for the opportunity to

. gain-merit ihrough "Performing a gopd
(Fern Ingersolfaii iumr4 Gosn. vi5t

.

Elgin Heinz's remarks on "begging bowls" also demonstrate hdig

important it is to explain.Asian viewpoints on generosity:

Inciaentally, Pp p. 91 of the Japan -unit was one
of my favorite animadversions, the 'begging" bowl.
In our culture, the-word-is pejorative--a,beggar
is contemptible., The Buddhist monk does not beg.
He carries an.aIms bowl in which honseholders may
place offerings, thereby acquirifig merit. One of
our-major sourcei"of misunderstanding with people
of'Buddhist countries is this differentiation. The
U.S. has been the mast generous-nation in histOrybut

. as donors we expect to be'thetked for our gifts. In
a Buddhist culture, however, since the donor acquires
merit by_giving, he should,. in a,sense, thank the
recipient far giving him the opportunity to improve
his spiritual status!
(Elgin Heinz on People In Change: East.Asia, Addison
Wesley, 1975)

..Presenting Asia Within its Own Historical Context

The historical-context presented in the text is also important.

The reviewers of 24 books reported that an effort was made to place

--
the history of an Asian country

antithesis,to the emphasis on

some developmental approaches.

an Asian context. ,his is the

erican and European history found in

While some texts do not deg]. with

history at all, the comments from one reader illustrate the usefulness

of an Asiari historical perspective in those that do:

0
177
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One good example of the book'S.Asia-centerednesi is
'the fact that it includes a liscussion, f). .104 ff.,
of the traditional tribUte systemoflereigd'reia--
-tions, and then.discusses the Opi4m-War.and what
followed Oder-the rubric of "Europeans rejected
the Manchu systemtlf foreign relations," p. 1 -07 ff.

The tribute system is rarely di.4ussed in secondary -

level materials, and the 19th-century conflict is
discussed simplistically,- either in terms of Chinese
refusal to trade, or in terms of the morality of
opium trading. The author of this hook is sufficiently
grounded' in the facts of Chinese history to be able
to tell this story reasonably objectively.
(David Narot on China, Houghton,Mfflin, 1972)

.

'Promoting Student Empathy with Asians

Readers observed that careful use of language was the crucial element

in_promoting student empathy with Asians, a trait found in 34-textbooks

in the sample. The following selection shows how the Japanese home can

0.1

be treated positively instead of negatively as so many texts do in emphasizing

-its lack of furniture and the fact that in many families' all of the merdbpps

sleep in the same roam:

The teacher's guide.instructs the teacher to "Tell the
class that peoplall over the world admire traditional,":,
Japanese/homes. /The homes are designed so that each raoni'

can_be.usea-In mrany different.Ways....Ask the children:
Would you `like to spend a night in a Japahese_home? Doi .

you think you would enjoy living-in a Japanese home ? ",

This -sort of approach also helps build empathy.
(Roland:Lange-on Living in Plates Near and Far; MacMillan,

.1969, teacher's guide, -p. 105) .

t4 r,-,

The same-reader_also points out the value:of style and tone in another.

elementary school text, Living in Japan. He is replying to question 4b

A o Nt

"Does the text develop empathy for other cultures?. If so how?"

co

Yes. .8y showing children in everyday occupations,
`Many of which are like their-own, and by asking
them to observe the correspondences. Also by
wording such as "People also,live and work outside

178
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of Tokyo.: People have fum Whatl4ndS
-of work night they do? .How do you .think the'people
. have fun?" (p. 13) Ifsebook.fxefers-oci 6Japartese.''

people." "Japanese boys and.girls,"'and.often
' 'simply to trpeopele or "girls and boys." Thus it-

identifies .the objects of refer*al-as
"girls," or "boys" rather than as "Japanese. "
The text is excellent,im this respeci..
(Roland Lange on-Living in Japan, American, 1971)

Getting Beyond the EX0MiC and Alien

Useful suggestions for getting beyond the exotic or alien nature

of some Asiancustoms were found in',24 books. Here.arescitetechniques

a nd approaches which other publishers teachers agiie use:

' .* *.., ,06
The teacher's'guide for:A reading readiness unit ,'

in the TabayrOgram:affers this sUggestion for .

.intiOducing a poster- of driving cattle to the'rice
.-, fitids:, -"Any expressiOns of distaste should be

allowed, but the teacher mayresPond with nuesfions
such. as 'How do.you.sUppose fie feels ?' 'Why do you

1 , .

4- .' say so?' toes anyone else have a-SuggestiOn?'" .-

(Loretta,Ryare,pn'People in Families, Addison'Wesley,
lant teacheyY7S glade, p. 37) .. a-

e
. *

:° .

... I

Another teacherlaguide gives'some directions on4discussing "alien'''
- -:=,.,

. .

f

behaviar, with student's: ' .
-.

.

"Ask the class to read the text, and the caption And .a 0
,-

4 _ , "z

, antwer,the qti.g,tiohg. Then ask:. ' . ---,-,
a,

l'
. : 'How do you\feel about behavior like this?' '

,:':/ke don't usually sit an the 'floor when we eat. /- ',a
, .'..,, and drink. People 'drink tea in- the United States, _

tr butwe don't have any special ways, -of preparing it

r

!

-or drinking it.'
'How might you feels if y went:to Japah.and you.?.n-1

.

..
' -' were only persOwno%sitting"on'the-fioot to ' r ,.."-- .'

s _ 'ea t' ' .

.

. ,s , ,
...

.. '

(
'I.mighi feel strange.' '-' :-- . ;

.

.

G
.., 'Why ip this kind of behaviOr strange when you ..fr ,.

A Aliin14'about doing it in thetnited:IStates1 b4t. "' . ..
,

not when'you think about'doing it in.anathe0 : -

I
. 'country-6r in_a Japanese resteutant?$' I'

N-t

, 'People have learned to dedifferent.thihgs s

,
because they liv6.in'different places. Thelie ,,,

.tVings don't seem strange when everyone else k

.."-'does them.:''," ,.. ,, . Y '. .--" .
.

(CommunitieO&Build; toilett,' 1973, teacher's guide, p..51)_
.

...: " .,..,.
'4. ,a ,

' , ,
* , ./
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Zelda Bradbud pointS out how end-of-chapter questions might

f 7

deepen un4erstaiiding and discourage ethnoCenrIcityl-
.

, -
"Here are statements by Mao Tsetung.:
1. 'Of all thethings in. /the World...peoPle"are,

the..most precious:' - '
2. 21Oui.dUty is to,holds-ouiselvei-responsible to

the peoprA...'

3. 'Anyone should- be- allowed to speak out, so long
-as he means- tó- be helpful.' - -

Try to-use- these statements to--deSEiibe what you think
the Communist partilin'the PeOple's Republic of China
is tryingto:'achieve."-(p.i 317)

Another exardpI4 after chapter .describing caste system:
..f%Thai are),Ome;advantageS to having a- fixed place in

society? What are some advantages of living in a
society in which you can changC your way'of liying?" (p. 171)

(rhe'Social Sciences, Concepts and 'Values,' HarCourt Brace

Jovanovich, 1975) :

The wording of the text it cited seyeral times as-an example of

proyiding an Asia-centered approach, The example below, cited by

Frank and PhyllisSmarto;-was_offered as one way to demystify the

:

"strange." Ad-key feature to notice is. the use of open qdestions

. .

rather Ehan-declarative- statebentyto provoke thought:-
, -

-"Though we may find it hardto take mysticism and
'asceticism seriously, Indian .transcendental ideas
spread.to China and Southeast Asia, and influenced
Christianity as well. .Suciv,a career tequirei us
adjust our usual "habits of diought and ask ourselves

wwhat we would do and how we.might behave if it
. .

really, were true .that reality lay behind thi world
of sense. How d9 we know that it does not?(. How

. z
do you know that the. Indian mystics were not on
the right track after 411, and that it is we moderns
who are chod.,u, after illosions?Many people in .

.our.time have asked themselves this question.
-Many people ineveryage Of the past; frog the time
when such ideas.first clearly came to be
have been fascinated by these qdwiitions. 'It would
be absurd to, scoff and-pay noettention, or refuse
to take Seriously ideas that sustained one of the
world's greatest and most successful civilizations."
(The Ecumene, Harper & Row, 1973, p. 132)

1: 8O
' 4 .
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ge shows how this same positive approach may-be

-

executed in Xess erudite language for elementary sehpol studenEs:

Festivals are "having, fun in special ways
Temples, shrines, and the kabuki stage aria
"special places." These are concepts that
all childten'understandin.their own culture.
(Living in Japan, American, 1971

This avoids the all7too-commdn -tendency of referring

customs ar "slow-malting" kabuki.-
IG

-Asian Contributions

111111111111

-One aspect of

did not mention was

to "strange"

the Asia-Centered approaCh which, the questionnaire

-the trieatment of Asian contributions to world
.

, .

--. .

. ,

;).
civilization. 'Four readers_made a special point of this and gave

these examples:

"Thus our Americanheritage has been influenced
by the cultural contributions of the ,Oriental,
,Indian, and Latin American citizens whose ances-
tors long ago developed cultures -and civilizations
in Asia and the Americas."

(Human Adventure, Addison Wesley, 1972, p. '103)

"Sometimes we are led to believe-that the only
important oivilizations'in the Middle Ages were
those, in Europe. Hut in Asia, too, the were

,highly developed societies that g db to
(the modern world. Many of the $ ods that.were.

in demand In Europe after the Crusades came
from the Far East. Sd'Eurcipp and Aiia became
more closely linked as trade between them grew.
As the,result_of this trade, the period of
.discovery'and exploration'hegan....Arabic
hilmerals weretinvented and later ,brought to
Europe by Arab traderb.. Hindus introduced the
zero and the decimal ststem;into _mathematics.

Craftsmen ;learned to make steel, soap and glass.
The achievfmen,p of-Andia under'. the Guptas were
carried east to' CWIlet, Burma and event to the,
island of. Java."

(Exploring World History, Globe, 1969, p. 165)

1

.
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"Instead of using. the traditional apprdach that
studies a unit on medieval Europe and theit a
separate unit on Asia, let us standcdff and look
at both areas in the saMe.unif. The iignificande
of our title then beComell clear.:..Our study of
the East in thii period will prove as valuable
as our study -of the Welit....We cannot neglect
such questions involIag important aspects,of
the cultural history df-an Asian pqwer because
we do not associate it with the history of Western
civiliiation. We must recognize that we have
much to learn from the East as well as from the

. .West."
(World History, A Cultural Approach, Ginn; 1969";
p. 159)

"And it is.ndt only the 'Chinese who are in-

fluenced bi,.Chin's.past; In the United States
and al/ other nations in which there are books,
a debt of .gratitude is owed to China for_the
invention of printing. The people of the.world
also. owe ;.7.4iebt to China for its other inventions

rand discoveries." (p. 120) and-NOst of all,
the United Stites owes a debt of gratitude to
the thousands of Chinese whotave tome here,to

'build a new way-of life for ,themselves to help
build America., Thus the culture of China,
which is thousands of years old,'has had its
effect on the United, States of AMtiida, which
is only about two hundred years old." (p. 121)
JVoices of Ancient ,Civilizations, Leswink,.1971.)

. .

Atinirements for Success in:the Classroom' ".

0

a

.

It is possible for a book to,dambi4e all of th foregoinOpetts Of
;f1

the Asia-centered approach and 'still not tan reader approval. one

/scholar had reservations about a book which incorpor t4d all'dimenSinns

A e. 4 - . -
,-;:-

.. ,

of the Asia - centered model. 'He pointed out that the abstradtion level-of

A -
texts must be geared to students; that photographs must suppoff an

, e

Asia-centered model, and that his itory,must-itself not beneeected

in the .effort to provide an Asian, jrspective.

-

4 18 2
1
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The approach here is presumably "4," Asia-centered.
The attempt is to show China and Japan as societies,
which greW naturally from a given geographical and
historical setting. The problem is that so.itetre
arthe setting is-given that ws.are dealing always
with Ab§tfactions: Cdnfucian thought:aad its
permutations in Japan, Marxism-Leninism, Shinto,
Buddhism. Big ideas arelloWing in the background,
but there are few ripples of enough subatance to
make us want to strip and-dive'deeper. The few
photographs do nothing to enhance the text.
a) If the exposition and layodt were'.more rational,
the cultures discussed might seem more rational in
this or any other context.
b) The text constantly asks the st4dent for empathy,
but gives very'little to go ono Ideas in the abstract,
a generalized "people" are not sources of empathy so
much as boredom. There are no individuals in this
book; [there are] a few names and dates, [but] to
blood, sweat, tears.....

.

c) For what historical. context there is, it is
Asian; not even aacross-reference to Western history
to help orient the student.
d) 'Social. customs are not discussed except in the
abstract. There.is nothing alien in the discussion
of-ideas; on the other hand it is a little patronizing
(at best) to assume one can give an overview of
what might best be called"dational character;'.'
bough that term is not used, of bothChina andJapan,
in 'terms of- a kind ofantellectual-hiptaiical develop-
ment,-in eighty-odd pages.
(S. E. Solberg'on East Asia, Pendulum, 1975)

Nevertheless, thereare Asia-centered texts which -do succeed in

the classroom, as this-teacher Who uses Twentieth Century Asia

demonstrates., She indicates that the book combines developMental'

.

assumptions with an-Asia-centered approach that does foster empathy:

In ad a tion to a basic developmental approach, as
1'17 ndicatsd before, the articles are'Asia-centelred
and present rational views of 'the three" cultures. in
the r own context aid value.system. The Western
co arison'is a rpsult of having read Asian views
and reflec ed upon both cultural value systems. Fot

le: he"article "Marriage Before Love"' (p. lt)'
uau Ily pr ciOitates an immediate reaction of "horror,"
but as students reflect on the Indian and Chinese
reasons, many begin seeing valid points in their systems.

1 8-3
. ,
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I feel the readings present a realistic_piokure

of the Aii4a4orld, where it is now, and where it
might be going. 'Empathy ampngimy.4:tudents.develope!d

as they red.articlesdd each section., They are
.

people-centered, and in dea4ng with people, theii"
lives; emotions, attitudes, ressioris of,bdauty;

wilt, resignation,'hope.t.stu enta:b4n and

, 'identify with them inn eOpat eticjaanner,tand
in turn, .with the countries they represenf,.4nas,
anthology is a creative experience of realities and

can shock some who are totally caught up. in "their"

Western world, the U.S-A.,-their own community -

where, domfOtt and protectiveness are:present. .

(Gwendolyn Johnson on Twentieth CentUryAsia: An Anthology,

Webater McGraw-Hill, 1909)

i

The readers' reportsshow that -there are other-crucial diMenSions

to the approach besides those articurated in the questionnaire. Presenting

Asiancultures as rational within their own historical contexts and value

systems, developing student empathy, and getting beyond the exotic and

alien. The reviewers have also stressed the importance of discussing

Asian contributions, including readings by Asians; employing an

anthropological perspective;, avoiding editorialising; using a positive

and matter-loffact style and tone; incorporating relativelyvalue-free'
. ,

Or

and people-centered language; stimulating.student thought by asking '

.

questions rather than making statements; using photographs to reinforce

the text; and writing at 4n abstraction level which etudents'wilk

comprehend and appreciate. . f V

.The examples, of the'Asia-centered orientation given in this

section indicate its effectiveness when used, in texts;:howevei, it is

not the dominant approach.in,most,cases, and there are only a.few
.

exanles of it in the readers' repbrts. The impact ofythese samples

becomes cl.'Or whiten pontrastedwIth the ethnocentric excerpts f4m texts

discussed earlier.

184..
..
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d. Eclectic Hodel

Books which try to introduce students to the plurality of

different models of thought--whether Asian or not--are eclectic.

This approach is rare in American social studies texts on Asia,

appearing ic.only 14. out of 263 titles. It was dominant in six

books and the exclusive approach in two.

When it offers a variety of different Asian perspectives

book mAy be Asia-centered as well as eclectic. The following

selection from a teacher's report describes the core of this

,point of view:

Iii Volume I, the culture seems quite rational.
Given Hindu assumptions the whole system seems
to make so 'much sense that many students are
quite attracted to the model. But then in
Volume II, especially during the section on
;'development," students begin to question the
assumptions of Volume I. They see that there
is a plurality Of value systems at work in
India and many of the values are difficult to
reconcile to each qther.. How dOes one digest,.
dharmakarma, and caste together with
egalitarianism, social revolution, and techno-
logical progress?
(Wilson Kratz on Through Indian Eyes, Praeger,
1974)

The eclectic approach need not be solely

Gwendolyn Johnson gave this example from a boo

Westerh as well as. Asian perspectivei'in its!readings:

a

Asia- centered.

k which incorporated some

-"Caution should be taken in generalizing about
either Asia Or'about particular.Asian,countries.
'Asia is neither monolithic; tniforq, nor con:-
sistent. It Is a place where haIr/Of,the-wOrld's
.population lives it countries Which aFeoften

.gre4tly separated by extreme religiopw$,cultural,
social, or economic differences., It ig,a serious
error to believe that a single country is character-
ized7by a spcci#c ,annex 'of thinking or living.

. ,

(
. r

. ,

1

vt,
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In fact, most of the Asian countries illustrate
gre'at differences within their own borders." (p. 125)

This statement summarizes the approach used by
the editors in.choosinCtfie articles they have. To

prevent generalizations, three countries' views are
'given on each topic and within each country several
articles are presented on'the same or similar topics
ort situations so that thebiased views of one author

do not prevail. By using a variety of source

material, documents, periodicals, personal accounts
as well as secondary book sources (all represented in
the anthology) the reader has a better chance of
viewing an issue more objectively. Even if the
sources are subjectively written, Oere area number
he can turn to which will 'help him come to his own
conclusions, rather than mirroring one author who

could be biased and ethnocentric.
.(Gwendolyn Johnson on Twentieth Century Asia: An Anthology,

Webster McGraw-Hill, 1.969

4

Although anthologies lend themselves to the eclectic approach, it

is possible to promote student consciousness of different points of view

in more expository texts:

"Thaditionally,yin the parts of Southeast Asia
dominated_by-Hinduism and Buddhism, history was
looked upon as being relatively unimportant.
What was of real importance was the attainment
of a goal which was beyond history7-Nirvana...
In the West, we have seen, history as created by
God and as the place where the drama of salva-
tion is:acted out....This Biblical tradition,
was reinforced and reinterpreted under the in-
fluence of evolutionary thought in the nineteenth

century.- Not only was hi-story important, it

could, with man's.help, become progressively
better. This view of historical progress has
been particularlyJMNIFtant in Amerida. Only.

'in recent ,years,h3Wile begun to question it.
For example, we are now reiSing serious questions
abdut an penomy based on an eVerlasting gross
national prtoduct....This Western attitude toward
historical progress has played one of the most.

iMportant roles in cultural reyolution in

Southeast, Asia.. ft has caused 'some Asian

leadersto look upon their own culkures as
basically static and caught up' in a cyclical

view of time and hiscory....Thq MarXist.idea of
dialectIcal change had a particular appeal to
Many'df the ,Southeast Asian leaders influencea

:/ .
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by the Western understanding of history. The
influence of socialist politicalldeology has
led toa view which Southeast Asian leaders like
U Nu. in Burma have called a 'BuddhiSt Socialism.'
The:viewpoint of 13 Nu and otfier Asian leaders like
him has 'real merit.- We in America may not espouse
a Buddhist Socialism but:the idea that the organ-
ization of a society should 'offer man the
possibility:of seeking a higher spiritual end is ,

appealing. -We in the West'have been critized for
our materialism. It may be that we are no more
materialistic.4hen the people of Asia; however,
we have developed such a highly successful _

technological society that we may have endangered
our-own well-being. If we:have created afociety
in which man no longcr sees beauty in a flower
or ceases to be inspired by a beautiful sunset or
fails to feel sympathy with his brother, than all
ofour scientific ands.technological successes have
ended in failure. We have come to a time when
the traditional Asian attitude' toward history
should be taken more seriously by us. It may
serve to question our confidence in the progressilie
development of a society which may already be over-
developed." .

(Southeast Asia, Pendulum,, 1973, pp. 96-98)

"Values clarification" is seen by many educators as an eclectic
ti

approach. Hpwever, one reader questioned.its use in cross-cultural e.

studies. He claimed that it really calls upon students'td focus

on their own values rather than those of other cultures:

A large proportion of the suggested teaching
strategies(have to do with getting students to
analyze their own feelings.and reactions to
bear on the text readings'through a structure
of techniques known as values clarification.

Values clarification has been a popular
"innovative".technique in.the social studies
because it allows the teacher to introduce que tions
of value into the classroom without (supposedl
inculcating certain specific values, .Thus, in
values Clarification, the student will go
beyond his blind prejudices by articulating
clearly' i his values references and, come to ,know
moire claarly what he believes and why he believes
it.

Intercultural studies; however, pose a
particular problem for the use-of values clafifi-
cation strategies which may be described as the

6

, .
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problem of whose values are being clarified.
Foi example, if a student is asked to,clatify

his/her attitudes toward the,questi.r f violence
(e.g., was peasant violence during -Chinese

Reyolution justified), the, student 11:naturally

appeal to the value base of his o culture

clarifying this question. .

The point here is not that confronting such
a question may not be a useful thing to do (which

it is), but whether confronting it tells you any-

. thing significant about Chinese values (which it

',doesn't) .

Values clatification strategies are useful
to the extent'tfiat they are used as a starting

point for further inquiry into the rationality of

other people's Values in a different cultural and

historical context. That is, they are useful to,

the extent that the proper goalUnderstanding other
cultural 'values is kept in mind..

The danger in the use of such strategies,
however, is that they will be.used in just the
reverse faahion: that .clarifiCation'of one's

i

own values becomes the primary goal andAsiais "used"
simply as a means to focus on oneself.
(David Narot.on Through Chinese Eyes, Praeger, 1974)

r

-Mr. Narot's;analysis concludes that,t6 be useful, an eclectic

approach has to be well balanced. One Cannot take.a token interest in

or "use" Asia in order to examine only-one's own values. Full-considera-

;

tion of Asian perspectives is also important; values clarification and

intercultural studies must go beyond contemplation of oneself. But, if
.

this step is taken, students will be the richer for exploring the

o . .

identities of'others.as well as themselves.'
. .

A question that remains is: 'How much. uncertainty can students..

(r)

face and at what age level can ey deal with pluralism? A scholar
, 0

'wrote of one eclectic m Oa, used in the analysis9of caste in Throu h

,

Indian Eyes, tha ct "it is wfitten for more advanced, sophistica

4."

audiences, it could not be used successfaly&in elementary schools'anld

is too confusing and unsure of itself for' most high schools." (Maim Marriott)

188
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However, a-teacher who uses the book said, "I use these books.

because the students really get into them.q (Wilson Kratz,

Plymouth WhiteMarsh High School) His students wrote:

'I see India in a completely different way than
before I started. I also see, that religion,
social and political thought influence you
every day an4 that what you believe will
determine the, goals you set intlife. (Randy Levy)

I think it made me realize how totally different
you can look at life. (Sue Irwin)

Sometimes when I thought about something I
noticed that I was also thinking about how
the Indians would think about it and comparing,
the two opinions. (Lois Wildgrube)

I think there were some really great questions
raised in class from the readings. These
helped to make the discussion more worth doing
and talking about. Some questions were about
caste and untouchability. (Geralyn Gambone)

4

Perhaps_ eclecticism and raising questions are not for -every teacher,
4 ,

every book, or every student. However, the foregoing testimony from some

higil school students indicates that,the approach is valuable for some.

C. CONCLUSIONS AND QUESTIONS

Although,stereotypes of, the "inscrutable" or "exotic" Asian are-no

longer dominant features in American textbooks,' other attitudis nom

"preValentinthem carry a great propensity for distortion of Asian

reality. The progress orientation, found in 71 per cent ofiur sample,

,tends ,to ignore Asian cu tural continuities and regard'tradiiion,not as

. a utahle,past but as an cumbrance to the good life. 'Textbook wrdters

adopting the progress orientation also'have a tendency to slip over

into Western ethnocentrism, assuming-that techndlogical,Political,

economic, Or social progress in Asia Will follow the same sequence that

189
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it has.inthe West and that American and European assistance can-
.

cause this devglopment to take place. Some 76 per cent of textbooks

t
,exhibited this or some other form of ethnocentrism.

so

It could be argued that some Abiana-would also :share abelief

At.

4 in Western superiority in these spheres.. Neyertheless it is one

.

thing for an Asian to hol(this belief; it is quite another for it

to ,be the only point of. iiew Presented t6 American school students

by textbook authors. It could also be argued that many Asians share
-I

a belief in the vital-importance of change in Asia. Dut*it is one
va -

thing 'for those raised In an Asian culture to hold this belief; it is
.

: -. . .
.

another,to dissethinate it among American students without acorreeponding
, -

'effort to dhow the values inherent in Asian traditions.
.

Although not 011 aspects of.theqe viewpoints show up in every

book, there is a
Y-

good likelihood of students absorbing a wide measure

-of bias about Asi4 during their-school career. Students who-read school
r-",

books and stay in chool usually rec eive 8 to 12'diiterent texts.

The assumption of Western,superiority,,wbether conscious or unconscious,

also raises a number of questions about the value of the American self-
.

portrait, dominated as it is by.a preoccupation with our relative techno-
.

logical Advancement. In the `light' of the preSent concern over- the
,;.

__,

exhaustion of our'source* of energy and the increasinipollution of our

envitOnment,.islit vise to encourage students'toMeasure worth in

i

1

material terms Or to ,place such. great faith in Machines? Is itialood
, .

idea/to continu1 to giprify the -use of electricity and automobiles?

Another grlup of serious questions surrounds the-probleM of. haw
-.. ' , , 1 r-,

to interpret the place oftraditionliri modern life. Ifilat there be a
. .

..-

, 4
dichotomy between traditiOn and modernity? Is.it justifiable to always

*laud the prebeht at the expense of the past?..

9 0
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)

These quistions are as pertinent to schol rs jdarnalistsf. and
.

e

the general,pgblic as to textbookoub ers, teac and students.`
.

The-small bpt significant pres9nce of Asia-centered and eclectic.

perspectives in textbooks_is a good precedent onrutich to build.

O
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V. .HUMANISTIC AND HUMAN,INTERBBTI4ATERIALS (Based on 2661iFexte)

A. INTRODUCTION

.

4

1. Definition ofHumanistic and Human Interest liateriais

Humanistic Materials are primary expressionsbf the Asian!

*- .0

experience: 'literat/i're (poetry, fiction, diaries, letters, and

biographies), art, music, dance: dr.ama, philosophy, and religion.
. 1

They are the thing itself--the actual pdam,'painting,:sobg or

,.scripture. Talking about, and photographsof, art objects, drama,

dance, and other expressions of a culture are, also included_in tbe,

(

humanistic category, but these are not regarded as sospituies i(;r

0

thathino itself.
.

.

';.? -

. -.. ---=!--

-Human interest materials
',,

. 1
. .

0

to the editor,'interviews, historical andpdlitical.documents,-case
. ,

,

,

-
must be people - centered, -but need not

TheAncludejournalistic Pieces,lett'eTsbe drawn from the humanities.

studies, esaays and articles, and phOtographs of peopie.-
, ,

1.9

;

0

4
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2. Rating System

Readers were asked to rate the extent to which a text took a

humanistic/humai interest approach, as well as to indicate whether.

the text inclUded Asian sources instead of the camments of an autside

observer. Two categories were set up to give an-overall rating for

each text: "humanistic/human interest approach" and "humanistiC/hurpan

intere st content." Readers were to-rate texts "none," "some;" and

"dominant." For. "apprOach," the concern was to what extent an author's

writing style was people,-oriented; to what extent an author wrote'

meaningfully or empathetically about a society's cultural traditions;
af..tzt

to what extent the author's approach would lend itself to the inclusjon
.

of humanistic or human interest content ornipire. the,. ktigletit4o

about the culture.

In analyzing .the reparte, it becsiae ,Appare4....r.hat4t,wlitil. be
,

necessary to ereat a "minima.l. catekary in-order tk"ai.curateltreflett

the readers' responee.-.Injoa449stanCes,"the rating "some" was
. . .

to indicate a substantiar:amopnt of ;KUmanisAa/human.inteies-e, materials,

I .
while other. readers-hesitated.tO give 05ay,rafing'st alit choosing ' .

. --. . .. .

nstead to describe the .natkdit .of the bumsni#tic dimension. .- '- ;

. -
, . ' . ,

.
r .. ..

. .
.

.... . .
,

,

.

-t

1

I1

-1-.
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3. Quantitative. Results

1

The followiug chart shows how the books were rated.owall: air

is based on a sample of 260 texts:

4
DdMinant

Dominant-
Some

# Some

,

Some-
Mihimal

Minimal

/Clone

None 79,---79

.

1L

--T

. t

e t t''' , . . .

Note: The tabre above reveals several intereseing poihts concerning
..

1.

el ., - rabe use of humanistic and-hi:man interest materials, -.The firSi is -'
:,..: sinwly.ihatjhaver'y sizabl' proportion of the-'texta.conain,alisaufely

.
.np hubanistic7human interest materials at all: SecOddlY, the fact '

. ihat,the,largest.category here is'"minithal/minimdl-nOhen-indicates
. ,

.. .' 'that inanyl.textVixtk authors usd the arts and htim` anitie only in a
o.,:Ka
GS .: token manner,- as'eitibillishme0eQratmdspheren'thai:is utilized .."

.
,

on1;y, frtgidentallY% lkill.er,statfstical information op humilietic/HuTen.

'r interest .m"aterial"s- it,c4E file at"The Apil Society. i ' ,

.-:-.. 2-
,,, '2

,
,

..,
r I .

4 V 1. C, .1

1... .- . .
., , I t e 1 , .

_

.,,, ,-,
,

.
.... s.. . .

Sc
r.

4
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The extent t.D which a text-is people centered and Inclusive
. ;

of the Asian 17Eperience is indicative ig how It rates oh htimaniRtic/

human interest approach and content. , Readers-1 repOrt that- suacessfu.ELST
-.

People-centered texts:
-

.

a. Enable students to look at another culture through
the eyes of its people, in .order to protote empathy .

.with and appreciation.of Asian cultural' heritage and% .
valuei. . , . -.

...

This in turn can help.tb":

b.' Add validity to social science study of lisle. .
.

The_ following ,examples will sluil ., hew, 'this 'pattern emerged through
-

,the readers' espolises. ,
- .

-
.

11
, --.

. - -

,
Looking EmPattieticaLly at Another Culture . . I . 1

. --: ..
5-

. ,
' v., --- '-, . .-'Here ;the 'thoughts Of -a Ilindu_ An America (Kii..;31iinalal.:- .,:.--..

Shridharani) niid-* the Abbg: Duli4.1e: are 7given ..ou"-:;,. :i. :-. '.. ;,".-;". -., ---

,:-.various qubjeotis from. mgsicto'fobd. -..'We experience .-,.. I . ,...
'',. the diagutgof Shriahaiatii,tbe first time he -Raw:-7.r .;.. ....meat-in. a:- cafeteria. 'the differeik.ei in .iiiting'-- . .... .1.-... _i

.--:..,.,..--; ., and- belching manners ate p_Ointed-ou'. The Abbe =
,

". didn't like -Indian music -,--,:but .iiiip;:.*:ithei.,d1:4 .

_Shridh:irani .care - for Western;.5usic.:;-:-.TP.::hirii:one.
'-.".singing icillidectlik44-,seteii44amtgit-

-

,
BY"-.-.1.-

pOintini:thig.Out-siudents are.141ed to
63n culture*through1iff grenteyas; as ieLt v.;

es,hrfing.rew chances foi eawithi with India.. -1 -

(Andrea MiIier' on Man and Chali4e, -41Ver Birdett,

- C. -1 *. a,,t , -.

1'4

%."
.0^ .

4
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-
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1
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A
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The -hole book, in ay opiniOn, hseihumanistic ma -,"
teria121 to d.ncreasVstudent- appreciation of Asia's

Cultural heritage Confucianism and Taoism are de-
4fibed and explained for what they are,.aad then
good naterigl shoFs'thet.wophilosophies "in action"
in Chinese -culture;,, '*.

well become a model on the use of.tturiantctic ma-
teriels so that students can empathize with other
peoples andget-direct contact with their values.
The success of Confucianism and Taoism on t
point, it seems to me, is based on thefoll g'

factors:* 1) the author made a decision to present
original Asian materials rather than merely. (or
primarlly) to discuss hii subject; 2) he made-ex-
celieht choices of material to use, and he cbohe
from a variety of kinds of material-: -philosophical,

fictional, poetic, even scholarly; 3) nelet the
act of juxtaposition ofmaterials be the_main force'
for'carrying his book forward: a.necessary part of;

doing it like this, of course, it cleVer and effeC-
tive juxtaposition and effective and clever.arringe -

meat of materia/S-ovek several selections,
(William McNaughton on Conflacianisa and Taoism,

':,Addison Wesley, 1969) .

- The materials in the'text handsomely-achieve the

following aims: 1) to increase appreciation of
Asia's cultural heritage 2) to illustrate cultural

Values 3) to create empathy. The things that people
do, the thoughts that people have, are at the heart
of the book. ,

(Mark Willner od The Aiians,q,ippincott, 1973),

Unlike most books about" !'other peoples," Through

.
Japanese Eyes'does not try to explain Japan but to
show it; it does not offer""expert" analysis,by-
outside observers but,-rather, attempts fo re-

_

create the reality of everydayAife as experienCed
by the Japanese people. Interpretation is left to

the reader. In effect, Through Japanese:Eyes hag

.
two objectives: -to let the Japanese speak for them -
,pelves; and to let readerh think for themselves.
And it works, it really-works.
(Harold. Wright on Through Japanese Eyes, Praeger,

19743

A particularly fine feature-of China, which certainly'
extends its humanistic approach,- is the frequent and_
effecti;e use of what is (in my opinion) one of the :1
most negleqted and important of literary formt--the

proverb. There may be thirtyproverbs cited through -
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China, always pertinent; always shedding new light .

on the subject under discussion or bringing some
diffigblt conglomeration of facts and events into
a comprehensible pattern.
(William McNaughton on China, Houghton Mifflin, 1972)

Pictures Of children are common., Cover photo, close
up candid portrait.of girl at school, sets tone for
whole book._ The. view of_ Japan is predomintitly*IlmJapaneseL) for -E e simple=
reason that most of the photographers igere Japanese.
(Roland Lange on Living in Japan, American, 1971)

The book treats China as_rational within its own
value system and culture, helps promote empathy by
providing direct access to 23 source readings from
contemporary Chinese sources, introduces each docu---
ment with pertinent historical background, and calls
attention,' when necessary, to those aspects of the
material _that might seem strange or exotic to an
American reader.

..This is a superb book--coherent in organizationi-
humanistic in content, empathetic in outlook. It-is
the only book of its kind for high school students
that allows any kind -of access to the moral vision of
MaoisM, and the only book that treats this moral
vision as rational and relevant to the lives of the
people. It is the only book that allows us to see
how the Chinese feel about things, without getting
us `all tangled up in. making evaluative judgments ,

about what is good and what is bad in theChinese
Revolution, or justifying itself by.teaching students
"how to thinkA.Ike-historians" or how to manipulate
social science' concepts.
{David Narot-On Wethe Chinese, Praeger, 1971)

.-
Adding Validity to Social Science-Treatments

editors chose material.that gives any. reader
',a true or truer sense of this [ humanistic side of..
.Asian life, an area so often neglected.' However, the
.usual political, historical,, and economic view has
not been overlooked as, articles on hardship,. poverty,
uqerdevelopment...are'included, ag are the positive

o ' progress and modernization trends that are happening.
Through diaries and dialogues of indillidual Asian
livea realistic approach to daily living is given.
{Gwendolyn Johnson on Twentieth-Century:Asia: An
Anthology, Webster McGraw7Hill, 1969)

While this text aims at teaching a discipline, it
iS taught through examining hompepple ;Iva, and, as
such, is people - oriented. Also, only oge descriptiog
of an Asian social, structure/custom is from'a non
Asian source, that being the selection oil Tibet..

1'97
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All the other material.about Asia is written by

Asians.
(Robert Swacker On Social Structure, Rand-McNally,

1971)

All of these materials I excerpts from artistic,
philosophical, and literary sources I serve nicely
_to humanize historical events or aspects of the life
and society which have;been discuhsed....Peciple are
at the ceiird-t..-.-Tliertmanisticm4Mtgriza-Confucian
China is used both to establish the existence of
artistic activity in China and to elucidate and make
real the other subjects, such as historical ev is

and social structure, being discussed.
(William McNaughton on Confucian China, American,
1971)
7

Humanistic materials--art,-literature, etc.are -
not incorporated into the Osaka unit but there is
plenty of -human interest material. We learn that at
the T.V. factory, the employees sing a company. song
at the start of each work day., We learn that -many'
students, even in gra school,-httend special after-
school classes to prepak for college entrance exam-

inations. Religion, music' and calligraphy; play some
small, part in the livet of of the people we meet.'

(Junnko Tozaki Baverlick on le in States, 2.

Addison Wesley, 1972)

Although this text is.addressed" questions. of

foreign policy and the conduct o r, all of its

materials are attributed to real i ividuals. In

addition_ to revealing the perso es and philoso-

phies of the military and civilian hders of the

age,_ ethere is moving and evocative mAterial on th
'lesser participants in the Korean War-in a small

section titled, "The Burden," pp: 6449. -:
(Marshall R. Pihl on Korea and the of War,

Addison Wesley, 1970)

k

The examples given so far show how a eitA-can be successfully

"people- centered and can addvalidity,t6 a soci science treatment.

However, analysis of readers' reports reveals that in a sig-
.

,

nificant number oftexts humanistie/humaninterest materials are

not utilized fOr either of these purposes. Even in otherwise com-

mendable texts, this is sometimes a shortcoming. Instead of being

seep as individuals, people are subordinated to a plethora of names,

dates, and facts. Readers report that in texts Of this genre:

1-Q2
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a. The human element is objectified and depersonal-
ized by omitting the individual and presenting:

1) "Important" people-(heads of state, kings,
philosopiters, despots)

2) "Typical" people (farmers, villagers, city-
dwellers, men,--uramen, children) -

This in turn can lead to:

b: An imbalance, through focus on the social sciences
and preoccupation with related skills, techniques,
concepts, methodologies,_and generalities
(problems, events, forces -, movements), with little
ot no inclusion of the humanities.

The following examples will show-how this pattern emerged in

the readers' responses:

Ob ectif in Depersonalizing the ifinTTI Eiement

In. terms of'autinenticity, the text flunks totally.
There are no -Asian voices. There are hardly any Asians,
except kings and despots and an occasional. philosopher
(Gautama and Everything,is abstracted.
There are.no: villages withreal people; there areJust
"farmers" who pull "ox-drawn plows" (p. ,182). ''Vamen.-
were subordinate to men and had no property rights.of
their own" 4. 181) but we ,meet no real women.
(David Narot op Men and Nations, HarcoUrt Brace Jovanovich,
1911)

The authordoes not describe "typical days in the life
of...." He deals in generalities for rulers, resources,
wars, etc. The only human beings we see are Nehru, Ghou,
etc.
(Reader 4,mment on-The Afro-Asian World _Allyn & Bacon,
1972) .

Theieare also biographical passages.on figures like
Gandhi and Nehru, but the emphasis in general is on such
figures as political entitiesiNnot as people. People
are., -in fact not prominent in the book.
.(Edward Dimock on India - Pakistan, Cambridge, 1972)

The emphasis, when on people, is on important people,
i.e. special pictures of King Chulalongkorn (p. 22)
and-King Bhumibol,(p. each.,.27) with a write-up about each
There -write -ups are factual, with little attempt to
personalize-:them..

(Fern Ingersoll qn Thailand; Ginn, 1971)
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This bodk is a chronological-recitation-of the Major
dates, dynasties, leaders, And events in. East Asian
history,-namely_of China and Japaa.7 No.individU4 per, .

-.-
.

sons emerge-,who.can give a lug= dimension to this
.,_.

dizzying and confusing collection #' facts. There are

innumerable and forgettable names qfpeOPie and-pi-aces:-

that the student tight memorize without gaining any
feeling for, the culture Which embraces them....9h0a
people of ordinary dimensiofiKate
not the heroic greats),' it is done so as a fictional'
and sometimes condeSCading gimmick to state an ob-
jective fact in an aansing style:
(Marshall R. Pihl on East Asia, Silver'Burdett, 1970)

-

Geographic nothmsanistiC approach. People are men- .

timed in groups, not as individuals (fetters, not
Joe Smith); culture is presented in terms of food,
clothing"shelter, products--not ideas, literature, etc.
(Patricia-Genz-on A Journey Through Many Lands, Allyn,

..E% Bacon, 1969) A

Imbalance Through Exclusive Focus on the Social Sciences
, .

% Because of the nature of the lesson, it does not pro-,

vide humanistic material. lbe,autkors are concerned

with the skills and techniques of historical!WrIting and

investigation.
1

(James Sanzare on Looking Into History, Rand MCfNally,

1971)
.--Y -

Everything is geo-political and macro-economiip. There

is no attempt to portray with fidelity how people'live.

Descriptions of art, litarature,'and_religiolis ideas
-.:

are conveyed in compressed, lifeless; third-person

prose. .

,

(David Narot on Men-and Nations, Harcourt B ace

JovanoviCh; 1§71). .

;

_

One looks in vain for humanistic materials/in this text.

The only things that might fall into this category are%
utilized so incidentally that they are th merest de-

coration. They are: an unidentified Moghul painting,

two or three unidentified rock carvings, one statue of

a Buddha, and an unidentified Chinese painting. That 1.6

all--in a text of over 300 pages. Human beings appear t

in the photographs only to illustrate geographic, econ- 44

omit, or-developmental points: One never has any sense ± .

of them as being even vaguely 'real. (eMphasis,added)
.

,.(Robin Lewis on India and Southeast Asia, Fideler, 1972)
!

,. '

r
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There is a very small amount of uhumanistic".material--
at least, mention of writers and .artists. But the book
is one of a series that self-consciohsly draws upon the
doCial sciences. .Religian'receives a fair amount of
attention, but it is misleading:. The authors are obviouS7
ly not familiar with the basic-concepts. There are some
jooa-reproductions,oepaintings-and'Sculptute, but the
captions are not useful, e.g: !'Why was Akbar a wise ruler?
.on a miniature of Akbar,and Shah Jail= thatmikhr have
_been-used-tcr-draw-the studente-attention to IR-Tatty
of Mughal painting. I do not think the material would
-deepen the students' appreciation of Indian culture.
(Ainslie Embree on the People of South Atia, Sadlier,
1973)

The humanistic materials.are not used to increasesunder-
standing of social science_concepts. No examples of Afghan
literature occur, 'whereas use of proverbs at least would
have provided excellent views of Afghan notions About
tribal groups, mar, peace, foreigners, love, family, etc.-
(Eden Naby on The Story of. Afghanistan, McCormick-Maihers,
1965)

-.Broadly
,

speaking, this text does not take a humanistic
approach to Asia. It is primarily concerned Fithyo-
litical-edonothic-miiitary matters and only rarely is
concerned with whatitgight be called culthral or social
'history.

(Edward Vernoff on Mainstreams of-World History, =

OXford,-1970

I would not characterize the text as taking:-a humanistiC_
approach. People are not at thacenters.rather, the
focus-is on, events. Forcesr influences, movements, and
the abstract ebb and flow of "civilization" as the
"spotlight of history jumps around the world."...'Em-
;pires rise'andfall, governments come and'go, '!civili-
zationu ebbs and flows, awes are dropped,' but,people

.

are rarely fleshed out.,;

(David Narot'on Men and Nations, Harcourt Brace'
Jovanovich, 1971)

B. PROBLEMS IN THE PRESENTATION. OF HUMANISTIC/HUMAN INTEREST
MATERIALS

As-already indicated in the "people- centered'.' and,non-people-
,

. . . .

centered" examples,-very few tests utilize hUmanistic/human interest
.

, .. 0

materials to add concreteness,fifid vividness to more abstract, social
. , . -- ..

. science treatments qr to liromo empathy with, appreciation of, or,in-
,

, ,..

sight into another culture. Re ert' responses dealt more with problems

. , . , I . o
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than kith constructive uses of humanisti6-materials1 This section
%

will address itself to the. most common difficulties that readers noted.

There are certain characteristics that run through all of the "problem"
.., i

. ,

categbries: subordination, distortion,: or denigration of Asian cult46s

.

-1

, /

growing out of progress-centered and sometimes_dthriocentric assumptiO s;

inadequate attempts to provide a people-:centered dimension; use of 4-
:;'

,

accurate or inauthentic humanistic/human interest materials; and what

seems to be an ignorance of, the wide 'range of.such materials appr priate

And available for inclusion in textbooks. 4

4:

1. Aspects of Asian Cultures Seen as_Negative Forces or Presented
c. Negatively

\."7s,

'Readers report that the majority of texts include in element of, 0

humanistic/human interest approach or, content, even if this is at the
.

vnone7minimal" level. However, readers also had reservations about the

pregentation of such material because aspects of Asian'cultures are often

presented negatively, or seen as negative forces. In 1:esenta-t

tions.the Asian experience is seen as a hindrance to social progress,

presented as "strange," or shown in a Weitern context.

D

In the first category, elements of, sian cu ture are seen is a draw-

s -
,

back and, a hindrance because they keep nations f om the_world oi

"social change and progress": ' :-

.
. ,

'There is recognition of the role of religion in, society,'
butt is clumsily'handled...:It is suggested that re-.

. ligion is an inhibitor of'soeial change and progress.
...The use of humanistic material, such-as paintings or

-
illustrations i,no4 very %successful.- Quotations,frdm
original,sourceaare not used. ,

(Ainslie Embreeon TheP6ople cif South Asii, Fadlier, ,-

1973)

I.
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There is no humanistic approach; this is a chronology -.
of ev'en's. Page 424imentions-thar the Chinese studied.
history, art, and literature; -"but they did not-study
the sciences_"." Humanities are put into a contex(1
being one factbr in China's defeats.
"(Michael Antoiikon Nationalism and Imperialism, .

. Follett, 1966)

x

Authors sometimes seem,to think that expressions of the Ashn

experience must be put into a;oative or superficial light--as if a

country cannot make "progress" and enjoy the elements of
,
a rich

cultural tradition at the same time:

The author demotes space to religio4, architecture,
,arts, dance", drama, literature, clotiling and food in
whatile calls a "lOng look at the catural aspects of
India's past.". The author suggests that pride in
Indian cultural achievements i's,..preventing India frbm
changing 'rapidly enough.to keep .its pebple from star-
ving. Needless to say, his discussion of humanistic
etementS is superficial and condescending in tone:
"Fables,in.India!were told to teach common-sense and
worldly wisdom to the dull sons of princes and kings." s-

...(emphasis_added),

India,Cinn, 1968, yr. 108)

HumaniStit materiais a. e; 6ot-used in this text.
They are referred:to;OCcaSionallY, as for example:
", are:kroUd. ol-Oteir long and wonderful his-

twyavegold us of it,
it doesn't seem too wonderful to me. In act it seeMs
that the boOft is saying that all the tra tions that
are k part of °India's "old - fashioned way f life"
will disappear once she makes the "transition to an
up-to-date way of life" (p.-117).
(NancyLanoue on The Indian-Subcontinent, Allyn &
Bacon, 1971)

In th second category of negative presentation, an aspect of Asian

culture is pte nted as.being "strange" in one way or another., Now

many students would probably never experience Indian,music or Japanese

theater, for instance, as strange unless prompted to'do so. While some might

find these art forms unfamiliar (a preferable word), there is no reason

that this has to be the laSting impression'. But when the'first

. 2b3
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0

ancronly impression OfkanAsian culture is one of "strangeness,"
.

there seems to be very little reason to expect that students will want

'to explore it further.

The following quotation from The Human Achievement (Silver Burdett, 1970)

t

is a typical example:

"Hindu music is cOnfingd largely to popular. songs and
to accompaniments for the famohs temple dances. Drums,
cymbals, wooden flutes, and' many stringed instruments
have been used for centuries. Because it lacks harmony
and relies solely on melodies that are,so different

r from our own, Hindu music, like that of most East Asian
countries, seems strange to Western ears:" (p/ 553)` .

And that's all there.is to -Say about "Hindu music,"

sentences,. The firs -two are vaguely descriptive, and

orpotes three negatives: "lacks," "different,". and " nge."
4/....

.

y three

third in-

The next-three quotations,are examples of a provincial ct thd toward

Japanese poetry and music:

"Japanese poems do not rhyme. They are carefully written

I to tell about something In a way that makes the reader
see the scene." (p. 47) (The, first sentence is in-

accurate. Japanese can have a rhyme scheme. However,
this seems to be an attempt to show how much Japanese

, poetry is not like "our" poetry, even though Westerh
poetry doesn't always rhyme. The second sentence doesn't

anything that is unique to Japanese poetry.)
Andrea Miller on.How People:Live in Japan, Benefic, 1972). 14

And from the same text: "The music ofJapan soundsstrange
and sad to Europeans and Americans." (p. 48).

"They.[Japanese play's] move toeslowly for Westerners."
,.(Exploring World Cultures, Ginn,19f4, p. 376)

Indian music was mentioned more frequently than any other culture's
. .

0. . music as receiving negative treatment,. The word "Strange".abounds, and
9

students are given the firm impression that, Indian music is incomprehen-

204
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.

On th streets ,of f a typical, 'inflamed Indian city,
1
4

-.,

"a .snake charmer plays'strange7sounding music on his lk .

flute" (p..59). To Wham does it-sound strange? _.Why 1
is the'reader'beilig promiotd to assume that it sounds 1- s t

. strange? -
.

, 'Anoher mention of Indian music begins: "Whew, i "
%; you attend ivedding ot'a festival in India, you may

-Waveran opportunity to hear some IAdisn musicians.
Their music may sound strange to you at first. It

. \
.

has noaarmony, but the meZodies and rhythmg are - ,..%

;
verinterestingT One musician may play a drum:" .

;I.

(p. 74) - Oh well, no har4ay, but it's "interettidg"
neverthelessi' Couldn't they have found a slightly ,

. lets blatant euphemism? And why do they refuse to
:';-.: .give thereader glementety terms like table 'and sitar?

Finally; a.sitar neither looks like or sounds likeda r

guitar.

(Robin Lewis-on:India and Southeast Asia, Fideler, ....-

1972) . - . , /

.

The only reference to music is on the visit to the '

village: "The children -sing asong about India.
i

We cannot understand it'. the words are Hindi,- and
it is sung ta Ingan music, Indian music sounds very

..
ifferent fromour music."
ancy'Lanofte on The Indian Subcontinent, Allyil & c

B con, 1971, 'Li. 84) / C ,,P ,, -';

- e- J, -

1 ,. ..
" ter dinner there is much talking-and visiting.
Then a cousin begins to sing. Indian people love
music. They have their-own style of music which
won14(...atund 'strange to our ears. - Chanara, has made
up.a-dance. The dance tellt thel story of Ram's go-
ing awak to ..qtUdy and,then coming home. While Chandra
dances, mother makes music for her on the. sitar, an
instrument like-arguitar.:! /

(Exploring World Cultures, 0.nn, 1974, p. 262)

,
,,

,

This problem is notunique to Japan,and India:

.

Artistic appreciation is omitted. In.faci, when-des-
cribing the music, the author provides a needlessly

- derogatory value judgment discouraging ftrther curios=
ity about,Afghan music: "Derek and Mary bad never 4:
heard,thisAcind of singing befOre: It-Seemed:to them

a to be amonotonousgrean with a kind of growl quality."
(Eden Natzx bn The Story of Afghanistan, McCormick-
Mathers,

.".

1965, p. 39)
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In the third category of negative presentation, authors digcbss

elements of an Asian culture, especially the arts; in terms of how "like"

'or "unlike" they are to something,the students are fPrOliar with. If

sensitively done, this might have potential for a positive initial intro-

duction to a new art form; but the examples cited by readers go no further

than Western-oriented comparisons, which are.generally misleading alld

condescending in tone:

"People also enjoyed the-stories in the Panchatantra,

a series of tales woven 'into a single narrative. Among

its stories were those about Sinbad the Sailor, Jack

the Giant Killer, the Magic Mirror, and.the Seven

League Boots--stories that areAnowa-all over the world.

,Next to the Bible,_the Panchatantra is the most widely'

translated book in the world today.
"Indian drama developed greatly under the Guptas.

Unlike Greek plays, those of India always had hippy

endings....
"Kalidasa, who lived in the 400's A.D., has-been

called the Indian-Shakespeare. He wrote three plays,

the most famous of which is Sakuntala.' Thestory, a

romantic one, toncerms...."
(Men and Nations, Harcourt Brace Sovanovich,1971,

p. 171)

'So far the book has generally-avoided blatant examples

'of this kind,:but:_"Tddiy Kalidasa is.favorably com-

pared with WiIliam,Shakespeare." '

(Loretta Ryan' on India, Prentice-Hall, 1975, p'.. 19)

"SO important was the role ofmusic that Chinese plays

mier be compared with Western opera."
(A Global History of Man, Allyn & Bacon, 1974, p. 40)

Ai with Christian churches during the Renaissance,
Wealthy Buddhist monasteries employed numerous painters

and sculptors. The Ajanta'frescoeq "in style...somewhat

resemble the work of early'Italian Renaissance artists!"

(William Skowronski on Record of Mankind, D.C. Heath,
.

1970, p. 223)

"'In his statesmanship,-milieary sliceesa And intellec--

tual curiosity, Akbar was comparable to contemporary

monarchs such as Elizabeth I of England and Philip II

of ,,Spain."

(A Global, History of Mail, Allyn 4,Bacon,..1974,.p.-475)
i . . , .

!

,
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"Asofca's services to Buddhism compared toNoristantine's
to' Christianity." b

(A Global History of Ehn, Allyn& Bacon, 19,4, p; 47,2X.

Comparison of a Han poem (200 B.C.) to The Raven:
"Some of the ideas expressed by the Han poets were sim-
ilar7to our own."
-(A World History: .A Cultural Approach, Ginn, 1969,
p. 147)

Thereare no real voices that speak of real, human
experiences; there is no vehicle to break through
the. wall of indigestible, objective.factwhich the
author has-created between the reader and,the reality.
He tells us where Confucius was born, some of the
things he said, and likens him to Solomon and
Benjamin Franklin; butothere are no quotes or stories
from him, his disciples, or opponents that might tell
us what his life was like, what challenges he faced,
or what others thought of him.
(Marshal] R, Pihl on East Asia, Silver Burdett, 1970)

2. The Humanities Treated as an Append ge to the Social'Sciences

Why'are Asian cultures presented nega tvely or in nom-Westernterms?

Readers' 'responses suggest that one major reason may be the assumption,

spoken or unspoken, that religion, literature, music, the fine arts,

and other elements of human expression do not reveal what is important
A

about a _people -

the text doe15'not take a humanistic approach. In fact,
sentences like the following. would tend to reinforce_
student suspicion'of the huianities: "When we hear
the word 'culture,! we often think of something high-
brow like'painting,orrmusic." Empathy with people is

N
not importaht in this text. '

(Loretta Ryan on Geography andWorld Affairs, Rand
McNally, 1971,p. 21) ,

It's interesting that this book is fully.aWare of'the
fact that they have neglected to include humanistic
materials. They even mention thisin the text.. As

tyou might expect, the omission is explained in terms
of humanistic materials being available if the stu-
dent is interested,, but not nearly as'trucial as
learning about India's transition from a _developing
country to a developed one: "Many things about India
have not, been pUt in this book. We have not studied

.207 ,
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/ndia's quarrels with Pakistan and Communist China.
We know enough, however,, to find out about these

things. We can keep on studying about
lancy LanOue,on The Indian Subcontinent, Allyn Et_

on, 1971, p. 118)7
have the feeling Ellat cultural subjects

haVe been dragged in by the ears without much imag-.
inabion, and certainly not any Vetter illustrations.
(David 'Weitzman on The Story of China; MCCOrMick

Millers, 1968)

...the extent and quality of bitmwnistic materials in

this text are pitiful. The cavalier and careless

treatment of those topics thiaie covered indicates

that this is,a very low prioriiy for the author.

(Robin Lewis on India, Oxford, 1974

sir

3. Lost Intentions: Teacher's Guides That Advocate Aumanistic

Aims but Fail to, Carry Them Out
4

*

,Some teacher's guides appear to advocate hnmAntstic human interest

approach and content. However) two problems emerge:
,

a) Failure to carry out stated humanistic aims of

/ teacher's guide in body of thetext.'

" A

b) ailure of teacher's guides to back up 'suggested

culture-centered projects D.ike teaching haiku

or tea ceremony) with lists of\approprOte re-

sources tomakeprpjects feasible to carry out.

: -

Failure to Carry Da Stated Aims of Teacher's,Guide:

The text states that-if is, taking a hubanidtic

approach. The teacher's guide speaks about..
"humanistic" geography; "one Which focuseson

the relationship betWeen man and his owl:tures, '

as well as .what he does with a given environ-

ment" (p. 3). -People aregenerally at the cell-.

ter of -the text's approach but text does notin-
clude Asian humanisficbsources or voices. IIII- '.

- stead the text attempts' to give an expos ,toffy.

.account of the' lives of the Chihige peopitind, ..
A

their culture., .

(Michaer-Fonte on. China,-Scholastic, 1973)'

.c

< p

, 1
It'sqinteresting that pn p.'55-of the teacher's guide

it says( "The ability of poets.and'otherlitera-
teurs to verbalize feelings and emotionsighould 1

.4 2 OS
4
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..
be discussed-and etphaSized here. Students should
'become aware thatfyhile factual. dita"presepts us" `

with the only reliable estimates'af concrete as-
pects of a region, something more;is needed to ex-
press the:iAattudes that give character to that
region. This is precisely pig Tupctiort Sandburg
performs for the F.S. plaids. Both his poetry and
prose- express the culture-and altituHea Of American
plains people." except for thiS..mention
aftira shbrt quote by theChinese poet, Tab. ph'i'en,
which appears in the-body of the text, Asia:it:um:Tn..= .

-:ities are not represented.' Thers Is' almolit nothing
in the text to justify this statement in-the teacher's
guide. '4 .0.

(Andrea Miller onman and the Regions of the. World,
Benefit- 1974).

4

I

Failure to Suggest Informati on and Radources on Culture-Centered
Projects'

o o.

The teacher's guide says'odZp.. 64: "The Japanese
have as part of their culture a type .of poetry that
follows very strict rule's. The poems are called
haiku. TiAe.rules for this kind of poetry are:
It must be three lines long; 'The first line has
five syllahies; the Second line must have seven;
the thiie.line must contain fii,e"." On p."134 it
says: 'Learn 'how to conduct a Japanese tea ceremony
for the Oftek children. The children should also
discuss why manners are sovery important when -'

there is a great number bf,peop/e;living in a -very
small spad'e.:' Even if a teather,ihould be moved .

to Want to clO more with -hiiku;and the tea ceremony,
where would they turn for assistance? oNo advice or

. suggestions are to be foUnd in the text. Also,
emphatizing the'"strictneits" 4f rules for 'haiku
and using. the tea ceremony 3n conjwiction with the'
"Japan'is crowded". image givexa-distorted image

' of what is'importarit in these:artforma to the
JapaUese experience.
(Andrea Miller on Man-and His Families, Benefit,
1971) ( .. .. . . 4,.....

. .,

Page 68 of 0d-teacher's guide Suggests that "A
Japanese tea ceremony could be plahned and the
learners'mOthers inviteefor.tda?' How are the
teachers going. to know how to plan a Japanese. :
tea ceremony? The whole thinking behind inviting
the mothers to tda is notOsly sexist but shoWs a

.-. to41,1ack of .understanding pf what the tea
ceremony is all aboutmakes.fe se like a ladies'
luncheon. No attempt ii made to enrage empathy,
through humanistic or other terials.,f(Tier-Malteon Diversity of I as, Harper Ros4 1972)

1
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There. is an awareness of:the desirability of using
humanistic- materials- -poems from Langston Hughes'

introduce-each section. They also include a poem

at the end of the Japanese sectidn and the
teachei's guide suggests that the teacher read spme
haiku to the students and have them write some.
They donot, unfortunately, give the teacher any
references on where to. find haiku or how to write

them. Very lazy of the textbook editors.
(Loretta-Ryan on The ComMunities We-Build, Follett,

1973)

4. The "Pearl Buck-Rudyard Kipling Syndrome": Western Sources

Used to Describe Asian Experiences

''

Presentation of- humanistic /human interest materials, is often

characterized by what has been. identified as the "Pearl Buck-

Rudyard Kipling SyndriSme." "This is tie use of'Weatern, rather than

!,

Asian sources to talk'sbOut ad-Asian experipme. The "Pearf'BUck-
, c Q

Rudyardtkipling Syndrome.." is rid.f.Peculia'r to social studiewtexts.

4
In 1969,.the-Asian Literature Program of. The Asia Society undertook a

survey of A)ian Literature in world literature anthologies for'high

-
school students.

*
The results indicated that Pearl Buck-and Rudyard

Kipling were included in the Indian and Chinese literature sections of

-
. -

some textbooks. Variations on, this theme include the,following:

1, N.

.a)

b)

Presenting '.4.work by a tiesterner as if it were

an ASian source, or",represented an Asian point,,

of vied, Dr characterized Asian attitudes. - -

,::.
..

Using Western authors as the, sole literark

reference.

.
,

c) Paucity of.snggeated readings by Asian authors

in bibliographies, ;.

d) Secpadary Western riDiirces- diminishing or di

torting the 'Asian humanletic peispective..,

'*
"A Survey of Asian Literature Coitained in Anthi:ologies," of World

Literature for Use at the Secondary Level," published in:Focus on.

Asian Studies, #17,'Autumn '1969.

41.0
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Presenting a Work by a Westerner as an Asian Source or Point of View

Pearl Buck's book may reflect some social conditions
of China very well, but it should not be cited, as an-.

example of Chinese literature.
(Kai-yu Hsu on China Emerges, Benziger, 1973)

Shooting an Elephant is-authentic Orwell, not authen-
tic Burma. It- tells how he felt about-the Burmese and
bow he thought the Burmese felt toward him.
(Elgin Heinz on Cultural Exchange, Band McNally, 1971)

The author...has a tendency to ciote from Western.
writers when characterizing India, e.g., there are
a number of quotations from Mark twain and one from
H.G. Wells. I.would like more quotations from
Indian writers and ordinary people to makeIndia
come alive. I am not sure why the author has quoted
Mark Twain so often. Perhaps he believes that a
familiar face will make India'less inaccessible
to American readers,: But if I were reading this -

book as a manuscript I would-certainly press him on
this and ask"for a few more-quotations fromIndia.

,(Leonard-Gordon on The Story of India, McCormick-
'Mathers,4)1970)'

Using Quotations from Western Authors as Sold Literary Reference-

.

e are no Asian sources, outside , of references
to teachings of Buddha and Confucius. In fact,

i

Kipling is quoted,on South Asia, no one else. ..-

"Rudyard Kipling, an Englilh poet who spent-much of
hiS life in Inge, wtote about- 'elephants a-piling
teak'" (p. 322). Why refer to any for this
point when there are so many_other times a writer .

. might well be quoted ? ,

"(Reader comment on Living As World Neighbors; - .....,

MaeMillan,.1969) .,

Afghan literature is totally,iguore4, though it Is .'-'
rich in both the elas0.caland the folk vein.- The
sole literary reference occurring i4. the text ±s to
Rudyard Kipling's The Man Who Would be King (p. 13).
(Eden_Naby on The Story of Afghanistan, McCormick- J

,,,,,,

Mathrs,: 1965)

Mark Twain)Byron, and others are quoted,here and.
therein the text, but no Asians are quoted.
(JutinletY Tozaki.Haverlick on World Geography;
Southwestern; 1974)
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-Paucity of Suggested Readings by Asian Authors-

..

It's interesting that many novels.aresuggested out
of Western literature. These include: 'A Tale of
WO Cities; Drums Along the Mohawk; Hornblower and
the Hotspur; Celia'Garthr The Three Musketeers; and-.
A Bell for Adano. In spite of the fact that there
are many excellent Asian novels'available.ietnglish,
translation, nothing comparable is suggested, unless
you count Anna and the King of Siam, which is offen-'
sive*to most Thai people:

. (Andrea Miller on Living World History, kott Foresman,
1974)

Secondary Western Sources Distorting Asian Perspective

The book makes inadequate gestures towards a
humanistic pproach. People are, not at the center
and Western observer's are quoted at much greater
length than Asians.'
(Jongthan Chaves on China-Korea-Japan4. Cambridge,

1972)c

The text attempts a hdmanistic approach. In cases
like readings #20 "The Young Bride" or #21 "The
Scholar/Chairman Wang" -we are given human-centered

accounts. Often, however, the'secondary accounts
provided diminish the human element. .

(Thomas Rimer'on Asian Cultures, Lippincott,,

1974)

Some, or the first half, of the book is from a
humanistic apprOach. The latter half is written'.
from a specific, biased point of view. Where out-
side commentators are quoted--in the teacher's
guide --only Americans are doing the commenting,
i.e. J. Anthony Lukas and C: L. Sulzberger of
The New York Times. Political cartoons in the text

o'came fromothe 'United States, England, and the .

Netherlands, not from Indian newspapers. Mapi,
'photos, and statistical charts have a more varied
origin: Indian Information Service as well as

various American sources. In general, the book
needs an infusion of Indian sources to balance
the American perspective. Thisis especially
true of the chapters dealing with political ques-
tions. Nehru.certainlyneeds to be quoted, for
example,A.n.defense of his policy of non-alignment.-
And China and Pakistan ought to be heard,fram to
see what their sides of the stOVes were in their.
respective disagreements with In a.

(Hobert Swacker on India and the World Today,
Laidlaw, 1966).
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A special report which discusses difficulties and problems
.

Unique to the presentation of bibliographies and source readings

on file at The Asia Society. 'si xis. report was written on the" basis

70 texts from four major publishers: :Addison Wesley, Allyn & Badon,

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, and Laid* Brothers.

. Travelers`- Tales

People who travel usually return full of stories and anecdotes.

While such experiences'might be interesting in the context of dinner,

party conversation, ,one does not.expect to find them included in text-

books as serious representations of Asian culture. In-fact,..the

"travelers' tales" categoiy was notapticipated-by the evaluators, ind

A
thlis was not included in the questionnaire. Howev the two following

rea er responses show the nvessItyme-reeognizing,"travelera' tales"

(1in developing and evaluating materials.
,

i

,te ..

In both examples, the authors are more coucerned,with.their-im- -

L .,-

pressions of Japan than with trying to convey the Japanese experience-
. :.40f ,. . A, 4 . , eh,.

of life in Tokyo.or Zen neditation./While the student learns a great ,Cr

deal about the authors' travels, it i's questionable how much ht. or she

will be led to empathize with genuine Japanese'experience:
. _

Scattered among theohapters-are items called
"eyewitness reports," and'these are'the closest
the book comes to a direct glimpse of things

'Japanese. But most.0 the."eyewitness reports"
turn out to be little squibs on the author's own
experiences in Japan. From the standpoint of an
American first visiting,Japan, the authors
'actions are pretty standard and quite Authentic.
But theyare also quite out of,place in a text-,

_book on Japan. On pp. 12 and 13 he gives an
account of his-first-exposure to Tokyo that is
full pf,every silly cliche that one has ever

2 1. 3
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heard on-the subject: raw fish, unbelievable traf-
fic jams, traffic noise, the rush hour, the Ginza
lights, kamikaie taxis, impenetrable crowds. (empha-

sis added)
His experience in trying to attain satori.in

a Zen temple in'Kyoto is also foolish: "I had to '

assume-the lotus position by tucking my feet under

myself and sitting calmly. The session lasted only

15 minutes, but it was difficult to concentrate on

nothingness....At the time'I did not realize enough
about true Zen to have the experience of satori...."
(Royall Tyler-on Japan and Korea, Oxford, 19,72,

p. 91)

.P

Japan (Scott Foresman, 1971) relies heavily on accounts by.

Western observers which have been drawn froM books, magazines, and

. newspapers:

-

What worries me.is the engaging but "cocktail party
convefsation" tone of much of the text. 'Op easy

.:taSdistort when-faced with things like: ',.:'all the

little wooden houses look .alike'.' or the "Most
devilisivdrivers are the cabmen." (pp. 27-28) These

"experiences to be taken with a grain of salt" are
just too myth. And I don't care for the title of

one,piece, "Tokyo, Clueless Maze." Or on p;

get

the business about Shinjuku Station and how people
pushed out of their shoes. In fact, I really

wOnder if-thia isn't apocryphal.
(Andrea Miller)

A

Besides tending. to present an inaccurate and biased view of a

culture, the use of "travelers' tales" usually precludes the utilization

of more credible humanistic/htiMan.ihterest material.

0.

6. "Re-tellings" of Myths, Legends, Folktales, and History

The "re-telling" of myths, legends,, historical, incidents, folktales,

and otherpeoplelcentered materials are-usea: in lieu of actual source

materials in translation. If 'sensitively and authentically dode, 're-

tellings" could be effective, but often the resuU Is inaccurate, dis-
,

214
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torted, and inauthentic. it Is understandable that concern with reading

level tight prompt editors and authors: to simplify the vocabulary and

writing style of some works; but this is.still no excuse for:

a) Presenting "re -tellings" as actual Asian sources.

b) Recounting historical incidents,_4.4 condescendipg .

manner.

9);,.Changing the concept and story line of legend- and
mythology.

To complicate the issue, it can be impossible, particularly, for the

nonexpert, to tell whether or not a "re-telling" is authentic because

sometimes:,

9.
a) Credits are omitted.

b) The credited text is_not g standard scholarly work,
. .

--caThe credit states that the source is an abridgement
from a text -(often not an approved scholarly:Source)
and:does.not make clear just what is Meant.b
"abridgement."

The'first two examples Illustrate the use e-of probable fictional
; .

"re=tellings." .Credits and authenticity araprobleis in both instances:

There are no writings by,Asians included. The folktale
about Siametecais4s.in no waycredited. I have never
heard.it ana tend to dOubtits authenticity: It does
not 4Pear in any Of the books of Thai2folktales I
would 'suggest as-authentic.

(Ferri Ingersoll on Your Towns and Cities -Ginn, 1967).

'A humanisticOppOrtunity has been'lost.' In the in
,:vented case study, on p. 90, a story is told which ,

if authentic could be one of,theimportant.myths
of the Wages. If it-is'authentio, it would be nice
to have a translation of, the story told in the Nagas'
words rather than the Invented story. No credits
are given, so it'is not possible to tell the source
-of the story.

(Loretta Ryan on Inciuiring About Cultures, Holt;

,Rinehart and Winston, 1972)

215.
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The next example deals with Cam:mod-6re Perry's ar ival in Japan.

Instead ofidrawing,'from actual Japanese accounts in t anslation, which

also could have balanced Western observers interpretations, the authors'

present this scene:

%a,

..as a kictional and sometimes condescending gimmick

[which] As fragmented, unintegrated and stylistically

inco
.

ent. ...w00July 7, 1853, the crews of some Japanese
fiehin -oats in Tokyo Bay Saw a strange sight. Into the

mouth the bay steamed a squadron of warships flying

a forej6 flag. The Japanese fishermen"were speechless
with aiazgOent, for they had never seen a vessel pro-

pelle4by steam."
(Marshall R. Pihlon East Asia, Silver Burdett, 1970;

p. 111)

New World and Euikaan'Cultures (Allyn & Bacon, 1971) and Japan
. _

(Scott Foresman, 1971) both use the "re-telling" technique in re-.

lating the Japanese creation myth. The Allyn & Bacon version was not

credited, butthe Scott Foresoian renditibn is credited as being "a-

.

bridged" from Mountains in the Sea -- The Challenge of Crowded Japan

(Coward McCann, Inc.; 1957)

The Scott Foresman version reads:

"Lon"g, long ago says a Japanese legend, all the
earth was covered by a great sea. The god who

ruled this watery domain one day decided to create,

land--land even more beautiful than the clear ,

'waters that lay under the sky. ,He dipped his

s lug spear into"the Sea, and when he raised

it dry =. -1 -clear drops fell back. As they

splashed i 'the sea, they formed the snow-

white mountain ks and the green forests of

Japan. The large 'roes became the larger islands;

'the smaller ones, the my rockly isles." (p. 20)

The reader makes the followin: comments"about"the Allyn &Bacon

version, which issmarkahly similar:

I would question the a6curacy of ther telling,of .

the Japanese creation myth, which is pre ented on

2 1.6
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p. 121.- Their version goes as follows:
rhe Spear in the Waters--An Ancient Japanese
legend: Once upon a time, the father of all the

, gods climbed high onto the arch of a rainbow.
Fir below, he could see the calm and misty
ocean. Leaning over, he dipped his jeweled spear
into the lovely blue'water beneath. As he lifted
t out, some drops of water fell from his spear ,"

ands spattered over the waves. 'All at once these
drops-hardened to form the lovely islandsot
apan."

my impression was that two-deities, male and
female, did the'swOrd-thrusting together,-and that .

the Uhole business was e bit more involved and
interesting than presented here. This should be
checked. _

(Andrea Miller pn New World and Eurasian Cultures,
is Allyn & Bacon, 1971)-

The story was checked, and it is interesting td-see whet can

happen to myth by the time it-has-been processed and "textbookized."- 4
Here is an excerpt from the accepted Japanese versiod"gs it appears in

the Nihangi. The translation is by W. G.'"Aston:

I

"1zanagi [a male deity] and Izgnami [a female deity]
stood on the floating,bridge of Heaven,and held'coun=
sel together, Saying:

'Is there not a country beqeathil-
"Thereupon they thrust dowel the jewelspear of

HeaVen, and groping about therewith found the oceann.

The brine which dripped from the point of the spear
coagulated-and became an island which received the
name of Ond-goro-j ima.

.

'"The two Deities thereupon descended and dwelt in
this island. Accordingly they wished to became hus-
band

r_
and wife together, anti to,produce countries.
'1So they made Ond"-gpro-j ima the pillar oethe=cen-

ter, of the land. ' '

"Tow the* male deity.turning by the left-, and the
female deity by the Tight,. they went round the pillar
of the lanikseparately. When tfiey met together on
one side, the female deity spoke first and, said: 'How
delightful!'I have met with a lovely youth.'' The male
deity was displeased, and said: 'I am a man, and by
right should have spoken first. , How is it that on ,the
contrary thou, a women; should have been the first-to'.
speak? ,This was unlucky. "Let us go-rdund again.
Upon this the two deities went back, and having met"
anew, this timdhe male'deity spoke first, and sai4:,
'Haw-delightful! I have met a lovely maiden.'

2:17
s.4.41
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"Then he inquired of the female deity, saying:
'In thy body-is there aught formed?' She answered
and said: 'In my body there is a place which is :the
source of feminity.' The male deity said: 'In my

body 'again.there is a-place yhich.is the source of
masculinity. 'I wish to unite this source- place of
my body to t§e source-place of thy body.!. Hereupon = ,

the male and, fethale first becaMe united as husband
and wife." : ..- .-." ' .

(Sources of Japanese. Tradition; Columbia University
Press, 1958, pp.,25-26) . . ;

.
--

The two textbook versions have very little in common with

translation in Sources oftJapanese Tradition, standard scholarly work,
. ; 4.. . . .4, . r ,:tv-

Tile textbook authors cannot plead that there Vi's no authentic source -
..-

- , . ..g,=. ,71

:"..\ :-

available because' W. G. Aston's translation AfclAhe ,Nihortgi-was 4:sub-
.,.7- . _

lished J11.1896, and Sources of .Japanese Tradition has been available

-J. . .=

since 1958. Japan and NeWWOrld and wEurasian Cultures were both copy-

- ',,,,,,rightea,in1971. -A
-;

, ---) ,,

The male and femalfildeities are:Ctiiiiikectinto a Single emasculinkt

I
figure, who is reMiniscent'af Neptude or.Jupiter. The "floating bridge

of Heaven" hecames a "rainbow." And the aeCtOn that t *iks about Dai

V

g: 44J1

_.4.

,

: ?tel.' 1
: ) '

goro7jima and the subsequent-dihIogue about 'producing countries" is lef

out entirely. _Yet both textbook versions are accompanied by a Japanese
. ,

painting from the-Museha of Fide Arts in Boston that depicts Izanami.and
, .

c
Izanagi,as "they - thrust down the)ewel spear of Heaven.','

-
One Winders

if students ever notice the inconsistency, or if the textbook editbrs

are aware of it theMselves.

A

4

'7:

4
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C.,. THE USE OF CASE STUDIES

Rationale

- -,; **
. 0 .

_

. "Each ease stiidy, focusing am a'realIamily living.
in a, specific place, attempts to -make the-student
feel he has a personal contact with thepeople-in-
Volved."

"(People. and Places, Rand McNally, 1971; p5)
. ,

.

f.

"...An important valuetofthe case study app roach'
is that it giVes,focus to thererial being
studied. Concenftation'on a- Rdtific people,

,place or idea will be mueh easier for pupils- to
cope with...."

,

(Teacher's guide for each textbbok in Silver Burdetes
. /- " "Conteworary SociiI Science.Ctirriculum" series) .

14:::,,,,.

.
.,.e ,

Case studieS, which may or may not be drawn from genuine anthro-

S.

O.

pological and sociological esearch, are -advocated by textbooks as an

"effective way 60 prefie ing social Science concepts within a frame

centers on people and their culture. In fact, case

studies are 9ften the closeSt that a"textbook will come to including

f *,
humanistic/human ineerest.materials.

Both text and-photographs are Utilized in case studies., In.materials

for tie earlier grades,such as Living in japan (Silver Burdett, 1966),

the entire less9e4may.becomposed of photographs, shoiing a- "silent
.. =

. .

zierdion" of a Japanese familyrs daily life (though the teachet is give
...'; ....., 7

.

ari acdampanying.gUide)
, . '..5

. '

'7, OUi of a sample of ^260 texts, feeders reported that casestudies

.

^" appeared-in 75 iimtances, Upon further' examination, it wati disbovered
Oe

'. / ) :
e,that out of these 75.texts, only/8 received a;"dominant" score.on '

;,) - ' .,.,

. ,
hilMenistic/Wmarc interest approach, and only three .scored "dominant"-on

.. f-
. - - ,...,

'~both aPprbaeh,and contet.-.

)2 1 9
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2. Case Studies Centered on People and Theirtultur*

For the most part readers tiid not respond positively to case studies,.

so the bulk of the case studysection will have to deal with their con-
::

terns and objections. However, there were also some favorable comments.

The case study technique, particularly when it presents a culture as

being rational within its own value System, has the potential for ea-
-

couraging student empathy and previdi a st,rong element of human interest.

The following two examples indicate he this can be done by drawing on

authentic, people-centered materials.illFrank Buchhnan notes that in-

The Human Experience (Houghton Mifflin, 1974) a, case stuO is used_to:

present a culture as rational within its ownconteit:
and cultural value system. In the exerciseaor stu-
dents throughout the text, they are asked hoi'.ihey'
would feel given the situation discussed.aadte'ex
amine the feelings of the people within the culture
beforebeing asked to make a cross - cultural comparison.
Example: story of,young Japanese couple (p. 353 ff.).
"Feedback" exercises ask students to compare under-.
standing of a good life as the.parents see it as
oppoised to how the, young couple sees it; then only ,
as the young couple sees it as opposed tp how the
students would see it.

Thelma 'Davis of People'andJCulture (Rand McNally, 1975):'

, '

The authors, used good anthropological studies. The
allr-over impression of the book is positive. People,!

can understand othercultures.....The material is
.mainly biographical and involves Individual voices
within the villages of India or in Japan....the main
materials'usea are quotes from people about things:,
within their culture.,

The next two readers describe texts that present people-centered

case studies-through photeirapha:

The approach is'-predominantly humanistic, centering .

around 'human beings land their everyday and special-day"
activities. People,'-Sated often 'children, are: at the

4
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center, and can be seen'frarkthe pictures which form
the coreof the lessons: Thework includes Asian
voices"as opposed to outside observers to the extent
that 7 of the 14 photos which form the basic source
of the information were taken by Japanese.
(Roland Lange on Living in Japan, Silver Burdett,
1966) ,

Nearly one-third Of the text is-explicitly,devoted
to "Culture." People are at the center. Many chap-
ters have special three-page sections in which the
student meets a local family through text and photos._
(Reader comment on Regions of the World, Science
Research Associates, 1973)

3. "Invented" Case Studies

Far` more frequently, however, textbook case studies are inventions

replete with "fanciful misinformation," es,one'reader put it. They

are filled with situations, dialogue, and attitudes that have either

been invented outright or seem to have been very loosely constructed

scholarly,.scholarly,evidence and presented as fact. They fail seriously as
t

attempts to let real Asian people emerge through their own words and way

of life.

.Because the people in the case studies may appear to be realA4-after

all, they have names.an4 sometimes conversations with each other and

their Ameritan friends--teachers andiatudents might think that they are
1:

reading authentic and accurate primary sources when they, are not.

The following four exampiles show reader response to Invented cash

,

I think that the teachetYguide,is.more idealistic than
the"text. 'If states that; "The Silver Burdett
.Contemporary'Social Science Curriculum uses thought-
-fully constructed materials to.instill a lastihuintereit
in our human society; to develop a respect fdli the dignity
and worth-'of all Men..;..a mandate is evident:. to build
social science materials upon the real rather thin.the
contrived." (etpkasis added) Ba4ever, I found very little

t
' f
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that wag' real 4.n the India-section. The chapter '

' 1S%1argelydependent upon an invented case study
. that seems to say more about the authors' 'notions

of India than what Indian people might have to
say. about- themselves. In thti text, the authentic
aid'invented are listed together: for example, the

story of Rabin Graham, a real person Who sailed
around the world alone, and the Indian family..
(Andrea Miller on This is*Y.Wr,-Silver'Burdett, 1972,
teacher's guide, p. 4)

s
On pp. 49-51 the author presents .a fictilra1l7ed
account of -participation-in the civil service
exaMination. -The fictitious partiepant'is
called Cheng She Kit; this.name appears to be.
a hodgepodge of Handarin Snd Cantonese pronunciations
since the sounds "she" and"cit".do not exist,, or are
not spelled that way in Mandarin. In any everthe
given name should be hyphenated. Cheng is. described

as having "cut a piece from the stick of" ink" and
having "mixecrit with the water on his palette." Then
the conduct of the examination is desCribed..."the .

exprilner began to read. He read a passage tram the
teachings of Confucius:- As he read,,. She Kit wrote .

down the words, painting each character as beautifulay
as He could, Then he wrote an explaiation.of what the
words meant. _The examiner read another passage. She

Kit wrote down the words and the new eXplanatiOn.
This continued all that,day, and the next, and the

next." This description goes on and-,on, and on. It

is all wholly inaccurate, tram the way Chinese ink is
used, to the way the examinations were conducted, as
any -one who has read a single book on China might

knofi. Such fanciful misinformation, even:when imagin-
ativelypresented, can do no good.
(F. W. Mote on The_Story of China McCormick - ?fathers,

1968)

, 1-

Since thin text uses a case Study apprOach, there is
much conversation and obviously the authors tried ",

through this literary device.to allosithe,SOuth
Asians to speak for themselves. Thy Studies are in-
vented; though, so the student reader does not
see evidence of how South Asians see themselves in
their own words, or art, or literature., /'

(Lenore Iturciel on People'In Change: South Asia,,,

Addison Wesley, 1975)

While the actual thing andOccurrence described'
seem authentic enough, there is an artificiality

about the families and the-accounts'of-their
life" whiCh makes .the whole thing reek of contrived, -

situations.
(Tin-Mala on At Home Around theWarld Ginn, 1968)

I

-

I
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Mow can a teacher. or student be confident that he or she is

.

reading the real thing? 741t.ual'case studiestbased on research in the

fitld are sometimes'oredited, as in People and Places (Rand 'Mc Nally,
=

1971) and Life in -communist China (Addison WeSley, X969). But acknow=

ledgments, even for apparently, authentic sources, are rarei and only
. _

one reader has mentioned an instance of an "invented" case study being

presented as such.*

4. Through American Eyes or ThrouWAsian Eyes?
ri

_Readers have noted' that most case studies (usually invented, though
'

sometimes taken from actual situations) do not help t student to eXPer:-

fence a culture tbrough Asian eyes. Instead, situations re presented

that teach more about the waysin which Americans see Asian peoples and

culture than how - Asians see themselves:

"...Yokichi4s sisters were prepared to be good wires.
Like.all upper-class Japanese women, they had to know
the arts of flower arranging and performing the. tea
ceremony. A woman-was expected to excel in these arts
anin cooking and other wifely duties so that her
parents could arrange a good marriage.for'her," The
voices in both of the case studies are supposed to be
Asian... but they sound more like Americans because
they view things ;with American eyes. (emphasis added)

.(Roland Langeon,Japan, MacMillan, 1970, p, 6)
. ..

As in thecase of Yokichi's sisters, this can lead to a.stereotyped

idea of what people are like: 'While there is some truth in what is said

abOut'the/edUcation'oeupper-elass Japanese women it ,is still a general-

ization writtdn from the perspective of an outsider looking in.
.

There is no way that a student might understand or empathiz'e with Yokichi's

.sisters from their point of view.

Andrea Miller on India (Scott Foresman, 1971 p. 32.
.

223
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Another example written from the PerOpective of an outsider looking
.

in is the "invented" case study, "Sachin Wins- But Still Loses' (laq4irink
, r

About Cultures, Holt, RineharEk-and Winston, 1972, p. 254). Sash i is a Harijanf

who.makes good against-all odds. returns h9me wearing a, Western suit

and shiny new shoes, only to be rejected and left standing in the,dust
: 5

by .the caste-conscious people of his village. It seems more 114 a

Horatio Alger plot gone sour than an actual Indian experience. 'While

Sachin's plight might evoke some pity and soap-opera tears, it is inaccur-

ate, inauthentic, and leaves no chance for empathy. Professor Norman Zide

and Arlene Zide say:

The story of $achin, the untouchable boy; is not badly
presehted, but the usual exaggeration makes the basic-
ally plausible and moving story a little fairy-tale

like. Why (this would be unlikely) does-Sachin have to

.
have "the best grades of anyone,""and not just good
cgrades (there are quotas and concessions for Harijans,
not that these needlto'be mentioned here).- The '

"going out with a few girls" notion is ni6eand Amer-
ican, but not the way things are done in India. Gupta

is not usually a BrahMin name.; That people,at work'
: would not be curious--and knowledgable--about Sachints
caste is unlikely. The'scenario of Sachin's return to
his village (Western suit,, etc. etc.) is phony. Sachin's

attitudes and expectations-in this are over-ingenuoUs,'
He knows what to expect, and the starry-eyed fellow'
that the story portrays makes him seem a little more
foolish and unreal than he could possibly be.

The "through Arderican eyes" syndrome also appearsiwhen people in

case studies seem to be "like us" or desirous of emulating "American"

'or "Western" culture and society. Perhaps authors think. that by

stressing the familiar they can foster student interest and understanding.

But in the process,.the authentic.Asian'experience may be remolded to

fit an.AMeridali "ideal," or not represented atall. Unfortunately,
. Q41W .: 6

. . 4,
this can lead to a Western-cenfered_or inaccurate view of Asian peoples

and cultures.
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'`ern Ingersoll shows, how the familiar but inauthentic device

of Siamese twins is incorporated, probably to engage student interest,.r

By doing this, the authors have missed an opportunity to present
.

genuine Thai people in an empathy- provoking way.

'Sometimes the attempt to put the emphasis on people
is not successfdl, because the author does not seem
to know enough about Thai people to avoid inaccuracies,
or atypical material. She probably uses the "twins,"
Seri and Samsi, to introduce village life bebause
American children are interested in twins. However,
twins are very rare in Thailand. If she had intro-
duced a brother and sister with one or two years'
differenbe in their age, she could have presented va -
ues such as status and reciprocity (protection from t e
older; obedience from the younger) which differ from

'%L.American.vaIves but, especiilly when seen in the re-
lationships'between children, can be empathized with.
Fern Ingersoll on The Story of Thailand, McCoriick-

Mathers, 1966)

The next three readers are also concerned about stressing Western

perspectives and cult u 1 "likeness" at the expense of authenticity:

The text has-a human interest approach., Stories
abOut Japanese children are included. However, they
Are difficult to evaluate. They:are not credited
and sometimes they seem:to have been invented in
oiler to 0100-ti Wcertain behavioral patterns'

rus'and authority) exist in both American'
and Japanese society....
(Loretta Ryan on Children in Other Lands, Allyn &
Bacon, 1970)

There is a generalized attempt to make adr,Pak1Stald
familydmome accessible by stressing their likeness -

to.usi which often results in an inauthehtic ring:
hear-of Bashir's,preference for khaki trousers

and tight jeans as p: 2 (and do Europeans and Ameri-
cans really wear khaki trousers?), and his hope on

-c-P. 13 for "good grAdes"; on p. 16 a Pakistani bride
says -"I do."

(Margaret Lindsey on The Story of Pakistan, McCorMick:-
Mothers, 1966)

iChapter 17: "Life in China Today" bdilt around
the family of Ten Fu, -1a4 and edpecially'a son who
goes to live with the Chung relatives ineking.
The whole situation seems too contrived to'be true,

2.25
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and has the earmark of Western peispectives throdgh7.

out. There is no reason why authentic stories from,
primary Chinese sources could not have beed'used.
(Michael Fonte on China, Scholastic, 1973)

4-

"qle examples &item so far are assumed to be inventions. However,

even case studies that are not pure invention may encourage the student to

see through Aderican rather than Asian eyes.

While not. exactly invented, it seems strange, at
best, that the section on "Case Study /Japanese

. 'Business Society" begins with a selection. from

Newsw k by an American businessman and,conclUdes

with hypothetical sketCh of,a Japanese executive
trying to explain to his colleagues some of the
strange concepts and behavior patterns of an
American businessman. ,Why not take some good-

primary sources?
(Michael Fonte on Changes in Asian Society,

.Cambridge, 1474)-

0

5. Through American Eyes: The Progress-Centered Approach

...all the Nakamilras sleep in one bedrodm diyided

by a screen. The road to the house is not paved.
There is a growing list of appliances in the
Nakamura home--an electric refrigerator, stove;
toaster, and color television. Yet the bathroom

is far from modern. The toilet is primitive, and

there is no shower."
(Jonathan Chaves on China+Japanr-Korea, Cambridge,

1971, p. 196)

The "through Aderican eyes" genre of case study has another

important aspect, which exists onsits own-or in combination with
. .

the characteristics already disdussed: This is the use of a progress-%

centered approach. The progress-centered case study.emphasizes econo4-

mica, technology, and politics at the expense of the humanitied, often

projecting American values and attitudes upon Asian case study people.
. .... . , , -

..
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Not surprisingly, case studies of this sort usually appear to be

invented, though.there are some exceptions. As in the example given
s.

on the previous page of the Nakamura,family, a people's worth is measuied

by what they have or don't have according to "American" standards;

how quidkly they-are willing to give up tradition and become "modern"

or "Western." Some Asian people might agree with these goals; but they

are rare y heard speaking in their own words or on their own cultural

terms. In fact, they often seem incapable of taking the initiative to
.;.

help themselves or to act responsibly.
V'--

,

. . :
,

The following three examples a4 show emphasis on what

people in Japan,.India,and Indonesia do not have:
f

"Sekine...owns only 1.5 acres of land--hardly morfk
than a 'backyard' in American terms, but an average
size farm in overcrowded Japan." Always a slight,
unrecognized, we-they bias. Also a developmental ".

. slant, an emphasis on the possessions of the people,
the pride in new appliances. and so on. Not enough
sense of the people themselves. Always "looking at"
people rather than etpathizing with them. -

(Andrea Miller on Japan, Scott Foresman, 1971,P.'53)

Here is a painting of Indian women doing their laundry
in a stream. The other two pictures on thiipagd are
photos--of.a woman in a U.S. laundromat and workers
in a German car factory. The familiar is made even
more real by beingportrayed through photographs while

, the invented drawing emphasizes how little the,Indian
women have when compared to the ,other two cultures.
(Andrea Miller-on Man and His Communities, Benefic,
1971, p. 106)

"Most villagers have no elect;icity in their homes-so
they have no radios or television sets for entertain-
ment. They have no books or magazines to read either."
(P lb)

"There is no bathtub in Slamet's house, none in
other farmers' houaes. In fact,-there's no running
water at all." (p. 13)

"Farm families,, like Slamet's do not use knives,.
forks, or spoons, as you do." (p. i7)

2
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"All boys and girls are supposed to receive at
least sib years of schooling. However, many child- .
ren-in Indonesialdo not go to school-at all. Many .% '

f?mi1ieS are very poor, and the chiidrenf-tre needed
to help in the home oriin the fields." (p. 28)
(The Story of bdonesia, McCormick-Mathers,' 1965)

The next case study is slanted primirily'towards.the political.

There are also overtones of a condescending "white tan's VUrdeh"

attitude, and the reader indicates that the study it loth inauthentic

and inaccurate.

Chapter 19--the opening story for Southeast Asia is
a story,of Ellen and her father, an American business-
man, who are seeing Bangkok by a boat trip on a Banat.

Siri is usually a girl's name; hete.it-is used for a
man.

Siri, unlike most
,

Thais, who won't talk politics
with strangers, speaks of "the threat of Communist
China" and says that the Thais "have little defense
against the huge army of China."-

The, American, acting in an aliost patronizing

and certainly "let me; the American help you" manner;
tells Siri that he and his group of men can get him
a scholarship so that Siri can learn modern wayasso.

that Thailand will have educated leadert. .

(Reader comment on Your World and Mine, Ginn, 1969,

p. 388)

Condescension is also implicit in the next account that deals with

Afghanistan. Little is seen through Afghan eyes. The case study relies

heayily on a "lecture --tone account" as Derek and Mary's father tells howi

"...our Afghan friends are making rapid progress toward

adoption of Western achievepents...buses! Why when I

was there a year ago, they didn't have any public trans-

portation:" (p. 126) This implies that local animal,
carriage, or cart transportation, for hire, was not Ek

syStem of public transportationHut that public trans-
portation somehow was a Western 'concept introduceeinto
the East through the advent of mechanized travel...-.A
far more stimulating and enriching approach wduld have
Veen to introduce Afghan dharacters, as governVent

.
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offiCials, peers of the children, truck drivers, shop-
keepers, servants and farmers....Could not translations
have been:used?-
.(Eden Nab'Y on The Story of Afghanistan, McCormick-

-Mathers, 1965)

In the,follewing example, the.Ono family

sponsible, tut as " chi3dren of the company."

appear to be more-Western than Japanese.

are not seen as being re-
..

At the same time they

"Case Study: The Modernization of Japan"

This case study featuring the Ono family is offensive,
misleading, and not particularly a Japanese family.

Japanese "workers are thought of as-children of
the company; a company would peter fire its children.",
Undoubtedly, the attempt was to establish the concept
of loyalty, but unfortunately it comes off depicting
the Japanese as'incapable of being adults. \

In jhis case study there is little that is
Japanese.. Change the names of the Ono Family\and it
could have been written about any.Western family.
(Reader comment,on People and Culture, Noble a d Nobie,
1974, pp. 343-344)

The next example is of particular interest teca se the reader's

remarks are concerned with an actual interview taken from Jan Myrdal's

--Report Fiom.a Chinese Village (William:Heinemann It . 19.65). The

interviex,uts included in Life in Communist China ( ddison Wesley, 1965).

This,case studyiis not an "invention," but the ea er indicates how

assumptions about economics and politics-may be allowed to overshadow

equally important cultural aspects of life:

The effect of the readings, particularlyn transcripts
of interviews, is to focus on the economic and political
aspects of life in-China.. It, is clear that the inter-
viewers asked questions about'economic and.political
Alatters and so they got'a description of a typical day's
events in terms of economic and poll.41.cal activities.
(pp. 10-11) The impreSsion.made on students would be
that Chinese lead a bland-and dull life, completely lack-
ing in human feeling* humor, or spontaneity.
(Loretta Ryan-on Life le Communist China, Addison Wesley,

`1969)
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6. Dick andf Jane and Other Robots.

A common -denominator running_ through the readets' bast-study

criticisms has been ,.concern -with contrived situations, general,

. Lifelessness, and an absence of real and authentic people...This

section will- present the comments of readers Whose AUctions draw

special attention to the unbelieliabilitylmadllialeasnest.of case -f

Study Sots and thb\urobots" who act in them.

Some readers saw this as' an Asian "Dick and Jane" syndrome.

While appearing atallllevels; it is usually found in textbooks for

earlier grades. It's almost as if editors think it-necessary to use

"baby talk" or "cute" situations for younger Students, instead of

addressing them in an ad It and straight - forward manner. The first

reader discusses the eff t this approach had on his eight-year old

daughter:

The problem is that "big people" think that because
a second grade child may not inow how to read toovell,`I
he or she does not-know much English. The writer then
tries to put everything in sentences that average-about
-six words in.length and never contain such things as
cause and effect, etc. within the same sentence. Tfiis

makes for extremely unnatural English\Which is deaden-
ing to the senses and theAntellect; this, by the way,
is one reason why U.S. ,schools keep producing nein- .

readers; the children in lower grades are never given
anything in real English to ad. If'yoU could hear
my eight-year-old do. her "readin act" on\this book
with a sing-song. "Dick and Jane", vo e, ,you would kdow

17

hat I mean. But just try to read the fiallowing'passage:
c

...

,"We will take walk to the woods.
e woods are rt ar our school.
will walk on this path to the woods.

klie will take r walk in the morning.
W4 will see many things in the woods.

Birds live in the trees in the*woods.
Squirrels live in the trees too.
Rabbitg-11P,on the'ground. . ,

We wal look for birds and. squirrels.
./-

14, I look for rabbits.
Some of the trees are maple trees.

We will see many maple tree0-

, . .

ti

1

r.
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'Bow about something like this..nstead?
.

In. the morning _we will take a walk, to the.woode
near'our school.

We will walk. -on this path and see many things in the
woods.

We will look for birds and rabbitssand squirrels.
Rabbits- live on the ground, but rds and squirrels'
'live in trees.
Some of the trees are maple trees We will see
uiany of them.'

(lhe eight-year-old considers this anJacceptable style.)
.(Roland titue on Living in Places Near and Far,
MacMillan,I1969, pp. 2-3)

k

The next three readers also note the presence of unreal "Dick and -

Jane" characters and situations:

It is ironic thit this book is himani stically oriented -

but fails to evoke any believable human experience.... it
is Yased- upon a fictional concept, in %/doh a Korean,
Dick and Jane hear, see; and experience what the
author wishes to convey about Rorea....Aside from the
words the author puts into the mouths of her.Kotean
family members and'one or two quotations from Can-
fucius, Asian-voices are not heard in this book.
(Marshall R. Pihl on The Story of Korea; McCortlaick-
Mathers, 1969)

There is an attempt to create little boys and girls--
first catsins tq Dick and Jane--who,talk and question
in a cardboard way.
(Readgr comment on exploring RegiOns Near and Far,
Follett, 1971)

Thebest one can say of this book is that it is
relatively harmless. The stories are'merely stories;
one cannot empathize with charactersin a contrived

occurrences described -are normal
enough but the overall tone is sa unreal. One objects
strongly to having in every story a brother and sis-
ter hero, and heroine with "Mother" and "Father" and ,

"Little. Brother."

(Tin -Mala on At Home:Around the World,-Ginn, 1968),

Harold P. Wright draws2'attention to the zobotcaspect of this

phenomena. Here, an invisible "You,!.! who is 'assumed-to be the student,

Visits the Hoshino family in Japan. The "You" participates only
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peripherally in their daily Fife- There isnever any real interchange,,

C

.

between the "You" and the HolhinOs. Everyone, including the student,

is objectified and reduced to a "robot" arftus:

Here "You" visits a village in Kyushu: "The_

Hoshiiiis, a farmer and his family,, have invited
'Yotki.to.visit their home." (p.. 92) But there
is :no conversation. Mr. Hoshino. (no first names,
we dont know how many children they have. But

they dp watch T.V.) doesn't even appear until
''the neat" '"iou" eat'alone with"a mike robot
named Mrs. Hoshino: "'You' sit down on the -map,'

and your hostess places a tray in front of you.
On the tray are some pickled radishes. She

bows very low, and fills your cup from a small
teapot. When 'You' have finished your tea, Mrs.
Hoshino brings another ttay.": Maybe it is be-
cause "!You" Is a "special guest" that he doesn't
even have to say "Thanks." (Single quotation
marks and capitalization- have been added foremphasise).'-
(Harold Wright 9n-lepan, Fideler, 1974)

Another invisible "You" and more robots appear in Eastern Lands :

(Allyn & Bacon, 1968). This passage als- o to some readers-conveys a

negative and disparaging Attitude towards Japanese food and custpms:

-"When 'You' gcinpo a Japanese home, 'You' must
take off your shoes. 'You' sit on the data In-

stead of chairs. If 'You' are there for a meal,
the food is brought to 'You' on a tray and placed
on small stools or tables about a foot -high. 'Your
meal will,,probably consist of not verynuChmore
than rice, fish, perhaps soybeans, and .tea.: Of
course 'You' will eat With chopsticks if Youl are
willing to take a chance on using theDL. 'You' mat
find that 'You' can handle,theM well." (Single
quotation marks and capitalization have been added bo
"You" for emphasis.) (15.,31c_

A Japanese bank manager, who is introduced'only as "Hg," and

functions like a mechanical doll, appears in the f011Owing passage:

,"The manager of one of the Country's biggest -banks
in Tokyo may return each eveningto a traclitiOnal
'home that has straw mats (tatgmi):and slidingdoors
(shoji) . 'He',probably will take off ,his shqes be-

.
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. fore entering the houge, will put on-comfortable
Japattise clothes, take a bath in 4-deep wooden
tub, and eat Japanese food, "He' maii' expect
defereniIi from his wife and children and enjoy
ancient music and drama. ''He' may also visit
the Village of his aucestarsEO pay his respects

z- --!to the ancestral "shrine." (Single quotation marks
have been added to "He" for emphasis.)
(Japan: Today's World in Focus, Ginn, 1968, p. 55)

.410-.

The nee'quote shoWs a further example_ of detkiffnanized.--. wooden

portrayals of people in-China, Japan,abd

. -

These seeme&atet'rate but emotionless. The.flrst
itwo, of `a factory worker and a farmer in China, had
emphasis-bb hard work, but had sense of ciaimmunal
pride. No -fun. The Japanese farmer study in-
dicated old people ran farms. The Prasad
was hard-working, unhappy, hopeless, poor.
(Reader comment on The Eastern Hemisphere, Allyn,&
Bacon, 15t9)4w-

,,

The "Dick and Jane robot syndrome", can lead'to another difficulty:

/.
When people are portrayed at being lifeless or one-dimensional, student

/ . . ,
, ,

--. .. "
. .

may get the impression of cultural uniformity and think that case-study
. ..-

".-

people are typical of all other people in. that 'country:

Therdsare some subg
- things to watch for in

teaching of this_ terral. Students may tend to
.sassume that all amiliqs in-a-paraculat country"

-will behave .an(live in conditions si4tilit-tothe
. one focused, on in the case study. The--case study
approach emits the degree to which one can portray-
pluralism in a society or even in one given area. ,

,.(Loretti Ryan on People in Familieddison.Wsley;
1972)

.

Another reader says:

...Nor are the different places in the book trull:

representativebf-the rest of the country in which
they are but small units the places are stated
in the introduction to be 4 sample selection of
places around the world but .itshould.baVe'been--
prominently featured somewhere ,that they are not
typical samples of thevarioes:countries._
(Tin -Mara on At Home Around the World, Ginn, 49168) )
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The i&ny Lives of Enlightened Ram and Toothless Ram

4 The progiess-centered case study_aa seen through imerl.can eyes,
,

with ,a cast of.unreal people, is vividly iilustratedby,the characters

... of Enlightened Ram and Toothless Rad.

tRam appears in a variety of incarn4ions throughout a range of
4-

ot;

4

r.,, .

teats, but he usually shows only two faces. Ope is the'poverty-

.,'

strickeP,."backward,". "Toothless lam," who can barely scrape along from

day to day: The other, whom we shall meet first, Is:Enlightened Ram.'

This RaM is in favor of progress,. modernity, and Western ways. He is

condescending and impatient with his family and countrymen, who cling .

to their traditions and are slaw to change. He is against the taste

if
system, and in favor of democraCy. He sees America as an idealited;'

s1umless gace where no one:4Oes hungry. While there are Indians who

might resemble.hiM is some respects, in textbooks he is a caridature.

Rama Ramigur (This, islian, Silver Rurdett,'1972) is returning home e_

fram Calcutta:He Is,facing a difficult decision:

2-

"Should he_stay in Ramipur t?,...became a !farmer and

take over the land pf his forefathers? Or should ,

he return to thi city and make a new and different

life for himself? 'If only :kati4r, would listen to

me more,' Ram thougfit. 'Thep we could tuts our land-

intora great. prOducer
"PerhaOs hi hack .been wrong to leave his,village

to work' in Calcutta, He remembered the shaking._
finger and strong 4dvice-Grandmother had given him.
She had warned him he%waild surely be rebores,

an untouchable oreven an, animal. .This" would happen

if he did not do his duty-and become a faAger."

0

After manyConVirsationd with himself, he decides that if his .father
0 ,

does not agree to try some of the .nesi wheat seed, Mexicali 14:

-"Ram-Wrould go back. to Calcutta. He would 'forget

ahout'faiming and living in Ramipur."

234
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However, his fathef stirprises him, and addresses him in an "invented"

dialogue:

P"Rai,' Father went on, 'times are notjthesame as they
used to be. Once it was possible tofarm the land and
to live on, what we grew. Nothing really changes from
year to year. Nov there is a rustling in the land: 'I

can hear it. Mother India seems to be waking as if
from sleep. Soon there will bA a.new road to'RaMipur.
Last night I was listening to the radio. I heard that
our farmers will someday be able to feed everyone in
our country.'"
(All quotes drawn,from pp. 106-114) ..

In People and Cultures.. (Noble and Noble, 1974) we meet Ram again.

This tide:

"Ram is a farmer who is now living in a small village
near Bombay. 'One of the government advisers came to
discuss the new method ofTrice growing....Even his own
father warned him against. changing his ways. 'Take
whatever God gives you,' hessaid. 'Don't ask for too
much"."r

However, he agrees to try the new agricultural Methods, and:

\ .

/-

"Many yearsGater, Ram looked back on the changes'he
hid Made. He had learned to use fertilizer. He was
now borrowing tools from the village's new cooperative.
He was buying good seed. He was using a new plow and
sickle that were better than the ones his fathei and
grandfather.used. All of this puzzled Ram's father.
Hs-remarked, 'You are getting everything--good seed,
fine fertilizer, and good tools--as if a spirit is
bringing all.these to you.'"
(All quotes taken fram'P. 278,

a

"Enlightened Ram" appears again,-thiS time in FOur Lands Four

-Peoples (D. C. Heath, 1969):

!'After four years of study at an agricultural university in
the United States, Ram has come to India.' [Driving hone they
enter] an old section of the city. [Ram 'sees] crowds of
people [and he thinks that] many of the people have no homes
at all. They live on the street all:year round. 'Ram-looks'
sad. He haspot seen this sight in AMerica. Big f#ther
tells him that the gavernmentis building new housing for
poor people in the cities.%.There will be 'better homeirfor

some of these people.

235'
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' [Later at a family gathering Ram says,j".'When
I first.got to Europe and then. to America...I thought

I liked those countries better. I thought I night
like to stay _where people hdVe a higher-standard of

'liviig. 'But as the weeks went by, missed my own

people and my own way of life. I had a-reasdnfor
studying modern. scientific farming in America. I

wanted to comp back and work fora higher standard
of living for India. I would like to see more Indian
people eat.as well as We do, and as well as people-do

in Europe and America. I want to help our land.pro-

duce more.'

*net evening] "After dinner there is much talk-

ing and visiting. Then a cousin begins to ding.
Indian people love music: They have their own style
of music which would sound strange to our ears:
Chandra had made up a dance. The dance tells the
story of Ram's going away to study and then coming.

home. While Chandra dances, mother makes music for
her on the sitar, an instrument like a guitar.

IThe story continues and Ram goes to visit hiss

cousin Dhan who is a Development Officer in
outside of Bombay. gam expresses'dismay because] 3

' "1 never thought it would be Bollard fo the village

people to change their ways.'
'One step at a tine!' says Dhan. 'Already the ,

other castes have learned to work the untouch- 4
ables. Never again 0111 they hake to d;i:W rider
water.. 'The way of life 'here changes only very.
slowly, but it is changing.'",
(All quotes taken from pp. 259-267)

"Enlightened Ram" _ocoaaiotially goes by some otiier,names as well:

o

. ^

"This wasithe home Krishaawas expectedto return
tO. 'But after six-Yeats of being away, be was no
longer sure.that'he was,suitedtoliVe.under the
rules of.the'family. For-sometime hihad run his
own life., addle thought that it would:be hard,to

take orders from the-Older meMbersOfthei4ntly.
Heiientect to choose lail own career and his'own

wife. Tide was-riot acceptable to. hi,s grandfather's

way of llfe." -
(South Asigl' ion/a in Change, Addison Wesley,,
1975, p 9) _

k

,

4 "Tfie Mukerjees=are members -of the:merchantdaste'

called' Kbatri,. fit:' .is one of the highest caates._-;

When it7waAtime:for Bglara6 to marry, Baljitaug-

.1 gested. the daughter - of another Kbatri. "But Balaram.

had 'other ideas. He -kne0:the great. Indian leaders -:

Gandhi and-Jawaharlal Nehru did not believe in the .

`caste system'. Like them he believed the caste

,;system was a great handicap'to:ihe development of
.mOdern India...." ,-:
'(tature is the Eastern Hemisphere, D. C. Heath,

1971, p. 413)
,
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.

itra, we meet the "Toothless Ram" inevnation. Hs livet in the

most abject, poverty, but, there semis little .hope of anything better,

O

,since he doesn't want to .1tainge--h1s ways. He is superstitious,

illiterate, and olci-lashioned. He represents the India that "En-
..-

lightened Ram" and the textbooks want change. Appropriately enough,

he appears first of all in Exploring a ChangiDig'World (Globe, 1968):

".

"Ram is a toothless littlepan who lilies in a small
village in India. He is a pooi tenant farmer. He
cannot read or writes but he is not different in this
respect-from millions of others. At 42, he looks
and feels like an Olctman. He and his wife had
eeven children, bUt only three, two sons and a daugh-
tery are still alive.,-Both of'his sons are married

, and live with him. ,Be 'is worried because his Baugh -
ter -is not yet married." (p. 681) ",

This Ram turns _up again in India (Scott,FOresman,-1971):

"Ram Das is one'of the villagers of Indpore. He is
a small? emaciated [skinny] almost toothless little
man....Ram ii illiterate- [unable to read and write],-
and he was a poverty-stricken tenant farmer until he
received four acres of land When. [the mernment
divided, up thd land] in ihdpore....Deepali [his wife]
and (tam have seven children altogetherf but only three
are still alive....Deepaii is the same age as Ram,
wornfaced4wiry little women with a gold nose ring.
She is even more...old-fashioned than Ram."
(pp. 32-34)"

"Toothless Ram" also goes by other names: ,

. .
,

'Arun cannot read or write....For'the past few years
he has had a bad cough in his chests H4 went to the
Arillage doctor:and paid hiM three rupees or 4u for
treatment.- The doctor rubbed his cheSt with.a larger'
red stone and told him the coughing would stop: It,

ever did and Aiun has not been back to-the dbcfor, ,.

b Cause4le doeth 'not` want to spend more money."
' 4(Exploring,the lion-Western World, Globe, 1971, .p. 316)

"Lol Sharma had already lost one wife-Fhile she was
giving birth. on the sidewalk. At 18 yeareof 4ge
he knew of,no'other existence than theistieeis'-even
though ,he wasn't Born -on them. His faper'had.
gered the village landlord and'as a result WW1:been,
unable to find' work. The family had-moved to,.-Botbay
in'a desperate effort to stay alive.

g37
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"Through petty theft and-occasional work lolls father

hadraised Loi and five other Childrin. A number

had-died;,Io/ inset sure obi many: For most of lads

Vie, Lol noved.about the ity sleeping and eating

wherever his. father and no er stopped. If they

found A source of food they tayed in the area un*
til something happened_to e the situation.
FOod night be scavenged from a- riendly 'garbage can
or possibly stolen from a caret s business. If" .

the police should actually cat you they, or the

judge, normally let you go .wit -a warning and a

few blows about the buttocks head. Theft was

very losilkey'and us4117 only enough to proyide

a meal or-possibly two or three,."

(Indian' Focus on Change, Prentice-Ball, 1975,

p. 103)

D. CONCLUSIONS

4

bad to.use,the inauthentic,` but 'even .worse

when the inauthentic blocks out the authentic.
(Fert Ingersoll)

The kind'of anthropology that these school textspre!-
/sitm, with no attention to 'tradition, or the human-.
%ities, or native categories and expressive materials,
anay,be accurate in facts and figures; but they are
not authentiC. Such ihthropology when it is not
wooden is brazen.
(A. 4:1, Itaammtd

*- -

.
.

. .

' Readers; findings for'humanistio/human interest approach and

content, were discou'raging. Out of:260 texts, only 17 received a

, .

"dominant" rating on both apRroach and content. The of texts
. -

were,not'people-centered, and did not use actual Asian voices or try
; e

...---
$

.. to:see through Asien.eyeS. In most texts, little was done to assist
c

,
. .

, ,
the student towards an accurate, authentic experience of Asian peoples

... . . .,

:and chlthres., 4. ,

Works by Western writers and case studies invented by American

textbook authors' were used tOCharacterige Asiin attitudes. There was

little relit ce-through7-transliliOns and other source material, on'

288- f
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literature, the fine arts, and other primary expressions of Asian

experience. If these were included at all, they appeared mainly in

"adaptation'" or "re-telling" form. 'Because credits are e-usuilly

omitted, it would be difficult for the nonspecialist to distinguish

the true from the false, the. real from the unreal.

1 .

there was also a tendency to subordinate thehumanities to a

progrress-centered approach, which emphasized economics, technology, and

Politics..The arts, religion, and literature were seen as progress-

inhibiting forces or as worth mentioning but insignificant in reveal-

ing what is important about a people. The emphasis on "progress". seemed

to be a major factor in contributing to a depersonalization of the

.human element: Stereotypes of "important" and "typical" people went

hand in hand with robot-like, lifeless portrayals of human beings.:

2, 9

11

.

itt

z
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. VI. STYLE AND TONE (Based on 188 texts)

Responses to the. question on styli and tone are based on a

great number of variables, in particular varying sensitivities. Words

in one context m4 bevalue-laden or chargedrexpressions, while in.

another they may have no emotional overtones at all. Textbook authors

have refrained from such offensive pradtices as calling the Khmer.Re-

public a "half-assed nation," as one politician did recently.. Never-.

thelesd language used within a particular context reinforces many of

the American assumptions discussed elsewhere in this report.

A. CONDESCENDING LANGUAGE

A number of reviewers pointed out instances where an authorts style

and tone conveyed various degrees of condescension toward Asian societies.

Such authors often tend to assume the identity of a patronizing "tutor"

who hands down judgm4nts on tjle subject matter from on high, displaying

occasional amusement-at the situation under, scrutiny. Th response

to the question there a condescending; moralisticor.patronizing

tone?" one reader repcirted as follows on a.text on'Japan

There is in respect to calling traditional (pre-Perry)
.

Japan "backward-and weak".(page 20). One also gets, it'
in the comparison of the Japanese standard of living with,
that of'the,U.S. (page 33).. The most, consistent ex-'
,aMple of patronizing tone is the assumption of -the role
'of "tutor" in regard to democracy and other matters.

2 4-P
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See, for instance, page 2: "As we shall note later,
the-basic weakness of party organization is one of

...the problems of Japanese democracy." Also, page 27:
"To a remarkable extent the Japanese citizen. can say
what he thinks, read what he wishes, and write what he
believes.! Why is. it "remarkable".unless we assume
that other countries will not be-free? Finally, page
28: "Certain basic democratic principles arse also not
yet firmly implanted. Majority and minority rights
are one example."

(Roland Lange on Japan, Ally in the Far East,
Laidlaw,'1967) '

"There were even more blatant-examples of this attitude but they

Were less frequent. One worth noting is the characterizati000f

Japanese' soldiers and their American counterparts in World War II

that was found by Royal]. Tyler in Oxford's Japan and Korea: "The

'undefeated Japanese warriors were put to the real test in 1942. The

divine, fanatical, suicidal samurai was matched against the light-

hearted, humorous Yank who excelled in the use of his weapons." (p. 501)0

The most explicit statement froth a reader on- condescending tone D.

came fronyan evaluationof a popular world history text, Allyn & Bacon's

The Papant of World History. Here the author utVizes a metaphor--

that demeans'aid trivializes the aspiration of Asians in the colonial

period for personal and political freedom- comparing them to rebellious

children revolting against parental authority:

The use of condescending language is a particular problem
with this text. For example, "With the great kings of
the Western world, Asoka of India deserves an'homored,place"

78)._ And "In 1959, Young Prince Akihito married
a girl not of royal birth. This marriage is a sign that
perhaps Japan is changing its ways and is'learning the
ways of democracy" (p. 245). This is perhaps the most
offensive example: "Many of you may be envious of your
married brothers and sisters because they seem to have
more privileges, freedoms and duties than -you haye'.:..In
short,. your married brothers and sisters are on their own.
Many of you are in a hurry to grOw,up so 'that you, too,
pay be on your own and independent.,

-"In the ' firmly of,;nations;' colonial 'children' of

'mother'..countties often feel this way too. 'They want..
to 'grow up,' control their own affairs, maker their own,
laws, and spend their own inOney....'

241
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"In this chapter you will study mainly the British
and French 'families-of nations' because, in days past,.
these countries had many colonies and some proved to'be
.'problem children' indeed. How these- nations tried to
control their colonies and solve the problfts they had
will be tole.in the pages that iollow,6(p. 480) Aside.

from equating,being grown up and independent:with being
married, which I strongly object to, describing Aiian
countries under colonialism*as "problem children" is
-unforgiveable; the white man's burden lives on.
(Nancy Lanatig on The-Pageant-of World History, Allyn &
Bacon, 1974) .

sn

B. ETHNOCENTRIC AND VALUE-LADENWORDS AND PHRASES'

1% The Language of Tradition and Modernity: Economic
Development or the Lack-of it

Most. of the words i his category are judgmental words such as

"underdeveloped," "backwards," and "primitive," Frequently these words

.
. -

are used in such a way as to imply that the entire society or civili

zation is included in the judgment, not merely the economic sector.

Manyreadd'rs have reported that.the language psed to describe'"tradi-

tional" aspects of Asian societies tends to, have negative connotations

in contrast to the positive adjectives that'are used to describelhe

"modern" and "progressive" industrialized aspectsl\of a society.
,

The figures given after each of the following words'iefer to the
41/4

number of times readers reported that the term was:used in
.
a value -laden

or ethnocentric manner.

"progress" 33

"modern," "modernize," "modernization" '36

,"Westernization" 25

"developmert""22.

"less .developed" '"underdeveloped"

"backwards" 20

242
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"primitive' 14

"catching up with -the West" 2.

"pradtical superiority of EurdPean civilization" 1

"up-to-date way. of living" 4

"advanced countries" 4

Asia is "tradition-bound"; the West has "surged ahead" 1
.4 .

"old-fashioned ways of living" 5

"superstitions of the past" 1

lirrational beliefs" 1-

"static, unchanging civilizations" 3
.

1

. . .

"in the grip of tradition" 1

"haves" vs "have-nots" 1

2. Cold War Language

Cold War language permeates man); of the texts, especially those

published during the 1960's. There does appear to be a diminution in the'

use of charged language to describe China since President Nixon's visit

to that country,in 1972. One reader reportedthat the text she was re-.

viewing'had beep substantively revised between the 1968 and the 1973

f.
editiong:

.7-
.--)

.

A few chapters on China have been revised to preSent a ;

more balanced view of the P:R.C. Such paragraphs. as
"Human Ants" (p. 86) and "lack of modern conveniences"
(p. 87) have been omitted. Hany'of the author's comments
oisapproval of the P.R.C. have disappeared. '

2

(Elizabeth Dougea-Wlikert on China, Ginn, 1973) 2

.

-A... 1
.

.

As some readers found, however,, books are sometimes updatdd in re-

gard to factual data, but' not language.

Some revision has been done.. China's admissioh to eh,
U.J. in 1971 haa'been covered but there is an emphaSis
on violence,- terror, d*censorship in, the P.R.C. There
is mention of a "Chi ese Communist threat."

(Loretta Ryan on Word History: A CUlturakApproach,
, Ginn, 1973)

24_2-
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The. People's fepublic of China is still occasionally referred to

as "Communist China" Or even "Red China" in books published in 1974.

There are inappropriate uses of word nuances,- such as
the repeated use of the word "forced" (p. 75). The
effect of constantly referring to the Chinese in the
People's Republic of China as "Communists" is also du-
bious....EVerydne'I have net in China would officially
indicate a pride in being...from a Communist country.

:,.Many official statements Make specific references to
the goal. of China as Communism. However, the Chinese
in common situations do mot refer to themselves ad
Communists, ecausethere are relatively few full-
'fledged members of the C'ammunist Party. Therefore
the indiscriminate use of the word "Communist" to're-
\fer to everything and averyone in China today tends to
suggest a negativetone in spite of the fact that the .
word itself is a very, proud label in that country. 'We

.remember how the Chinebe liaison office,in Washington .

D.C. objects to the use of the term "aMmunist
'in the Western world when the People'a Republic of
China is mentioned. We also should keep in mind that
even thd Chinese themselves do not consider that they
have achieVed Caimunism, they only claim that they
are on their way to socialisiil'ox to a socialist counL

try. For example? of this usage in-the book,,please
see page 76, 77, etc.
(Rai -yu Hsu on Regions-of Our'World: China, Oxford,

1972)

Some textbooks also use the word "regime" instead of "government."

-NN

Referenced to "a Communist challenge," or "efforts to halt the spread of

Communise.are also used In addition;. words such as "brainwashing,"

"thought control," and "totaliearian dictatorship" appear.

"Communist China" /29'

"Red China" 12

"Mainland China" .3

"totalitarian gOverament" 4

"Communist regime" 1

"Mao's dictatorship -4

"propaganda"' 4

"struggle,for men's minds" 2

244
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"Communist liberation makes slaVes of the liberated" 1

''."indoctrination" I

1-

, ..
-

"brutal domestic policies" of the P.R.C.

J"CommUnists seized power in China" 3,

"Communist takeover in China" 1,

.

"easy promise's of the communists" 3

"ComMunist threat" 6

"Communist challenge" 1

"China-Muman Ant till" 2

"drab, regimented .society of China" 1

"brainwashing of the Chinese peopfe".2

"thought control" practiced in-China 1

"Communist aggression towards Southear$t:Asia" '7

tti.S"danger of Asian countries falling:, ictim to a newer., more
,

. ruthless imperialism" 1 . ..

'the loss,of Mainland China to the.C6mmunists"

"efforts to halt-the spread of CoMmunisti 1

"..

"China stands poised ready to plunge'once.again Into India's
territory" 1

.

"ruthless CoMmunists" 2
- ,

"North Vietnamese are-invaders"; "U.-t.troops are friends" 1, '

"self interest- masked' in iaeological motives" 1

"Free World" 1

"Communist China swallowing up_Tibel" 3 ,
,

'"the strong and Unfriendly Soviet' Union" ' l
.

. - -

"the brutal 00er of the dictatorial, of the U...i.S.R.! 1
...,

-'Dates of publicationlbi boOks including all .of
phrases are on'record.)/

en
O."

I

'1' 4.

/,

the above

... G.

1

,.
r,

Y

v.

'
/V'
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Cliche Words
,

Cliches such as "the Unknown Giant," the "Slumbering Giant," etc,

aie-also used to describe China. These phrases support the erroneous

/

231 '

K.,

but widely4 held assumption, that

centuries.

Clana.has4eeneigetatic and unchanging for

"Chiria..the Unknown .Giant" 11

2..

"China- -the Sleeping Giant" 1 . .

"China is awakening from-its long slumber. "

"China has been unchanged for centuries." 6.

"China has fallen behind the European nations." 1

1

"We' should not believe howeverlthat all Chinese are ignorant

or stupid. There have always been some who would compare

faVorably lath the best minds of any country." 1

-
4.. Measuring in Western Terms

The intention of the writers of the following statements was

s

obviously to canpliment.Asian people and places by comparing them to Y

Western counterparts, but.the implication, as seen by some readers
0,

is

----that Asian achievements are noteworthy .only;insofaras they correspond-4'w°

to similar achievements, in Western culture.

'7

0

5.- Language that: Reveals a?Eutorlocentric Point of View

Many readers reported'the'use of EuropoCentric words such as "Far

"Kalidaaa is the Shakespeare of India." 1-

"Sua Yat-sen is the George Washington of

"Saigon is the Parioi the East".4 1-

.

"Uapan is the Great Britein.of Aaia. 1
A J.

China." 1

. -

...East" when East'Asia,is Vow, ihe,preferred usage. The term is only

-relevant from a European or American perspective. Readersalidobjected
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'to°Orient," which litArally meams:"the East," and is both imprecise

and outdated, and "non-Western," :which blurs the distinctionbetween

Asian and_Afritsp cultuts4- -Words 141ea these:incourage students to de--

velopca belief in the centrality of thiir owh culture;'' This tendenAy is

further supported by the use of maps which distort geographical. reality.

by placing the United States squarely in the middle, thereby truncating
,

* -:

Asian and reducing it to ewo.inconspieupusareas on the far left and- ,,-

tIght.,

"Far East 26

"non-qestern" 12

"the Orient"; "Oriental civilization"

"crowded Oriental lands" I

6. Value -Laden Language Used to;Describe Japan

One 'problem with the language used to describe Japan'id the repeated

use of "strange" to describe habits and customs than are merely un
,

familiar. The writers' opinions, especially unfounded negative ones,

are generally not useful0and only serve to_prejudice the students before

-they have a chance to makeup their own minds. Words also reinforce

some old stereotypes of the Japanese: that they are "'Crowded " "imitators"
?

that they are "hampered

4k,

and "copiers" of.both the West and China, and

by their authoritarian traditions."

a

"Strange baths" 1

"strangeOndical instruments"

"Str ni&loods"''2

"Japa Is a workshop nation." 1

247
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Japan "leakned Quickly," `imitated," "copied" 10

"the cluttered, ugly streets of Japan's major cities" 1

"teeming masses in Tokyo" 2

"modern Japanese are not typically Asian", 1

"The Japanese are generally healthy and dress reasonably Veil."

"The Japanese show avemarkable_willingneas to obey authority ."

%

7. Value-Laden Language Used to Describe the-Countries of

Southeast Asia

(

S

The problems here are similar to thoseconcerning Japan;'naMely the

use of meaningless and condescending phrases'like "the friendly, fun-
s

loVing Filipinos," 49..d the "happy,';gentle" Thais who 'like 6 dance and,
.

. % ,sing." The language used td describe the'cOlonial relationship is, also
. 1

-. . , ,1,,.

.

.
,-,. .

-
. . ,offensive'?in places,..as for example when the Asian countries are likened

.

to "adolescents wanting,more-privileges and

mother countries."

Philippines:.

:s .
.'

"Ourlormer,pupils" 1

t

responsib ilities" from 'the

"the friendly., fun-loving tFilipinos" 1

-Burma;
1

S

1.

"Burma'lies between the massive and bungfy countries WIndia and China:"-1

Thailand: .,"
-; )

- ,

jentle, law-abidihg people who like to dance."
..,

0 4

"The Thais are.a'ILIPPYI
and :sing . " 1'

.

11

Viet 'Nam: %.

. .

"TheoNorth Vietdames; are Invaderiise::,,
7

°

..
11 4. 4

** i . s

o* w 6 4, s ,s.
. . .

. 4
II

Of North-Vie; Nam: -"It,da called the-Demo
Of-tourse, many peopii of,Niittb Viet Nam

. .

,
,

Etatic'Republip.'of Viet .

have not been *filed

!bigh-souading'title."- 1 sl

\

,',,.....": s
. . - . I. 0., ,

"Al

A

;
*.

, . I- ;.
r.

.
.

1 .
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8.. Value-Laden Language Used to Describe India.

The single'gretest problem with the language on India-is-the

£64uent uselof depressing, negative words to describe the traditional.
.

. aspects of India's
esculture. The past is sen as- "static" and "un-:.

1.

changing" and "an obstacieto Indies efforts to make the transition

, to an up-to-date Way of life." 'There is a particular problenkwith the

. use of the term 'sacred cow"' because in .Eriglish "sacred" carries the-

implication of actual worship. Its use in the context of Indians'-

reverence for the cow creates a severe distortion; Statements about

Indians sitting on mats becaude -there are no chairs and eating with

their hands because knives and forks are expensive and Scarce attest to
.. .

ti-
r

,

..
both ignorance about Indian customs 40cultural arrogance -on the

i.
part of the writer. A

j'In the teeming cities, thousands" live on the streets and
millions ate unemployed.'1 1

"Thousands 'of people jammed together in- .makeshift -huts and
shops." 1

. .

"ancient city buses with their-fenders flappingi'belging with
. % . . .people" 1

.- .
. t%. ,

.

"India is still in the grip:sdeedition." "5:
$

,... .,
"fndian civiliZation,.has been'static." 2

. ..

;'sacred cow" 14 -, ,
01

i , "India i.e making thetransition from-Iti-primitive....'soeiety to a
..

-

, - Mo4i-n, indastriaI one.'1"1.. . - -- I .,- -, .

..,.. ...

...,

./ndian music-"May seem just ugly or strange to Americai, 6 ;

1. :
,

4.'On'tile Ilarappin civilization: -"their architecture wa's neither pS
.tas:Skillful nor as interesting as the Sumerians" 21.
..

. ,..,

.

. "
"

'this famtly:is.squatting on mats since there'are no.chairs."
- . ./

fisidcA%knives and fOrks are scarce and expensive" (they eat
..Stiiththeir hands) 1 - .

'!,India Is a new countryl."'.4

249
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9. Other Value -Laden and Ethnocentric Expressions

"pagan natives", 2

"natives" .7

"hu ti" 10

"di-,: floors covered with filth" 4
1 '

mudhuts"

."grinding poverty" 3

"cheap labor" -P1

"witch doctor" 1.

"mother country"- (speaking of the colonial power)

"savages" 1

"jungle peOple" 1 -

",the huhgry world" 1
4

"They need to- turn ',off the flood of 'babies:1i '1

Pluralism is described as "a crazy _quilt." 1

Finally, several readers noted ,that textboole tone is not only
.

s

. .... -.

., .
...- . ,

patrbnizing toward Lia but tawar0
.

American students as 1.7e11: r
. - .

. s
. ,

:. : .
z.

C

4% ' ' ..
4

t
I ' 4.

.
As-a final Cotmilent flay ;l just say than all thse, texts
in diffeyerit walzi,seemlo la'ave an intensely patronizin,g -.'",(` .. ": . -

. 'tone 'tosS =their ,reader§i This ds separateof cciul ..se 1 .. :.

_ from -the pyOblfga of.'thetlz*.atJ.41§0 tibwards the Chinese;-, 46. C
s

"IP : . ...... :-

.but I do not se.elfiaw.a cillIV4h46.olc,:tri>:eo. an ut.tVrJ-3",-. . -, ,...;.--;....- "3.
s- .

Etiffgrpt dultimq."ii at stlfa Ad tite 'lie: /s bbing :talk !' . -.;:**. " :1,-'. t._.,-:.-
r

:ed dotk.14.. '. ' I' ....' e es!....4,,, ,..... .-
' e -

_2., - ..... et . - - .' at= - . , '-

:"' .4.. ,.._ ,4:'- :-.
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VII. tExisii--,, "Mies THE TOOLMAKER REV 1TED" (Based oft 49-tekts).

Publishers have beea increasingly aware of the need to respond to
,

changing attitudes towards sex stereotyping and sexist attitudes acid

exp7rebsiOns in texts. A number of studies and directives have helped

to bring about this'change.. The Ford Foundation supported study of "Sex

Sqle Stereotyping in the Schools," the Kalamazoo study of reading

,

textbooks.,, and the MCGraW-Hill directives to textbook editoYa and'writers

are examples.- "Many reviewers mentioned.that the texts *#h ,ksian
4

.

.

content they were evaluating:segmed to.be making a conscious effort.to.
- ./. .

.
- . -. .

ishments in anew,more positive manner.
. .

.,, . .

nstances of sexist Material, 'radging
..

._ .
. .-, ...

. . - . .1-
terms mwsubtle train/aait

. ,

; ,.... :. ., %

. .

present women and their accomp
.

However, 49rie4ts pointed out

from simple and blatantly offengiv

, !

of_seguai roles.
.

,
. . . 4 ."'.

1dcitc't want Co Make-a big deal about "the.use of "mane'
sihen,-"Mankine- is - meant, several, tidies they use "Mae
in .

a bore partiCular-sease and it; is very jarring.-and.%
:

.
.7. , . .

:inappropriata) For:ekample:%%(inreference taiMohOlajo4-.:1i%
.1baro):"Many Caen today afe Atereated.ia leaihingsboat.the :--.

.,'. Re4.....-;SomOient-dai.Where Dravidian cities Used-Wbe.*:...... ./.;. .

":"-:: .--t:' ... These men keep looicing.folthing's2thatcwill,tell mbre,dimut -

f.";--- .:-;. :-' the DriVidi6a who -111.7ed 5 boo. yeare' a,149.1.' '.: :(13". 36y This -, -;,,
.;_ ,..... .,.- ;-11xrils,es meads enforcidg' thetnalan that there are no waMilu' -- ) : .', ', - .

aichaeologisti.- :--- 'r.:! ;- -:' ;:- = -' .-- - -.e-:,', , f ,
,(Naniy.taffiana.bin h:;. IndianAubcontinenti. Allyn &-Becoei" 1971)....

.
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sex roles to the minds of youi,g readers:,

,. t 1

Sexist, yes!! "What kinds of work do fathers do?
Fathers take care of sick people. -Fathers build

houses. Fathers make automobiles. 'Fathers fly

airplanes. Fathers write stories. What cite do'
,

fathers do? Fathers do many kinds of 3.71ftk$,.:1oOg

at these fathers. Each of-these fathers'illoes work

he likes. Each of these fathers does his work

well. Mothers all overthe world take care:of their

children. Mothers cook meals' and keep house.

Mothers may also work outside the hbme. Sack are

teachers. Some are nurses. What other kinds of work

do mothers do?" (pp.72-74)
(Tin -Mala on Families Around the World, Fideler, 1970)

4

Other more subtle problems were raised by other=reviewers. Certain

treatments of Asian societies were carefully structured to implS, that

women had little or no important role in shaping or-building the

particular society. India was misrepresented in this way several times,

with a grudging nod to Prime Minister Indira Gandhi the only concession
4,

to the role Of women in modern India. Some texts did discuss the role of women

in India, but chose to present everything in lurid and melodramatic.

terms. One reviewer wrote:

*

No mention at all of the accomplishment's of women

except those of Indira. No mention of increased
educatiOnaI,opgbrtunities; very obje6tionable'
treatment of "sati° and the Indian mother-in-law and .

of the life pattern of f-women 'in ,general. Family life

is desciibed as very complex game." A woman starts
married'llfe as "a household drudge,";"becomed fla tyrant,"

and as an old widow "her placeis that of the living
dead." (pp. 24-28 passim)-Furthermore, in photos of
Indian. women working in factories and 'getting off an
airplane he-refers-to them as "girls."

(David bell on India, Ginn, 1968) 1

10"
Another.text was, criticized for, its almost --total neglect of women

as chdracters.in case studies; the reviewer's incisive analysis of the

women who appear in this book reveals the mile-centere4 outlook of the authors:

'252
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f I find it difficultz..to believe that in a
. series named after a woman who has-achieved
much herself, sexism can be 'so rife. All the
case studies center around boys and men. .

The only woman who is given any attention at all
is MaiMaz'nah; about 4 pages are devoted to "hei day."
Later, she is also part of an inane discussion of

, voting. .Follawing.a,narrative description of the --

Alliance Party, which gives no indication at all. that
MarMaenah knOws anything about it, She says, 'I
think it is a.good party, and I-am going to vote for
them. Another narrative paragraph follows:

:"MatMaainah's friend thought it would be wise to
vote for the4a:ity representJd by the sheaf of rice:
It was rice that fed her family -Another neighbor
decided to vote for the party represented by the
crescent and star. She thought this was a good syMbol

. -.because it stood for her religion."
,

I(L4i6re Burckel on People in Change: South Asia,
"Addison Wesley, 1975, p.57)

..--.,

. .#
c.A final diffitulty that some reviewers pointed out is comparing the

3. ! '.. f ,

r.role Of women in- Asia.with that of Women in the West. Some textbook
..- -
-

. authois make the assumption that women in Western societies havee. much

higher and more active status than their Asian counterparts: One4
4 -

-.thoughtful anewell-intentioned text (Man and Woman.in Asia)

`Siiccumbed,te this temptation to picture Asian women as progressi ng

rapidly towards a.poifit already reached-in the West:

The dominatioir-submidsion pattern of the traditional
Asian marriage is slowly changing. Man and wife are
beginning to moire towards roles orequal status with
the consequences that married life now includes en,
element of companionship such as has been known and
idealized in much of the West.
(Darlea Fisher on Man and Woman in Asia,

-Addison Wesley, 1969),

-Comparisons like this can be misleadihg, steering the student away

from the numerous pdsitive aspects of the role of women in Asian

societies from early history to the present. Surely the changing role

of-Asian women ,can be. intelligently presented without making facile
'

comparisons that 1111 obscure the topic rather. than shed light upon it.

253
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VIII. FORMAT AND ILLUSTRATIONS (Based on 119 reports)

Format and illustrations are an important element of any text.

They can detract from, serve as mere-decoration for, or extend and en--

hence the written material.

,r
In,this study the. content of illustrations was ,often found to

project and reinforce stereotypes-about various,Asian societies. In

response to the pestibn, "Da the pictures project stereotypes?" over

half, 55 per cent.(of 152 replies) replied "yes." One text was so

blatant in its presentation of India that it moved the reviewer, who

is an Indian national, to a !encha nt outburst:

.*

How would people like it if weAldan introduction '

to America consisting exclusively of the Mafia, Viet Nam
policies and marches,,ghettos, the divorce rate, Playboy
,Clubs,' race riots, violence to nature, Watergate and the
CIA, with-only a mention of Abraham Lincoln and the

influence of Oriental spiritual movements?.
India isseen in these texts as only a troubled-land --
"a billion hands at work,' border tensions, the poor
farmer, etc. And Textbook A is heavy on how foreign
agencies like WRO6=CARE, etc. are.froCking (sic) to
India to solve: her'prpblems. There is nothing at all
on local solutions; traditional assets,:and*the daily .
presence of arts, ideas, and natural beauty--all three
of which are entirely absent fo.lra the books-either in
illustrations or n text.

Once it used to be-all the other way:, India.
was full of philosophies, temples, mythologies; and,
religious insights as well as Snake charmers, ele--
phants, maharajas, and nothing at all on contemporary
economic social problems, The pendulum has swung to
theother false extreme--aliost vengefully.
(A. K. Ramanujari,on Eleven Nations, Ginn, 1972)

numberiof replies dealing with stereotypes.
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Many reviewers found that India wis2particularly susceptible to
; 1

distorted treatment through constant repetition:of photoraphic cliches.
.

No textbook on Indie.seems capab10 of fes isting the temptation- to ih,,

clude.a picture of a cow in the middle of the street; the only image _.

that appears as. frequently- as this one is, of p3urse, the Taj Mahal.

Other images that are often projected inc lude poverty (both rural and

urban), overcrowding, begging, "primitive" farming methods, and, as a

shining alternative to all these, burgeoning modern technology. The

emphatic sameness of these images of,4India led one scholar to offer a

wiimsical suggestion that is actually a:good indication of what is

missing. Speaking qf,the types of Indiansthat appear, in the photographs,

he Said they were:

The usual groups farmers, induitrialists, and beggars:
I would soNatime like to see a picture Of'agroup of

,

sophisticated businessmen in Delhi dipping cocktails.
(Edward Dimook on India=Pakistan, Cambridge, 1972)

o
k

,
The images,of japan that some readers found'are equally predictable.

Japan is pictorialized through delicate. women in kimonos, Et.

the tea ceremony and origami, _("giarming bUt minor arts," one reviewer
. *

cells them); Japane se gardens, and shrines. These pictures are usually

juxtaposed with those,showing- enormous factorps, traffic jams in Tokyo,
_

,

student riots, baseball., subway trains, and textile mills.
. There seems

to,be no, middle grOund The two comthentssbelow are typical:

. -.
,., ,

..

-_/.

There are no art objects, hii3torical paintings, dr

documents; Approximately seven illustrationd deal.
', with sporting events. Three show popular singers .

Eight dapictechoal llfe, including two of student.
demonstrations. One shows a home scene. Seven.
:touch on rural life, One represents a feudal pro-
cession (part of a festival). One shops a class
in'flower arrangement, one a tea ceremony.; The

' book contains two tables (p. 186)',. both represent-
' . ,ing how'a pair of baseball players hit the ball.. .

I.
.

col' (Leon Zolbrod on We'the Japanese, Praeger, 1974.

,.
255.
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Yes, some "quaint Asiarv.scenes" as the "kimonos clad :

woman.with Japanese umbrella" on p. 2, the'view-of"
kit. Fuji through a torii do page0,-the geisha with

-samisen on page JL' Japan is symbolized as a kimonoed

girl on page 44.. Aggressive,behavior is shown in

Japaneg soldiers charging with fixed bayonets an
contrast to the American soldiers who are shOwn

giving chocolate to Japanese children). Lots of

modern technology, etc. . .

OolandLange on Japan,,MACMillan, 1969) 4

'

.

A a .
i, t

,

India Id Japan are most often represented by stock images-but *

other Asian countries are also, misrepresented. The reader of a book:on

Indonesia noted 'an' illustration that wasg

.t.

...downright offensive, portraying ;he Indonesian

as a Japaneie-type coolie-caricature, with exag-
gerated slanted eyes and wearing gala, or clogs,
which are not even used in Indonesia.
(Reader comment on Indonesia, Ginn, 1967, p. 83)

Another instance where a hand-drawn illustration presents. crude
.

.

i
,

and Obvious racial stereotypes Baas mentioned by one reader:

Thedrawings are offensiveand depictstereotypes.
Such is the Case on page'36, witEch compares popu-
lation in the U.S.A., U.S.S.R.,-India, and Japan.
The Japanese have slanted eyes iii"-the drawing'and

the Russians look fat. Most of the Indian men are

wearing turbans. The faces of the Russians are

also red!'
(Sandy Chdittn on India, American, 1971)

-

Finally, a book on India was criticized for using sevgral cartoons

to ridicule and caricature"Asiansi

On page 4 a Caucasian-looking,medical doctor is'

'shorn bent over a man labelled "India" and the
doctor is listening to the sick man's heart

with a Stethoscope.' Pathetic and Sad-looking
Indians,-are crouched aKound watching.

On age 47, two roasters,elabelled "India"

and "Falsistgn".fight, while a gigantic,-smirking

Mao rests his arms on the himalayas, amid dark
clouds, and holds. a cooking 'pot, as if -read); ,t(

256
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. k
to cook and gobble one or both of-the quirreIeome
roosters.

(Robert Swacker on India and the World Today,
Laidlaw,,1966)

Another question asked of readers was: "Are different groups -
.

. . . -

-within a society portrayed?" Well over half 05.per cent" out of 147

replies) said "no." This 'is singularly important fa.iling when one

is dealing with a society like India or China in Whtch-both racial

and cultural diversity must be dealt, with if the student is to have an

accurate picture. The reviewer of a' book on China lamented this failure:

"Reading .the text or looking at the ictures, the reader would have"-

no idea of thexich ethnic difference§ within the national boundaries.

Sad too, because this lesson is an iffipartant one for`Americans.".

(DalhdWeitzman on The Story of China, McCormick-fathers, 1968) Other

texts projeCted very limited impressions of a country by showing.only

one economic clabs in the photographs; this was a frequent problem in

'the treatment of Japan. For example: ,
-

Most of the photographs represent a bland middle
clats (of the 1950's). No one is very stylish.
Children (boys) have shaved heads,...-The Emperor
looks about 40 years old. 'one picture of the
Emperor is shown-;(page .88 this time), to
trate the politiCal Problem he is faced with, No
caption is givens but on the.left of the Emperor's
picture there is.a photo of Rustian soldiers march-
ing with guns] and aathe Fight there is a large.
flag of. the "U.S.'tljring over aiparade of peaceful
Americana. . -A )

.

.-
"(Harold Wright on How People Live in-Japan; Benefic,
1923) ,

.

Another.reviewercommented,on the tendeney to present Japan as

a totally neat and orderly country:
.

*number of replies dealfng, with pluralism in it ust ations.

..2 a7



The face of Japan4'as it appears in this book,

.is very welt.scrubbed. There are pictures of._

farmers, but they don't look very muddy.
(Royall Tyler on The Story of Japan, McCormick-

Mathers, 1971)

Technical Quality

,

It is reasonable to assume that selectors of texts And students

themselves may form their first impression of a text by glancing.at

the layout and illustrationS. Does the text survive what-is called the

"flip test"? The initial reaction to a text may affect whether or -not

a text is selected and may,

to the subject matter. The

there is a new awareness of

in fact, affect the student's receptivity

reactions of the evaluators indicated that

presenting textbook information in an attrac-

tive, meaningful format.

Reviewers were asked whether they felt that'the text in question '1.

_ v.,

was initially appealing to the eye, whether it invited the student to
,

% .

read on. Exactly 50. per cent _(out of the 168 replies received to-this

question) said "yes." One scholar who replied positively gave his

reasons: p.

Obyiously a textbook, but a most attractive one.' Blue

cover with well chosen andreproduced photos of trad-

. ltional and modern China and Japan. Clear,well-'

-spaced type, wide margins, profusely_illustrated with -

good quality color, black and white,, half-tgne photos,.

charts, maps. It has the feel of a photo-essay-=asks'

to be read. .

%(S. E. Solberg anPaople in Change: East Asia,

Addison Wesley, 1975)

:

Of those who answered "no," on the ot4er-hand, many made the point

that books often announce condescendingly that they are for atudeilts

,just by'the poverty of their'design; these readers wandered why-a dis-

tinction in quality of format should be trade betWeen books for-students

and, those foi 'adults. 258
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As one reader commented:.

244

7.

Another thing that maikg;this work aS.d.:textboolt
is the fact that each page is dividldineO two-
columns of type, aamplett-with large topic head-
ings every few paragraphs tech-as "POSTWAR DECISI
and "A MAJOlt.ISSUE" on page 45. Such devices=driv
bright students to tears and'away from school he- .

cause they_ are a form of condescension Most pri- 1 7

mary and secondary texts-are-boring because-the
adults who write them thinkthat the children Who,
read theM are stupid. -They'are not. They are

merely lacking in much of the information .which
they need. As things stand, most textbooks .are-
an, insult to the intelligence of the poor children
who havp to read them. This is why children are
put off by a book the moment they recognize it

0

as a textbook, because to them a textbook is a
boring book.

(Roland Lange on Japan-Allyjin the Far East,-
-Laidlaw, 1967)-

A pootly conteived*cover or frOntispiece cando a great deal

of harm by starting the reader out on a n :ative or neutral note. Some
r ,

otherwise carefully done texisseem to h ve been vetycarelessly. handled

in tetras of the cover. Drab, colorless photographs are mentioned by

some reviewers as creating very negat e initial impressions. One scholar

noted a collage of photos on the cov r of a text on _comparative cultures

that presented India as-"dreary, ngry,crowded, hard- working."

(A. K. Ramunuian on Eleven Nati' s, Ginn;-1972)

_ .

Another problem which .a o arose with some covers is the use of

\ a carelessly-reproduced that ends up actually giving incorrect infor-
-.

mation. One text on Jap mmlih a'eonfusing and unattractive color scheme

for-the map on its ewe is an example df.this. the reviewer noted,

,

"The cover illustration.tonveys the impression that Japan is a U.S. posses-

sion. It also conveys the impression that Okinawa is notpart of J4an:"

(Roland Lange on Japaw-Allytin the Far East, Laidlawf 1967)

.

. ,
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/

One of the major questidna about the illustrations was, "If color.

reproductionis used, is the quality_gobd? What aboutblack and white?"

The results, based on 178 replies, were as follows:

exceilent 12%

good 41%
fart 29%

I
The most common complaint was that color photographs were'extremely.

"fuzzy" in quality, often obscuring or distorting the subject. In black

and white photos, the',most frequent problem was the use of small, very
-Asp

.dark picturesthat were almost impossible to make out.

A reviewer of a book on Afghanistan gave a good example ol how an

. . .

excellent subject for a, cover photo can be marred by poor color reproduc-

tion:

'A word about the cover illustrations. The choice

of the subject matter for the cover photo is rather

good; the shrine- mosque.of Mazari Sharif is colorful

and a fine example of eastern-Islamic architecture.

HoWever, the color reproduction hardly does justice

to the structure both as regards the angle from which-

the building.ig,shown and the drab, overcast skies

and tile colors:. VagUe,blues and greys rather than

,vibrant brightness is the effect.'

(Eden -Naby on The Story -of Afghanistan, McCormick-

Mathers, 1965)

On the positi3e.sidelone text on Buddhism was praised for its

careful use of illuSttatioli to improve the text:

The use of color.greatly,anhances the book'g

appeal. In the Chinese section the first -class

bamboo and calligraphy pictures on page 15 and

the landscape on page 22 are excellent
,

ex-

amples of how pictures can strengthen the

text and how students can be introduced to ,',

great artianobtrusively.'
(Kenneth Morgan mi.-Buddhism, Addison Wesley, 1969)

260
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Guidelites for Content andJechniCal Quality
.
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is

., . .

The reviewer of
.

a:book on.East Asia that used faipat and illustrations
( .

.
,. _

....
successfully offered praise that should serve as a model for the future,:. -,--. -:. . _ _

.

, . ,-
, ,

.
. : . .

This boak.is an exampl$ of a factual, imaginative,
.anA carefully thought _out se of 'pictures, paps,, and '

charts. The pictures-no; only complement the text,'..,
they enhance.wgextend the text and,are used as the ,..

ocCapion:for -more statements, of a higher.generality, .

-about the subjectfrunder.disOssion,' than is allOwed k.
by the-specific narrative Structure of the- text.'
(S. E.5oiberg on Peop16 in.thange: 'East Asia,
Addisavilresley, 1973)

fr,

"ht

a

The thoughtful-and skillful arran emdnt of illustrations Can greatly
.. 'e '

.

.,

improve a texe,%especiaLly.if:the photographs are cl early reproduced.
4

..: . :
. . %.". :' '- . . ,

. ' There is.-simply no excust'for 'substandard- civality in photo reproduction
: . .. ..;

6
. .

(47 per. cent' 'of' the te Atsteitieyed Were'rited "fair" or "poor" in this
t - ,4 " . ,

. .
respeet):' .Sharp abd stxiking photagra'phs ar? readily available for

M "
lt ...: y ."

. all ifisiatv countries. s 1.
... o. a o1 . ... - s

4of ...
. Finally, the priparygdal of' any textbook on Asia shouldbe to... .

.4

A.

.iptroduce.Americaxi sChpolchildreito other human beings. Pictures can

- .-',accomplish this' as perhaps; na i)ther medium can. Two pegatre comments,
.

1
the first from-an Indian 'scholar and the 'second 'from a'Chinese one,

- /

.a. possible guideline ,for future authors:

- ,Tlaq,woxst.featute'of: both texts,- apart from The
':ceasdless song of "the white man's _burden': and,

dW!. 'Ina/teeMing millions," is the absence of
any sttikihg,:villid, human detail:" the absence,
of afiy"natiVe [form of ]expressionnoi a Song,

-,stOty, prwerb, recipe, joke; not a claseup'of
a-facef-no textiles, int riors, or houses-land]

-,.'i-dan't mein silks, te6p1: s, and palaces.

Ramanujan on Ex lar the Non-Western.
World, Globe, 1971 and.E1 en Nation'w,,Ginn,:,
WiTi

.

(m

There isn't one-picture in. the book that says,
Lam a Human Being. -

.

04tvid Weitzman on The Siary of China, HcCormick,

Mathers, '1968) 26

er

:
-
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Reade:.?:efe:ask'vi.-ti..4eov.erall ratings of the books they

1. 'iXgellintshould be highly recommended
1,...tan-te,-used,:but hag some problem6

7:::-Should7not 15e'Used withcout.revisions

-

On of-20'tities, 63 received #1 or,#2 ratings indicating that

suitable fot use. Readers reported that 108 bOoks should
o

.
not be used without. revision (rating 0), although'they Indicated that

. 2 ,

they wished to give. a somewhat higher evaluation to '30 of this nUmber.by

suggesting that these were egpeciatly worth revising. "Unacceptable"

.

04i ratings were given to 80 texts. On any given topit and regionat
t

,

a specific trade level; there were judged 4o be at most 4 usable titles.

.

..:,
..

,
.

Most of the material on Asia 'judged' be suitable-is produded fot the

:" hterachool

Of 16 elementaiy books given "Suitable" ratings, only one series of

basic texts received consistently good ratings. Twelve books on the

junIor high .level were seen as usable by the readers. The fist included'

only 2 basic te.xts,or units and,10-regional paperbacks. There were 35

. .

.high school books fudged .,to Pe:suitablefor use.- These included 4 world

7
'history texts, 3 supplementary anthologies of world history readings, 2

anthologies of Asian readingsll regOltal,sury_eyS, and 15 paperbacks

..on.specific Asian topics', such_as painting and religion'.

y X62-

C
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-§ince thby are based on.specific criteria,. are inevitably'subjective,
:-- .., , - -?.

.

:Sad are difficult to:make COnsistent;'numerical.ratings afe inadequates*.to
-7-

...?..... . -
'convey cqmplet7e information about individual'books. ASia Society staff

, -

-Haze used reader...comments to'prepae paragraph annotations on outstanding.
. .

.

.

-bOolcs'and,,has made listings of the source found in texts and- . ,.
,....... . 0 , .

'. suppleientary materials'. Thepe may be obtained from the Educational
r. ,

.
..- .

Resources /Asian Literature Erdkram.
-. ,

,
.

.

ti
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. .' 'Was .pLaced a major...eitp.hasis on en-CoMragiifg:AschiHrits,:iii;-,coamtal,fx-P,e--;C:1-7°' '''--- ,-
:,,-.....:. ,...... 4 . . ;

i . .. . '..-: ..s

.'. -kloixfq,t 'audience throOgli....i.frit4ng.,.-, iiii4,4tiolls, f-e'g:ii*e4y .firbadcasts and

-:-..:';' ; .----.,-1._, .., - . ',.:-....-- -.... ..7,- .Y.' - -- _- . ..

...piiblizetiinis..-.:3kth_rhe Inerg'q of ..the.Z,duncli-ion. and ;ASian Literature Pro- _.
-

., - :i . - ,
' -". . ':'.#: .

. grams in the MI: -of. 14.4.7 .,. one *fie Society' s - ohj ectivesewas to extenci
--.

.'-,.. .:!..::. ::'"'-. ',..,.:,.......... :, ' 4, . :

,

..::
scholarly communicatiitt. CO." the elementary and secondary school level, '.. .: '

, -.. ... ,- .

. -... .. .-.4.t.- ... ,, ... ...-...::..-.*: ;.:
direa,tly:and indirect1y7 In 'order to promote grptei authenticity and .

1

. ':2"...

1 . a e, ' : " . ; . . .

accgracy in _basic.' learning tasterfals-.. 'In 'general 'it iras expected that if , '7 '

4

tn-tters and publishers Idrew on scholarly'sourdes; knowledge 'wad tidoubtectly,#

.
, Z 1 . -.

...-

- ..

--. be transdittea to students. This text_evaiudtion -has4revealdd bow greatly
- .. , : . -

the production. Of 'learning materials _needs, the direct participation of
, t . . 44' "

.. ' ,.. ..... .
, ..-.

schal.ars as authors or consultants, "Af.a. mirkimiiii,":specia,Usis, Should...be:.
`e

;

asked by pub4eriers tosreriew manuscripts before theil'becOMe-lockl'ini`O

4:
.7.' ;. .

.
1 ''.; . F.

,,

- t ...' '..1

galley., page'proofs, or public' print. : , - t i _

......
i - ., -, -,......-

. . . .. i . .

Perhaps one the most 'significant and meaningf4-#8.41-44..cir -ftlie, .. "... :

_. ... .. . - .

.

.- process of this _evalliation has been to raise conselousneeslairso!!k"scholars
. . . - , .

a'bout Cht need for an improved metIndLof tratismitting,4f-oriaatior to #
4. '

-

": ' -. ., , - ::. .: _.:,--:- -

, .-. wrters of elementary and Sac'orgiary school books. 'As_Datiel. Leyi"--.4f--.thewriters

University of Washingtoniwrote, "I was shocked.' An Indian national said, ',
. .

.. . . . ,-.
.. .

"1 was.amazed).:.6-1- McKim Marriott Of the University a Chicego-,.. however,.
.. .: . - , ,,, .,,

.., , , '..---.

--,..st,ruck at the heart Of.., the matter:. the failure5 of- our 'system for

., , .; ,
. . ,.

disseminating knOwledge . in his tanalysis of the treatment of caste in
.. .4 ' - ,

,
;..,:. , ., A

.
5 ,
l ,, ,

I ,

textbooks he. Stat4d: - . . . , . ...
... , I, . 4 ... , ''' -26. . ...: ,.

.
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, ,.. .
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w- it ai1:_.phe,"-10;i&-i-egItetiata.le!lcir what:0 saps` of
; our sy.s.fttt or:-tran*ttiais schigarljic --icnOWiedge 7

_ tau:1110s- and' ethaolOgies,
af ee V

, genetatibi..Wmodevn anthropological, and
'-r*.parcla" and -..puF:plie.:s.tion-- by fiundred

ifehOlari3, Of- only these- twenty -seven
shoir -evidence of 'more .r.han the ismoteat- "acquaintance with any results of such -research..

Eighty-five p e t cent of the authors -and consultants
_seem conceive their jobs -a# mainly the'rephrating

of ancient textbook' cortCepaonai however unverified:
Serieralthose cursed by a little naive
experience of pia 'go one" step backward and present
miaun.derstoOd anecdotes in what should be the place

. of Wellresearched information. Others..go two steps- , .
backward to fabricate faxitasiei to fill in for 'their
ignorance of even the slosi obvious scholarly references.

.x-4

. .

The fact that there could be and
.

tipn Of knowledge about, Asia does not

1.

4.

needs to be a more effective diasterainat.,'
ot .

..
imply that resour'casyo'r selrol4tii have' - .

f . , ... .. ,- .. . ....not Veen consulted At all. Readers reported 24 per cent (74 .cug,"nfl:W.:-
1, .f- , 6 '-2,

texts) gave informatioli specifying that the autheir.orConsultaitts had.a.Oe
. - .

Asian, background: It is important to note, howevei, 'that, .direct,-,.::....4 :..

haS been. fauna between overall ratings and whether or not a- te.Jc't had.,

ati
tar.

author or consultant with Asian background Soie re):71-e,w4f rkot-.44. that

not en, As experience qualifies an author to,,tAie on the pea pp 0.411.
.of introducihg an Asian culture to American. stpdenta. anSut4o.

had sable personal experience in an Asian country-7=but,..not the.one'_a

which he or ,she is writing: ..
,) '-.4 - .

it. .. , A.
The author flas .sbrn. e experience in dgpill
not familiar with Indonesian life frbra mitbh die t.,
.experience.. He knoiis the literature,:yht,leik.ii:'..tite',;,..
clumen perspective, which would make -htia. giveMord::or
less prominence to a variety of topic,f:
(Reader comment on Indonesia, Ginr4;1967,),..

4' ': '..
In looking at the kinds of Asin_elPergise rePresentieby thd,authprs;

. . .: 4

it is also clear that social scientists- dosrrinatet-o the 'Virtual exclusio0, of,

.
-.4

f : '

1
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. . ..,..
experts fn the 1v pities. Illosewho have gained recognition in

:. - - z

,
1 transmitting Asian exPerience and /alues through translations are nbt,

4
V l ,

.. ,' participating eithei directly or indir'ectly in the forpniation of.
.

'texts,. ;
- : . .;.- ' .. .

...., -4, Other felts provided only -shin a1 information.atinformation. on the author,
4 ...

. - I f .. # ' 1: . .--"
.., .. - I.

4 Y.eiding -.6iie.-rea der Ao comment:.
'' ..4.

There' is scant biographical anformatioti,abont the
author. In the"prefaoe we yearn that he "lived,-.

taught and married ,in Canton." .Nonetheless, the
boor text tells much aboUt the autlior,:s Oiienta-

tion.'"Well:groupded.in the "old" China, he has A

debilitating distancefrom China- slime-1949:: The
-"Pecp.le!,SRepubliC of China is presented in a

shallow minner.
(E1,1,6eth Dpnglas-,--Weikert 6n. China, ,Ginn, '1973).r

.
'f

Since the Associatibrt for Asian Studies is aA.impOrtant professional

a

,

-

t

-

.0

._. ,,. I ,
orgaitiz,,,%.t..ton or helpinr.to Piprement some of the recommendations' for

$

. i
, action.tO be taken .as a result of this emaluation, atithOrs, crediiicfwith ".

.....

? . . . : : i " - --" ,, . ,

Asian: expertise. im the Aval.lable. biographical" information vete 'checks a ;... ... ..., ... -. $, . ..,.. .....-_,
for membership

,
in they Ass:ociatioh'for Asian Studies.; 'put of the 'total., -

..... ....
... , . .._ : . ,- ,

. , . ,
- sample of 306 texts, only 74,..had .atrthor/consultanEs Credited with Asian

- 3 , -'. . , ' ..! . , ...; '.....'.: ,, ..' 0

'... 4', 1 0.44 1

4' ,expetis,g. .0f these huppodedly.laiowledgeabJe.authoriconsuitants,:.Who '-.../., _- , . . ---. , .
..*.....

- ;dumbered only 33 Were members of the AA.S; - which Uas tinembership `of

".
;

. . . . - 0 V e 5 a OOP ThfpminiMai inVolvement (fess than one per ,dent) sE,the AAS '
$

t-.r.--.-------r- - :-: ,:'. - - " , . . . .....*.
; rAtiMbpiNilt;:*13,- SOX) 04. tFFtP '.ors Asia dies not begin to' reflect t1.1.e concern -.,
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XI. CONCLUDING REMAKS ON- FINDINGS

The collators of this report have concluded that the texts do not

come close to reflecting what thoughtful educators have been recommending' for

years for teaching about other cultures: a recognition of lifestyles, scales

of value, modes of thinking, and aspirations other tan those dominating

American life today; a presentation of Asia within the Asian cultural

.context; and the inclusion of materials which foster human empathy, res-

pect, and appreciatiorr'for other peoples. As four scholars stated:

My overall reaction to this task is one of depression--
we really do not have very good high school materials
on China. -There is room for a great deal of experi-
mentation. Who is going to get busy to produce better
teaching materials? If we had better ones, would the-
schools use them? Perhaps we should recruit some
good graduate student-teacher types (some of our grad-'
uate students Kaye had high. school teaching experience)
and try to use the colleges as a baselfor producing
some, new materials. That is what the Episodes in

' Social Inquiry Series has done, with support from the
Natibnal-Science Foundation. Perhaps we could hit NEH
for some-funds to do some humanistically oriented text-
bookg as well.
(F. W. Mote, Princeton University)

If I had to make one,general comment about the texts,
Iyould express my disappointment at the lack of any
use of Asian humanities material, SP much of which
is available in English, largely through the magnifi-
cent endeivors of The Asia Society's Asian Literature
Program. This lack is, in my judgment, a serious
failing of all five texts, although Donald Swearer's
The Third World: Southeast Asia makes a stab in the
right direction. The of bibliographies,
reading lists, suggested readings in four of the five- -

texts is inexcusable, I feel.
.

(John M. Echols-, Cornell UniVersity)

267
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A general comment seems to be in order. Not having

read pre-university texts recently, I was shacked bye
the material t read. 'As it happens, I.had no. indi-

cation of the grade levels for which'these texts

. were intended. put whatever the grade level, they..

all suffer serious gaults from any. perspective that

takes Southeast Asia seriously as a.regiQn filled

with real and living cultures and human beings.
Surly there must'be texts better than these. tf

not, someone ought to be commissioned to write one.'

(Daniel S. Lev, University_of Washington).

It4s clear that ,someone in the field of.Asiad
'religions should be writing material for the secondary
schools .on HinduisM, Buddhism., Islam, and the re-

ligions of China. ,I've knowd that for years, but
have been too busy with other projects to give it any.

thought.
(Kenneth'Uk. Morgan, Professor EmarituS, Colgate

University).'

If the .basic twits are characteristic of social smiles curricula

across the country, then serious questions should be raised about the

effectiveness ofothe.entire post-World War II movement for 'international".

education or "global" studies;

However, accepting the approach and the,content now-presented,

in textbooks, the readers' ,r,eports,highlight the following dreas.to

, , : 4.,

which publishers and::textbook writers should be alerted and in which

.
. IW '

they should be encod7ted to impgke:

'All textbooks V

Imbalance. between Asian and Weitern 'history

Neglect of tradition and,cuithrdrcontinuities
Portrayal of Asian history as "stagnant" befda

Western involvement
"Catching up to the West" mentality,

One -sided treatment of colonialism-:-overemphasis

on.foreignagiistance
Imposing Western questionb,terms,, and frames cif'

reference on Asia'
`Measuring worth by American technological, political,

economic, or social points'of view
Failure, to give complete information about standards

Of measurement used .(e.g. buying power of the rupee)

268
: . .
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.Emphasis on poverty and t )le lack of electricity, cars,
and-bathtubs, without complementary discussions of
Arlierican problems or Asian strengths.

Failure to examine alternative ways of measuring the'
worth of a society,

Presentation of Asians 'as "strange," "childlike," "robot-
like," and "little" -

Neglect of Pluialism in 44sian societies
Overemphasis on "important" people
.Superficial or negative treatment,of Asian cultures
Failure to use authentic Asian humanistic/human interest

sources

Ethnocentric. end-of- chapter questions and teacher's guides.
IncoMpreheasible abstractiodlevels.
Inaccurate or ethnocentric illustrations, and captions-
Inaccurate, incomprehensible pronunciation guides
Use of out-of-date material
Making definitve statements instead of raising questions
Offensive style and tone (sexist or ethnocentric)
Quoting or abridging without proper credits or permigsion
Discrepancies between the teacher's guides and texts

Textbooks on India

Inaccurate treatment of Aryans and Dxavidians ,

Distortions of Hinduism, sacred cattle, karma, jati and
varna (caste)

Neglect of dharma and popular and,classical literary
traditions-(Ramayana and Mahabharata, village plays, etc.)

Overemphasis on poverty ,

r-

Pteoccupation with lack of political unity
Lack of attehtion to pluralism within Indian society,
especially Muslim cultdre

Textbooks on Japan % '

Superficial treatment of Shinto
Inaccurate emphaSis on rigid social stratification,
poverty, ,illiteracy, and Tack of change Tokugawa,.
Japan .

DistOrted coverage of samurai, tea ceremony, Buddhism,-
.

and -Zen 1-

Overemphasis on Perry, MacArthur,' and :"imitation's of
the West

Neglect of,indigenous democratic and social' movements
in the 1920'S

lteglect-of cattirarproblems and concerns in c ntemporary
period.

.

,

.Overemphasis 9n problems arising out,c4 the technological
deire/apment of Japan

.

Negative approach.to Japanese,housea--"too small," "no chairs"
Overemphasis on crowding

. .

. I

4

.
2 6 9

O

.e.

-
,

7

,
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.

Textbooks on China . e
1: i .

t
? l' , )..

i
. . . .

Superficial treatment of Taoistr'ad Cohfucianism s: ..-
.

,

. Overemphasis on "t,eagnation".before the 20th century

Inaccurate emphasis on economic poverty-,and-problem$

PrencCupation with political and social restrictions. '!*
1 . -.

{

'without PlcArriinink alternativeditterpretatic;ns such .

as the "serve the people" spirit- ''r

Outdated treatment of United States relationi with.the . ,

People's Republic of China 1 '- , .., . .,

. .

. . ,

---

. -

-.

.;

Textbooks onr'Southeast Asia

Use of pejorative "Hinayana" instead of the term' - .

"Tberavada" Buddhism, which is preferredby such

Buddhists themselves
_Neglect of indigenous history
Ove emphasis, on Indian, Chinese,,and Western influelice

Dated treatment of US. military presence
Treatment of Viet Nam----overemphasison U.S. involveMent,

neglect of Vietnamese people
Overemphasis on diversity

'

7 -

s
a

C

'I

.
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XII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION
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,

A

4 . *),

There haVe been s number of dissertations and'studies dealing with

tie treatment of Asia in textbooks, including on4 as earlyas 1917; however,
.

4

no study seems. to have-been followed with sptcific action, nor is it clear

that they havehad any:impact on.the publishing industry. A. Elgin Heinz,
a.

author ofa 1965 report, described his experience and made the following
,

suggestions:

: . /. . r.,
My/i96566 report was a.part Of an EA project and.

:
was filed in the Office of Education. 1 canit.re-
,Member whether copies went to the -publishers or not.
The," report was listed, arongtifth 'other things,we.

/ produced, on a mailing list that went out to teachers
and school-districts that had indicated an interest
in Asian studies materials. I think about 100 copies
were distributed.- .

.r.

..' * 0
n..o.

Irryour project, I would urge that you,have a budget
item to mail copies of your report tothe publishers -

of all'the books reyiewed and to the textbookcommittees
of all- state departments of" "education. Your project
handbook of common errors should go to all textbdok

. pUblishers and be.widely,advertised in Sdcial Education,'
etc.'as available to' any textbook rellieW committee. ./
(Communication from A. Elgin Heinz, denu 17,15, 1975)

.

.
.

,
.

,'

.-1

ionThere are many long-range possibilities. for agtion growingout.

of this eValaation. Vie following recommendations arefoz immediate
'

. ,.
.

z

ction.
7.),

.

Dissemination,of',Findinga,t6 ,the General Public

Zt is recomMended thaffeature *ipries and articles be prepared
44,

V .

3

for the general public.: These would be Written by'the Asia Shciety staff, .
.
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A.
xommentators; journalists,.end concerned public figures.

ir

Dissemination of Findings to Teachers, Publishers, Writers, Textbook

, Selection Committees, State Education Departments, Teacher Training

Programs, and Government Agencies .

A 4,000-word summary of the findings, based on this reiori, was

published in The Asia Society's September/October 1975 ASIA Bulletin

in an overrun of 5,000 copies,

. /
mailings and national meetings

the National Council of iSoCial

which is being distributed through direct

of professional organizations, including

Studies Teachers and The Council of State

Social Studies Supervisors. It will be followed by reproduction of '

500 photocopies of this report and,by the publication in 10,000 copies of

An annotated listing of books suit-a dAstillation ofthe report.

able for use at each leifel will be printed separately, updated as revisions

and new materials appear, and made available with both the'condensafion
4

and the full report.

Action With Publishers

9r

The individual reports on the 306 texts published by 37'publishers

- '

will be used to work directly with publishers to

i
i prove'existing texts

in futureeditions and prepare new materials on Asia. Publithers mayalso

be reached through Publishers' Weekly and the Library Journal.
r -

.
. .

o.tA.

9..

Dissethinatiou Through' Association for Atian Studies

v ,
.r .

r

To encourage specialists to,become concerned about the-treatment df

. .- ..
. i

.
.

,.Asia inlementary and secondary school materials was a_major objective of

I It
. .

this study: Their involvement has already been accomplished in part by

'their participation as reader-evaluators, but it will be enlisted further

. _
,_ , . , .

" .

through panels, seminars, and workshops 'organized foenational
,
and regional.1

-0 -- '

0 ; . l ,,
,

scholarly meetings, including a panel for the 1976 national meeting of the
-,-

.

272
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.,

Association for Asian Studies. These 'panels will. focus on the need for

',more effective dissehination of knowledge abodt.Asia and oltrecruiting
.

:) ,scholars for direct involveMent with basic lealling materials for students.
.

$ A

~certainly agree with you that schoiarsought to
b much more willing-to. consult with publishers, about

high school iexts,-ancrthat publishers should be willing
to demand some help. I guessthe logic of diemafter
,really dictates that hdre scholars shouldbe willing
to write high school texts. it possible that The
Asia. Society might eventually sponsor such writing?"
(Daniel'Lev)'

-

11.

Articles will be prepated'for theAAS Professional Review and for

Focus, which is also distributed to teachers.

0

Working Target Papers

Working papers based on the "ptoblem topics" with examples of

'Common inaccuracies and distorted assumption'i' will be prepared by scholars

and di rected to,publishets and teachers. These will include bibliographies

of'reliable source materials.
.

-

t

DiSsemination of=Evaluation Guidelines'
-

In adllitiOn to the aitsemfhation of the findings of this evaluation of

t

existtlitg. social studies texts, le'is*5sehtial that there,be a,continuinA a

r 0 -,,-
.

,

process of eva/gation as-hew books appear. Teachers, 'educators in teachers' /
.

, '
. .,. .

('
colleges ", -aAmiIstrators, textbook seleCtion committees, departments of .' c' , , f I - --, ' ,, .

educatio--all,those concerned with what goes into the classrooms-;5-should..,
, .

-haVe ah.instrument to hel4 ithemassess materials. As has been mentioned else-
% .

.

. %,

. . '

-.. 614#
, .

where, the readers .found the of eprocesp oevaluating as illuminating th
.-

, -
' -., .

fringe. David Weitzman, an experienced teader,ih the Oakland schools and a
. _

P
I, 1, ,- . .9

writer of-Asian Materia1S,,'reileated what most evaluators. said abogt the
,

41

4- 27



guidelines when he said, "It's the best thleg of its kind thaOlve-ever

seen. c4 looks lika'a lot of work, but it makes reviewing thehook much-
-

easier, much less hit and miss,' much less subjective. I imagine that it

.
: ,.

.

will Make your. job of quaatifying the results much easier too, "' It is reoom--
.

.. .

.. ,

mended that these guidelines be refined an condensed and be made available

so that others concerned with selecting materials may become their own

, evaluators.

Further Studies

The results of the Asia Society evaluation suggest that further studies

of who actually writes books'woUld be useful. The qualifications of the

people responsible for educational materials should be examined, Consukta-

tion with some editors and writers indicates that some texts are written

largely by profegsionafwviters even
. ,

tigious position might appear,pn_the

though as educator's name and pres-,

important in.title pages. It would be

any future study of this subject to,iDterview ill.parties-concerned
. , . .. .

ptAblishers4 editors, ors and scholar-consultantson their experienced
4 .

..----, $

. . . t ' ,

.." .0. , . .

in order fully,to understand and iMprove the process of developing materials
l ,,, et..,.-- '

for students.

Olt;
Tbi is some evidence that publishers have made an effort to involve

specialistssin reading, the social sciences, school administration, and

a

teaching in the preparation of textbooks. The time hascotefor:Asian

specialists to have an opportunity to join in this collaboration
:

r.

ti
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LIST OF 'BOOKS REVIEWED
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,

Asterisked Books' -

C

An interestihg-Litublishing practice obseved 1.3n the co-UT-se Of they

study was that.. of excerptl.fig chapters Ironlarger,hardback or ',.,

paperback texts, and presenting them is Soall,.,ihnovatl,ice-looking

ptpethatks. These texts were not.a1waYg-revfewed edmpletely

since information On :their content.cen-bedbtafued frdm consulting
report6 on the'relatad.t4xts.. ,In,tine case.aU, earlier version of,

a- hardback booV.which
.

\sti.1.1,onsale i'n cOmgetition with newer .

editions is..a16-o aat skid.;- , -- :

l'

-Publisher Asterlsk.ed Hooka7- Related Text

The Afro-Asian WorldAll in 6 Bacon Southeast Asia.-
.

Cambridge , The'Age of"Emperors

Cambridge Changes in Asian.
- Society

Cambridge Colonialism

CardbriAge

Cambtiage

Cambridge

Cambridge

Cambridge

.Cambridge

Cambridge

Follett

4

Patterns of Ciyilization: Asia

Patterns of Civilization: Asia

Patterns of Civilization: Asia

'oreiga Relations -Patterns of Civilization: Asia.

Industrial Change Patternd.,_91 Civilization: Asia.,
I

Nationalism Patterns of Civilization: Asia--

Revolution and Reform Patterns of .Civilization: ASta

Three 'Golden Ages Patterns of Civilization: Asia

'Where East Meets West ,Patterns of Civiliiation% Asia

Women, of Asia

A Culture In-Transi-
tion: China ,-

A'Culture In-Ttansi=
tiOn: Japan

-:,

."- 01-5P
, As

..

r-4HOIghton Mifflin -The Artistic Imagina-
tion,

,Houghton Mifflin Cities Thebugh Time
'

4. q
/

1 _ .

HOughton Mffflin Communicetimg,Ac,ross

. -. Time''and Space .,
-.

, g .
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Hyman Kublin-

..

161. India '1968,- 1973
-

Hyman Kublin

162. India: Selected Readings 1968,,1973
0 - Hyman Kublip

163. Japan 1969, 1973
Hyman Kubljn

166. Japan: Selected Readings 1969, 1973
Hyman Kublin

. .

The Human Experience

. *165. The ArtiStid Imagination
David Weit+an
Richard E.1Gross

*166. Cities Through Time
David Weitzman
Richard E. Gross' 294

1974

1974
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HOUGHT0i MIFFLIN (cont)

The'Builan Experience (cont.) r

*167. Communicating Across Time and Space
David Weitzman
Richard E. Gross

*168. 'Economics of Survival
David WeitZman

. .

1974

1974

4

*169-

iSiH 4. LUbb

The Human xperience
David- Weitzman
ticha E. Gross

*170. Human Origi s
David eitzman
leichar E. Gross

*171. Rules, Rights, and Revolart'ions
David peitzman
Richard E. Gross

Scientific Ipirit
David Weitzman

*172.

IIChard E. Gross

*173. ,The Wirld of The Family
. . Dayi.ci'Veitzman

. 'Itichard E. Gross

LAIDLAW BROTHER
Thatcher & Madison streets
River Forest, Illinois 60305

'Concepts in Social Science

1974

1974

1974

'1.974

174." Communities and Social Needs , , 1974'
Frederick M. King
DOrothy Kendall Bracken

\

Margaret A. Sloan

175.? Families and Social Needs
Fiederick M. King ,

Dorothy Kendall Bracken

2
Margarpt; A."Slcan',

176. People at.Home
Frederick M. King'
Dorothy Kendall Bracken
Margaret A. Sloan 296;
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LAIDLAW.BROTHERS (cont)

281

'' Concepts in Srcial Science (cont)

172- RegionsV and Social Needs
Frederick M. King
Dorathy3K4mda11 Bracken
Margaret A-. Sloan

4

1.78.. The Sodial Studies d Our World

ti

4

Herbert V. Epperly
Herbert C. Rudman
Ralph J. Cooke

179. Using
Frederick

Social Studies
Frederick M. King
Herbert V. Epperly
Herbert C. Rudman
Ralph J. Cooke

.-Foreign Relations Series

. 180. Chinese Dilemma
.J011 P. Armstrong .

.

181. India and The World Taday
Hyman Kublin

JapanA113, rn the Far East
Robeft A. Scalapino

183. -Sbutheasi Asia, and American
John F.-Armstrong

Poli&y

1

1972

1972'

1972'

1967

1966

107

1967

184. Our Changing World 1969

Carl Oliver
Robert Sobel

85.. Peoplein a Changing World
Carl Oliver
Robert Sobel

^J (similer to Our Changing wield)

Understanding Your World1Series
T.

186. Understanding Japan
Marion Gartler
George L. Hall --
Marcella W. Bend,itt

187. Understanding the Philippines`
Marian Gartler
Mabel Warnecke 0
George L. Hall. 296-.

1974

1968

1968
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.

LESWING PRESS INC.
1

-1971

1971

er

I.

750 Adrian Way
San Rafael, Clifornia 9490.*

Voices of Life Social Science Series

Voices of Ancient Civilizations
Clinton E. Boutwel/

4:
189, -Voices of Emerging Nations

Clinton E. uu..ye

J. B. LIPPrNCOTT. COMPANY
E. Washington Square 1
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105

$

190. The Asians
APaul. Thomas Welty

196Y,-196:6,
1973

1970,

- ,

191% . Man's Cultural Heritage ' . 1965, 1469

Paul Thomas Welty.

1r1-92. Readings in World Culturesf 1970'

,Paul ThdmasWelty
t

-1-.16,FE-TA7-T.11t:TihgS-Ource

*193. , Asian Cultures 1970, -1974

Paul Thomas Welty. .

r94. The Birth of Civilizations .1970, 1974
Paul Thomas Welty

MACMILLAN, INC.
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

_Culture Regions of The World Series

195.

' 196., India & South Asia
Seymour Fersh

197 1

*a.

China, Korea & Japan 1970
Ardath W. Burks

S'autheas't Asja
Thomas '1 :2 9'j

1971

1970
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MACMILLAN (cont)

Face to Face Books

198. Japan: A Week in Daisuke's World
Minoru Aoki
Martha Sternberg'

199. A Week in Lateef's World: 'India
py Shaw
Charlotte Zolotow

Geography in an Urban Age

200. Cultural Geograph.y, Unit 3
High.School Geography Project'

.

flabitat & Resources,"Unit 5
High School Geography Project

4t.

202. Japans Unit 6
High School Geography Projec

203. Manufacturing & Agriculture, Unit

204. Japan

1970

1970

.4

oo

1966, 1967, 1968,
1970 .

1965, 1967, 1969,
1970

1966, 1967, 1968,
1970

1966, 1967, 1968,

High School Geography Project 1969

Rafael Steinberg

MacMillan Social Studies Series

205.' Living as World Neighbors
Loyal Durand, Jr.

.206. Living in Our Country & Other Lands
Prudence Cutriht
John Jarolimek
Mae Knight Clark

207. Living in Places Near '& Far 1962, 1966,'1969

John Jarolimek
Elizabeth B. Carey

1969

1959, 1962,-1966,-c,
1969

1953, 1958, 1961,
1966, 1969

208. Modernization & Traditional Societies 1966, 1968, 1971 .
The American AnthropOlogical
Association

209. Past to,Present
Sydney H. Zebel
Sidney Schwartz

1960, 1963

210. The Ways of Man; An Introduction to Many Cultures 1971., 1974

Bertha Davis 298



413

284

MACMILLAp (corn)"

1971

1971, 1973

The Ways of Man Unit Books.

*211.. The Ways of Mali in China
Bertha Davis"

212, Web of the World: Interdepende.nce of

People -Places
John Jarolimek
Bertha Davis
Phillipsr*Piereck

.
_

.

211 The, Wide.World; A .Geography
,Preston E= James ,

,

0 1959,
1972

1962, 1967,

Nelda Davis (

2, :z
s

,McCORMUK.TMATHERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
450 W.; 33 Street'
New York, New York 10001

Global Culture Series''

214. of Afghanistan 19651 I

,TIve:St9xy.
Kimball Wiles

11.

215._ The: of 1968
` 17 irla --dr--denbl at t

,Dan-Chean-Chu
Kimball W iles

216. 'The. Story, of In:(1.1,a 1970

Seymour 41. 'Fersh
) .

O

217. The Story of Indonesia, 1965

Kimball '`Wiles

218% The Story of Japap . 1970

Lee W. 'Farnswortfl
.

. .

219. The ,Story of Korea
Kimball Wiles

24L0. The Story of Laos
Kimball Wiles

221. The Story 'of Pakista'n
Ruth R. heck

n2. The Story of the Philippines
Alfredo R. Roces-

. Kimball Wiles 299 0
3

4

1969'.

. 1967

1966

1968



MCCORMICK-MATHERS (cont)

Global Culture Series (Cont)

223. The Story ofThailand
Branda -Lu Forman
Harrison Foreman
Kimball Wiles

285

.4

1966

0

CHARLES E. MERRILL PUBLISHING COMPANY

1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio. 43216.

World Cultur-eIn Perspective Sefies

224. China anal Japan in the Moder(World
Peter K. Frost '

225. The Golden Age of-China and Japan
Peter K. Frost

JULIAN MESSNER
1 West 39 Street
New York, New York lOcU,8

19,73

1971

226. The People's Republic of Chinas'
'1973

Margaret Rau

\ .

Mari

Ci

NOBLE & NOBLE, PUBLISHIN , INC.

1 Dag Hmmarskjold Plaza

New York', Ne0 York' 10017

and His WorlAP--S r1
4

A

227. China: An Ancient Yet Mode n World

"Virginia French Allen

Edward,Ambry
Niel- Currier
Eleanor Leacock
Eu'gene Maleska
Lorraine Peterson,
Flank Romero
Marcus W. Tenney

3,i0

0

a

1974
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NOBLE & NOBLE (coat)

Man and His World Series (cont)

*228. Culture
( James CLary,/

Luc'irle .1;.anioif

..F.),torette Henri

Virginia-French.Allen..
Edwerd`Airibry.
Eugene MaLeska
Lorraine Peterson
Frank Romero
Marcus W. 'Tenner

*229. Early People
Virginia French Allen
Edward Ambry

,

Niel Currier
Eleanor Leacock
Eugene MaleskA'
Lorraine Petersen
Frank Romero
Narcus W. Tenner

*23U. East Asia: China & Japan
;James Clark
Lucille Falkoff
Florette Henri
Virgin `French Allen
E4ward .tbry
.Eugene-,)ialeska
Lorra4ne Peterson
Frank Romero
Marcus W. Tenner

4;,fie People & Culture
...,Janet McHugh

4Tr,et ster M. Balthasaret- C.S.F.N.
anley Ruds'tein

.110,

People The Land `

Lorraie Peterson
LawrenCe C. Ward
Sister M, B,althasare,

*233. South Asia: India.
James Clark .

Lucille Falkoff
Virginia French Allen
Edward , Ambry

Eugene.Makeska
Lorraine Peterson
Frank Rompro
Marcus W. Tenner

C.§.F.N.

30'1

1974

1974

1974

19374

1974
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NOBLE &- NOBLE (cont)

234. Patterns of a Changing World
Eliott -Wittenberg

.0RegWs of Our World Series

287

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC.
2 Medis.on Avenue
New York; New York 10016

China
%

0-i.

Edward Graff

India
Lawrence J. Pauline

A

1971

1972

1971

237. Japan & Korea 1972
Thomas Tegge

238. Southeast Asia
David G. Hunt

Spectrum'Series

239. Mainstreams of World.History
Suzanne Sankowsky
Claire' Hirschfield

240.

1972,A 1974

19/4

Mastering World History 1971, 1973 -

Philip L, GToiSser

241% TheWor_ld in Our Day
Paul tilis-pe

PENDULUM PRESS, INC:
'Saw Mill Road
West Haven, Connec-ticut- 06516

The Third World Series

242. East Asia'
Anthony Sariti

2.43. South Asia
James Norton A'

1972,-19'73.

.1973.

-073

244. Southeast Asia' 1973

Donald Swearer

302
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"PERGAMCN FRUS, INC,
Maxwell House
Fairviet., Park
Elms Ord, New York', 10523

Western Man & The `Modern World Series

245. Africa.:Latin,Ameri.ca,..and The East
Leonard James '

i

PUSLISHERS, INC.
111 Fourth Avenue
New York, Nem York 10003..

!

246. Thi-ough.pinese)Eyes
Peter,J. Seybolt

247. Through Indian Eyes
Donald 3..'JohnsOm
Jean E. Johnson

2`48. Throu&b.*Japanese Eyes'. 1974

4 it 1

*"`

1974 .

1974

Rithard H. Minear

Voices from the Nations Series

249. We the Chinese
Deirdre Hunter
Netle Hunter

197

256. We the Japanese 1972
John Maki

:251; We the Vietnamese 3.971

Francis Scully

PRENTICE -HALL, INC.,
Englewood Cliffs', New Jersey 07632

Inquiry Into World,Cultures

252. China: Fpcus on Rdvolution
Hari)! M. Linquis't /'

253. India: Focus on Change
Fred R. Holmes

30,3

1975

-1975,

we;
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''--- RAND McNALLY & COMPANY
10,Est 53 Street

. New York,New York 10022

Geography &.World-.7Affairs

t

Hard Back- Student =Edition
Stephen Jones
Marion Murphy,

Monsooh Asia
(excerptsfram Geography &'
World Affairs)

Stephen Murphy
Marion Murphy

256. ,People & Cultures
'Mervyn S. Garbarino
Rachel Reese Sady
John B. Paster

I

Ttople & Pla.ces

257. Book 4
J. G. Rushby
J..Bell
M. W. Dybeck

#7'
251. Book 5

J.' Rushby
J. B-41
M. W. J3ybeck

Our Widening World Papebacks

259. East Cultures:
Ethel' Ewing

260. India and Southeast Asia
Ethel Ewing

-World History Through Inquiry Series

261. Cultural Exchange
.Byron G. Wai'slalas
Jack Zevin

262. gcodomic ,Organization
'Byron*G. Maisialas
Jack Zevin

263. Lootirig into History
Byron G. Massialas
Jack Zevin 304

4

1950,
1957,
1965,

_1950,
1957,
1565,

1953, 1956,
1961, 1962.,

1966, 1971
Jr-

1953, 1956,
1961, 1962,
1966, 1971

1475

,
19,67 1971-

I.

5
tt

1971

1967.

.1967

I.
.r

1969/ 1971

1969, 1971 .

1969, 1.971



RAND McNALLY (cont)

World History Through Inquiry Series (coat)

264. Man and His,Environment
. Byron G: Massial s

Jack Zevin

/ 265. Political. Systems
Byroh G. Massial
Jack Zevin

aft

266. Religious Philosophical Systems
Byron G. Massialas
Jack Zevin

267. Social Structure
. Byron G. MAsialas

Jack Zevin
I

Z68. -Two Societies in Perspective
Byron G. Massialas
Jack Zevin

2 -69. 'world Order
Byrom G. Massialas
Jack Zevin

WILLIAM H. SABI,TER,-INC.
---"11 Park Place

3/
Nel.,7 York, New-York '10007

11,

270. CommunitieS Arotind Ole World
Romesh s3ah, Ph.D.
John B. Tsu, Ph.D.
Leonard Ingraham
John D. McAulay-, Ph,D.

4
Eastern Culture' Communities

1969, 1971

1969, 1971

1969, 1971

1969, 1971

1970

1969, 1971

1971

$ .e.
. "., ,

271. The People of Africa & Asia
. . 1972, 1974

Michael G. Mensoian
WilliAjprris"
Hugh Brobq . .

Clark N. Crain f
-

Lorraine .Davis 1 .

.Pranki,i
if

n Doeringer -,
.....-

Theodore Herman 1
.-

David Hudson 1
4. . , ,

. :

DaVi'd Dicker

3O5 ; 4.



SADLIER (cont)
4

291

Eastern Culture Communities (cont)

*272. The People of East Asia
Franklin Doeringer
Theodore Herman
David Dicker
Lorraine Davis

-"71. The Peonle of South Asia
Clark N. .Gain
Lorraine Davis
David Dickei

the People of the Ocean World
David Tialison,M.A.
David Dicker
John j)::--Wells

0

275. Europ% and Asia
1,ouistle Vorsey
Jordar0. ,Hodgkins
Marion Lyons 0

I

Wbrld Culture Groups
.

1972, 1973;

ti

1972, 1973

1968, 1970, 1972

276. Oriental World, Ocean World. 1969, 1973
Clark N. Crain
Theddore Herman

-

David Hadsbn

SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERVICES
50 West 44 Street
New York; New York 100-36

L

'

Scholastic World Cultures Program'
-,,

--------2-71-_____IChina 1973
. .

--17rari-e4--Chn______:,

278., Southeast Asia I
,

Matthew Mestroliit, Ph.E1'.1

271., The Indian Subcontinent 1972
Irwin Isenberg; M.A. '

:306
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SCIENCE EARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
259 stlErie Street

icag , Illinois 60611

_80. Regions of the Wo 1973
Lawre .enesh

SCOTT, FORESMAN AND CQMPANY
1900 El Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025

Area Studies in Economic Progress

2F.1. China: Development by Force
Perry P. Chang

282. India.: Struggle Against Time
Monroe Berkowitz

-
`283. Japan: Lessons n Enterprise

. Warren S. Hunsberger

Living World History Program.

i

_ 1964
ti

1963

1963

284. Living Wo'rld History 1964; 1969, 1974
Wainer Waljbanrc
Arnold Sc.hrier

285. 32* Problems in World History
Edwin Fenton

286. Peanut Butter and Yogurt
4 Nicholas' Econopouly

William R. Ammerman

People of the.World

287. .India'
Larry Cuban
Sandra Baarsch Hinely
Ralph Mitchell

:Japan
Larry Cuban

-----1444:iam_reenblatt

30_7

. 7

1964, 1969

1971.

't

1.971

itr

1971
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SILVER BURDETT/GENERAL LEARNING CORPORATION

250 James Street'
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Concern

289. Wold Religions 1970

Arlene Suvidler

Contemporary Social Science Curriculum

:90. Communities & Their Needs
Edna W. Sorensen

291, Living in Japan
Edna A. Anderson
Anne L. Coon
Lavinia Dobler
Patricia Stoddard
V. Phillips Weaver

1972

1966

292. 'Man and Change
1972

Kenneth S. "'Cooper

*293: Man and His World .

George A. F. Kimble

1972

294. This Is Man
19,72.

. .

Vincent R. Rogers

295. A-World View
1968

Clatence W. Sorensen

Culture Area Studies.

x!96: East Asia
Michael B. Petrovich

*!97. India-and Southeast Asia -
Michael B. Petiovich
Philip D. Curtin

1-)

Geography for Today's World

298, Our Big'-World
Clarence W. Sorensen
Harlan H. Barrdws
Edith Putnam Paket

, 1970

1970

1968
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SILVER.BURD.ETT (:ont)

299. The Human Achievement: Culture Afea
'^Approach to World History

Michael B. Petrovich
Philip D4,;4xtin

Mankind in Time & Place

300. Learning to Look At Our World
Kenneth S. 'Cooper
Clarence W.. Sorensen
Lewis Paul Todd

1970

1959

301. Modern History: Europe'Since 1600 1969'.

Carl L. ,Becker
Kenneth S. Cooper

Silver Burdett Primary.Social Studies (see CSSC Series)

3'02. Families & Thgir Needs'
Edna A. Aad -erson

Silver Burdett Science

303. This Is Our World
George H. L. Kimble

ISOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING "COMPANY,
5101 Madison Road
Cincinati, Ohio 45227

304. World Geography(Bth Edition)
Norman J. G. Pounds ,

James Woodall Taylor

WEBSTER.McGRAW-H1LL
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New Yoric 10020

. .

1969

1975

1974

305. The World Today: Its Patterns & Cultures' 1963, L966, 971
Clyde E. Kohn
Dorothy Weitz Drummond

309
#.1
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WEBSTER McGitAW-H11,1, (cont)

0
306. Twentieth Century Asia: An Anthology

John U. Michaelis
"Robin McKeown

.

I

.;

r

4-

314

a

1969

oC

O

tJ
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BOOKS WHICH APPEAR MOST

FREQUENTLY ON THE ADOPTION LISTS

OF 16 STATES AND 11 CITIES

TITLE, PUBLISHER, AND COPYRIGHT DATES TIMES MENTIONED

1. The Social Sciences-Corcepts and Values,
Level Two-Red, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970, 1975

2. The Social Sciences-Concepts and Values,
Level Six-Brown, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970, 1975

18

17

3. Regions Around the World, Addison Wesley, 1970, 1972 16

Communities and Social Needs, Laidlav Brothers, 1974 15

5. -Families and Social Needs, Laidlaw Brothers, 1974 15

6.%Human Adventure, Addison Wesley, 1970, 1972 13

7. Man and Change, Silver Burdett, 1972 -.13

8. Man and His World, Silver Bbrdett, 1972 13

9. Men and Nations, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971 13

10*. People at Home, Laidlaw Brothers,'1972 '13

11: This Is 'gad, Silver Biirdett, 1972 13

12. Working'Playing Learning, Addison Wesley, 1970, 1972 13
4 .

13. A Global History of Man, Allyn
V
& Bacon, 1970, 1974. 12

14.-USing the SoCial Studies; Laidlaw Brothers; 1972 12

Confucian China, American, 101 '11

'16. Livirig Wprld,History,Scott Foresman, 1964, 1969, 1974 11

17, People Places Products, Addison Wesley, 1970, 1972 11

,18. The Wide World:" A Gebgiaphy, Macmillan, 1959, 1962, 11
.1967,1972 4

19,1pproach to World History, Silver'Burdett, 1970 10

20..Communities and TheiriNeeds, Silver Burdett, 1972 10

3 1 1
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TITLE, PUBLISHER, AND COPYRIGHT DATES .TIMES MENTIONED

21. The Earth and Man,fAmerican, 1970

22. Infia, 'American, 1971 10

23. Man's Cultural Heritage, J. B. Lipkncott, 1965, 10

k969

2441an's Unfinished Journey, Houghton Mifflin, 10

'1971,'1974,

25 Social Studies and Our World, Laidlaw Brothers, 10

-71972

214 The Ways of Man: An Introduction to Many Cultures, 10

1: Macmillan, 1971, 1974 .

k

27. Web of the World:. Interdependence of People and 10

Places, Macmillan,- 1971, 1973

312

-

I,

-
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298

3

ADOPTION LISTS

SURVEYED FOR TEXTBOOKS

-WITH ASIAN.CONTENT,

CITY ADOPTION LISTS

1. Buffalo Approved List of Textbooks 19741975

2. Cleveland Textbook List 196871973

3. Dallas Independent School District Social Studies Textbook List 1973-1974

4. Denver Public Schools Textbook List 1974

5. The Detroit Social Studies 'Program Textbook List 1971

6. Philadelphia.Textbdok List) 1974

le

7. Social Studies Textbooks List for Phoenix' Union System 1974-197

.N:
8. Portland 1,4tal Studies Textbook List 1473'-.

7ei. . .

.

-
9. Sti . LouistSocial Studies Textbook List

1
i .

.

10. San Diego I
)

Approved Textbook "Listing 1974 -1975

.11. Tucon Public School Textbdok List

STATE ADOPTION LISTS

1. Alabama State-Adopted Textbook List 1973-1974

2: Adopted Textbooks for State of Arkitsas Supplemental List 1972

3. California State Textbook List 1972-1911

4. State Adopted Textbooks in Florida ,1974-1975

5."The Georgia Textbook List 1974

6. Textbook Adoptions for Idaho Public Schools 1974

7. The'State Multiple List of Textbooks of Kentucky 1971 -1975

8-Mississippi State TeXtbook Lik. 1973

1 3

r

f

-:

13
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299-

9. Textbook Division of New Mexipe Department of Education Adoption List 1972

10. Annual. Textbook Requisition of the State of Oklahoma 1974-1975

_11. State Adopted Textbooks for Oregon Schools -1973-1979

12. Catalogue of Adopted Te*tbooks for Use in South Carolina Pub-1 c'Schools

-1974-1975

13. Tennessee Official List of Textbooks 1977,4

14. Texas Education Agency, Frainework for dir Social Studies '1970

15e Vilginia Textbook List. 1973-1975
Al.!,

16.-West Virginia Textbook List

41

314

1 '
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THE ASIA SOCIETY TEXTBOOK EVALUATION PROJECT .

k b.

t
"In developing a methodology for Asia, it is StfdWgly-suggested

that the social sciences be liberally supplemented with materials and
skills from the humanities. One problem with much of the mateiial be-
ing published on Asian societies is its emphasis on social science
coneeirg-at the expense of a humanistic emphasis. This approach is un-
balanced-and it leaves out materials and approaches which encourage
student empathy and identification. Both the social sciencepi,ogess
dnd humanistic studies can easily be synthesized by selecting material
from the native literature, 4aft, music and philosophy. This synthesis_
will allow students opportu4ty fgx perceptive kinds of experiegce as
well as for the conventional, conceptual learning."

' Donald Johnson
The Teaching of Asia-, The Educational
ResourcesCentetv'The State Education
Department, The State University of
New York. 1970. Page'17.

"Full cultural treatment of a regional study contains humanistic

material. Music, art and literature combine with social science con-
tent to provide a more effective and even different picture than one

gets from studxing-only social order and disorder through sociology;
geography, and politics. Ideas and concepts concerning conscience and
character emerge from 'the study of literature and history."

Haro-141 H. Negley
"Drawing on the Humanities" in Humani-
ties and the ocial Stud/es, Bulletin
Number 44, National Council for the .

Social Studies. Page94.J
"The social studies tiust'draw on the humanities for insight into.,.

the ndn-quantifiable aspects of human fife. Social structure and proc-
esses are, contexts in which particular individuals lunctibn...the social
.studies properly comprise not just the study of social contexts, but the
study of man in his social context. In such an endeavor ehe'humanities
ate simply indispensable. Cultivation, the end of humanistic studies
i "s "after all civilization, the end of sOcial studies."

I

Thomas F. Powell
"Humanities and the Social.Studies: 9116
Subject, Two Fields" in Humanities and
the Social.Studies, Btalettin Number 44,
National Cotincil for the Social. Studies,
.Page 12..

316 .k4
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"If our concern is people',.then let them appear as real people

with motivations, emotions, ambitions; and a sense of purpose do =their

lives; The'dehumanized figure in the history text, known to the stu-

.
dent only as a name; is a mask behind which some puppet -like figure

lurks without revealing any of its substrice.. Nab Tse-tung i a-name;

pictured standing with his hand raised before an adulating cr wd, he
acquires a face; he comes alive in the student's mind with hi rema1ks

to Edgar Snow: 'My father had two years of schooling and he ould read

enough to keep books. My.mother was wholly illiterate. Both were from

peasant families. I was the family scholar. I knew the classics but

, disliked them. What I enjoyed were the romances of old China, and es-

pecially stories:of rebellions. I used to read them in school,
covering them up With a Clas'sic when the teacher walked past. $o aLso

did most of mk classmates.' I have seen knowing smiles move across
student's fa /es as they read this, and there were few among them who

cou-ld not in that moment relate to'the leader of the world's most pop-

ulous nation. Mao the abstraction had become Mam the man. For this

effe..:t done the passage would be a valuable source, but for the ob-

servant, alert teacher it has much greater meaning. In these' few words

st.idents can discover a clue to the fate of China's last dynasty and
of Confuciatlistd, and begin to see the subtle changes in Chinese life,

=a process which .Joseph R. Levenson called "the making of an anchrr nism."

David L. Weitzman
"Teaching about China in the Classroom:
What We Look for beyond Seeing" 1n China:

A Resou -rce and Curriculum Guide, The
University of. Chicago Press, p. 19.

"A decade of the developmental curriculum movement has proddced

major changes in curricula of American scoals. Books have changed.

This we know. What we do not know is what is in the books...."

The primary purpose of this

(1)- what American elementary
about Asia at which leyels;

(2) the extent to which there is a total cultural approach a'sopliosed.

to a narrow emphasis on economics, politics, and history; and

Professor Hulda Grobman
"Content 'Analysis as a Tool in Formative
and Summative Evaluation," a talk at the

AERA Annual Meeting it Chicago, Apf,X,

1972.

and

valuation is to determine:

secondary school textbooks teach

ft
it

. 4

(3) the degree to whiCh Asian humanistic sources are incorporated

1

lint) the text, supprementaTy activitigs, bibliography, and ref-,

erences.
k.
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f

In aildition to fOrnishing teachers with an evaluation of

existing mateTials, this study will.provide The Asia Society with

a perspective 611,.texts now in use so that we can ale.it authors and

.,pubLisherstp translations of Asian primary sources for revised

editions and new curl-reel-Um-projects. IP .

-Hopefully, this'evaluation will be a consciousness-raising

exercise for all coriterte.;g: evaluatorsv teachers, publishers, and

students. A key element will be an analysis of how unarticulated

assumptions about cultures influence the choice, the org'aniiation,

and the wording of materials.- Assumptions are often made regard-

ing technology as the principal_vehicle of change and progress,

with the result that economically "Under-developed" societies re-

ceive distorted and inadequate treatmene in many texts. Our as-

.
surption is that a total cultural approach'utilizing both-Asian-

humanistic,$ouces and the more standard historical and economic

materials will promote a more balanced view ofAian cultures.

1..

EVALUATI 0 N G U I D

.

ELINES ,

'.

. S

F 0 R .

..44,44ssw,

S.00IAL STUDIES TE'XTS As/

This evaluation will focus on seven occasionallyoverlapping areas:'

I. DEGREE OF ASIAN CONTENT!

II.. TYPE OF INSTRUCTIONAL AND SCHOLARLY METHODOLOGY
.

III. ACCURACY

IV. UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT ASIAN SOCIETIES,

V. 'SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES; MATERIAL, READINGS

VI. FORMAT AND ILLUSTRATIONS,

VII. EXTENT AND TREAT,MENT'OF,HUMANISTIC 4 HUMAN INTEREST MATERIALS

318
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41. _:-

.''*
:-

. .4
4 .

N..B. Humanisti,c .materials include: literature (poetry, fiction,
diarieg,-lett&rs,,dr*ama, etc.-); :Art, music, philosophy,
religion. . C .,

.

#

. .

fill6an'crieeregt 'Materials "incIude.,--,g. letters to the editor
of t

-.444
he,Asahi ShiMbun from a'Japanese -woman ', matrimonial-Id-

Vertisements. in an Indian dewspaper.

have developed an initially mind-boggling set of questions"'
to deal with each area. They are points to keep in mind as -you read.
Each area dealtwith shoUld be labelled clearly, but questiona need'
not be answered in the same order within each category. poweVer,
please make sure to speakto all the'items in each section if they
applj. .The list of questions di.s not exhaustive.' You need not con-'
fine ,your compentI b issues raised'ila. them.'"If you note a point 1,7,e
have neglected, please make your observations.and draw our attention
to the ite so that we may alert others.- If the book avoids the pit:-
falls anticipated in the questions, say so. Positive commenzs and ex-
amples are as important as the negative. Prose reactions are far more
valuable than yes-no Answers. Keep-in mind the authort;-intenItois
and the "climate of the timer`" in which she or he origina3417 -WI-pie the
*text. .(This is particularly true of Chinese content\) A sample re-
port on,a-textbOok is attached, but &o not feel bohnd t%ce'conform to;
the specific 'style of the review' Do keep in mind the suggeitions
Rade on report format below. The sample is included to encourage *-

extended,' informal, down-to-earth remark-s,- gesponsei' are "not- for
publicatiOn and would be edited .before any final'rep'ort is, produced=.
It will be extremely helpful in collating the reptitts if your evalua-
tion is "self-contained" and does not necessitate referring back to
the} text. - ,

The format oE the question sheet hasbeen revised in order
-

to make tabulation of final results easier to quantify and analyze.
please use one side of the paper 'only, and clearly indicate which
question i,s being spoken to, by number -and description or heading
All examples must be, substantiated- by quotes from the text. e
sure to'give page number and enough description to place quote in
context.

'Start a new 'page for each'category ih order to make final
tabulation easier. For example" :InaccuraCies" canbe'included in q,
one category with five subheadings. ,If, for example, you have
three-quarters of a sheet of paper left over after finishing,"In-.
accuracies, ," go on to the next 'category, "Foreign Terms" on a new

. shelet of paper. This will help us collite your material for the
finall report.

3i9
1
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BASIC INF.OR.MKAT ION
..

:FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

1.

1. Ti.tle:
2. Series-

3. Authbr(s):(please list ci;dentials,and institutional affiliation)

4. Consultant(s): (list credentials,and affiliation)

5. Publisher and address: 6. Date of publication(& date o

reissue/revision)

7. Total length of student's book: (Including index and acknowl dgements)

Total length of teacher's guide:

8. Length of Asian material: 9. What Asian country, countries,
region or area is covered?

10. Length of North AmeriCan material:

'11. Length of European material:

12. Length ofAfikcan material:

13. Medium:. '(`Hardcover, Workbook, etc.)

14. Cost:

'15, Reviewer:
7

16. Date sent out:

s

/

1.7. .Publisher's level. designation:

ft

320
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.

DescribeFORMAT'and its implications briefly.

i.e. -Appraise text, Including' cover design, as if
you were thumbing through any book with intent to
purchase. Does it look like a "real"- book or- a
textbook? What,size is the print? Does the book
invite you to reail on? Why? If riot, yhy not? If
you were a student would you want to read'it?

II. What are the S P E C I F I C DISCIPLINE S?

(Historical, anthropological, sociological, economic,
humanistic, etc.)

Describe weight gi en to each approach. Is the approach
chronological, expo itory, interpretive, case-study, and/or '

primary source, etc Is the primary purpose of the book to
introduce Asia or ,t introduce a disCipline?

III. What are the S P E C I F I C T 0 P I C S covered in the Asian
material?

e.g. Long March, land reform, etc.

Not glaring omissions and comment on which topics are em has zed.

Omissions: e.g. the Opium War in treatment of Eu opean-
involvement with China.

yhat,are'theGENERAL T 0 P I C S dealt with in Wo ld
hist ry material? Comient, if pertinent, on how coverage of
Asia, compares with coverage of other regions, bu you need not
do an in- depth, analysis of areas other-than Asia. .

Start a new sheet in your report

I
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Evaluate A C C 17,R A C Y in terms of factual informatidn,
foreign terms, and sources.

EvaluateAU,THENTICITY. If the material is not
authentic jive examples. ,

. ,

e.g. If the text relates in'the author' own words
"A Day, in the 'Life of Beero," is the day an
authentic one for an Indian' 1.1ild? Are names and
places authentic?,

-Identify and give examples from the text and teacher's guides
as follows:

1. Factual inaccuracies and inauthenticity.

2. Inautenticity through invented case studies. Are the
names accurate?

3. -Inaccuracy in the.us'e of foreign terms. .

'e.g. Mt. Fujiyama, hara-kiri.

4. Inaccuracy in the definition of foreign terths.

5. Inaccuracy through the misSpelling.of foreign terms.

6. Inaccuracy throuel the use of out-of-date material.

7. Inaccuracy as the.result of omission or a fragmented or
superficial treatment a topic, resultingin distortion.

8. Inaccurate sources used in bibliography.

9. Inaccurate pronunciations in the pi-onunciationiUide.

10. Are authors and consultants qualified in Asian background?
Total # of consultants: ; # with Asian special-
ization:

11.. How would you rate the'over-all accuracy/authenticity level
of this book'? 1)poor 2)fair. 3)good 4)excellent

.V Please list foreign terms (common words),used in each text
by country. Is there a pronunciation guide? Where is the
pronunciation guide?

.322

Start a new sheet in your report
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Listed below are various APPROACRESandASSUMP-*-
TIONSthat occur in textbooks. When assumptions, are
found a quoted example should be given frOm the textbook.
For example, if Confucius were described as preaching the
heightsof Western philosophers," you would' write next to it
the page number of the text and, 1(f), because this'is an .ex-7-
ample of how the aoeomplishments of Asia cultures'can be
measured, by Western standards,* This makes a handy key which

7 .can be,'used later in tabulating the-reports to see how often
certain assumptions occur. if an assumption is found that is
hot included here, identify it, and 'give_ an example. Wheneimr
appropriate, use this system to,identify examples throughout the
-entire queetion.sheet.

POSSIBLE APPROACHES:

4 1. Developmental (or progress-oriented) approach:

(a) Does the text emphasize change and growth or persist-
ence and continuity in a 'Culture?

(b) Is there an assumption that all societies follow a
developmental or evolutionary pattern? Does this
imply the superiority of the West?

A

(c) Are large powerful societies emphasized to the neglect
of the small?

(d) If comparisons between Asian countries and Western
countries are made, how,are they made?

.

If comparisdns are made, is ,there an effort to compare
the,"likes"?L Are they valid?

(f) Are the accomplishments, of Asian cultures measured by
Western standards?

(g) Are differences between Asian and Western countries
explained in such a way that there .is an emphasis on
what the Asian cultures'do not have?

"No roads for cars have been made in Gopalpur.
The nearest road is two miles away. The paths
are too rough and sandy for bicycles, so people
usually walk .wherever they are going. ,In'the
dry season, government officials sometimes ride
into Gopalpur in a jeep. The nearest telephone
is twelvei,miles.away."

(h) Is Asia seen as a stage for- Western history?

.,(i) Are foreigners always helping or intervenink'to the
extent that the people of `the area seem-to have little
iiiitiative.or influence?

(j) Are differences between Asiarand Western countries
explained in such a way. that Asian social and cultural
forces are seen as "problems"?

323,
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A-P P R 0 A C H Ei'S and,k-S S.U.MPTIoN S (con't)-- .

, .

:-
(k) Are terms li eupodenization":and"WeeternizationP-

. used? How 4 e they used and defined? .

. 4

L (1) Is "Westernization", used interchangeably with
"modernisation " -?

,

ti

(m) Is there p dichotomy assumed between tradition and
modernity in the text?' '

(n) Is'there a definition of human,. societal, or a

civilization's worth ih economic terms?

Jo) there art overemphasis on the poverey. of .a

countty or.area?

(p) If the progress- oriented developmental mode is
accepted a*.a point of view by the author,.could'
selected phrases or terms be edited to reduce

.cultural arrogance ?

fS't.the study of Asia justified in terms-of strategic

importance to the U.S.?

2. Asian Superiority Approach

(a) Are Asiancultures presente'd as superior -to the Western?

.e.g. morl spiritual, exotic, artistic, etc.

3. Asian Inscrutability Approach

(a) Is Asia presented as mysterious and inscrutable?

4. Asia-centered (Humanistic') Approach

(a) ' Is. the culture presentedias rational within its own

context and culturaltvalue system?

(b) Does the text help students develop empathy for other

cultures? If' so, :how?

(c) Is the culture viewed within an Asian historical con-
,

text?'

(d) Are there- attempts to get beyond the
nature of some social customs?

exotic or alien.

ti

5. Eclectic Approach .

(a) Is a conscious effort made to present different
possible approaches in the text?

324..
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VIT. GENERA-1, CONSIDEgATIONSoncerning
,assumptions. Giv,e "yess"P'no ., responses. :.

o

1

.1. Does the author recognize his or her assumptions?

2. s the text consivtentja its assumptions?

3. What values ar aims do the text promote?
carry this out succesfudly?

Does the text-

e.g. Interdependency, Asia as part of the entire
world system, futuristic thinking, prevention of
war and preservation of peace, restoration of ecolog-
ical balance, expanded social justice, sharing of
world resources, etc..

4. Are the text's assumptions and values as they apply to
different Asian countries consistent?

e.g. Are five-year plans seen as totalitarian
China and progressive in Indonesia?

5. What assumptions are made about the, organization of societies
and historical change?

e.g. Organismic, cyclical, dif,fusionist, historical,
geographic, or economic determinist views, etc.

6. Is an effort made to portray both the-Great and Little
traditions?

Great Tradition = classical philosophy, religion and
literature.

Little Tradition = folk myths and practice.

7. Is there an effort to present a balanced view- of topics?

8. Is there a conscious effort to portray pluralism in a society
when it exists?

3z5
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4, .

VIII. STYLE and TONE.-s

Please give.Ixamples in each case:

.

Are value-laden; ethnocentild andior charged words

and terminology used?.

e.g. Red China, Ear East-, progress,

development.

2. Are cliches used? ,

e.g. "dawn of civilizatione',"cradle of
civilization," "emerging giant,"

3. Is there a we-they tone?

4. Is there a condescending, moralistic, or

patronizing tone?

5. Is there a '"brotherh6od of man" approach that

deriies differentes?

6. Is the treatment of any given topic at such a

high level of abstraction that Students would

have difficulty understanding the material?

7. Is there evidence of.racigi and/or sexist
attitudes on the part of-.the author?

e.g. "White man's burden" or "little
brown brother" approach.

Start a new sheet in Your report
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IX. FORMA,T and ILLUSTRATIONS
(Check inaccuracies Under section VII.).

1.- Do-the illustrations,"extend".and enhance the text,
Rdd to its meaning; or are they purely decorative?

J
.

2. 'Anal ze type;.number,Wdd date of illustrations
'(char s, cartoons, photographs/ etc.). Is there
a bal nced variety? Are ther6objec,ts, historical

painti gs,and documents' also repretented?,

Are different ''groups within a society portrayed?'

4. pictures project stereot*es?

e.g. poverty, agressive behavior,
women in, subservient or "supporting"
roles, "quaint" Asian scenes, modern
technology, etc.

5. If color reproduction is used, is the quality good?
What about black and white illustrations?

6. If applicable: What kind of first Impressions about,
Asia does thecover convey? The frontispiece?

X. What typeS of CREDITS are given for illustrations and photos?
Do they appear on the same page or in anothei) part of the
book? Are dimensions given for. art works? Names or artists?
Period? Museum? Collection? Are dates given for maps and
illustrations? .

t,,
on humanistic/human interest materials in text,

' illustratIons, supporting material and suggestions for further

Humanistic materials include: literature (poetry, fiction,
diaries, letters, drama, etc.) art, music, philosophy,
religion. 4 ,

-Human interest materials include, e.g. letters to the
editor of the Asahi Shimbun .from a Japanese woman,
matrimonial ads in an Indian newspaper..

32
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X1,:"SOURCE-READIN,G'S

Are source readings in body of text credited? If iso,

goes the credit appear in footnote. form on the sadle
page? What kind of information is in the footnote?
Doe-S it indicate whether the reading, a direct
quote or adapted from another work? Is thse''tmams-

-....1-

lator and source credi,teci?

List Asian source readings within text.

3. Are the trgW?lations in contemporary-language or ye
they dated? 4

Is there OGRAPHY listing further Asian~
sources? Are sources listed in the 'student's book as well-
as in the teacher's manual? Please list sources. If there
is a separation between student and teacher sources,. please
make two separate lists. If.long xerox,Lnd attach.
Indicate which sources are humanistic: or human interest.

XIII.' SUPPORTING MATERIALS

1. Is there'an accurate pronunciation guide?

2. Is therera glossary of foreign terms?

-,3. Is there an index?
4

4. Is there a teacher's guide?
-1

5. Does the, teacher's guide promote the same values and
rest,on the same assumptions ,as the student text?

.

6. Does thg: teacher's guide make a consciouseffort to .
avoid ethnocentrism?. Does'it:sacceed in this?

i,

7. Does the teacher'.9 guide assise in carrying out the
objectives of the text? Is, the'teacher's guide useful?

4

8. Is the teacher's gpide re is about what can be
achieved through the student text. .

'9. Are humanistic materials made,available through the .

teacher's guide? Are these intended to be shared with
the student? Could they h ve beep ,pregented?

Staxt a,new sheet i
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iiumANrsTic MATERIA.L7,S.'
411

1. To what extent, does the text take a:hu-mashigtic-appraach?
(Characteifte as none/some/dominant. Give examples':)
Are people (men and women) at:the center? To what ex-
tent does th# text include Asian humanistic sources or
voices as cpposed to outside observers?

o'

2.
1 Even if the humanities are not intr -ced as a specifie -

.discipline, which humanistic tradi ions are represented?

e.g. Lu Hsun vs. Pearl S. Buck.

'
e.g. religion, philosophy, literature, music,

arts,performing arts, recreation, etc.
A

3.- How are humanstc/human _interest materials used? Give
tlamples

4

(a) Is a 'humanistic language, style, tone usedl

(b) Are humanistic aterials -included to give extra
information-aboUt-en area?'

--. ,

,i.e. to indicate an area'has.'an ar e or a
.literature -as-as weld-aS an economic polity.

.

(c), Are humanistic-indterials (especial* literattfre)
used to 'increase student understanding of social

--, ., science concepts? ... Air

e.g. social Change
.

, . '

(d) Are humanistic materialt included to increase
. __

student appreciation of Asia's cultural heritage.?
.

(e) Are humanistic materials included,;(3 illustrate
cultural values?.

'(f) I's humanistic material presented so that students
can empathize with othe'peoples and,art given
direct contact with other peoples and their values?
(Do not confuse 'creating sympathy with the Efight,,
of others with empathy.)

(g)
11

.Does humanistic.material balance' Western o;hservers! 4
interpretations of the situation under study?

e.g. Are the Japaneseimpressions of Perry in-
cludedin word ,and-- picture along with Perry's

' impressipns of the 'Japanese? 1

329, I I s
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RUMANISZIC MATERIAL. S, (con't.)

lie

4, Do.end-of-chapter questions. encourage empathy? When

possible, check desired responses in the 'teacher's

guide to see what is expebted. Do the end-of-chapter
questions encourage ethnocentricity?.

5. What about questions that follow humanities material?
Are they done sensitively co foster empathy?,(D'ebates-
that encourage students to decide the value of retain-
1,ng.differelt cultural practices do not always fditer

empathy. Nor will everyone empathize with thesame
'material.) . .

6. Are writings (poetry, journals, quotations, etc.) by
Asians setoff in a different format"or'treaeedas an
integral partaaf the text?. If set .off; does the design
enhance the statement, Or does it look like an after-

- thdught or something to be skipped over?

7. What- Asian humanistic/human'interest sources can you
recommend be as source readings or in the
teecher"T or.stioden'tYs bibliography?.

7
0

Start.a new page in your report

..10*

XV. SUGG E S T I 0 B 0 X

This is the place to suest specific remedied for

critidisms that you have found. It's easy, to criticize,
,but..not so easy to offer suggestions. Comment from 'your
.experience and/dr knowledge of sources that the writer may

not be aware of. 'Be positive!c! Please comment on the 10
best books in your area of'spettalization that textbook
authors should consult bef'ore writing. Also, please comment
dn how each book cou.ld be used in the clasiroom.

XVI. PATS ON'THE BAC.K
'this, is the place to 'give particular plaudits to d

book or an aspect of a book tivat stands 'up particularly
well. ,;,The'squestions given certainly will ferret out what
is wrong, but yealso went ample opportunity to be given
to specific goodies that may not have been mentioned in
other Categories.

38 0
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a National Advisory Panel

Jackson Bailey
Earlham College
Richmond, Indiana

Peter Bennett
Staples High School
Westport, Connecticut

Frank Buchanan
Service Center for Teachers of Asian Studies
'Columbus, Ohio

Betty Bullard
Department of Public.Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina

Michael Fente
PASE
Ann Arbor, Michigan

*

James lantula ,

Chairman, AAS Committee on Secondary Education
University of Northern Idwa

Fern Ingersoll
Writer IectUrer
Takoma Park, Maryland

Donald Johnson
'New York University'
New York

Jean, Johnson
Friends School
Ne14 York

Davidf4larot
World Education
New York

Marta NiCholas
Chicago, Illinois

Harold Wright
Antioch College
.Yellow Springs, Ohip
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XVII. 'SUMMATION

A

,317

s

If you feel the need..Wmake extra mments

statements. abdut the text, this is ,the ace for

We also would like you to tate the text,here:

or

1. (Excel/ent text, shquld be highl recommended.).

"2. (Can be used as is, but has some problems,)

3. (Could be used Only with revisions.)

4. (Definitely shodld not be use. Unacceptable.)

r

332,
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1

This 'questionnaire is. in part drawn from a working(paper on-
evaluating educ.ational materials on Asia produced by a group of
teachers with backgrounds including study and travel in Asia and
experience id teaching Asian to American secondary school students.
The guidelines were refined and clarified-by Asia Society staff
with the assistance bf'a National'Advisory Panel.

NYC Masters in Asian Studies Program Teachers EvaluatgOn Committee

Billie Day Lucia Pierce
'tardozo High School Morgan School -

Washington, Clinfon,Connecticut

-Peggy Helgeson
Junior ,High
St. Cloud,. Minnesota

;Jerry Osgood
Directo'r, Area Cooperative
Educational Services,
New Haven, Connecticut

Frederick -Price
Higft School
St. Padl, Minnesota

A.oretta.Ryan -
Formerly Western Jr.
High School

Massachusetts
4-

William Skowronski '

'Parochial HighSchbor,
Philadelphia; -Pennsylvania

Asia Society Educational Resources /Asian Literature Prdgram Staff

(

. Bonnie Crpwn 16

Director 1

. Loretta Ryan
Project Associate,

ndrea Mtller , .

Assistant director

Bradburd-
.

Research and Editorial Assistan-
,

Tin-Mald
Staff Assistant
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Philip Alle4.
M.A. Chinese History
George Washington University
Washington, D.C.

e

Robert Crawford
"Ph.D.Caildidate
Columbia University
New Ydrk, N'ew York

Michael Antolik Bonnie R. Crown
Teacher Director.
La Salle Academy Educational Resources/
New'York, New York Asian Literature Program

The Asia Society
Jackson Bailey Nei; York, New York
Earlham College
Richmond, Indiana

:.
Thelma Davis

L. A. Bester
Consultant'
International Socipty for
Educational Informiation
Tokyo, Japan

Franklin* Buchanan
Director
Service Center for Teachers
of Asian Studies
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Lenore Burckel
Teacher
Washington Park High School
Racine, Wisconsin

Zelda S. Bradburd
Research & Editorial Assistant
The Asia Sdciety
'New York, New York

Former Teacher
Graduatie Student
Stanford University:
Stanford, California

Billie Day
Teacher
Cardozo High. School
Washington, D.C.

David Dell
Foreign Area Materials Center
New York, Nekg York

Edward C. Dimock
Professor
Department of Linguistics
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois'

'Elizabeth DouglaszWeikert
Consultant on Soufheast'Asian
Studies in California Schools
Santa Clara, California

Betty,Bbllard
, A. EbatoConsultant

State Department of Public
InstruCtion

;,_Raleigh, North Carolina

--L. Jonathan Chaves
Professor Professor

'Department pf Comparative Literature Department of Linguistics
. State University of New York Cornell University
Binghamton,'New York Ithaca, New York

,

Assistant Profedsbr
Meiji University
Tokyo, Japan

John Echols"

., Sandy Cheiten Ainslie Embree
Teacher Dean
Central Commercial High School School of International Affairs
New York, New. York Columbia University

New, York, New Yolic
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Darlene Fisher
Former Teacher
New TrierHigh School
innetka-Northfield, Illinois

Michael'Fonte
Administrator/
Scholar for PASE
University of Michigan
Ann ,Arbor, Michigan'

4.

CamillV"Funk
ChineSte Language Study
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

is I

Williat Funk
Teacher.
Decatur High School
Decatur, Georgia

Robert D. Geise
Chairman
SociI Studies Department
South Side Senior High School
Rockville Centre', New York

Patricia Genz
Teacher
Clverton School
Calverton, Maryland

Michael Gerber
Professor
Comparative Education &
Social Studies Education
Brooklyn College ,

' Brooklyn,.New York'

Leonard Gordon
Professor
New School of Liberal Arts

Brooklyn College
Brooklyn, New .York

4

Dotty Guyot
John Jay College of

,Criminal
Nel York/ New York

Jane Hamilton- Merritt
Former Teacher
Consultant to State S'chOol

Systems on Asian Studies
West Redding, Connecticut
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James Hantula
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